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Sensor Thermal Barrier Coatings:
Remote In Situ Condition
Monitoring of EB-PVD Coatings
at Elevated Temperatures
Thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) are used to reduce the actual working temperature of
the high pressure turbine blade metal surface. Knowing the temperature of the surface of
the TBC and at the interface between the bondcoat and the thermally grown oxide (TGO)
under realistic conditions is highly desirable. As the major life-controlling factors for
TBC systems are thermally activated, therefore linked with temperature, this would pro-
vide useful data for a better understanding of these phenomena and to assess the remain-
ing lifetime of the TBC. This knowledge could also enable the design of advanced cooling
strategies in the most efficient way using minimum amount of air. The integration of an
on-line temperature detection system would enable the full potential of TBCs to be real-
ized due to improved precision in temperature measurement and early warning of deg-
radation. This, in turn, will increase fuel efficiency and reduce CO2 emissions. The
concept of a thermal-sensing TBC was first introduced by Choy, Feist, and Heyes (1998,
“Thermal Barrier Coating With Thermoluminescent Indicator Material Embedded
Therein,” U.S. Patent U.S. 6974641 (B1)). The TBC is locally modified so it acts as a
thermographic phosphor. Phosphors are an innovative way of remotely measuring tem-
peratures and also other physical properties at different depths in the coating using photo
stimulated phosphorescence (Allison and Gillies, 1997, “Remote Thermometry With
Thermographic Phosphors: Instrumentation and Applications,” Rev. Sci. Instrum., 68(7),
pp. 2615–2650). In this study the temperature dependence of several rare earth doped
EB-PVD coatings will be compared. Details of the measurements, the influence of aging,
the composition, and the fabrication of the sensing TBC will be discussed in this paper.
The coatings proved to be stable and have shown excellent luminescence properties.
Temperature detection at ultrahigh temperatures above 1300°C is presented using new
types of EB-PVD TBC ceramic compositions. Multilayer sensing TBCs will be presented,
which enable the detection of temperatures below and on the surface of the TBC
simultaneously. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3077662�

Keywords: thermal barrier coating, sensor TBC, phosphorescence, luminescence, YAG,
heat flux gauge, thermographic phosphor, remote monitoring

1 Introduction

1.1 Industrial Need. Gas turbines are widely used to provide
aircraft propulsion and increasingly to generate electricity. The
efficiency of such plant is linked to the maximum gas tempera-
tures that occur in the hot gas section of the engine. Higher effi-
ciencies and hence higher temperatures are constantly being
sought, both for commercial reasons �lower operating costs� and
environmental reasons �lower CO2 emissions�. The downside of
operating at higher temperatures is the greater stress it places on
components, which then creates the need for improved materials
and also for improved monitoring tools.

In addition to new alloys and cooling methods, thermal barrier
coatings have played a major role in this development. These
coatings were first used on jet engines in the 1970s and are now a
common feature on power generation turbines. Temperatures in
today’s turbines are above the melting point of the metal
components—vanes and blades—in the hot section, the most ex-

pensive part of the turbine. TBCs allow components to survive in
higher temperatures, while having acceptable lifetimes. It is
claimed that a 1% improvement in engine efficiency can save $20
million in fuel over the lifetime of a typical industrial, gas fired,
400–500 MW combined cycle power plant �1�. In fact GE claims
that its dominance in worldwide gas turbine production is due to
its leadership in TBC technology resulting in improved efficien-
cies of their engines �1�.

The prediction of the durability of a TBC is strongly dependent
on the absolute temperature the coating system experiences. The
thickness of the thermally grown oxide �TGO� layer, underneath
the TBC ceramic layer, determines one of the prime failure
mechanisms of a TBC: the spallation of the ceramic top coating.
The increase in temperature from 1010°C to 1064°C can triple
the growth rate of the TGO leading to a rapid premature failure
�2�. Reliable temperature detection in an operating turbine has not
yet been achieved and consequently lifetime prediction models
remain uncertain. Thus, uncertainties in current temperature mea-
surement systems �3� do not allow operators to run their engines
at maximum efficiency without compromising on reduced mate-
rial life and safety. The proposed sensor coating technology will
provide more accurate temperature data inside the hot section of
the engine, and this knowledge might be used to reduce safety
margins by 50°C or even more. Current safety margins are be-

1Corresponding author.
Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute of ASME for publication in

the JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Manuscript received April
9, 2008; final manuscript received April 9, 2008; published online April 10, 2009.
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lieved to be as high as 200°C giving a great potential for an
increase in operating temperatures �4�. A rule of thumb says a
50°C increase in the firing temperature corresponds to 1% effi-
ciency gain, which is considerable regarding the size of the mar-
ket �5�.

1.2 Thermographic Phosphors. The concept of using phos-
phorescent materials for temperature detection in gas turbine ap-
plications has been studied for more than 20 years, and it is usu-
ally known as phosphor thermography. When applied as paints,
these materials have a limited lifetime of a few hundred hours or
less when exposed to high temperatures and harsh environments.
These materials are usually doped ceramics mixed with high tem-
perature binders. After excitation of the phosphor with ultra violet
�UV� light, the subsequent emission is recorded using a photomul-
tiplier or a camera system in order to observe the decay time,
which is temperature dependent �6–26�. Alternatively, the inten-
sity ratio technique can be utilized for specific phosphor materials,
looking at the ratio of temperature dependency of two different
emission lines simultaneously �6,16,22–24,27–31�. A more in-
depth study of the theoretical aspects of the technique can be
found in the literature �6,16,32�.

1.3 Thermal Barrier Sensor Coating. Early work by Amano
et al. �33� considered the integration of luminescent materials as
erosion sensors in TBCs. In 1998 Choy et al. �34� introduced the
notion of a thermal barrier sensor coating �sensor TBC� for tem-
perature detection. Instead of applying a phosphor layer on the
surface where the temperature needs to be measured, they pro-
posed to locally modify the composition of the TBC so that it acts
as a thermographic phosphor and as a protective thermal barrier.
This technique enables surface temperature measurement but also
could provide a means to measure temperature within the TBC
and at the metal/topcoat interface, hence enabling the manufactur-
ing of an integrated heat flux gauge. They first published results
on yttria stabilized zirconia co-doped with europia �YSZ:Eu� pow-
ders in 2000 �15�. They also demonstrated for the first time the
detection of subsurface measurements looking through a 50 �m
undoped YSZ layer and detecting the phosphorescence of a thin
��10 �m� YSZ:Eu layer �bi-layer system� underneath using the
ESAVD technique to produce the coating �8�. The first results on
EB-PVD TBCs were published in 2001 by Feist et al. �27�. The
coating tested was a monolayer coating of standard YSZ co-doped
with dysprosia �YSZ:Dy�. Later in 2004 and 2005, Gentleman and
Clarke �35,36� reported the temperature sensitivity of YSZ:Eu
phosphors as well as erbium doped YSZ and europia doped pyro-
chlore zirconates, which could be seen as a potential replacement
for YSZ materials due to their lower thermal conductivity. They
also showed that the temperature at the TGO/TBC interface could
be measured with thermographic phosphors using a bi-layer EB-
PVD coating �10 �m YSZ:Eu bottom layer� in a thermal gradient
�37�. First work on industrial air plasma sprayed �APS� sensor
coating systems commenced around 2002 and were first published
in 2005 �26,38�. Heyes et al. �26� demonstrated the capabilities of
APS sensor coatings for in situ two-dimensional temperature mea-
surements in burner rigs using a high speed camera system. Fur-
ther, Feist et al. �39� showed the temperature measurement capa-
bilities of APS sensor coatings beyond 1400°C. The application
of thermographic paints on conventional free standing APS coat-
ings was studied by Eldridge et al. �25� to demonstrate its use for
depth-penetrating studies.

While the previously mentioned studies were focusing on the
temperature detection capability as the main industrial driver for
this technology, it became apparent that the inclusion of phospho-
rescent materials into the thermal barrier coating can also work as
a microprobe to detect the aging mechanisms or changes to other
physical parameters that affect the local atomic surroundings of
the optical active ion. This was first stated by Choy et al. �34�,
later by Srivastava et al. �40� and then by Feist and Heyes �41�.
The latter proved the viability of detecting hot corrosion processes

in YSZ due to vanadium attack. Most recently, Eldridge and co-
workers �42,43� studied the effect of delamination and erosion on
the luminescence response, showing that sensor TBCs can have
multiple applications.

The top surface of a TBC can experience temperatures as high
as 1300°C �1�, and therefore the challenge is to find luminescent
materials, which are sensitive at very high temperatures and are
compatible with the TBC structure and chemistry. In the selection
of high temperature phosphors, the most straightforward approach
is to co-dope standard YSZ material with rare earth oxides
�YSZ:RE�. First because YSZ:RE materials have been shown to
luminesce at high temperatures �23,27,35,44�. Second, small ad-
ditions of dopants should not dramatically change the properties
of the TBC, an important factor when it comes to industry accept-
ability. It has been shown by Nicholls et al. �45� that a 4 mol %
addition of rare earth dopant could significantly reduce the ther-
mal conductivity of TBCs and that such compositions could be
easily deposited by the EB-PVD process.

In this contribution, rare earth doped yttrium aluminum garnet
�YAG:RE� phosphors were also investigated in order to improve
the temperature capabilities of currently proposed smart TBC sys-
tem. In fact, undoped yttrium aluminum garnet �YAG� materials
have been suggested as a potential replacement for the standard
YSZ TBC by Klemens and co-workers �46,47� because of some
particularly favorable material properties. YAG has also been in-
corporated into an APS coating as an oxygen diffusion barrier by
Su et al. �48�. The high temperature luminescence capabilities of
doped YAG has been reported by various researchers to show
temperature sensing capabilities up to a maximum of 1700°C
�6,39,49,50�. It is also being suggested to the authors that YAG
becomes a more acceptable TBC constituent at higher
temperatures.

Finally, the results on multilayer sensing TBCs, enabling simul-
taneous temperature measurements below and on the surface of
the coating, are presented. Such a multilayer coating could also be
used as a heat flux gauge in order to monitor the thermal gradient
and also to determine the heat flux through the thickness of the
TBC under realistic service conditions.

2 Theory
When a rare earth phosphor is excited its electrons move from

a ground state to higher energy states. The allowed energy levels
are described by the Dieke diagram �Fig. 1� and the corresponding
optical emissions are characterized by a finite lifetime, which is
temperature dependent. Indeed, relaxation from an excited state
cannot only take place by direct transition to a lower state via the
emission of photons but also by releasing energy in the form of
phonons to the surrounding crystal. Consequently the lumines-
cence lifetime can be expressed as a function of the probability of
the occurrence of these two processes, as follows:

� =
1

PR + PNR
�1�

where � is the lifetime and PR and PNR the radiative and nonra-
diative components, respectively.

A simple relationship can be determined for PNR using the
theory of multiquantum emission �52–55�:

PNR�n,T� = PNR�n,T = 0��1 − exp�−
Ephonon

kT
�	−n

�2�

where PNR�n ,T=0� is the probability of a spontaneous emission
of n phonons at T=0 K, and Ephonon is the energy of the phonon
under consideration. Ephonon=��, where � is the Dirac constant
and � is the angular frequency.

The radiative rate PR does not depend on temperature and is
usually small compared with PNR. The nonradiative component
PNR increases with temperature; consequently, the lifetime decay
� becomes smaller as temperature is increased. This temperature
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dependence leads to the lifetime decay method for temperature
measurement. The number of phonons n involved in the process
can be determined from n=�E /��, where �E is the energy gap
that has to be bridged �56�. The energy gap between two levels is
typically 1000 cm−1. The maximum phonon energy being about
500 cm−1, then nonradiative decay takes place by a multiphonon
process.

It is worth noting that the constant PNR�n ,T=0� is highly de-
pendent on the order n of the process. Weber �52�, Henderson and
Imbusch �56�, Hufner �55�, and Risenberg and Moos �57� calcu-
lated the values of PNR�n ,T=0� for various levels of different
trivalent rare earth ions in different host materials, and they found
that there is an exponential dependence on the energy gap to the
next lowest level ��E�, as follows:

PNR�n,T = 0� = A exp��− ��E�� �3�
Consequently, the bigger the energy gap that has to be bridged, the
lower PNR�n ,T=0�. Therefore, important light emissions are ob-
served for transitions between energy levels that are separated by
a large gap, and one might expect that these transitions might have
longer high temperature lifetimes. As mentioned, the lifetime of
the phosphorescence decreases with increasing temperature. This
temperature dependence of the phosphorescence process is most
commonly used to perform temperature measurements. The life-
time decay method involves the calibration of the phosphor ma-
terials in order to determine its temperature sensitivity. The cali-

bration process is generally performed under isothermal
conditions in a furnace. The decay time is recorded from room
temperature until the complete temperature quenching of the
phosphorescence signal. From this experiment, a calibration
curve, that is to say the lifetime of the phosphorescence as a
function of temperature, can be plotted. A phosphor is character-
ized by the temperature range over which it is sensitive and its
maximum operating temperature. Obviously, the maximum tem-
perature capability of a phosphor also depends on the minimum
decay time that can be recorded by the measurement device. In
order to determine the temperature, the lifetime decay of the phos-
phorescence is recorded and the temperature is read from the cali-
bration curve and therefore calibration curves reflect the tempera-
ture measurement capabilities of a particular phosphor.

3 Experimentation
As mentioned previously, rare earth phosphors with a high en-

ergy band gap should be quenched at a higher temperature; there-
fore, according to the Dieke diagram in Fig. 1, Sm2O3, Eu2O3,
Gd2O3, Tb2O3, and Dy2O3 are potentially the best candidates to
dope YSZ from the luminescence point of view. In this work, only
YSZ co-doped with dysprosia, gadolinia, and europia were stud-
ied. The dopant concentration was chosen so that the total amount
of stabilizer �rare earth oxide plus yttria� remained in a range that
guaranteed the formation of the metastable tretagonal t� phase
after deposition. Three different concentrations of
dysprosia—0.3 mol %, 1 mol %, and 2 mol %—were chosen in
order to determine the influence of dopant concentration on the
phosphorescence. Compositions with 2 mol % of Eu2O3 and
Gd2O3 were also investigated to compare the temperature capa-
bilities of these three phosphors at the same dopant concentration
level.

All the coatings were deposited at Cranfield University, UK, on
alumina substrates using a single source EB-PVD evaporator.
High purity single crystal alumina substrates were used, rather
than a nickel based superalloy, in order not to be limited by the
melting point of the superalloy during the phosphorescence fur-
nace calibration.

All the phosphorescence measurements were undertaken at
Southside Thermal Sciences Limited �STS� at the Imperial Col-
lege, London, UK. The calibration curves of the EB-PVD coat-
ings, that is to say the decay time of the phosphorescence as a
function of temperature, were determined using a similar experi-
mental setup to that described in Ref. �15�. All the samples were
tested under the exact same conditions.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Temperature Sensitivity of YSZ Phosphors. The cali-
bration curves for the three different YSZ phosphors are repre-
sented in Fig. 1. The YSZ:Dy�2%� EB-PVD TBC was excited at
355 nm and the phosphorescence lifetime was calculated from the
emission line with the highest intensity at 585 nm. The tempera-
ture sensitivity range of YSZ:Dy�2%� phosphor was between
around 500°C and 950°C. The maximum temperature capability
was found at 950°C for a lifetime of around 0.3 �s. The detec-
tion limit of the experimental setup is governed by the response
time of the photomultiplier-amplifier system, which was deter-
mined by calculation and measurement, and is between 0.3 �s
and 0.4 �s �16�. Therefore, by using a detection system with a
faster response time, temperatures in excess of 1000°C could be
measured with the YSZ:Dy phosphor.

The YSZ:Gd�2%� coating was excited at 274 nm using a dye
laser and the luminescence line at 315 nm was observed to deter-
mine the lifetime decay as a function of the temperature �Fig. 2�.
Contrary to the YSZ:Dy�2%� coating, where the lifetime decay
remains relatively constant up to around 400°C, for the
YSZ:Gd�2%� phosphor rapid quenching is observed as soon as the
temperature starts to increase. Lifetime decay of up to around

Fig. 1 Dieke diagram; energy levels of the 4f configuration of
rare earth trivalent ions †51‡
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200°C was measured, meaning that the temperature capabilities
of YSZ:Gd phosphor are rather poor, although it could be used as
a low temperature thermographic phosphor. This is rather surpris-
ing since the large energy gap between the radiating level and the
ground level would suggest an improved high temperature mea-
surement range, due to a small probability for multiple phonon
quenching. The current result suggests that the quenching mecha-
nism for YSZ:Gd is of a different kind to that for the YSZ:Eu
phosphor.

The YSZ:Eu phosphor was excited using a 266 nm radiation
and the luminescence at 606 nm was observed. As can be seen in
Fig. 2, the YSZ:Eu phosphor can be used to measure temperatures
from 500°C up to around 800°C. In this study, the detection limit
of 0.3 �s, for the system used, could not be reached because the
YSZ:Eu phosphorescence was quenched at 800°C, and conse-
quently the luminescence could not be recorded above this tem-
perature and the decay time calculated.

However, Gentleman and co-workers �37,58� have reported
temperature measurements of up to 1100°C with the YSZ:Eu
phosphor. The difference in the maximum temperature measure-
ment capability between this study and that of Gentleman and
co-workers is believed to be due to the following.

• The use of a sapphire fiber by Gentleman et al. �58� to
collect the phosphorescent signal very close to the sample
therefore improving the signal-to-noise ratio. In the current
setup the collection optic is situated at around 30–40 cm
from the sample, looking through a 25 mm diameter optical
access window in the furnace. Above 800°C, the intensity
of the phosphorescent signal of YSZ:Eu decreases rapidly
and makes it difficult to detect the decay remotely.

• The remote detection of the signal requires that the photo-
multiplier is operated using an amplifier system, and, as
explained above, this limits the response time and hence
restricts the lifetime decay, which can be detected. Gentle-
man and co-workers �37,58� did not use an amplifier system
as the signal strength directly measured at the sample is
sufficient for detection with the optical fiber system. It is
believed, however, that the photomultiplier capability is
only limited by the transient time, which is typically of the
order of 20 ns for standard Hamamatsu photomultipliers or
similar types.

• Differences in the fitting routine used to determine the lu-
minescence lifetime from the decay curve may also influ-
ence detectability.

It should be noted that for detection in an operating engine the
distance between the sensor coating and the optic will be a few

centimeters, hence the detection system must have an amplifier
system in place. Even though the results obtained in this study
might not show the maximum temperature capabilities of the vari-
ous YSZ:RE phosphors, it still provides a consistent criterion for
comparison purposes between the phosphors studied.

It is believed that the extinction of the YSZ:Eu phosphores-
cence is caused by the depopulation of the excited energy level via
charge transfer state �CTS� at high temperature. The mechanisms
involved in the emptying of these energy levels by charge transfer
state were described by Struck and Fonger �59,60�. Because Eu3+

has a 4f6 configuration �electron shell half-filled, less one�, an
electron from the YSZ valence band can be favorably promoted to
the 4f shell. The charge transfer state of YSZ:Eu has the lowest
energy of all lanthanides �about 18,000 cm−1 lower than Dy3+,
which has a 4f9 configuration �61��, hence providing a good non-
radiative path for electron relaxation at high temperatures. In fact,
the CTS of Eu3+ and Yb3+ are known to be the only ones to be
that low that they can interact with the luminescence 4f states.
This is not the case for Dy3+. It is therefore most likely that Dy3+

will show a different quenching route and hence can potentially
achieve higher temperature readings.

It was found that YSZ:Dy phosphor offers the best potential in
terms of temperature sensitivity and luminescence intensity at
high temperatures compared with YSZ:Eu and YSZ:Gd and was
further investigated in this study.

4.2 Dysprosia Doped YSZ Phosphor. The emission spectra
of as deposited coatings co-doped with 0.3 mol %, 1 mol %, and
2 mol % of dysprosia are reproduced in Fig. 3. The intensity of
the emission peak at 585 nm was used for the lifetime decay
measurements and decreases linearly with increasing dysprosia
concentration. As the concentration of dysprosia is increased from
0.3 mol % to 2 mol %, the luminescence intensity of the 585 nm
emission line is almost six times lower. The influence of dysprosia
concentration on the luminescence lifetime is represented in Fig.
4. At temperatures below 500°C lower dopant concentrations give
longer decay times, however at higher temperatures, the tempera-
ture measurement capabilities are very similar for the different
concentrations. Lowering the concentration of dysprosia also
shifts the onset of thermal quenching to lower temperatures ex-
tending slightly the range of the temperature sensitivity of the
phosphor.

These results show that the temperature measurement will not
be affected when dysprosia concentration ranges from 0.3 mol %
to 2 mol %. However, low dysprosia contents should be preferred
as they give higher luminescence intensities. As the surface of the
TBC will get dirty during service, this will further reduce the

Fig. 2 Calibration curves of YSZ:Eu2%, YSZ:Gd2%, and
YSZ:Dy2% EB-PVD TBCs

Fig. 3 Effect of dysprosia concentration on the luminescence
intensity of YSZ:Dy EB-PVD TBCs at room temperature
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intensity of the phosphorescence that could be detected and there-
fore it is very desirable to maximize the brightness of the phos-
phorescence. It is believed that the decrease in phosphorescence
intensity and lifetime at low temperatures with increasing dyspro-
sia concentration is caused by concentration quenching. Indeed, at
high dopant concentrations there is a greater interaction between
activator atoms increasing the probability of nonradiative energy
transfers between dopant atoms. As the temperature increases,
temperature quenching becomes predominant, and above 500°C
the calibration curves for the different compositions are very
similar.

As represented in Fig. 5, YSZ:Dy has several emission lines
corresponding to different transitions, which could be used to
build a calibration curve. Lifetime measurements were carried out
using the emissions at 458 nm, 485 nm, and 585 nm. The corre-
sponding electronic transitions are represented on the energy level
diagram in Fig. 1. The emission peak at 458 nm corresponding to
4I15/2→ 6H15/2 transitions is not visible in room temperature lumi-
nescence spectrum. Indeed, after excitation at low temperatures
the electrons relax nonradiatively down to the 7F9/2 energy level,
therefore, only emissions coming from this state are visible. Be-
cause the 7F9/2 and 4I15/2 states are closely spaced �around
930 cm−1� the 4I15/2 energy level is thermally populated at el-
evated temperatures and consequently the relative intensity of the

458 nm emission line increases with increasing temperature.
Hence, at temperatures below 400°C, it was not possible to detect
the decay of the luminescence at 458 nm and therefore lifetime
measurements could not be performed using this emission line.
The intensity ratio between the peaks at 485 nm and 585 nm can
be used for temperature measurements �intensity ratio technique
�27,28��.

Figure 6 shows the excellent agreement of the values obtained
with the three different wavelengths. Emissions at 485 nm and
585 nm both come from transitions from the 4F9/2 state, however,
this is not the case for the emission at 458 nm, although the same
temperature sensitivity was still obtained. Having the possibility
of using three different wavelengths offers more flexibility, if
there is any overlapping with emissions from the burning fuel or
from another phosphor layer in the TBC, then, another wavelength
could be used to measure the temperature. These results imply that
the three transitions have the same quenching mechanisms. The
fact that the lifetime of the emissions coming from the 4I15/2
→ 6H15/2 and 7F9/2→ 6H13/2–15/2 transitions has the same tempera-
ture dependence suggests that the thermal population of higher
energy levels at high temperature do not account for the decrease
in lifetime. Decay by energy transfers to other activator ions is
also negligible at high temperature since, for the dysprosia con-
centrations investigated, the temperature quenching was identical.

During aging the coating undergoes phase transformations from
the as deposited metastable t� phase to a mixture of tetragonal and
cubic phases, and upon cooling the tetragonal phase can transform
to monoclinic. A YSZ:Dy�2%� coating was tested in the as depos-
ited condition and after a heat treatment of 300 h at 1500°C,
followed by a slow cooling in the furnace to ensure the formation
of the monoclinic phase �62�, in order to determine whether the
transformations in the crystal structure would affect the lifetime of
the luminescence. The detection and the collection of the lumines-
cence were not affected by the heat treatment, and the calibration
curves for the aged and as deposited TBCs are similar as plotted
in Fig. 7.

Thus, temperature measurements are insensitive to high tem-
perature aging and the associated phase transformations even
though the formation of the monoclinic phase changes the crystal
field surrounding the activator atoms. These variations in the crys-
tal field do not seem to have a noticeable effect on the lifetime of
the 4F9/2→ 6H13/2 electronic transitions, highlighted by the fact
that aging during service does not change the temperature mea-
surement capabilities of the coating. Chambers and Clarke �63�
reported the same behavior for high temperature aging of a
YSZ:Eu phosphor.

Phosphors based on a YSZ matrix and a rare earth activator
have not been found to have a temperature sensitivity above
1200°C, therefore, they cannot be used as a top layer to measure
the surface temperature of the TBC. Consequently, a different

Fig. 4 Influence of dysprosia concentration on the lumines-
cence lifetime of YSZ:Dy EB-PVD TBCs

Fig. 5 Emission spectrum of YSZ:Dy at room temperature

Fig. 6 Lifetime decay measurements using three different
emission wavelengths
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phosphor based on a different matrix, with temperature capabili-
ties above 1200°C, must be used as the top layer. YAG composi-
tions would be potential candidates, from the phosphorescence
point of view, and phosphors such as YAG:Dy have been reported
to luminesce up to 1500°C �6,50�. However, they have never been
used as TBC material and they have never been deposited by
EB-PVD before.

4.3 YAG Phosphorescent Coating. EB-PVD coatings con-
taining the YAG:Dy phase were successfully deposited at Cran-
field University and the phosphorescence spectrum of such coat-
ings was recorded between 470 nm and 610 nm when excited at
355 nm. It is compared with YAG:Dy powder in Fig. 8 and shows
that all the peaks of the YAG:Dy coating spectrum correspond to
YAG:Dy emission lines. The calibration curve of the EB-PVD
coating was determined for an excitation at 355 nm recording the
lifetime of the 585 nm emission line �Fig. 9�. It was found that
YAG:Dy has a temperature sensitivity ranging from 1080°C to at
least 1500°C. Indeed the lifetime decay measurements were lim-
ited by the maximum temperature capabilities of the furnace
�1500°C�. The extrapolation of the lifetime results to the detec-
tion limit of the measurement setup �0.3–0.4 �s� shows that the
YAG:Dy coating could be used to measure temperatures of up to
around 1700°C, compared with 1000°C for the YSZ:Dy phos-

phor. Additionally, because the slope of the YAG:Dy calibration
curve is less steep compared with that of YSZ:Dy, it can be used
to measure a broader range of temperatures.

YSZ:Dy: 500 ° C → 950 ° C�450 ° C�

YAG:Dy: 1080 ° C → 1700 ° C�620 ° C�

4.4 Multiphonon Quenching at Elevated Temperatures. In
Fig. 9 the calibration data for both materials YAG:Dy and YSZ:Dy
are fitted using Eq. �2� and a commercial data processing routine
based on the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm. The authors as-
sume that the energy gap �E between the lowest radiative energy
level and the highest nonradiating level remains the same at
7300 cm−1 in the different hosts. This is due to the well shielded
4f levels, therefore minimizing the affect of the different atomic
environments. Table 1 shows the results of both fits.

While the phonon energies are in an expected range, the num-
ber of phonons involved in the quenching process is remarkably
high. Multiphonon processes are usually not expected to involve
more than ten phonons at a time �54,56,64� for trivalent rare earth
dopants. This assumption holds usually only for the weak cou-
pling scheme between electrons and lattice such as for Dy3+ and
other rare earth ions �65�. The authors speculate that for elevated
temperatures the weak coupling scheme changes into a strong
coupling, providing more interaction between the electrons and
the lattice. This is supported by the fact that for transition metals
ions, which are usually described with the strong coupling
scheme, the nonradiative decay rates can be much higher than for
trivalent rare earth ions. Such processes can generally involve
large values for the number of phonons involved in a single decay
event, in some cases more than 20 �56�. This provides a strong
indicator that at elevated temperatures the quenching mechanism
might be strongly affected by the decreased shielding of the 4f
levels of the rare earth ions.

4.5 Heat Flux Gauge. In order to determine the temperature
gradient and the heat flux through the thickness of the TBC under

Fig. 7 Influence of aging on the phosphorescence lifetime of
YSZ:Dy 2% EB-PVD TBCs

Fig. 8 Luminescence spectra of the YAG:Dy EB-PVD coating
and YAG:Dy powder

Fig. 9 Calibration curves of YSZ:Dy and YAG:Dy EB-PVD
coatings

Table 1 Fitting results for Eq. „2… for YSZ:Dy and YAG:Dy
phosphors

Phosphor n
Ephonon
�cm−1�

YSZ:Dy 18 390
YAG:Dy 23 315
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realistic conditions using luminescence, the coating must contain
at least two different phosphor layers at two different depths. Be-
cause the phosphorescence spectra of YSZ:Dy and YAG:Dy over-
lap, YAG:Dy cannot be used to measure the temperature at the
surface of the TBC if the coating already contains a YSZ:Dy inner
layer. YAG:Eu and YAG:Tb phosphors also have a temperature
sensitivity above 1300°C �39,49,50� and therefore are potential
candidates to be used as a top layer. However, if one of these
phosphors was to be used, two different laser sources would be
required in order to excite the top and inner phosphor layers.
Research conducted at STS Ltd. showed that the lifetime of YAG
doped with thulium oxide �YAG:Tm� can be measured also up to
at least 1300°C, when excited at 355 nm �the same wavelength as
for YSZ:Dy�. Consequently, in order to test a multilayer sensing
EB-PVD coating and to be able to measure the temperature at two
different depths in the TBC using the STS setup, a multilayer
coating comprising a standard 7YSZ and a YAG:Tm layer was
deposited by EB-PVD. A micrograph of the sensing TBC is rep-
resented in Fig. 10. The position of the YSZ:Dy layer in the coat-
ing was determined by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
�EDX� analysis.

The multilayer sensing EB-PVD TBC was isothermally tested
in a furnace in order to obtain the luminescence calibration curves
of YSZ:Dy and YAG:Tm. For both phosphors the data were re-
corded during the same experiment using 355 nm excitation and
switching between the YAG:Tm to the YSZ:Dy emission wave-
length. There was no problem either with the YSZ:Dy phosphor
excitation or with the detection of luminescence through the
YAG:Tm and the 100 �m undoped layers.

The results in Fig. 11 show that the inner YSZ:Dy phosphores-
cent layer has a temperature sensitivity ranging from about 400°C
to 950°C and the YAG:Tm top layer from 1000°C to 1300°C. As
mentioned earlier, the YSZ:Dy phosphor has an emission line at
458 nm, which can also be used for temperature measurements.
This luminescence peak overlaps with the 455 nm emission of the
YAG:Tm phosphor. However the decay of the YSZ:Dy 458 nm
line is very fast at 900°C and quenches at about 950°C; therefore,
it will not affect the surface temperature measurements at higher
temperatures. These results show that such an EB-PVD TBC
could be used as a heat flux gauge in order to perform measure-
ments in the temperature range that is experienced by a TBC
during service.

The multilayer sample was heat treated for 1000 h at 1200°C
and analyzed with X-ray diffraction �XRD� in order to determine
the high temperature stability of the TBC and more particularly
how the YAG:Tm layer would behave when aged for a long pe-
riod of time. The as deposited YAG:Tm layer was found to be

amorphous and only the diffraction peaks corresponding to the
standard YSZ layer were recorded. The as deposited YAG top
layer recrystallized when heat treated for 3 h at 1100°C and, as
shown in Fig. 12, the XRD pattern is characteristic of the YAG
phase and the YSZ tetragonal phase coming from the underlying
standard YSZ layer. After 300 h at 1200°C the XRD peaks cor-
responding to the YAG phase become sharper and have a higher
intensity. Moreover, the XRD pattern shows that the coating con-
tains alumina. It is believed that the YAG phase in the coating
aged 3 h at 1100°C was not completely crystalline and that the
YAG:Tm layer did not reach its equilibrium phase composition.
More importantly, longer heat treatments do not seem to cause
any phase transformations in the top layer. The intensity and the
width of the XRD peaks of the YAG phase do not change signifi-
cantly after a heat treatment of 1000 h at 1200°C. The relative
intensity of the alumina, YSZ and YAG diffraction peaks, remains
constant between 300 h and 1000 h at 1200°C, which suggests
good stability of the various phases present in the multilayer
coating.

The presence of alumina in the YAG:Tm layer is explained by
the fact that alumina has a higher vapor pressure compared with
yttria. Consequently it tends to evaporate faster and it is deposited
slightly in excess compared with the YAG stoichiometry. How-
ever it was found that the presence of alumina does not affect the
phosphorescence and that the YAG phase remains stable for the

Fig. 10 SEM micrograph of the multilayer sensing EB-PVD
TBC with the excitation and emission wavelengths Fig. 11 Calibration curves of the YAG:Tm and YSZ:Dy layers

of the multilayer EB-PVD TBC

Fig. 12 XRD graphs of the multilayer coating aged 3 h at
1100°C and 300 h, 750 h, and 1000 h at 1200°C
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heat treatments carried out.
It is worth noting that EDX analysis revealed that there was no

significant diffusion of elements from the YAG:Tm and the stan-
dard YSZ layer after 1000 h at 1200°C.

5 Summary and Conclusion

• Selection. Phosphorescence measurement showed that
YSZ:Dy, YSZ:Eu, and YSZ:Gd phosphors could be used to
measure temperatures of up to 950°C, 800°C, and 250°C,
respectively. It was noted that these temperature sensitivities
could be further improved by using a detection system with
a higher sensitivity.

• Concentration. For sensing purposes, low concentrations of
dysprosia are preferred as they give higher luminescence
intensities. However the temperature measurements will not
be affected when the concentration of dysprosia ranges from
0.3 mol % to 2 mol %.

• Aging. Temperature measurements are insensitive to the
high temperature aging and the associated phase transforma-
tions that could occur during service.

• Multiple emission lines. Different emission lines from the
YSZ:Dy phosphorescence spectrum can be used for tem-
perature measurements.

• YAG coating. A luminescent YAG:Dy coating was deposited
by EB-PVD. Such a coating has a temperature sensitivity of
at least 1500°C and potentially 1700°C.

• Sublayer. A multilayer EB-PVD TBC comprising a YSZ:Dy
inner layer was successfully deposited by EB-PVD and
tested. There was no problem in exciting and detecting the
inner layer phosphorescence through a 100 �m thick YSZ
layer.

• Multiphonon quenching. The fitted data suggest that up to
23 phonons were involved in the quenching process. This
very large number could indicate that the weak coupling
scheme for trivalent rare earth ions such as Dy3+ changes
into strong coupling at elevated temperatures.

• Heat flux gauge. A multilayer phosphorescent TBC compris-
ing an outer YAG:Tm and an inner YSZ:Dy layers was de-
posited by EB-PVD. The coating was successfully tested
and showed that temperature measurements could be simul-
taneously performed at two different depths in the TBC
with such system using a single excitation source. The
YAG:Tm layer had a temperature sensitivity of at least
1300°C, and the luminescence of YSZ:Dy was not affected
by the YAG top layer.

• Good thermal stability. The high temperature stability of the
multilayer sensing TBC was investigated. It showed that the
YAG phase remained stable when heat treated up to 1000 h
at 1200°C.

This work describes the progress made over the past years in
the manufacturing and detection of temperatures inside thermal
barrier sensor coatings using the EB-PVD coating technique. The
capability of making remote temperature measurements based on
phosphorescence beyond 1300°C in the laboratory opens up new
opportunities to provide more accurate temperature reading sys-
tems for the gas turbine industry. The coatings proved to be stable
and have shown excellent luminescence properties. Further it re-
alizes the concept of a heat flux gauge, proposed in 1998 by Choy
et al. �34�, and enables the accurate measurement of temperatures
at different depths in a thermal barrier coating for the first time
ever.

Next steps will include the application of a heat flux gauge
sensor on STS’s thermal gradient cycling test bed, which is de-
signed for TBC testing under more realistic thermal gradient test
conditions. The authors believe that, with recent successes, the
sensor coating technology could be transferred to a real engine
test bed in less than two years �66�.
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Combustion Characteristics of a
Can Combustor With a Rotating
Casing for an Innovative Micro
Gas Turbine
A can type combustor with a rotating casing for an innovative micro gas turbine has been
modeled, and the combustion characteristics were investigated. The simulations were
performed using commercial code STAR-CD, in which a three-dimensional compressible
k-� turbulent flow model and a one-step overall chemical reaction between methane/air
were used. The results include the detailed flame structure at different rotation speeds of
outside casing, ranging from stationary to the maximum speed of 58,000 rpm of the
design point. The airflows are baffled when entering the combustor through the linear
holes due to the centrifugal force caused by the rotating casing, and the inlet flow angle
is inclined. When the rotation is in the opposite direction of the swirling flows driven by
the designed swirler, a shorter but broader recirculation zone and a concave shape flame
are found at a higher rotating speed. At maximum rotating speed, the swirling flows are
dominated by the rotating flows caused by the casing, especially downstream of the
combustor. The combustor performance was also analyzed, indicating a higher combus-
tion efficiency and higher exit temperature when the casing rotates, which benefits the
performance of the gas turbine, but the cooling and possible hot spots for turbines are the
primary concerns. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3043807�

Keywords: gas turbine combustion, can combustor, micro gas turbine

1 Introduction
The gas turbine engine operates on the Brayton cycle, which

begins with compression, heat addition, and terminates in expan-
sion. The intake air is compressed in a compressor and delivered
through the diffuser to the combustor, where fuel is injected and
burned to raise the gas temperature to a higher value. The hot
high-pressure combustion gases then expand through the rotating
turbines, where work is extracted to produce shaft power, propul-
sive thrust, or the combination of these two. Recently, micro gas
turbines, with a power range of 25–300 kW, have gained a lot of
interest due to the market potential for distributed power genera-
tion. A lot of research programs have been initiated since late
1999 �1�. For a high-speed micro gas turbine, it is difficult to
improve the rigidity of the core shaft with a limited diameter. The
vibration due to resonance is also a serious problem and it is more
apparent in micro gas turbines at high-speed operations. One of
the inventions related to the engine core rotor shaft structure for
use in a gas turbine engine is to greatly enlarge the diameter of the
shaft to increase the rigidity and avoid vibration from resonance
of the shaft. This invention has granted the United States and
Republic of China patents �2,3�, and the idea is schematically
shown in Fig. 1. As illustrated, the innovative engine core rotor is
mounted inside a casing, which has a compression section, a com-
bustion section, and a turbine section. The shaft of the engine core
rotor comprises an outer annular shaft body, an inner annular shaft
body, a front annular shaft body, compressor and turbine blades,
and a combustor. The innovation is to attach the turbine blades
inside an enlarged outer annular shaft. Therefore, the shaft body
has a high rigidity and can be operated under a high critical speed

to improve the stability of the system and to prolong the service
life. Also, the hollow shaft accommodates a can type combustor
for compactness, so as to reduce heat dissipation and to increase
the thermal efficiency of the gas turbine engine.

However, unlike the conventional gas turbine engine, the sta-
tionary combustor is mounted inside the rotating shaft of the in-
novative gas turbine engine, and the hollow shaft becomes the
casing of the combustor. During operation, the entrance air be-
tween the combustor liner and the casing then flows both axially
and circumferentially due to the centrifugal effect as the shaft
rotates, causing a swirling flow outside the combustor liner. This
is quite different from the conventional flow patterns for a gas
turbine combustor, where entrance air moves downstream most
axially until it meets the liner holes and flows into the combustor.
Although the swirling flows have been widely used in gas turbine
combustors for promoting rapid mixing, improving flammability
limits, shortening flame size, and reducing pollutant emissions
�4,5�, it was produced for the combustion zone, which is inside the
liner and not outside it. So far, there is no study for such combus-
tor with a rotating casing. It apparently set the purpose of this
work to investigate the combustion characteristics of the can com-
bustor with a rotating casing and the subsequent influence on the
innovative micro gas turbine.

2 The Innovative Micro Gas Turbine
According to the present invention, a micro gas turbine with a

power output of 60 kW was proposed, and the feasibility study of
the system was made �6�. The schematic of the engine is shown in
Fig. 2, which includes the centrifugal compressor, can combustor,
axial turbine, and the enlarged hollow shaft. Because the combus-
tor is mounted directly inside the shaft, the proposed system
greatly reduces the dimensions and weight of the engine core
rotor, in comparison with conventional designs of equal power.
Based on the feasibility study, the dimensions and weight of the
invention can be about 80% of a convectional gas turbine engine.

1Corresponding author.
Manuscript received June 5, 2008; final manuscript received July 7, 2008; pub-

lished online April 15, 2009. Review conducted by Dilip R. Ballal. Paper presented
at the ASME Turbo Expo 2008: Land, Sea and Air �GT2008�, Berlin, Germany, June
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The thermodynamic cycle analysis and the gas turbine perfor-
mance were simulated by the software GASTURB™ �7� and the
results on the mass-flow rate, temperature, and pressure P at each
station �the inlet and outlet of the component� were analyzed. For
the proposed micro gas turbine engine to have power output near
60 kW, the total airflow rate is 0.49 kg/s and the fuel supply rate
�natural gas� is 0.0096 kg/s. The designed efficiencies for the
compressor, combustor, and turbine are 0.81, 0.9, and 0.84, re-
spectively. The compression ratio is 3.28, and the expansion ratio
is 1.73. The overall thermal efficiency without any heat recupera-
tion will be 12.8% at a nominal speed of 58,000 rpm. Here the
target combustion efficiency of 90% is set lower than the normal
application in a gas turbine engine because a conservative design
was considered for the newly proposed system in compact size.

3 The Can Combustor
Figure 3 shows the picture of the can combustor inside the

rotating shaft, which was designed using the in-house preliminary
design code PRECOMB �8� based on the design method for a con-
ventional combustor. From the previous cycle analysis for the
proposed micro gas turbine, the airflow rate at the inlet of the
combustor is 0.473 kg/s at 431 K and 3.2 atm. The fuel is a natural
gas �methane, CH4� with a flow rate of 0.0096 kg/s. The overall
equivalence ratio is 0.35, and the Reynolds number is around
3.4�105. The design criterion for the can combustor is to achieve
a combustion efficiency of 90% with an exit gas temperature of
1200 K and a 6% pressure drop.

The combustor, made of stainless steel, is 75 mm in diameter
and 180 mm in length, consisting of primary, secondary, and di-
lution zones, followed by a bullet nosed cap to form a transition
duct. The diameter of the rotating casing is 95 mm. The air ad-
mission holes are determined by evaluating the air distribution to
achieve the highest flame temperature in the primary zone, a
weaker reaction zone in the secondary zone, and an extinction
region in the dilution zone. The air holes are distributed equally

around the combustor; eight for the primary zone, each 7 mm in
diameter, eight for the secondary zone, each 5 mm in diameter,
and six for the dilution zone, each 11 mm in diameter. Most of the
main air stream flow through the gap between the casing and the
combustor liner and then enter the combustor through the holes.
Only about 10% of the entrance air flow directly into the combus-
tor through a swirler.

To accommodate the combustor inside the shaft, a simple and
compact design with heavy combustion loading was made. There-
fore, the swirler was simply designed as 12 rectangular slots cir-
cling around the inlet of the combustor with a vane angle of 30
deg. The swirl number is estimated to be near 1. The film cooling
was replaced with two rows of small cooling holes located at the
combustor dome and dilution zone just ahead of the dilution
holes. We think the swirling outside the liner could contribute to
the cooling by circulating around the combustor. The gaseous fuel
nozzle is inserted axially, and the fuel is injected radially from the
small holes that are equally spaced around the circumference of
the nozzle. Viewing downstream, the swirling flows caused by the
swirler rotate counterclockwise, and the casing rotates in the op-
posite direction.

4 The Modeling
The commercial computational fluid dynamics �CFD� software

STAR-CD �9� is used to model the combustor. The computational
domain includes the interior of the can combustor, the combustor
liner, and the space between the liner and the rotating casing. The
grids are generated using the multiblock method. The meshes for
fuel injection holes and the liner holes are created and refined in
centric coordinates. Finer cells are located in the primary zone
where a strong reaction is expected, and also around the air en-
trance holes where the physical properties change more dramati-
cally.

One layer of zero-thickness cells called “baffles” simulates the
liner of the combustor. The baffles are assumed to be smooth,
stationary, impermeable walls with a no-slip condition. Thermal
resistance is also specified at the baffle, so the amount of heat
transferred across the liner can be calculated. The total amount of
grids are 302,139. The grid structure and the baffle representing
the combustor liner are shown in Fig. 4.

The theoretical model consists of a three-dimensional com-
pressible k-�/high Reynolds number turbulent flow model and a
one-step overall reaction between methane and air. The steady-
state Navier–Stokes equations are solved using the finite-volume
method and SIMPLE algorithm �10�. The chemical reaction
mechanism adopts the presumed probability density function
�PPDF� for diffusion flames in the chemical module to simulate
the combustion process. Gravitational effect is ignored. Although
the model does not represent the state-of-art in modeling gas tur-

Fig. 1 The schematic of innovative rotor shaft structures

Fig. 2 The schematic of the proposed innovative micro gas
turbine

Fig. 3 The designed can combustor inside the rotating shaft
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bine reacting flows, it could provide a qualitative trend prediction
of the casing rotation effects in the early developing stage.

The boundary conditions for the casing wall need to be speci-
fied. Aside from being no-slip, smooth, and impermeable, the wall
is assumed nonadiabatic with an ambient temperature of 300 K.
Besides this, an angular velocity that describes the rotation speed
of the casing is required. In this work, computations were made
for a casing rotating between 0 rpm and 58,000 rpm, which is the
maximum nominal speed.

5 Results and Discussions

5.1 Cold Flow Field. The cold flow fields for the combustor
with and without a rotating casing are compared first to demon-
strate the change in flow pattern. In Fig. 5, the whole flow field
inside and outside the combustor liner is shown on the axial cen-
terline plane through the middle of the primary holes. As you can
see, there is a flow recirculation in the primary zone; it is induced
by the vortex breakdown in swirling flows when the rotation im-
parted to the flow is high. The swirling flows are produced by the
swirler, which sits around the fuel injector. This type of recircu-
lation promotes better mixing and has been widely used in indus-
trial burners and gas turbine combustors.

With the rotation of the casing �at 58,000 rpm�, the axial flow
velocity is smaller and the recirculation zone seems to be shorter
but a little broader. Interestingly, there is a second recirculation
region downstream near the dilution zone with a stationary casing.
However, it disappears when the casing rotates. It is believed that
as the casing rotates, the flows outside the liner also rotate. Con-
sequently, the flows entering the combustor are not going straight
toward the center, but with an angle into the liner holes. Figure 6
illustrates where the velocity profiles are shown on the radial
plane through the eight primary holes. Viewing downstream, the
swirling flows produced by the swirler rotate counterclockwise,
and the inlet flows between the combustor liner and the casing
enter vertically into the combustor through the air holes. However,
with the casing rotating clockwise at 58,000 rpm, it is very obvi-
ous that flows outside the liner rotate clockwise at a high speed.
Due to the rotation, the flows enter the combustor with an angle,
and it dominates the flow motion inside the combustor. As a re-
sult, the flows inside the combustor also rotate in the clockwise
direction, a reversal from the case without a rotating casing. The

Fig. 4 The grid structure and the combustor liner represented
by a baffle

Fig. 5 The velocity profiles on the axial centerline for 0 rpm „top… and
58,000 rpm „bottom…
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motion of rotation increases further downstream and diminishes
the second recirculation zone. Besides this, the centrifugal force
caused by the rotation prohibits the air stream from penetrating
into the middle of the combustor. Compared with the case without
a rotating casing, a lesser amount of air is admitted in the primary
zone, but with more air going to the rear part of the combustor.

5.2 Effects of Rotating Casing on Combustion. The three-
dimensional combustion simulation for the combustor was then
performed to study the influence of the rotating casing on com-
bustion behaviors. Figure 7 shows velocity stream lines and tem-
perature profiles on three selected planes of the combustor for the
cases at 0 rpm �stationary casing� and 58,000 rpm. As we can see,
near the primary zone upstream, the swirling flows caused by the
swirler at 0 rpm are much stronger than that at 58,000 rpm. When
the casing rotates at 58,000 rpm, the recirculation flow is a little
bit twisted, and the entrance air basically flows downstream spi-
rally because of the rotating motion of the casing. More entrance
air flows into the combustor downstream near the dilution zone. In
addition, the temperature profiles indicate that the combustion
zone is in the primary zone upstream. Near the air holes and going
downstream, the temperature is lower due to air cooling. How-
ever, a high temperature region is wider, but is shorter when the
casing rotates at 58,000 rpm compared with that at 0 rpm.

The combustion characteristics of the can combustor with the
casing rotating at different speeds are then investigated. Figure 8
shows the temperature profiles on the axial centerline plane sliced
through one of the primary holes for rotating speeds of 0 rpm,
20,000 rpm, 40,000 rpm, and 58,000 rpm. The flame is stabilized
in the core region of the primary zone since the fuel and air mix
rapidly in the recirculation zone there. The highest temperature is
around 2400 K, which is close to the adiabatic flame temperature
for a methane-air mixture at an equivalence ratio near 1. Going
downstream, the temperature decreases due to air cooling and
dilution. However, when the casing begins to rotate, the flame
shape alters. As we can see, when the rotating speed increases
from 0 rpm to 20,000 rpm, the high temperature zone seems to be
a little wider, and the maximum temperature is increased by 10 K.
As the rotating speed increases further to 40,000 rpm, the high
temperature zone in the core region shrinks and the flame be-
comes shorter, but it expands becoming wider and longer on the
side. As a result, the flame changes to a concave shape down-
stream. At the maximum rotating speed of 58,000 rpm, the flame
shape is basically similar to that at 40,000 rpm, but the high tem-
perature zone is enlarged, especially on the side of the primary
zone.

The flow patterns in the primary zone for rotating speeds of 0
rpm and 58,000 rpm are shown and compared in Fig. 9. The
recirculation zone seems to be shorter but shifts to the side when
the casing rotates. Besides this, the flows move upstream in the
middle of the primary zone, which push the flame backward. Con-
sequently, a shorter but wider concave flame is observed at a

Fig. 6 The velocity profiles on the radial planes through the
primary holes for 0 rpm „top… and 58,000 rpm „bottom…

Fig. 7 The three-dimensional combustion simulation of the combustor
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higher rotating motion. However, near the secondary zone, the
axial flow velocity increases tremendously because of the thermal
expansion of the hot combustion products, and the velocity is
larger when the rotating speed is higher. Even for the case at 0
rpm, the flow acceleration going downstream due to thermal ex-
pansion suppresses the second flow recirculation appearing in the
cold flow case near the dilution zone.

The corresponding velocity profiles on the radial planes through
primary holes are shown in Fig. 10. This can help understand why
the flame shape and the flow recirculation change in the primary
zone. For the 0 rpm case, we can see that the air flows enter
straight into the combustor through the liner holes. The flows then
rotate counterclockwise in the core of the combustor in the pri-
mary zone due to the designed swirler. As mentioned earlier, the
casing rotates in the opposite direction and the driven flows
counter the swirling flows inside the combustor. The inlet flows
then slant to the right slightly and affect the swirling flows. The
swirling in the core region is depressed by the motion; therefore
the flows move upstream and push the recirculation aside. The
impact is more pronounced downstream at a higher rotating speed.
Consequently, the flame shape becomes concave and the flame is

Fig. 8 The temperature profiles on the centerline planes for 0
rpm, 20,000 rpm, 40,000 rpm, and 58,000 rpm „from top to
bottom…

Fig. 9 The velocity profiles on the centerline planes for 0 rpm
„top… and 58,000 rpm „bottom…

Fig. 10 The velocity profiles on radial planes through the pri-
mary holes for 0 rpm „top… and 58,000 rpm „bottom…
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long on the side due to the rotation. At the maximum speed of
58,000 rpm, the rotating flows caused by the casing seem to neu-
tralize the swirling flows inside the combustor.

Apparently, the rotating speed, as well as the rotating direction
of the casing, affects the flow structure and flame behavior. Here
we make a calculation that the casing rotates in the same direction
of the swirling flows caused by the swirler. That is, viewing down-
stream, the casing rotates counterclockwise as that of the designed
swirler. The results of the temperature and flow profiles on the
axial plane at −58,000 rpm are shown in Fig. 11 �the rotating
speed is shown as a negative value to represent the counterclock-
wise direction�. As the rotation speed increases, the flame seems
to become narrower in the core region, and the high temperature
zone moves downstream. However, at a maximum rotation speed
of −58,000 rpm, the flame stabilizes downstream toward the sec-
ondary zone, as shown in the figure. The flow profile at
−58,000 rpm indicates that the recirculation in the primary zone
is split into two small recirculation flows. The flame moves down-
stream and stabilizes between these two recirculation zones. Fur-
ther examination of the radial velocity profile in the plane through
the primary holes shows that the rotation in the counterclockwise
direction is more severe by the augmentation of the rotating cas-
ing.

5.3 Combustor Performance. Generally speaking, the com-
bustion performance parameters of prime importance to the gas
turbine are combustion efficiency, stability, and ignition. The sta-
bility map, which involves a wide range of equivalence ratios, is
not studied in this work. Also, the ignition is not an issue for
steady-state simulation. So only the combustion efficiency of the
combustor will be discussed. Besides, in order to achieve a satis-
factory and consistent distribution of temperature in the efflux
gases discharging into the turbines, the most important parameters
are the turbine inlet temperature �T4avg� and the pattern factor. In
Fig. 12, the T4avg, which is calculated by the mass-flow-weighted
mean of all the exit temperatures and the corresponding combus-
tion efficiency at different rotating speeds of the casing, are
shown. The positive mark �+� represents the results with the cas-
ing rotating clockwise �but in the opposite direction of the
swirler�, and the negative sign �−� indicates otherwise. We can see
that the average exit temperature is around 1160 K when the cas-

ing is stationary. As the casing rotates, the average exit tempera-
ture jumps to 1198 K at 10,000 rpm, which is close to the target
exit temperature of 1200 K. When the rotating speed increases
further, the exit temperature drops a little bit, but the values are
rather close for different rotating speeds and directions, except for
the case of maximum rotating speed in the clockwise direction
�+58,000 rpm�, which is approximately 15 K lower than the oth-
ers. The higher average exit temperature means that the combus-
tion efficiency is better, since the efficiency is defined as the ratio
of the heat released over the heat available. So the profile of
combustion efficiency resembles that of the average exit tempera-
ture in Fig. 12, which is expected. The combustion efficiency can
reach 90% with a relatively higher exit temperature at 10,000 rpm,
but the combustion efficiency is lowest �86.5%� for stationary
casing.

However, too high a temperature or too severe a temperature
fluctuation at the exit is a problem for turbines. Therefore, the
pattern factor, which highlights the maximum exit temperature, is
normally defined as �T4 max−T4avg� / �T4avg−T3avg� to indicate the
temperature fluctuation or the possible hot spots at the exit. The
pattern factor and the pressure drop through the combustor at
different rotating speeds are shown in Fig. 13. The pressure drop
continually decreases with increasing rotating speeds, but the val-
ues �near 11%� are larger than the designed target of 6%. The

Fig. 11 The temperature and velocity profiles on the centerline
plane at −58,000 rpm

Fig. 12 The exit temperature and combustion efficiency of the
combustor

Fig. 13 Pattern factor and pressure drop of the combustor
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pattern factor is greater than 1 for stationary casing, indicating a
severe temperature fluctuation at the combustor exit and a worse
condition for the turbine. The temperature distribution at the com-
bustor exit is shown in Fig. 14. Six hot spots are clearly found at
several places near the outside circumference, and the temperature
can be as high as 1900 K. This demonstrates the serious problem
of cooling for the current combustor design with six large dilution
holes. However, with the casing rotating, the pattern factor first
decreases and then increases as the rotating speed increases. The
cooling problem improves, but the values are still too high for a
combustor to be satisfactory. The corresponding temperature dis-
tribution at the exit for 58,000 rpm is shown in Fig. 15. The higher
temperature regions now shift to the inside circumference due to
the swirling flows caused by the rotating casing, and the highest
temperature drops to 1700 K. The temperature continually de-
creases from the inner periphery outward.

Two things are noticed in the performance analysis. First, even
with the stationary casing like that in the convectional gas turbine
combustor, the exit temperature, combustion efficiency, and pres-
sure drop do not reach the target values for the current combustor
designs, and the severe temperature fluctuation at the exit could
cause damage to the turbine since the pattern factor is high. This
indicates that the combustion loading of the compact sized com-
bustor is too heavy, and the cooling strategy in the dilution zone
needs to be reconsidered. It is the consequence of trying to mini-
mize the size of the combustor in order to fit into the hollow shaft.

Within the limited space, the performance can be improved in the
future with a longer combustor, more dilution holes, and film
cooling in the dilution zone. Second, with a rotating casing, the
combustion efficiency and pattern factor are better than those with
a stationary casing, no matter what direction the casing rotates. It
shows that the swirling flows circulating outside the liner could
help the mixing, combustion, and cooling. However, the effects
and benefits are varied at different rotating speeds. From 10,000
rpm to 45,000 rpm, the flames first shrink, become concave shape,
and then enlarge again with increasing rotating speeds, as shown
in previous flame temperature profiles �Fig. 8�. Consequently, the
combustion efficiency �and exit temperature� and pattern factor
first decrease and then increase with increasing rotating speed,
exhibiting a nonmonotonic behavior with a minimum value at a
certain rotating speed �near 30,000 rpm�. In this study, the direc-
tion of the rotation begins to take effect over 50,000 rpm. When
the casing rotated clockwise and countered the swirler, the swirl-
ing flows were depressed and even reversed that the combustion
efficiency dropped. On the other hand, when the casing rotated in
the same direction as the designed swirler, the flame stabilized
much downstream �in Fig. 11�. As a result, the combustion effi-
ciency �and exit temperature� is higher than in the case of the
clockwise rotation at the maximum rotation speed of 58,000 rpm.

6 Conclusions
The can type combustor was modeled and the effects of the

rotating casing on combustion performance were studied and
characterized qualitatively. Compared with the conventional gas
turbine combustor, the centrifugal force caused by the rotation
makes the air flows more difficult to enter the liner holes in the
primary zone. This alters the air distribution and also the combus-
tion behavior. Not only did the amount of air change, but the
inclined angle that the air flows into the combustor made the flow
pattern inside the combustor really complex. A shorter but wider
recirculation zone and a concave shape were found in the primary
zone. At a higher speed of rotation, the influence of the swirling
flows outside the combustor can exceed the effect of the designed
swirler.

The rotating casing produces a centrifugal force on airflows.
The effects of centrifugal acceleration on combustion have been
previously studied �11�. The flame speed increases with increasing
acceleration up to approximately 800 g. Yonezawa et al. �12� ap-
plied the concept to design a swirl-stabilized combustor by using
a series of injection ducts inclined both axially and circumferen-
tial to drive swirling flows within the combustor liner. It demon-
strated that the rate of combustion could be sufficiently enhanced,
so that the swirl combustor had a higher efficiency with an ex-
tremely short flame. This effect is similar to what we have here.
However, the situation in our combustor is more complicated if
the outer swirling flows driven by the rotating casing are in the
opposite direction of the inner swirling flows induced by a de-
signed swirler. The flow interactions at different rotating speeds
plus the combustion phenomenon are both of fundamental and
practical interest.

The combustor performance was also analyzed with the mod-
eling results. The exit temperature and the combustion efficiency
are increased with the casing rotation. This will benefit the per-
formance of the gas turbine. However, the cooling and possible
hot spots for the turbine are the primary concerns, although the
pattern factors are decreased compared with the case with a sta-
tionary casing. Further design modifications or redesigns for the
combustor are needed, especially for the cooling strategy in the
dilution zone. Before the invention can be employed in the future,
the experimental testing of these combustion concepts is required.
The comparisons of the simulation results and the performance
measurements of the combustor should be done first for the case
with a stationary casing to validate the model quantitatively.

Fig. 14 The exit temperature distribution at 0 rpm

Fig. 15 The exit temperature distribution at 58,000 rpm
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Properties, Characteristics, and
Combustion Performance of
Sasol Fully Synthetic Jet Fuel
In 1999, as the only inland petroleum refinery in South Africa was reaching capacity,
Sasol gained approval of a semisynthetic jet fuel (SSJF) for civil aviation to augment
production and meet the growing demand for jet fuel at the airport in Johannesburg.
Prior to this, all jet fuel had to be refined from petroleum sources. SSJF consists of up to
50% of an isoparaffinic kerosene produced from coal using Fischer–Tropsch processes.
The production of SSJF remains vulnerable to the production capacity of conventional jet
fuel, however. To ensure supply, Sasol has proposed producing a fully synthetic jet fuel
(FSJF) using synthetic kerosene streams that contain aromatics and satisfy all the prop-
erty requirements of international specifications for jet fuel. Being fully synthetic, it was
necessary to demonstrate that the fuel is “fit-for-purpose” as jet fuel, i.e., behaves like
conventional jet fuel in all aspects of storage and handling as well as air worthiness and
flight safety. Four sample blends were developed, covering the practical range of pro-
duction. Extensive tests on chemistry and physical properties and characteristics demon-
strated that Sasol FSJF will be typical of conventional jet fuel. As a final demonstration,
the engine manufacturers requested a series of engine and combustor tests to evaluate
combustion characteristics, emissions, engine durability, and performance. The perfor-
mance of the synthetic test fuel was typical of conventional jet fuel. This paper identifies
the tests and presents the results demonstrating that Sasol fully synthetic jet fuel is
fit-for-purpose as jet fuel for civilian aviation. Sasol FSJF is the first fully synthetic jet
fuel approved for unrestricted use. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3028234�

1 Introduction
Prior to the introduction of Sasol’s semisynthetic jet fuel �SSJF�

at Johannesburg International Airport, now named OR Thambo
International Airport �ORTIA�, in July 1999, all commercial avia-
tion fuel had been derived solely from petroleum sources. The
specifications controlling the quality of jet fuel has evolved
around the historical characteristics and properties of jet fuels,
assuming a relatively constant, or slowly evolving, range of crude
resource and refining techniques. The Sasol request for the use of
synthetic hydrocarbons derived from coal through their Fischer–
Tropsch �FT� processing was a significant departure from experi-
ence. Since many of the inherent properties of kerosenes that
make them “fit-for-purpose” as jet fuels are not a part of the
specification and quality control system, and are rarely measured,
the British Aviation Fuels Committee �AFC�, which guides the
Defense Standard �DEF STAN� 91-91 �1� fuel specification for Jet
A-1, developed a new set of guidelines for fuels containing syn-
thetic products as blending stocks. The concept of fit-for-purpose
will be discussed later in this paper.

If accepted under DEF STAN 91-91, specific synthetic kero-
senes can now be used in civil aviation in concentrations up to
50%, providing the fuel has adequate lubricity and there are at
least 8% aromatics in the final blend, all of which must come from
the petroleum-derived blending stream �1�.

Initially SSJF was defined as a blend of the synthetic isoparaf-
finic kerosene �IPK� with a Merox-treated kerosene from petro-
leum �2�. At that time, this Merox-treated kerosene was one of
three kerosene streams used by Sasol in the production of conven-
tional Jet A-1 along with a mild hydrotreated kerosene and a hy-
drocracked kerosene. It was recognized that should something

happen to the Merox unit, not only would the production of
petroleum-derived Jet A-1 be severely curtailed, but the shortfall
could not be made up by SSJF. Sasol then demonstrated the ability
to successfully incorporate the hydrotreated and hydrocracked
kerosenes into the production of SSJF. The use of these blending
streams for semisynthetic jet fuel was approved in DEF STAN
91-91 �Issue 4, dated June 14, 2002�.

In 2002, the government of South Africa issued new regulations
for low-sulfur diesel fuel. To meet this requirement, Sasol has had
to use much of the output from the hydrotreater for diesel fuel so
that the hydrotreated product is no longer available for jet fuel.
This means that the Merox-treated kerosene is once again the
critical stream in producing both conventional Jet A-1 and semi-
synthetic Jet A-1.

In order to ensure a reliable supply of jet fuel to Johannesburg
International Airport �JIA�, in the event of a disruption in the
Merox process stream, Sasol then proposed to use its refinery at
Secunda to provide a second refinery source in the Johannesburg
area. This refinery makes synthetic gasoline and diesel fuel, lubri-
cants, and other hydrocarbons from coal via a Fisher–Tropsch
process and is the source of the IPK currently used in making
semisynthetic jet fuel. While IPK does not contain the necessary
aromatics to be considered fit-for-purpose as a jet fuel, the refinery
has four other synthetic kerosene streams that do contain single-
ring aromatics in the jet fuel boiling range. These are mature
refinery streams currently used in the production of gasoline and
diesel fuel and will be discussed later in regard to the new fully
synthetic jet fuel.

This paper describes the process for demonstrating that the Sa-
sol fully synthetic jet fuel is fit-for-purpose as jet fuel for civil
aviation and presents results of both the properties and character-
istics of the fuel as well as performance characteristics in engine
and combustor tests. As the world’s first fully synthetic jet fuel,
this approval process will be the basis for the approval of future
synthetic jet fuels.

Manuscript received May 7, 2008; final manuscript received May 25, 2008; pub-
lished online April 16, 2009. Review conducted by Dilip R. Balla. Paper presented at
the ASME Turbo Expo 2008: Land, Sea and Air �GT2008�, June 9–13, Berlin, Ger-
many.
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2 Fuel Processing
Sasol makes synthetic hydrocarbons from a synthesis gas, i.e.,

carbon monoxide and hydrogen, using a high-temperature FT pro-
cess with an iron catalyst. The synthesis gas is derived from the
coal resources in South Africa. The Sasol process is unique in that
distillate fractions are produced which contain aromatic hydrocar-
bons. This difference is due to the historical need by Sasol to
produce gasoline and diesel fuel from their coal resource. Hence,
the catalysts and operating conditions have a different focus than
other plants currently online and/or being developed.

Other refiners, e.g., Shell, Exxon-Mobil, Chevron-Texaco, and
Syntroleum, have developed, or are in the process of developing,
FT plants to make synthetic hydrocarbons from synthesis gas de-
rived from natural gas. The latter are commonly known as “gas-
to-liquid” �GTL� fuels. A low-temperature FT process with a co-
balt catalyst is used and the resulting distillate fractions are
comprised of normal paraffins and isoparaffins. Because they con-
tain no aromatic hydrocarbons, under the current understanding of
fit-for-purpose, these fuels would not be appropriate as jet fuels
but would be excellent blending streams in the same way that
Sasol uses IPK to make semisynthetic jet fuel.

Figure 1 illustrates the production scheme of the Sasol FSJF. In
addition to IPK, there are four distillate streams from which kero-
sene fractions can be distilled. The initial step, of course, is the
gasification of coal to synthesis gas, hydrogen �H2�, and carbon
monoxide �CO�. The synthesis gas is then passed over an iron-
based catalyst according to the Fischer–Tropsch process to yield a
wide-boiling-range synthetic crude oil.

The IPK stream in the middle of the schematic is the kerosene
that is used for making semisynthetic jet fuel. It is the dominant
stream in making fully synthetic jet fuel. The other streams are
either the heavier fractions of a naphtha stream normally used for
making gasoline or the lighter fractions of a distillate stream nor-
mally used for making diesel fuel. One set of each comes from the
FT crude oil on the right or from the by-product of the coal gas-
ification process shown on the left of the diagram. These are all
mature streams used for making gasoline, diesel fuel, or illumi-
nating kerosene.

Four sample blends of synthetic jet fuel were blended to em-
phasize different combinations of the synthetic kerosenes and to
cover a practical range of aromatics from about 8% to 17%.

�Note: Only four of the five blend streams were used as the light
naphtha 2 was not available at the time.� The blend ratios and
aromatic analyses are summarized in Table 1; the petroleum-
derived Jet A-1 from Sasol’s Natref refinery is included for com-
parison. Figure 2 presents the results of an analysis by two-
dimensional gas chromatography �2D GC�. These figures
demonstrate that the synthetic fuels are made up of a large number
of hydrocarbons that are well-distributed across the jet-fuel boil-
ing range. They are not made by simply blending together a few
pure compounds or solvents.

These four fuels demonstrate that there is considerable flexibil-
ity in using the four synthetic kerosenes to produce candidate jet
fuels. All four of these fuels were certified by Sasol as meeting the
property requirements of Table 1 in DEF STAN 91-91 for Jet A-1
fuel.

3 Concept of Fit-For-Purpose
Fuel specifications are merely controls on fuel quality for the

purpose of purchase. They do not define all the properties and
characteristics that are important for the design and function of
aircraft, engine, and ground-handling fuel systems. Many of these

Fig. 1 Production schematic for Sasol fully synthetic jet fuel

Table 1 Sample blends of Sasol synthetic kerosene

Synthetic
kerosene stream

FSJF
Blend 1

FSJF
Blend

2

FSJF
Blend

3

FSJF
Blend

4
Natref
Jet A-1

Heavy naphtha 1 15 15 13 59 —
Light distillate 1 18 — 10 — —
Light distillate 2 — 30 20 36 —
Isoparaffinic
kerosene

67 55 57 5 —

Chemistry
FSJF

Blend 1

FSJF
Blend

2

FSJF
Blend

3

FSJF
Blend

4
Natref
Jet A-1

Aromatics, v % 7.2 13.6 12.5 16.9 22.9
Saturates, v % 92.8 86.4 8705 83.1 77.1
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properties and characteristics are not a part of the specification
and quality control system and are, therefore, rarely measured.

The issues and concerns used in this project were based on the
criteria defined in DEF STAN 91-91: Annex D entitled “Addi-
tional Requirements Applicable to Fuels Containing Synthetic
Compounds.” These requirements were first defined by the AFC
in the UK to ensure that SSJF using the synthetic IPK was fit-for-
purpose. This Committee includes engine and airframe manufac-
turers, refiners, and other stakeholders in the use of aviation fuels.
Table 2 provides a general overview of these critical issues. All of

the elements except the chemistry apply to the final fuel. The
results of this evaluation on the four blends are presented in Sec.
4.

4 Properties and Characteristics of Sasol FSJF
Three of the most important characteristics to engine manufac-

turers are the thermal stability, lubricity, and material compatibil-
ity. The results of these evaluations are presented along with rep-
resentative bulk physical properties.

4.1 Thermal Stability. The thermal stability of jet fuel is
rated by the color of the deposit after the fuel has passed over a
heated tube for 2.5 h using the Jet Fuel Thermal Oxidation Test
�JFTOT� according to ASTM D 3241 �3�. The standard tube tem-
perature for this test is 260°C �500°F�. To pass the test, the
deposit must have a color rating less than 3. �Darker deposits have
a higher number.� The Sasol synthetic blends not only passed the
test at the standard temperature but also demonstrated superior
thermal stability by easily passing the test at 300°C �572°F�, a
significantly higher temperature.

The possibility that the synthetic fuels might generate deposits
that have a different color than conventional fuels was considered.
As a precaution, the deposit thickness was measured using the
Phillips Analytical Fuel Qualifier, formerly known as the Ellipso-
metric Tube Analyzer �ETA�. Figures 3 and 4 compare deposit
maps for one of the Sasol blends and a Code 3 deposit from a
petroleum-derived fuel. The deposit from the Sasol fuel was uni-

Fig. 2 Distribution of saturates and aromatics in Sasol synthetic kerosene blends

Table 2 General areas of issues and concerns

Chemistry of synthetic components
Hydrocarbons
Organics
Metals

Bulk physical properties versus temperature
Boiling point distribution
Lubricity
Water separation
Compatibility

Fuels
Additives
Materials

Stability
Thermal
Storage

Fig. 3 JFTOT deposit map for Sasol FSJF with Code 1 deposit
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form around the tube and had a maximum thickness just under
20 nm. This is consistent with the thickness of Code 1 deposits
generated by conventional fuels. The Code 3 deposit was also
very uniform around the tube and had a maximum thickness of
about 120 nm. Experience with conventional fuels shows that
Code 3 deposits start around 100 nm. Therefore, it was concluded
that the JFTOT deposits from Sasol FSJF will be just like those of
conventional fuels, and the current rating system is valid.

4.2 Evaluation of Elastomer Compatibility. Elastomer com-
patibility is considered one of the key areas for demonstrating that
any alternative fuel is fit-for-purpose because the chemistry is
potentially somewhat different and could affect the response and
durability of some elastomeric compounds that are sensitive to
fuel chemistry.

4.2.1 Selection of Test Materials. There are three basic mate-
rials used in fabricating sealing items, such as O-rings, gaskets,
diaphragms, bladders, and hose linings, used in aviation fuel sys-
tems:

1. nitrile �Buna-N�
2. fluorocarbon �Viton�
3. fluorosilicone

Of these three materials, only nitrile materials exhibit any signifi-
cant sensitivity to fuel chemistry. This is due to the solvent activ-
ity of aromatics on the acrilonitrile plasticizer that is used in this
class of materials. The amount of acrilonitrile used in the formu-
lation is a balance between fuel sensitivity and low-temperature
capability. One of the major reasons aromatics are limited to
25 vol % in jet fuel is to prevent the fuel from being too strong a
solvent on nitrile elastomers.

On the other hand, some consistent level of aromatics is
thought to be necessary in jet fuel. Nitrile elastomers can swell
and shrink as the aromatic content changes. For this reason a
minimum aromatic level of 8 vol % was placed on semisynthetic
jet fuel in DEF STAN 91-91. The aviation community does not
agree on whether a minimum aromatic level is required or what it
should be; there is a lack of data in this area. The choice of 8%
was considered a conservative safeguard.

It was shown in Fig. 2 that the aromatics in FSJF blends are in
the jet-fuel boiling range. There really is limited variability in the
molecular structures available in this range. Thus, the real issue is

to demonstrate that the Sasol synthetic fuels behave like
petroleum-derived fuels when in contact with these three elas-
tomer types.

4.2.2 Elastomer Property Tests for Fuel Compatibility. Three
properties were tested as indicators or measures of fuel effects.
Reference �4� discusses the relevance of these tests to fuel resis-
tance.

1. Volume change: Excessive volume shrinkage can cause
leakage; swell is usually accompanied by a decrease in hard-
ness. For static O-ring applications, a 50% increase in vol-
ume can usually be tolerated. For dynamic applications, 15–
20% is considered a reasonable maximum.

2. Hardness: Hardness relates to the ability of the material to
flow, and the desired level varies with the application. In
static applications, a softer material fills in the microgrooves
more easily to generate a seal; on the other hand, the mate-
rial can extrude out of the cavity more easily. In dynamic
applications, a harder compound may allow some leakage
but will reduce sliding friction; softer compounds may tend
to abrade, wear, and extrude. It is important that contact with
fuel does not alter the hardness too much.

3. Tensile strength: This property is primarily used for produc-
tion quality control; it also is useful as an indicator of dete-
rioration after fuel contact.

These tests were conducted on four new O-rings of each material
according to the appropriate ASTM standards following a 14-day
soak in the test fuel at 23.9�2.8°C �75�5°F�. The results re-
ported are the averages for the four samples.

4.2.3 Test Results. In the graphical presentations of the results,
the effects of the synthetic fuels are compared to that of the
petroleum-derived Jet A-1 from Sasol’s Natref refinery; the results
are ordered according to increasing aromatic content in the fuel.

Figure 5 compares the fuel effects on the swell of the O-rings
expressed as the percentage change in volume according to ASTM
D 471 �5�. As expected, the fluorosilicone and fluorocarbon
O-rings were relatively insensitive to the various fuels as the dif-
ferences are only a percent or so and of the same order of mag-
nitude as the Natref Jet A-1. The nitrile tests, however, showed the
expected increase in volume that was directly related to the aro-

Fig. 4 JFTOT deposit map for conventional fuel with Code 3 deposit
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matic content. Also shown in this graph are the limits of allowable
swell for static and dynamic applications �4�. These results show
that the swell produced by the Sasol synthetic fuels is both accept-
able and typical.

Figure 6 presents data on the fuel effects on the hardness of the
elastomers according to ASTM D 2240 �6�. It is important to note
that the hardness rating is only good to �5 durometer numbers.
The hardness ratings of the fluorosilicone and fluorocarbon
O-rings were essentially unaffected by fuel soaking. The nitrile
O-rings were slightly softer following fuel soaking than their
original values in air; although small, the effect was directly re-
lated to increasing aromatic content. The effects of the Sasol syn-

thetic fuels are no different than the effect of the Natref fuel.
Tensile strength is important in dynamic seals where a mini-

mum tensile strength of 6900 kPa �1000 psi� is considered neces-
sary �4�. Tensile strength was determined according to ASTM D
412 �7�. Figure 7 shows that all of the nitrile and fluorocarbon
elastomers had tensile strengths well over this minimum before
and after the soakings in the synthetic fuels; fluorosilicone elas-
tomers are not used for dynamic seals, so this minimum does not
apply. After the soakings in the synthetic fuels, the tensile strength
of the fluorosilicone elastomers are essentially the same as the
Natref Jet A-1. The nitrile elastomers exhibited a decrease in ten-

Fig. 5 Effect of Sasol synthetic jet fuel on swell of common fuel-system elastomers

Fig. 6 Effect of Sasol synthetic jet fuel on hardness of common fuel-system elastomers
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sile strength with increasing aromatic content that was consistent
with the Natref fuel.

While there were some minor changes in these properties with
the fluorocarbon �Viton� and fluorosilicone materials, the response
to the synthetic fuels was essentially the same as the response for
the petroleum-derived Jet A-1 from the Natref refinery.

As expected, the nitrile �Buna-N� elastomers were more fuel
sensitive then the other two materials, and the changes were in
direct proportion to the aromatic content of the fuel. The variation
in swell with aromatic content was shown to be in line with pre-
vious data. Limited tests with used nitrile O-rings showed the
same sensitivity to the aromatic content as the new O-rings. Swell
with both new and used nitrile O-rings was well within the design
guidelines for both static and dynamic applications.

4.3 Lubricity. It is important to demonstrate that the Sasol
synthetic fuels either have good inherent lubricity or respond to
lubricity improving additives �LIA�. This issue comes from a gen-
eral concern for lubricity in fuels of low-sulfur and aromatic con-
tent. Severely hydrotreated fuels and synthetic fuels may not have
the trace organic species that provide lubricity. In the case of
Sasol’s semisynthetic jet fuel, the lubricity is derived from the
conventional Natref Jet A-1.

Lubricity for jet fuel is evaluated with the Ball-on-Cylinder
Lubricity Evaluator �BOCLE� in accordance with ASTM D 5001
�8�. A wear scan is generated on the ball during the test. A wear
scar diameter of less than 0.85 mm is required �1�.

Figure 8 compares the BOCLE lubricity ratings of the four
synthetic blends with that of the Natref Jet A-1. The lubricity
ratings of all four synthetic blends are significantly less than the
limit of 0.85 mm. This suggests that there are some natural lubric-
ity improvers in one or more of the synthetic kerosene streams
and that lubricity additives may not be necessary with the Sasol
synthetic jet fuels. It was shown, however, that the FSJF blends
respond to lubricity additives, and they could be used if necessary.

4.4 Bulk Physical Properties. The following fuel properties
are important to aircraft/engine design:

• viscosity

• density
• bulk modulus
• specific heat
• thermal conductivity

Viscosity and density are part of the fuel specification, but only at
a single temperature as a control. For design considerations, it is
necessary to consider the variations in these properties with tem-
perature or pressure, as appropriate. Data are presented and com-
pared with data from Refs. �9,10�, where data exist.

4.4.1 Viscosity Versus Temperature. The most important as-
pect of viscosity is that it is the fuel property that controls atomi-
zation; density and surface tension are also important, but they do
not vary with temperature as much as viscosity does. Viscosity is
also used in calculating pressure drops when designing fuel
systems.

Turbine engines are required to cold start on fuels with viscos-
ity of 12 cS. Therefore, the fuel viscosity must be less than 12 cS
as the fuel temperature approaches the freezing point, which is
−40°C for Jet A and −47°C for Jet A-1. It is difficult to measure
the viscosity close to the freezing point, so it is measured at
−20°C with a maximum of 8 cS. It was therefore necessary to
demonstrate that the viscosity-temperature function of the Sasol
fuels was the same as that of conventional fuel to verify the suf-
ficiency of the single viscosity data point in the specification.

The viscosity of the synthetic blends was measured at five tem-
peratures from −40°C to 100°C. These results are graphed on the
standard ASTM viscosity-temperature chart in Fig. 9. For refer-
ence, the characteristics for the fuels with the highest and lowest
viscosities from Ref. �10� are included along with the character-
istics for a “typical Jet A-1” from Ref. �9�. The viscosity-
temperature characteristics of the synthetic blends are seen to be
very linear on this transformed graph, verifying that the viscosity
characteristics of the Sasol synthetic jet fuels are normal regard-
less of the actual blending ratios of the synthetic streams.

It is concluded that the Sasol synthetic fuels have viscosity
characteristics that are identical to conventional fuels. As such, the

Fig. 7 Effect of Sasol synthetic jet fuel on the tensile strength of common fuel-system elastomers
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use of these fuels will not cause any deterioration in ignition or
relight limits and will not increase pumping losses in the fuel
system.

4.4.2 Density Versus Temperature. Density is important to the
design and operations of aircraft because it can determine loaded

fuel weight and range. Density is also used in flow calculations,
tank gauging, fuel metering devices, and structural design of fuel
tanks.

As discussed earlier, most FT jet fuels are comprised of normal
and isoparaffins with no aromatics. The lack of aromatics results

Fig. 8 Lubricity of Sasol FSJF blends

Fig. 9 Viscosity characteristics of Sasol FSJF blends
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in a fuel that cannot meet the minimum specification requirement
for a density of 775 kg /m3 at 15°C. This results in a lower energy
density of the fuel as well. It is also important that the density-
temperature function be typical for operations throughout the
flight.

Figure 10 compares the density-temperature data of the FSJF
blends with that of Ref. �10�. The test fuels are all seen to lie

within the fuel specification limits; however, Blend 1 is right at
the minimum. The other three blends fall well within the results of
the Boeing survey. These results also demonstrate that increasing
the aromatic content increases the fuel density.

Although the energy density, MJ /m3, is lower for the blends,
the specific energy, MJ/kg, is virtually unchanged. These are sum-
marized in Table 3.

4.4.3 Bulk Modulus Versus Pressure. In many modern aircraft
engines, the fuel is used to activate hydraulic equipment. In order
to make the system responsive, it is desirable to have a fuel that is
difficult to compress. Such a fluid will have a high bulk modulus.

Currently there is no standardized method for determining bulk
modulus for jet fuels. The test fuels were submitted to the Phoenix
Laboratories, Inc. �Chicago, IL� for the determination of bulk
modulus using a procedure that is under consideration as a new
ASTM standard. The results are presented in Fig. 11. The bulk
modulus characteristics of the Sasol synthetic fuels are essentially
identical to each other and to that of the Natref Jet A-1. These data

Fig. 10 Density characteristics of Sasol FSJF blends

Table 3 Summary of energy density and specific energy

Fuel
Energy density

�MJ /m3�
Specific energy

�MJ/kg�

CRC WFS �avg�a 34,736 43.26
Blend 1 33,865 43.81
Blend 2 34,558 43.36
Blend 3 34,373 43.51
Blend 4 34,437 43.10
NATREF Jet A-1 34,317 43.22

aCRC World Fuel Survey.

Fig. 11 Bulk modulus of Sasol FSJF blends
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demonstrate that the bulk modulus and, therefore, the compress-
ibility characteristics of the Sasol synthetic jet fuel are the same as
those of conventional jet fuel.

4.4.4 Specific Heat Versus Temperature. Specific heat is espe-
cially important in the design of modern engines as the fuel is
increasingly used as a coolant or heat sink.. The specific heats of
the five Sasol test fuels were determined using ASTM E 1269 �11�
over the temperature range of −40°C to 100°C. The results are
compared in Fig. 12 with data from Refs. �9,10�.

The Sasol synthetic fuels all have the same temperature sensi-
tivity as the other fuels and lie totally within the data band of the
world survey. The data from Ref. �9� is significantly higher than
most fuels. If the values from Ref. �9� were used in the design of
a fuel-cooled heat exchanger, the result would be higher fuel tem-
peratures than predicted; however, this is the fault of Ref. �9� not
a shortcoming of the Sasol fuels, and will be true for all jet fuels.
The thermal conductivity data showed similar results, and it was
concluded that the Sasol FSJF will have thermodynamic and
transport properties that are typical of conventional jet fuels.

4.5 Summary of Fit-for-Purpose Tests. The four sample
blends of synthetic jet fuel prepared by Sasol had excellent quali-
ties as jet fuels and were very similar in nature to the petroleum-
derived Jet A-1 from Sasol’s Natref refinery. The fuels were
blended from four mature synthetic distillate streams in the jet-
fuel boiling range; they were not streams from pilot plants. The
data demonstrated that Sasol synthetic jet fuels will have physical
and chemical properties and characteristics that are indistinguish-
able from conventional fuels refined from petroleum crude oils.

Since the thermodynamic and transport properties of the
samples were typical of conventional fuels to the extent that data
were available, it was concluded that parameters that provide
guidance on fluid mechanics and heat transfer regimes, e.g., Rey-
nold’s number, Prandtl number, and Weber number, will also be
typical of conventional fuels. These conclusions are independent
of the blending ratio of the four synthetic distillates.

5 Engine and Combustor Performance Testing

5.1 Overview. Although satisfied with the demonstrated
properties and characteristics of the Sasol synthetic kerosenes, the
engine original equipment manufacturers �OEMs� requested the
following component tests to demonstrate that Sasol synthetic jet

fuel would have no adverse effect on engine performance and
operation as an essential precondition of approval and certification
of Sasol synthetic jet fuel under DEF STAN 91-91:

• engine endurance
• low-temperature atomization
• cold-day ignition and altitude relight
• exhaust emissions
• lean blowout �LBO�

These tests were mutually defined by the engine OEMs and con-
ducted at their facilities as appropriate. Individual test reports
�12–15� were written by the performing organization for review
by all the OEMs as part of the approval process. A single fuel was
produced by Sasol and was provided for all of the tests. The
results presented here are normalized for proprietary reasons to
the engine companies.

5.2 Test Fuel. The volume requirements for the requested
tests totaled 1000 m3 �250,000 gal�. As the refinery would not be
reconfigured to make jet fuel until the approval is granted, it was
necessary to use streams that were available in suitable quantities.
Also it was necessary to use the existing configuration of the
distillation columns rather than optimize them for kerosene
production.

The test fuel was a blend of approximately 70% IPK and 30%
heavy naphtha 2, as indicated in Fig. 1. The two light distillate
streams were not available for use in making the test fuel as the
entire production was needed for making low-sulfur diesel. The
properties and characteristics most important to the engine and
combustor tests are summarized in Table 4.

The boiling point distribution is shown in Fig. 13. It was sig-
nificantly “flatter” than the petroleum-derived Jet A-1 that Sasol
produces at the Natref refinery. This is primarily due to the lack of
heavier fractions that would have come from the light distillate if
it had been available. This will have implications in the results of
the ignition and altitude relight test �Sec. 5.6�. It must be noted,
however, that the boiling point distribution was within the range
of commercial jet fuels on the market today.

5.3 Engine Endurance Test

5.3.1 Objective. The engine endurance test was to evaluate the
effect of the Sasol synthetic jet fuel on the overall performance

Fig. 12 Specific heat characteristics of Sasol FSJF blends
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and operation of a commercial jet engine �12�. The test was con-
ducted at the engine overhaul facilities of South African Airways
�SAA� at OR Thambo International Airport in Johannesburg,
South Africa using a completely refurbished Pratt & Whitney
�P&W, East Hartford, CT� JT-9D engine. The test was conducted
by SAA personnel and monitored by a field representative of Pratt
& Whitney �P&W� and the local regulating authority. The engine
selection was agreed upon by the engine OEMs as representing a
high-pressure-ratio fan engine with an annular combustor �12�.
Conducting the tests at the SAA facilities in Johannesburg signifi-
cantly reduced the logistic problems of transporting 950 m3

�250,000 gal� of fuel to the test site.

5.3.2 Test Description. The test was developed by the engine
OEMs. The test was cyclic, consisting of 500 modified landing
and takeoff cycles as illustrated in Fig. 14 with shutdown and

ignition events every 25 cycles. Prior to the endurance test, a per-
formance test was run on the test engine using a petroleum-
derived Jet A-1 fuel. This was followed by a performance test
using Sasol FSJF. Following the endurance test, performance tests
were repeated using the same two fuels to determine if any deg-
radation of performance as a result of the cyclic test on the syn-
thetic fuel. At intervals during the test, videos of the hot section
were made using a boroscope; special attention was given to the
fuel nozzles and air swirlers. There was also a periodic removal of
the fuel control to inspection selected O-ring seals.

5.3.3 Results. The performance tests prior to the cyclic test
showed no differences between the two fuels; furthermore, the
post-cyclic-test performance evaluations showed no degradation
in performance as a result of the test on the Sasol fuel. The engine
performed satisfactorily during the cyclic test. The boroscope in-
spections showed no unusual changes in the fuel nozzles, swirlers,
and hot-section components, and there was no deterioration of the
O-rings inspected from the fuel control. The test results were re-
viewed by P&W chief engineers, discipline chiefs, and perfor-
mance system analysis, combustion, and turbine groups. The con-
sensus was that there was no discernible difference between the
baseline petroleum Jet A-1 and Sasol 100% synthetic Jet A-1.

5.4 Low-Temperature Atomization Tests

5.4.1 General Comments. Onboard auxiliary power units
�APUs� are required to start immediately if there is an in-flight
shutdown of a main engine. The environment during APU altitude
starting is different from that of the main engines, however, be-

Table 4 Selected properties and characteristics of the test fuel

Fuel property Specification limits Value

Aromatics, vol % 8.0–25.0 10.9
Sulfur, wt % 0.3 max �0.01
Smoke point, mm 25.0 min 28
Viscosity, cS 8.0 max 4.09
Density, kg /m3 771.0–836.0 781.2
Freezing point, °C –47.0 max −55.0
Flash point, °C 38.0 min 51.0
Heat of combustion, kJ/kg 42.8 43.7

Fig. 13 Boiling point distribution of test fuel

Fig. 14 Test cycle for JT-9D performance/endurance test of SSJF
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cause the APU and its fuel supply are cold soaked. Therefore, it
was considered necessary to demonstrate that the Sasol fuel would
not affect low-temperature starting characteristics of APU �13�.
This demonstration was conducted by Honeywell Aerospace
�Phoenix, AZ� , a major manufacturer of APUs, using atomizer
bench tests with cold Sasol synthetic fuel to verify if the fuel
would have no adverse effect on atomization or spray quality, and
by inference, on low-temperature ignition. Pressure atomizers
typical of those used on APUs and an air blast atomizer typical of
those used on small propulsion engines were selected for testing.
Atomizer performance parameters, including flow number and
spray characteristics, were measured over a range of conditions.

5.4.2 Test Atomizers. Atomizer A had a low flow number �FN�
typical of the primary atomizers used on newer transport and mili-
tary APUs. Atomizer B was a larger FN atomizer typical of pri-
mary atomizers used on older commercial and military transport
APUs and smaller APUs used on a regional aircraft. Atomizer C
was a small thin-sheet-type air blast atomizer, typical of those
used on small propulsion engines.

5.4.3 Test Fuels/Fluids. Four fluids were used for the atomi-
zation tests:

• Jet A �ASTM D 1655�
• Sasol FSJF �DEF STAN 91-91�
• standard calibrating fluid �MIL-PRF-7024 Type II�
• a 12 cS calibrating fluid �Viscor�

The last fluid is a special test fluid that allows Honeywell to evalu-
ate atomization quality at the 12 cS limit at ambient temperatures,
thus avoiding subzero test conditions.

Table 5 lists the physical properties important to atomization for

the four test fluids. At the test conditions, the Weber number for
the Sasol FSJF and Jet A differed by about 3%; the Weber num-
bers of the other two fluids were about 20% higher.

5.4.4 Test Conditions. Each atomizer was tested over a range
of conditions representative of an APU during typical engine start
conditions. For the pressure atomizers, this required a range of
inlet fuel pressures. The air blast atomizer was tested over a range
of fuel flows and air pressure drops representative of light-off and
acceleration conditions. The performance evaluation was based on
the Sauter mean diameter �SMD� as a measure of atomization and
the spray angle.

5.4.5 Results. For the pressure atomizers, the Sasol FSJF and
Jet A had similar spray opening pressures, spray angles, and spray
quality. This is illustrated in Fig. 15 for Atomizer B showing that
at −40°C �−40°F�, the Sasol fuel produced a smaller drop-size
distribution than the Jet A at all flow rates. Similar results were
produced for the other pressure atomizer. Figure 16 compares the
sprays for cold Jet A and Sasol FSJF at 50 psi �gauge�. The pic-
tures show that the sprays are both fully developed with similar
spray angles. The spray of the Sasol fuel appears denser than that
of the Jet A fuel, suggesting many more small droplets; the spray
of the Jet A fuel appears to contain numerous large drops.

For air blast Atomizer C, the SMD for cold FSJF was similar to
that of cold Jet A and Viscor with very little fuel effect. The FSJF
and Jet A fuel had similar spray angles and spray quality at all test
conditions. Figure 17 shows the correlation of SMD with the fol-
lowing parameter for air blast atomizers from Lefebvre �16�:

XPAR = �1 + Wf/Wa�/��aVa�

where Wf /Wa is the atomizer fuel/air ratio, �a is the air density,

Table 5 Physical properties of test fluids for atomization

Test
fuel

Specific gravity Viscosity Surface tension

At 25°C
At test
temp.a At 25°C

Test
temp.a At 25°C

At test
temp.a

7024-II 0.766 0.758 1.17 1.15 22.3 22.1
Viscor 0.878 0.878 12.2 12.2 24.7 24.7
Jet A 0.816 0.858 1.72 10.0 27.1 29.5
FSJF 0.782 0.824 1.56 7.9 25.0 27.4

aThe test temperature for FSJF and Jet A was −40°C; the temperature for Viscor and 1074-II was ambient.

Fig. 15 Atomization of Sasol FSJF compared with Jet A at −40°C „−40°F…
in a pressure atomizer
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and Va is the air velocity.
In summary, the atomization and spray characteristics using

cold FSJF were the same, or better than, for cold Jet A fuel due to
lower fuel specific gravity and viscosity. Honeywell concluded
that the FSJF fuel would provide a well-defined spray and an
adequate spray droplet size for reliable cold starting.

5.5 Exhaust Emissions

5.5.1 Objective and Scope. The objective of the emission test
was to determine the effect of using Sasol synthetic jet fuel on the
exhaust emissions of a commercial combustor �14�. The following
emissions were sampled and analyzed:

• CO
• unburned hydrocarbons �UHCs�
• NOx
• smoke number

5.5.2 Test Description. The emission test was conducted by
Pratt & Whitney at the United Technologies Research Center Jet
Burner Test Stand using an 80 deg, four-nozzle arc sector rig of a
commercial combustor. Exhaust samples were collected at the
combustor exit. The data reported were averages of the samples
from the center two sectors. The results were compared with emis-
sion data from a petroleum-derived Jet A fuel that were taken after
the synthetic fuel tests using the same procedures and conditions.
Both fuels were analyzed to ensure that they conformed to ASTM
D 1655.

The combustor was tested over a range of pressures, P3
=0.3–1.7 MPa �50–250 psi �absolute��, and inlet temperatures,
T3=200–480°C �460–890°F�. Fuel/air ratios were varied, f /a

=0.005–0.035, at each of four pressure/temperature conditions
used to cover a range of operating conditions for an engine. Com-
bustor flow parameter variations were also conducted for scaling
purposes. Emission data were collected at these conditions and
then scaled to flight conditions representative of an engine with an
overall pressure ratio �OPR� of 30. Data are presented for idle,
cruise, approach, and sea-level takeoff �SLTO�.

5.5.3 Analysis and Results. When an engine is certified, it
must meet emission standards recommended by the International
Civil Aviation Organization �ICAO� Committee on Aviation En-
vironmental Protection �CAEP�. Therefore, Pratt & Whitney con-
sidered it important to determine the effect of a fuel change on the
standard emission parameter. The recommended parameter is the
total amount of pollutant created per unit of net thrust from the
engine �F00� for a simulated landing takeoff �LTO� cycle consist-
ing of four operating modes: 0.7 min at SLTO, 2.2 min at climb,
4.0 min at approach, and 26.0 min at idle. The parameter is cal-
culated by

Emission for LTO cycle = EPAP = � �EIspecieswfueltmode�/F00

For these tests, the parameter was calculated for a simulated LTO
cycle of an engine with an overall pressure ratio of 30.

The results of the emissions tests are illustrated in Figs. 18–20
for NOx, CO, and smoke number �SN�, respectively. In the LTO
cycle, the Sasol synthetic fuel produced 4% less NOx and 19%
less CO than the Jet-A fuel. These emission levels for both fuels
were lower than the limits of CAEP/6. At the individual power
points, the NOx emissions were virtually unchanged. The CO
emissions from the Sasol synthetic fuel were lower than that of
the conventional Jet A, especially at idle, in line with the lower
viscosity of the Sasol fuel, recalling from the Honeywell atomi-
zation tests that fuels of lower viscosity produce a finer spray.

In Fig. 20, the data for smoke number, SN, are normalized to
the Jet A results. The Sasol synthetic fuel produced lower smoke
than the Jet A fuel as expected because of the higher hydrogen
content, i.e., lower aromatic content, of the Sasol fuel. The outlier
at SLTO at a fuel/air ratio of 0.018 was due to a low SN for the
Jet-A. The differences in CO2 emissions and combustion effi-
ciency were negligible.

UHCs were only reported for the idle condition. At approach,
climb, and takeoff, the levels on both fuels were very low and
within the uncertainty of the measurement technique. The UHC
results at the idle condition are presented in Table 6 showing that
there was no significant difference in the amount of unburned
hydrocarbons.

Fig. 16 Comparison of fuel sprays at −40°C „−40°F… and
50 psi „gauge… for Sasol fuel and jet a

Fig. 17 Spray characteristics of Sasol FSJF in an air blast atomizer
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5.5.4 Summary of Emission Tests. The Pratt & Whitney engi-
neers concluded that the use of synthetic Jet-A instead of
petroleum-derived Jet-A did not adversely affect the combustion
efficiency and emissions of the test combustor. They concluded
that the combustor would operate at the same fuel-air ratio on the
synthetic fuel as on the conventional Jet-A.

5.6 Cold-Day Ignition and Altitude Relight Test

5.6.1 Objective. The objective of these tests was to compare
the cold-day ignition and altitude relight performance of the Sasol
fully synthetic jet fuel with a conventional fuel in a state-of-the-art
combustor �15�.

5.6.2 Test Description. The ignition and altitude relight tests
were conducted by Rolls-Royce �Derby, UK� using a full-annular
Trent combustor, which has air blast atomizers. The other OEMs
agreed that the results should be translatable to other engines.

Figure 21 is a map of the test points for ignition and extinction,
both cold-day ground and altitude relight. Ground ignition testing
was conducted at −40°C �−40°F�. Altitude relight tests were con-
ducted over altitudes ranging from about 8.5 km to 11 km
�28,000–35,000 ft� over a range of Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1

to cover the windmill envelope. Some additional points at higher
altitude and Mach number were added for blowout tests. Overall,
tests were conducted at more than 200 operating conditions.

The fuel of reference was a Jet A-1 �AVTUR� fuel in compli-
ance with DEF STAN 91-91. Flash point and energy density were
very comparable for the two fuels; however, there was a signifi-
cant difference in the boiling point distribution of the two fuels, as
shown in Fig. 22. The slope of the Jet A-1 line was quite typical of
jet fuels in the UK and elsewhere while that of the Sasol FSJF was
much flatter.

5.6.3 Results. All baseline testing with Jet A-1 fuel, including
both the simulated high altitude and the ground ambient cold-day
conditions, agreed with the expectations based on previous Rolls-
Royce engines and combustor tests.

Figure 23 is a schematic representation of the results of the
cold-day ground ignition and extinction limits showing that there
were no significant differences between the performance limits of
the Sasol FSJF and the Jet A-1 fuels. The difference between the
extinction limits and the fueling line is the available margin for
sudden throttle maneuvers. Similarly, Fig. 24 illustrates the results
for the altitude ignition limits of the two test fuels. �There are no

Fig. 18 Comparison of NOx production for Sasol fuel and conventional Jet
A

Fig. 19 Comparison of CO production for Sasol fuel and conventional Jet A
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values given on these figures for proprietary reasons.�
The weak and rich extinction limits at altitude were also satis-

factory; however, close to the blowout limit at higher altitude
condition, the difference began to increase. The blowout charac-
teristic was worse for the Sasol fuel; i.e., the blowout point was at
a lower combustor mass flow compared to the Jet A-1 fuel. Since
lean blowout is considered to be evaporation limited �16�, it was
thought that this last result was due to differences in boiling point
distribution, as noted in Fig. 20. However, the possibility had to
be considered that the difference in lean blowout limit might be

due to changes in fuel chemistry. As a result, further testing was
requested by the engine manufacturers to resolve the issue.

5.6.4 Summary of Ignition and Relight Tests. Other than the
issue of extinction at high altitude, Rolls-Royce concluded that the
Sasol fuel met the expectations of an aviation kerosene fuel.
Based on the differences in the lean blowout characteristics at the
high-altitude condition, LBO tests were then conducted at condi-
tions more relevant to descent where throttle maneuvers are more
likely to cause lean combustion.

5.7 Lean Blowout Test

5.7.1 Objective. Lean blowout tests were conducted by Hon-
eywell to resolve the question of the blowout characteristics found
in the altitude extinction tests described in Sec. 5.6 �13�. The goal
was to verify that lean blowout characteristics of the Sasol syn-
thetic jet fuel are due to the particular boiling point distribution of
the test fuel and its effect on evaporation.

Fig. 20 Comparison of smoke number for Sasol fuel and conventional Jet
A

Table 6 Comparison of unburned hydrocarbons at idle

Fuel UHC, ppm

Sasol FSJF 11.8
Jet A 16.0

Fig. 21 Map of test conditions for ignition and extinction tests
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5.7.2 Combustor Description. The lean stability tests were
conducted with a full-scale annular combustor rig from a small
turboshaft �helicopter� engine. The combustion system features a
reverse-flow annular combustor and axially inserted dual-orifice
fuel atomizers. The engine pressure ratio at SLTO conditions is
approximately 10.

5.7.3 Test Fuels. Three test fuels were used in this evaluation:

• Sasol synthetic jet fuel �DEF STAN 91-91�
• Jet A �ASTM D 1655�
• JP-5 �MIL-DTL-5624�

The Jet A and JP-5 test fuels were selected on the basis of their
boiling point distribution to specifically address the question
raised in the Rolls-Royce altitude tests. JP-5 had “weathered” and
lost some of its lighter fractions; as a result it had a flat boiling
point distribution like the Sasol fuel, but a higher flash point. Jet A
had the same flash point as the Sasol fuel, but the slope of the
boiling point distribution was similar to the AVTUR used by
Rolls-Royce. The flash points of the test fuels are compared in
Table 7, and the boiling point distributions are compared in Fig.
25.

5.7.4 Test Conditions. The LBO tests were conducted at four
deceleration conditions from the sea level to a 7.6 km �25,000 ft�
altitude and from a standard day to −40°C �−40°F�. The tests
were conducted with conditioned, nonvitiated air to the rig inlet at
actual engine operating conditions �not scaled�.

5.7.5 Results. The test results showed that the Sasol FSJF had
no adverse effect on lean stability �lean blowout�. The lean stabil-
ity test results are presented in Fig. 26, with test fuel data normal-
ized to the baseline Jet A data. The data are very tightly grouped,
indicating very little differences among the fuels. At higher alti-
tude conditions, there was some limited fuel effect noted, with
FSJF results between the Jet A and JP-5 results in accordance with
the differences in the boiling point distributions. The flash point
and front end distillation temperatures of FSJF were between the
Jet A and JP-5 fuels. Previous testing at Honeywell on other en-
gines has shown combustor lean stability characteristics to corre-
late with these fuel properties.

5.7.6 Conclusions on LBO Tests. These results demonstrate
that the Sasol FSJF had no adverse effect on the lean stability
characteristics. The lean stability characteristics of the FSJF were

Fig. 22 Boiling point distributions of test fuels for ignition and altitude
relight tests

Fig. 23 Schematic representation of the extinction and ignition perfor-
mance for a ground ambient cold-day „−40°C… condition
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similar to the Jet A and JP-5 fuels. Differences at the higher alti-
tude conditions were due to the particular boiling point distribu-
tions of the test fuel and not to chemistry.

6 Summary and Conclusions
The Sasol synthetic kerosene is unique among distillates from

Fischer–Tropsch processes in that it contains aromatic hydrocar-
bons. Within the current understanding, the presence of the aro-
matics makes the Sasol FT kerosene more suitable as a complete
jet fuel than the more common FT distillates, which are comprised
of normal paraffins and isoparaffins and contain no aromatics.

Nevertheless, this fuel is a radical departure from experience as
this is the first completely synthetic jet fuel to be approved. It was,
therefore, necessary to demonstrate that the fuel is fit-for-purpose
as jet fuel and will have no adverse impact on performance, du-
rability, and safety. This paper has documented the process of
demonstrating that an alternative fuel is fit-for-purpose as a fuel
for commercial aviation. The methodology used to demonstrate
that the Sasol FSJF is fit-for-purpose was the same as that used to
evaluate the original Sasol semisynthetic fuel except for the addi-
tion of the engine and combustor tests. The process is now being
refined and codified by the major specification-writing bodies to
produce an approval protocol for alternative aviation fuels in the
future.

Four samples of the fuel representing practical extremes of pro-
duction were given a thorough evaluation to demonstrate that the
Sasol FSJF will have properties and characteristics that fall within
the experience of conventional jet fuels from petroleum. Not all of
the tests for physical properties and characteristics are presented
in this paper.

Sasol then produced a large volume of synthetic kerosene for

Fig. 24 Schematic representation of the altitude ignition results

Table 7 Flash point comparison of fuels for honeywell LBO
tests

Test fuel Flash point

Jet A 47°C �117°F�
Sasol FSJF 47°C �117°F�
JP-5 56°C �133°F�

Fig. 25 Comparison of boiling point distributions of the test fuels used in
the Honeywell LBO tests
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engine and combustor tests to evaluate the effects on performance,
emissions, and operability. The combustion characteristics of Sa-
sol FSJF were found to be the same as that of petroleum-derived
jet fuel having the same properties. Differences were within the
normal variations found in jet fuel. These engine and combustor
tests also served to validate the conclusions from the tests on the
properties and characteristics of the fuels.

The results of these tests have been presented to the aviation
community at technical meetings and industry forums and in for-
mal reports �17,18�. The engine manufacturers have critically re-
viewed the data and have concluded that the Sasol synthetic jet
fuel will have no adverse impact on air-worthiness and safety and
is fit-for-purpose as jet fuel for civilian aviation.

Based on the results of this evaluation and the recommenda-
tions of the aircraft engine manufacturers, the UK Aviation Fuels
Committee approved the acceptance of Sasol FSJF in DEF STAN
91-91, Issue 6 in April 2008 �1�. Sasol FSJF is the first fully
synthetic jet fuel approved for unrestricted use in aviation.
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Benefits of Active Compressor
Stability Management on
Turbofan Engine Operability
Active compressor stability management can play a significant role in the intelligent
control of gas turbine engines. The present work utilizes a computer simulation to illus-
trate the potential operability benefits of compressor stability management when actively
controlling a turbofan engine. The simulation, called the modular aeropropulsion system
simulation (MAPSS) and developed at NASA Glenn, models the actuation, sensor, con-
troller, and engine dynamics of a twin-spool, low-bypass turbofan engine. The stability
management system is built around a previously developed stability measure called the
correlation measure. The correlation measure quantifies the repeatability of the pressure
signature of a compressor rotor. Earlier work has used laboratory compressor and engine
rig data to develop a relationship between a compressor’s stability boundary and its
correlation measure. Specifically, correlation measure threshold crossing events increase
in magnitude and number as the compressor approaches the limit of stable operation. To
simulate the experimentally observed behavior of these events, a stochastic model based
on level-crossings of an exponentially distributed pseudorandom process has been imple-
mented in the MAPSS environment. Three different methods of integrating active stability
management within the existing engine control architecture have been explored. The
results show that significant improvements in the engine emergency response can be
obtained while maintaining instability-free compressor operation via any of the methods
studied. Two of the active control schemes investigated utilize existing scheduler and
controller parameters and require minimal additional control logic for implementation.
The third method, while introducing additional logic, emphasizes the need for as well as
the benefits of a more integrated stability management system.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3028565�

Introduction
An intelligent control system is one that adapts itself to changes

in its surrounding environment. When applied to gas turbine en-
gines, the benefits of an intelligent control system include opti-
mized performance and increased engine life �1�. Engine simula-
tions have greatly aided research and development in this area.
Detailed engine models have been implemented in a real-time
environment to enable investigations into model-based control �2�.
Moreover, these simulations have been used as inexpensive test-
beds to evaluate various novel active engine control schemes �3�.
In this paper, a modular aeropropulsion system simulation
�MAPSS� developed at the NASA Glenn Research Center is used
to demonstrate the benefits of an active compressor stability man-
agement system.

The operating envelope of modern gas turbine engines is lim-
ited by, among other things, aerodynamic instabilities in the com-
pression system. On a compressor map �Fig. 1�, this stability limit
is represented by the surge line. The precise location of the surge
line is uncertain due to effects such as inlet distortion, aging,
manufacturing tolerances, and thermal and speed transients. Con-
sequently, the engine control system is designed with a conserva-
tive safety margin, called the stall margin, ensuring system opera-
tion well within the safe region. The conservative margins
translate into penalties on the engine performance. For instance,
as engine accelerations require transient excursions of the com-
pressor operating point toward the surge line, acceleration rates
are limited to maintain stall margin requirements. An active sta-

bility management system would alleviate the need for stacked
worst-case scenarios, enabling optimal utilization of available stall
margins.

Moore and Greitzer �4,5� first developed a model for poststall
transients about two decades ago. The model captured the essen-
tials of rotating stall and spurred numerous stall control studies
�6–11� to evaluate the benefits of active control and stabilize part
of the unstable region. However, experimental work by Day �12�
and Camp and Day �13� revealed an alternative route to stall via
“spikes” that was not captured by the analytical model. In fact,
further studies �14,15� showed that under certain conditions, the
spikelike stall inception is dominant. Thus, active control tech-
niques based on the analytical model are insufficient for complete
avoidance of compressor instabilities.

Experiments conducted by Inoue et al. �16� determined that
stall precursors could be detected by the deterioration of blade
spacing periodicity. However, the similarity coefficient that was
proposed is unsuitable for rapid engine transients since it utilized
200 rotor revolutions of data. Dhingra et al. �17� introduced active
compressor stability management through the use of a correlation
measure based on the unsteady flow field characteristics in the tip
region of the compressor rotor. The correlation measure has been
demonstrated on laboratory compressor rigs as well as on a mod-
ern aircraft engine �18�. A stochastic model has also been devel-
oped that captures the statistical characteristics of the correlation
measure �19�.

This work continues the evaluation of active compressor stabil-
ity management with the application of the system to the MAPSS
environment. Three different methods of implementation have
been investigated. All three schemes are successful in preventing
stall during a severe transient at sea-level static conditions. Two of
them, direct manipulation of fuel and indirect manipulation
through the acceleration scheduler, are relatively simple and re-

Manuscript received May 8, 2008; final manuscript received May 23, 2008; pub-
lished online April 14, 2009. Review conducted by Dilip R. Ballal. Paper presented
at the ASME Turbo Expo 2008: Land, Sea and Air �GT2008�, June 9–13, Berlin,
Germany.
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quire a minimal amount of additional control logic. The results
from these two methods demonstrate the applicability and benefits
of stability management to existing engine lines. The third method
of implementation models a more sophisticated integration of the
stability management system with the digital engine controller.
This advanced control system not only improves on the advan-
tages introduced by the previous two; it is also capable of control-
ling the engine in the harshest conditions where its simpler coun-
terparts fail.

Engine Simulation
The engine model used in this work is MAPSS. Developed at

NASA Glenn Research Center, MAPSS is a graphical implemen-
tation of a previously validated FORTRAN simulation of a low-
bypass military turbofan engine and control system. MAPSS was
developed in the block diagram-based MATLAB/SIMULINK environ-
ment to allow easy access to various engine parameters and to
facilitate control and diagnostic systems research.

The MAPSS environment is a nonlinear, non-real-time, and
multirate system consisting of the component level model �CLM�
and the controller and actuator dynamics �CAD� modules. The
CLM is a dynamic simulation of a low-bypass, high-pressure ra-
tio, and dual-spool military-type turbofan engine �Fig. 2�. Engine
components are represented by different submodules inside the
CLM. The components modeled include the fan, booster, high-
pressure compressor �HPC�, combustor, high-pressure turbine
�HPT�, low-pressure turbine �LPT�, mixer, afterburner, and
nozzle. Also modeled are forward blocker doors, aft variable area
bypass injector, bypass duct air flow, and compressor bleed and

cooling flows. The state variables of the engine model are fan
spool speed, core spool speed, and average hot section metal tem-
perature. The CLM has an update rate of 2500 Hz �20�.

The CAD module consists of a digital engine controller and an
actuator submodule that emulates the required dynamics to deter-
mine actuator positions for guide vanes, areas �such as nozzle
area�, and fuel flow. The digital controller, which has a sampling
rate of 50 Hz, takes power lever angle �PLA�, Mach number, and
altitude as its inputs. The controller uses these inputs, open-loop
schedules, and signals from sensors collecting data on various
engine parameters from the CLM to calculate demands to the
actuator submodule. For instance, maps are used to determine
actuator commands for the fan, booster, and HPC guide vane po-
sitions. Other actuator demands, particularly burner fuel flow, are
obtained from five proportional-integral control action regulators,
each corresponding to a particular mode tailored to regulating
certain engine parameters and operating limits. Three of the con-
trol modes are related to PLA power settings �low, medium, and
high�, while the other two are the fan stall margin and fan spool
overspeed modes. Values calculated from the modes are blended
based on engine operating conditions to obtain the final demands
sent to the actuator submodule �21�.

It is important to note that although MAPSS is a dynamic en-
gine model capable of simulating transient performance, it is un-
able to capture stall or poststall engine characteristics. However,
the CLM module calculates stall margins of the fan, booster, and
HPC based on the stall pressure ratio of each component. The
onset of compressor instabilities is taken to be the instant any of
the three stall margins is less than or equal to zero. The objective
of the present work is avoidance of compressor instabilities, and
therefore the lack of a surge-capable model is not considered to be
a significant limitation.

Correlation Measure
The detection of compressor operation in the proximity of its

stability limits is essential to active stability management. This
can be accomplished via the correlation measure developed at the
School of Aerospace Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technol-
ogy. This measure quantifies the repeatability of pressure signals
over a compressor rotor. For a sampled signal, the correlation
measure �17� is defined as

C�n� =
�i=n−wnd

n pipi−shaft

��i=n−wnd
n pi

2�i=n−wnd
n pi−shaft

2
�1�

where C�n�=correlation measure, n=sample index, i=index,
shaft=number of samples per shaft rotation, and wnd=window
size in number of samples.

Fig. 1 Potential performance improvements

Fig. 2 Schematic of the MAPSS low-bypass turbofan engine „Parker and Guo †21‡…
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It has been experimentally observed that the periodicity of the
pressure over the rotor, as measured by a sensor fixed to the cas-
ing, deteriorates when the compressor loading is increased toward
its stability limits. From Eq. �1�, the correlation measure is
bounded by −1 and 1, with the latter representing a perfectly
repeatable signal. For a typical compressor operation, the correla-
tion measure stays between 0 and 1, with lower values indicating
operation near the stability limit. When applied to engine control,
the correlation measure is calculated and actively monitored for
any drops below a specified threshold. Such a drop is defined as
an “event.” Control action, such as bleed air or fuel flow actua-
tion, is taken in response to these events.

Stochastic Model
The evaluation of correlation-measure-based stability manage-

ment for different control strategies and/or engine platforms re-
quires the replication of the observed correlation measure behav-
ior in a simulation environment. In particular, it is necessary to
generate correlation measure threshold crossing events in a fash-
ion that is representative of experimental data. As engine dynamic
models do not capture details at the scale of pressure fluctuations
over a compressor rotor, the correlation measure cannot be di-
rectly calculated. Instead, the engine simulation is paired with a
previously developed stochastic model �19�. The model captures
the relationship between the compressor stall margin, readily
available in the simulation environment, and the distribution of
the time between successive events �TBE�. This metric is illus-
trated in Fig. 3.

An analysis of experimental data obtained on different com-
pressor platforms has shown that for a fixed threshold level, the
TBE follows an exponential distribution,

FTBE��� = P�TBE � �� = 1 − e−�cm� �2�

In this expression, �cm is the average number of events per sec-
ond. A comparison of predicted �solid lines� and observed �mark-
ers� distributions for a representative case is reproduced in Fig. 4.
The parameter �cm is a function of stall margin and can be deter-
mined from experimental data �Fig. 5�.

Cramer and Leadbetter �22� showed that for any given random
process �e.g., a sequence from a random number generator� and a
threshold value, the distribution of the time between threshold
crossings is

FTBE��� = 1 + �−1D+u0��� �3�

Here, � is the average number of threshold crossings, D+ is the
right hand derivative, and u0 is the probability that no threshold

crossings are observed in the time interval of 0–�. To simulate the
TBE characteristics of the correlation measure, a random process
with an exponentially decaying probability of “no event,” i.e.,
u0=e−��, has to be found. Numerical experiments show that level-
crossings of a pseudorandom number generator with an exponen-
tial distribution yield the required form of u0���. Further, if the
threshold level for this pseudorandom number generator is set
based on the natural logarithm of �cm, � equals �cm, reducing Eq.
�3� to Eq. �2�. In the present work, this empirical observation is
used to generate events with the appropriate TBE distribution in
the MAPSS environment.

Description of Experiments
A number of factors impact the susceptibility of an engine to

compressor instabilities. This work focuses on severe engine ac-
celerations, a scenario common to the low-bypass ratio turbofan

Fig. 3 TBE: An event occurs when correlation measure drops
below some specified threshold

Fig. 4 The cumulative distribution function of TBE when cor-
relation measure is calculated at various stall margins is ap-
proximately exponential

Fig. 5 Curve fit of average number of events versus stall mar-
gin used for the stochastic model based on experimental data
from a laboratory compressor rig at Georgia Tech. The labels
denote the error in the stall margin of the curve fit from each
data point.
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engines on fighter aircraft and thus appropriate to analyze using
the MAPSS environment. Each case described in this paper con-
sists in using MAPSS to simulate a 30 s transient with a step PLA
command from idle �21 deg� to maximum power �50 deg� at the
10 s mark �Fig. 6�. The corresponding demands in net thrust are
slightly less austere since the CAD module incorporates a time lag
and a PLA rate limiter. This component of the controller model is
left unmodified throughout this study. Furthermore, although
MAPSS gives information on the stall margins of the fan, booster,
and HPC, it has been observed that for all runs performed, the fan
stall margin is the limiting case �i.e., consistently reaches zero
first�. Therefore, the stochastic model is applied only to the fan;
the booster and HPC stall margins are checked for each case to
ensure that they either are greater than zero for the entirety of the
run or reach zero only after the fan has stalled.

The typical method of compressor control is an open-loop
scheme utilizing a fuel scheduler. The scheduler places a limit on
fuel flow based on certain measured engine parameters and inlet
conditions. This prevents compressor stall at nearly all operating
conditions but sometimes at the cost of engine performance. How-
ever, it has been seen that the acceleration scheduler in the CAD
module of MAPSS is unable to prevent fan stall during relatively
fast and demanding engine transients, such as the PLA step com-
mand from idle to full power �Fig. 7�. The simulation contains a
fan stall control mode that addresses this issue. This mode is es-
sentially a stall margin regulator that is designed to drive the
engine to a preset stall margin. The difference between the actual
stall margin and the preset value is used to calculate actuator
demands. When activated, this mode can successfully prevent stall
for the PLA command under consideration. However, as stall mar-
gin is not a measurable quantity on a gas turbine engine, this is an
unrealistic solution. To estimate the performance of the engine
within current control practice, the fan stall margin mode is not
utilized. The acceleration scheduler has been scaled down by a
value that consistently prevents stall during severe engine accel-
eration. However, it is recognized that the scaling factor has been
determined by trial and error, and the resulting scheduler is not
optimized. Although this modified scheduler has been utilized as
part of the active stability management system, its performance is
not used as a basis of any comparison. The simulation runs using
the stall margin regulator, though unrealistic, represent the ideal
case scenario for an active compressor control scheme and thus
serve well as a benchmark for this study.

Three different methods of implementing the stability manage-
ment system have been investigated. For all cases, the stall margin
regulator is turned off and the fuel scheduler is bypassed, unless
otherwise indicated.

Direct Fuel Manipulation. The fuel flow has the highest im-
pact among the available control inputs in a gas turbine engine. A
relatively simple active control scheme can be constructed by us-
ing the stability management system to directly manipulate fuel
flow �Fig. 8�. In the presence of an event generated by the sto-
chastic model, the fuel command calculated by the engine control-
ler is reduced by 10%. To minimize chatter in the fuel command,
a low-pass filter is applied to the signal before it is sent to the
actuator submodule. It is important to note that these actions take
place inside the engine controller, which precedes any time delays
simulated by the CAD module.

Fuel Scheduler Manipulation. The fuel scheduler is central to
conventional engine compressor control, and, as such, the sched-
uler encapsulates invaluable experimental data on the limits of
safe engine operation. Whereas the direct manipulation of fuel
flow command is simple to implement, it does not utilize this
information. In fact, the percentage of fuel to reduce in response
to an event is open to experimentation. An alternative approach,
manipulation of the fuel scheduler, attempts to leverage the expe-
rience embedded in the scheduler. In this approach, depicted in
Fig. 9, the limits imposed by the scheduler are nominally by-
passed. However, an event from the stochastic model triggers the
scheduler limit for that particular time step. The controller de-
faults back to bypassing the scheduler at the next time step unless
another event is detected. The scaled fuel scheduler has been used
for this work. In essence, this method is an indirect manipulation
of commanded fuel flow. It uses the fuel scheduler to determine
the reduced fuel flow, thus utilizing the existing information.
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Fig. 8 Schematic of the direct fuel manipulation control
scheme
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Integrated Stability Management. The fuel flow and sched-
uler manipulation techniques represent relatively simple methods
of implementing the stability management system. In both cases,
the active control system is an “add-on” component, utilizing ex-
isting modules to integrate with the engine controller. Such ap-
proaches are perhaps more suitable for existing platforms due to
minimal addition of control logic. For new designs, on the other
hand, it may be desirable to fully integrate active stability man-
agement into the controller design. The stall margin regulator in
MAPSS provides a unique opportunity to evaluate the potential
benefits of such an integrated active compressor control scheme
�Fig. 10�.

The stall margin regulator generates actuator commands that
are a function of a stall margin error signal. Further, the outputs of
this regulator are activated, as well as blended with other control-
ler modes, based on the available stall margin. The unobservabil-
ity of the stall margin of a gas turbine engine renders this regula-
tor an unrealistic approach to engine control in its current form.
For the integrated stability management approach explored in this
work, the gains and structure of the original regulator are retained.
To eliminate the need for stall margin measurement, the error term
is set to a constant value �for example, 2%�. This slightly modified
regulator defaults to an inactive state but is activated by the oc-
currence of an event. Thus, in combination with the stochastic
model, an implementable form of the stall margin regulator can be
used to simulate an engine controller with an integrated active
stability management system.

Results and Discussion
The three approaches to stability management are successful in

maintaining stall-free engine operation for the severe acceleration
at state sea-level conditions. In order to evaluate the impact on
engine transient performance, a “rise time” metric has been intro-
duced. The rise time is defined as the time taken by the engine to
attain 99% of the final thrust and is measured relative to the PLA
step input. As noted earlier, the performance of the new control
strategies is compared to that of the stall margin regulator. This
regulator yields a rise time of 4.1 s. On the other hand, the engine
takes twice as long, a rise time of 8.2 s, to complete the same
transient with the scaled fuel scheduler in place.

Events based on the correlation measure have a stochastic na-
ture. To gauge the impact of this stochastic nature on the control
strategies under consideration, a Monte Carlo simulation has been
performed for each case. Specifically, the engine response to the

step PLA command is evaluated for 100 different seed values of
the stochastic model for each stability management approach. This
ensures that no two runs are identical as far as the correlation
measure stochastic model is concerned. In the results that follow,
to illustrate the variation in rise times, the raw values for the 100
trials are shown along with their mean. The transient behavior is
illustrated via time traces of stall margin, event triggers, and fuel
flow command for a representative run. Finally, for each method,
the thrust response of the engine is compared to the stall margin
regulator case.

Direct Fuel Manipulation. The fuel manipulation scheme op-
erates the engine in the absence of the fuel scheduler and reduces
fuel command by 10% at each occurrence of an event. The rise
times observed in the 100 trials are summarized in Fig. 11. The
average rise time for the successful trials is approximately 6.5 s.
The results show relatively large variation, with a worst-case rise
time of about 8.9 s. The five runs with 0 s rise times are failed
transients in the sense that the engine did not achieve the desired
final thrust level. The control system prevented the stall margin
from reaching zero in every case.

Figures 12 and 13 show the results of a representative success-
ful transient. The low-pass filter is unable to completely eliminate
the chatter in the fuel flow command �Fig. 12�. This characteristic
is a direct consequence of the simplistic Boolean �event or no
event� signal from the stability management system. Due to the
strong dependence of the engine operating condition on the fuel
flow rate, this chatter translates into significant fluctuations in the
net engine thrust �Fig. 13�.

The disadvantages of this simple control scheme are further
evident in Figs. 14 and 15, which depict the outcome of a failed
transient. The ad hoc fuel reduction, coupled with the stochastic
nature of the events, leads to a limit cycle-like oscillation in the
commanded fuel flow rates. The result, contrary to the demanded
acceleration, is an eventual deceleration of the engine. Although
the percentage reduction in fuel flow rate could be tuned to
achieve successful results for the scenario under consideration,
this method is not robust enough to be a feasible active control
approach.

Fuel Scheduler Manipulation. As mentioned earlier, this ap-
proach activates and deactivates the scheduled fuel limits as nec-
essary. Nominally bypassed, these limits are enforced whenever a
correlation-measure-based event is detected. In every simulated
trial, the application of this approach led to a stall-free transient
engine operation. In regard to performance, the average value of
the rise time over 100 trials is approximately 4.6 s. Additionally,

Fig. 9 Schematic of the fuel scheduler manipulation control
scheme

Fig. 10 Schematic of the integrated stability management us-
ing a built-in stall margin regulator
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Fig. 11 Fuel manipulation results: rise time values for 100
runs. The average rise time is 6.55 s. 95% success rate „rise
time of 0 s indicates a failed run….
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as seen in Fig. 16, there is a relatively low variation in the rise
times, with the worst rise time at about 5 s. These numbers com-
pare favorably to the 4.1 s rise time observed with the stall margin
regulator.

The manipulation of the fuel scheduler supersedes direct fuel
modulation in every aspect. The transient behavior of variables of
interest for a representative run is shown in Figs. 17 and 18. In
contrast to the direct fuel modulation, there is no chatter in the
commanded fuel flow rate. As evidenced by their location relative
to the events, the sharp clips in the fuel flow rate visible in Fig. 17
are due to the activation of fuel scheduler limits. It may be noted
that these dips do not cause any fluctuations in the engine thrust
profile �Fig. 18�. The abruptness of the changes in commanded
fuel is mitigated by fuel metering valve dynamics. However, the
impact of these dips on combustor thermoacoustic stability could
be a potential concern.

Integrated Stability Management. The results discussed thus
far show that manipulation of the fuel scheduler is a viable
method of implementing active stability management on existing
engines with minimal modification to the original engine control-
ler. This section presents the benefits of a more fully integrated
stability management system.

Although it reuses the control structure and gain values of the
stall margin regulator, this approach essentially emulates an ad-
vanced stall margin limiter �the stall margin error term is replaced
by a constant number�. This control mode is nominally inactive, is
activated by the occurrence of an event, and directly determines
the actuator demands when active. Due to the compatible nature
of the stall margin regulator, the transition to and from this stall
avoidance mode is fairly smooth. This fact is illustrated by the
fuel flow rate results presented in Fig. 19, which shows results for
a representative run. The initial activation of stability management
logic leads to a small change in the slope of the fuel command
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Fig. 12 Fuel manipulation results: stall margin, events, and
fuel command signals for a representative successful run
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Fig. 13 Fuel manipulation results: engine thrust response for
a representative successful run
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Fig. 14 Fuel manipulation results: stall margin, events, and
fuel command signals for a representative failed run
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Fig. 15 Fuel manipulation results: engine thrust response for
a representative failed run
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signal, but there are no abrupt changes in the fuel flow rate. The
engine net thrust �Fig. 20� shows that the transient performance is
better than the benchmark stall margin regulator case.

A similar observation can be made based on the rise time cal-
culations. The average value of the rise time over 100 runs is
3.9 s, which is faster than the stall margin regulator case. Addi-
tionally, as evident in Fig. 21, there is relatively low variation in
rise times from one trial to another. The slowest response among
the 100 trials yields a rise time of 4.5 s. The reference stall margin
regulator is a deterministic control mode. It is switched on at a
given stall margin and is designed to drive the engine to a preset
stall margin. In the current integrated stability management ap-
proach, the stall margin limiting mode is triggered by stochastic
events. Whereas the exact stall margin at which this occurs varies
from run to run, the overall results of the 100 trials suggest that
this value is lower than that of the reference stall margin mode.

In order to further investigate the capabilities of this control
approach, another set of Monte Carlo simulations have been per-
formed. As before, the PLA command is stepped from idle to

full power but at cruise conditions of 0.8 Mach and 35,000 ft
�10,688 m� altitude. This speed could represent an aggressive in-
flight engine restart, a worst-case operational scenario for the air-
craft as well as the engine control system. The integrated stability
management approach is found to be reasonably reliable in this
extreme condition. Of the 100 trials that are simulated �Fig. 22�,
the control approach was unsuccessful in only one case. The av-
erage rise time of 17.8 s compares favorably to the 18.7 s ob-
tained with the stall margin regulator. The time traces for a repre-
sentative run are shown in Figs. 23 and 24. The engine operates
for a longer duration near the compressor stability limits. The time
taken for the completion of the transient is significantly longer
than the sea-level case.

The other two methods, direct fuel and scheduler manipulation,
are unsuccessful in this extreme case. The lack of sophistication in
the direct fuel manipulation causes continual fuel reduction until
the engine essentially shuts down. Even when always active, the
scaled down acceleration scheduler is unable to maintain a posi-
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Fig. 16 Scheduler manipulation results: rise time values for
100 runs. The average rise time is 4.58 s. 100% success rate.
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Fig. 17 Scheduler manipulation results: stall margin, events,
and fuel command signals for a representative run
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Fig. 18 Scheduler manipulation results: engine thrust re-
sponse for a representative run
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Fig. 19 Integrated stability management results: engine thrust
response for a representative run
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tive stall margin through the duration of the transient. Conse-
quently, it also fails when used in the fuel scheduler manipulation
approach.

Discussion. The results to date show the potential operability
benefits of active compressor stability management. An advantage
of the current approach is its physical foundation. The correlation
measure, which forms the core of stability management, quantifies
the cycle-to-cycle periodicity of blade-level pressure oscillations.
This periodicity deteriorates as the compressor is loaded toward
its stability limits. The self-normalization nature of the technique
allows it to accommodate engine-to-engine variations, manufac-
turing tolerances, and different compressors. Dhingra et al. �17�
showed the sensitivity of the correlation measure to the aerody-
namic health of the blade as well as tip clearances. Hence, the
measure is expected to reflect engine deterioration, but the impact
on the controller performance needs further analysis.

Correlation-measure-based stability management is relatively
simple to implement. Other approaches to intelligent engine con-
trol, such as model-based control where engine parameters are
estimated from an on-board model, are relatively complex and
may have significant computational requirements. Model-based
control requires both a high-fidelity engine simulation that can run

at least in real-time and the ability to reliably tune the simulation
to account for engine-to-engine differences due to factors such as
deterioration and operating condition uncertainties �23�. If such a
model can be reliably implemented, its application extends be-
yond stability management. The correlation measure is a physical
measure of the compressor stability limits and has been validated
on different platforms. The issue at hand is to optimally utilize
this measure in an integrated engine controller.

Conclusions
Active compressor stability management is a viable route to-

ward intelligent engine control. The system is based on the corre-
lation measure developed at the School of Aerospace Engineering,
Georgia Institute of Technology. Past research has established the
strong relationship between the correlation measure and proximity
to the compressor stability limit. An experimentally verified sto-
chastic model of the correlation measure has also been developed.
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Fig. 20 Integrated stability management results: rise time val-
ues for 100 runs. The average rise time is 3.91 s. 100% success
rate.
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Fig. 21 Integrated stability management results: stall margin,
events, and fuel command signals for a representative run
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This work describes the use of the stochastic model and the
MAPSS environment to evaluate three different methods of
implementing the stability management system on a military-type
turbofan engine. The methods were tested with a severe PLA step
command from idle to full power at static sea-level conditions.
The results demonstrate both the benefits of the system on engine
operability and its applicability to current and future engine plat-
forms.

Direct manipulation of the fuel flow command is sufficient to
avoid stall during the engine acceleration. However, the simplicity
of the control logic causes fluctuations in the net thrust response
and can even prevent the engine from reaching the desired thrust
level. Manipulation of the fuel scheduler is a promising alterna-
tive. In contrast to the fuel manipulation method, this control
scheme indirectly modulates the fuel command through
activation-deactivation of the acceleration scheduler and hence the
fuel flow limits. As a result, the undesirable characteristics in the
control channel and engine response are all but eliminated. Yet, its
simplicity facilitates implementation of the active control scheme
with a minimal amount of additional control logic and thus would
be useful for existing engine lines.

Finally, a modified stall margin regulator feeding off a some-
what arbitrary constant error has been shown to be a successful
method for integrating a compressor stability management system
into an advanced intelligent engine controller. This work has
shown the benefits of the integrated approach over the simple
add-on method. Further analysis as well as numerical experiments
would be necessary to fully comprehend the capabilities and limi-
tations of this approach before implementation in a production
environment.
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Nomenclature
C�n� � correlation measure

i � index
n � sample index
p � pressure signal

shaft � number of samples per shaft rotation
wnd � window size in the number of samples
�cm � number of events per second
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Fig. 24 Integrated stability management at cruise conditions:
engine thrust response for a representative successful run
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A Systematic Comparison and
Multi-Objective Optimization of
Humid Power Cycles—Part I:
Thermodynamics
The steam injected gas turbine (STIG), humid air turbine (HAT), and TOP Humid Air
Turbine (TOPHAT) cycles lie at the center of the debate on which humid power cycle will
deliver optimal performance when applied to an aeroderivative gas turbine and, indeed,
when such cycles will be implemented. Of these humid cycles, it has been claimed that the
TOPHAT cycle has the highest efficiency and specific work, followed closely by the HAT,
and then the STIG cycle. In this study, the systems have been simulated using consistent
thermodynamic and economic models for the components and working fluid properties,
allowing a consistent and nonbiased appraisal of these systems. Part I of these two
papers focuses purely on the thermodynamic performance and the impact of the system
parameters on the performance; Part II will study the economic performance. The three
humid power systems and up to ten system parameters are optimized using a multi-
objective Tabu Search algorithm, developed in the Cambridge Engineering Design
Centre. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3026561�

1 Introduction
The analysis of humid power cycles presents a challenge in

multi-objective optimization for three reasons. First, as with any
power system, there may be a trade-off between cycle efficiency
��cycle�, specific work �w�, and cost of electricity �COE�. Second,
the added plant complexity in a humid power cycle increases the
need for rigorous thermodynamic and economic evaluation, opti-
mization, and risk analysis. Third, the increased complexity means
humid cycles require careful design and analysis as well as a
thorough understanding of potential constraints on the systems. In
this first paper, the focus is on two objectives: �cycle and w. The
second paper studies a third objective: COE.

The HAT cycle was patented in the 1980s �1,2� and the first
pilot plant was constructed in Lund University in 2000 �3�. The
first full-scale demonstration advanced HAT plant is currently un-
der construction by Hitachi Ltd. �Hitachi-Shi, Japan� �4�. The ther-
modynamic advantage of the HAT cycle over its simple cycle
competitors is that heat in the exhaust is used for both recupera-
tion of the gas precombustion and for heating water in preparation
for the humidification process. The heat and mass transfer pro-
cesses from the water to the gas in a humidification tower increase
the mass flow rate of the working fluid in the turbine, which
increases both w and �cycle and, assuming additional plant cost is
not prohibitively expensive, decreases COE.

Some recent thermodynamic studies have introduced more
complex heat exchanger networks �5,6� and demonstrated perfor-
mance improvements over the basic HAT configuration. The cur-
rent study will focus on the basic cycle layout, which has been
modeled by several authors �7–9� and is illustrated in Fig. 1�a�.

The STIG cycle �Fig. 1�b�� is more commonplace in the indus-
try, since the system is relatively simple compared to the HAT
cycle. Steam, generated in a heat recovery steam generator
�HRSG�, is injected at or before combustion—the latter for power
augmentation and the former to suppress NOx emissions. As for
the HAT cycle, the increased mass flow rate and specific heat
capacity of the working fluid increase the power output of the

turbine. However, the combination of the HRSG and steam injec-
tion at high pressure is a more irreversible process than the hu-
midification process in the HAT cycle, as investigated by El-Masri
�10�.

The TOPHAT cycle is the most ambitious of proposed humid
power cycles; the configuration originally proposed by Van Liere
�11� is illustrated in Fig. 1�c�. An economizer generates hot water
for the spray-compression process and a recuperator heats the low
temperature compressor outlet gas to ensure fuel demand is not
excessive. The use of water sprayed between compressor stages to
reduce compressor work demand was originally suggested by Uta-
mura et al. �12�—the evaporation of a fine spray of hot water in
the working fluid effectively cools the working fluid temperature
and, therefore, reduces the work demand. Van Liere patented the
swirl-flash technology, which ensures that the water instanta-
neously evaporates �flash atomization� by injecting a very fine
spray of hot water. Increasing the water temperature seems coun-
terintuitive if the objective is to reduce the working fluid tempera-
ture; however, the latent heat of vaporization is the primary ther-
modynamic mechanism that reduces the working fluid
temperature and increasing the water temperature increases the
mass of water that can be evaporated. Christodoulou and Farrugia
�13� suggested that water temperatures of 90–120 K above the
working fluid saturation temperature ensure effective flash atomi-
zation without any nozzle flow instability, which can lead to re-
duced flow at high temperatures.

A multi-objective Tabu search �TS� algorithm was chosen for
its proven robustness and flexibility in handling highly con-
strained and multivariate problems. This algorithm, developed by
Jaeggi et al. �14�, generates a Pareto-optimal set of candidate de-
signs, allowing the designer to analyze the trade-off between mul-
tiple objectives �for example, �cycle, w, and COE� when selecting
the desired system operating point. This optimizer was imple-
mented on the humid air turbine by Kavanagh et al. �15� and is
discussed in more detail in the Appendix.

This is a thermodynamic study and, therefore, some of the de-
sign implications cannot be fully considered. For instance, higher
mass flow rates in the turbine could lead to off-design behavior
and high humidity air in the combustion chamber could lead to
lower NOx and reduce flame stability �4�. Commercial applica-
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tions of the humid cycles are generally in the medium power
range, with particular suitability to decentralized energy systems
or combined heat and power, as the infrastructure to generate hot
water or steam is already in place.

The component performances, listed in Table 1, were selected
in collaboration with Rolls-Royce plc �Derby, UK� and are typical
for an aeroderivative gas turbine and industrial heat exchanger
equipment.

For comparison, simple, intercooled, and intercooled-
recuperated cycles were modeled. Two reference combined
cycles, using performance data from Gas Turbine World �16�, are
also used for comparison: CC1 is a combined cycle of similar
power output to the cycles studied �65 MW, 53%� and CC2 is a
large scale combined cycle �650 MW, 56%�. The pressure ratio
��� and pressure ratio split ��� were optimized for the simple,
intercooled, and intercooled-recuperated cycles using the TS algo-
rithm. For the simple cycle, �

�
*=32 and �

w
* =15. For the inter-

cooled cycle, �
�
*=�

w
* =40, �

�
*=0.27, and �

w
* =0.51. For the

intercooled-recuperated cycle, �
�
*=19.1, �

w
* =32.3, and �

�
*=�

w
*

=0.5.

Where possible, parametric studies of the system variables and
associated analyses are presented and compared to the optimiza-
tion results for the humid power cycles to assist interpretation of
the optimization results. When performing the parametric studies
for all three cycles, constraints are frequently met, which prevents
the optimal performance from being located. This phenomenon is
common in advanced cycle studies where constraints on pinch
points, water temperatures, and exhaust temperature are necessary.
The Tabu Search optimization tool allows the designer to over-
come this problem by adjusting all the system parameters rather
than just addressing a single parameter at a time.

2 Thermodynamic Modeling
The thermodynamic modeling for the humid air turbine and its

components has been examined by Kavanagh and Parks �17� and
will not be covered here. For the STIG cycle, a HRSG and a
steam injector are simulated. The HRSG is defined by its pinch
point ��Tp� and superheat ��Tsh�, and the steam injector model
performs a heat and mass balance to calculate the properties of the
steam/air mixture. The steam utilizaton �m̄w2� is defined as the
percentage of steam generated that is used for injection. For the
TOPHAT cycle, the recuperator and economizer are modeled as
counterflow gas-gas and gas-liquid heat exchangers, defined by a
temperature effectiveness ���. The wet compression process is
modeled as a constant pressure evaporation process, defined by a
saturation ratio ��sat=� /�sat�. The cooling model for these cycles
was developed by Young and Wilcock �18,19�, and the cooling
architecture for each cycle is illustrated in Figs. 1�a�–1�c�.

2.1 STIG Cycle Results. Six variables were optimized for the
STIG cycle: � �Tsh, �, �Tp, �pw, and m̄w2. Their bounds and the
system constraints are listed in Table 2—the exhaust temperature
has been constrained to ensure that the gas temperature is above
the dew point in the economizers. The Pareto-optimal set for the
STIG cycle is illustrated in Fig. 2�a� and compared to a parametric
study of � and �Tsh in Fig. 2�b�—a maximum efficiency of
49.12% and a maximum specific work of 625 kJ /kg are observed.
The design values selected for the first three parameters are illus-
trated in Figs. 2�c�–2�e�. The last three variables all adopted their
minimum ��T

p
*=10 K and �p

w
* =10 bar� or maximum �m̄

w2
*

=100% � values.
From the parametric study in Fig. 2�b�, it is clear that � and

�Tsh play an important role in the �cycle /w trade-off. �=25–28
yields maximum efficiency, while lower � yields maximum spe-
cific work. Decreasing � increases the exhaust gas temperature

Table 1 Parameters: Gas turbine components

Basic gas turbine components
Compressor
ṁg �kg/s� 100.0
nstage�IP/HP� 8 /6
�p�LP/HP� 0.9
�mech ��� 0.99

Combustor
TIT �K� 1573
�pg �%� 5.0

Turbine
nstage�IP/HP/FPT� 1 /1 /4
�p�HP/LP� 0.87
�p�FPT� 0.91
Stage loading 1.4

Stage 1 Stage 2
Cooling Stator/Rotor Stator/Rotor
Tm,max �K� 1075 /1025 1025 /1025
Kcomb 0.5 /0.35 0.20 /0.15
Kswirl 0.5
�c,int 0.7
	film 0.3

Exhaust
�pg �%� 5.0

Generator
�gear ��� 0.993
�elec ��� 0.99

Disk cooling HP/LP/FPT
ṁdisk / ṁg ��� 0.02 /0.01 /0.01

Humid gas turbine components
�pg,ic �%� 6.0
�pg,eco �%� 3.0
�pg,h,rec �%� 8.5
�pg,c,rec �%� 6.0
�pg,HRSG �%� 3.5
�pw,HRSG �%� 2.5
Tw0 �K� 288.15
pw1 �bar� pg2+1 �HAT�

pg2+10 �STIG�
200 �TOPHAT�

Table 2 Variables, bounds, and constraints

Constraints

�Tmin,hx
10 K Texhaust
373.15 K �pcool
0 bar
�Tapproach
10 K �Tboil
10 K

General cycle variables and bounds
� 10–40 � 0.2–0.8

STIG cycle variables and bounds
�Tp �K� 10–30 m̄w2 �%� 0–100
�Tsh �K� 0–400 �pw �bar� 10–100

HAT cycle variables and bounds
�rec 0.50–0.95 �Tp �K� 3–7
�ic 0.50–0.85 m̄ic ��� 0.2–0.8
�ac 0.50–0.85 m̄eco ��� 0.2–0.8
�eco 0.50–0.85 m̄sat �kgw /kgg� 0.2–2.0

TOPHAT cycle variables and bounds
�rec 0.20–0.95 �eco 0.20–0.85
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and, therefore, the steam injection rate, pushing the maximum
efficiency to lower � compared to the simple cycle. For fixed �,
increasing �Tsh reduces the quantity of steam that can be gener-
ated and, therefore, reduces w. However, increasing �Tsh in-
creases the combustor inlet temperature and increases �cycle.

Design values for the Pareto-optimal set of �*=21–25.2 are
evident in Fig. 2�c�, with the lowest values yielding maximum w
and highest values yielding maximum �cycle. In agreement with

the parametric study, Fig. 2�d� illustrates that higher �Tsh favors
efficiency, however, �Tsh reduces from a maximum 286 K at 49%
to 260 K at 49.1%. Below �cycle=49%, a steady decrease in �Tsh
to 210 K is observed. To explain the decrease in �Tsh at high
efficiency, it is instructive to compare �Tapproach and �Tsh in Fig.
2�d�. Increasing �Tsh from 210 K to 276 K reduces �Tapproach
from 100 K to 10 K. Hence, to increase efficiency any further, �
must be increased to increase work output, which reduces the
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steam generator inlet temperature and, therefore, �Tsh must be
reduced accordingly to ensure that the constraint on �Tapproach is
not exceeded.

�* is illustrated in Fig. 2�e�, which demonstrates that ��0.5
favors �cycle and w. For a fixed � the HPC coolant flow cannot be
changed; however, reducing � �i.e., �LPC� reduces the LPC cool-
ant temperature and, therefore, the cooling demands, although the
coolant pressure is contrained ��pcool
0�. Hence, �* increases at
low � �low �cycle�.

A discontinuity is evident in �*, �T
sh
* , and �* at �cycle

=48.65%. First, it should be emphasized that two factors contrib-
ute to increasing steam generation and, therefore, work output:
decreasing � and decreasing �Tsh. Initially, decreasing � and
�Tsh yield the best �cycle /w trade-off. However, at a certain point,
characterized by the discontinuity, reducing �Tsh �to increase the
steam generation� and increasing � �to increase the work output�
yield a superior trade-off than if � were continuously decreased.
The turbine exit temperature �Tg5�, illustrated in Fig. 2�c�, clearly
exhibits the same discontinuity and is a strong function of �.
Despite this discontinuity, the steam injection rate �ṁw2� in Fig.
2�f�� increases continuously as w increases/�cycle decreases. Also,
the steam/air mixture temperature increases steadily as �cycle in-
creases �Tg2� in Fig. 2�f��, despite the discontinuity in the steam
and gas temperatures into the mixer. It is these two metrics which
drive the continuous trade-off in efficiency and specific work and
this emphasizes that, although there may be a discontinuity in
some of the design variables, they are adopted to ensure that the
critical performance drivers are carefully selected to generate the
optimal �cycle /w trade-off.

Steam injection rates of up to 0.204 kgw /kgg were achieved at
�T

sh
* =210 K and �*=21.3 �where Tg5 is maximum�, yielding the

highest work output. For the highest efficiency, steam injection
rates of 0.157 kgw /kgg were achieved at �T

sh
* =260 K and �*

=25.2 �minimum Tg5�.

2.2 HAT Cycle Results. Figure 3�a� illustrates the Pareto-
optimal set for the HAT cycle and compares it to a � /�rec para-
metric study in Fig. 3�b�. A maximum efficiency of 51.7% and a
specific work of 680 kJ /kg are achieved. The TS optimization
tool has clearly pushed the performance of the cycle well beyond
the capabilities of the parametric study and these improvements
are significantly greater than those found when optimizing the
STIG cycle. This is for two reasons. First, throughout the para-
metric study, constraints were encountered ��Tmin,hx or �Tboil�.
Second, the number of design variables has increased from six to
ten.

From the parametric study in Fig. 3�b� it is clear that � and �rec
play an important role in the �cycle /w trade-off. �

�
* is a strong

function of �rec ��
�
* increases from 25 to 35 as �rec decreases from

0.95 to 0.70� and �
w
* is always the maximum in the range studied.

Increasing � increases the temperature of the working fluid in IC
and AC, thereby increasing the water temperatures and improving
the heat and mass transfer processes in the saturator, which in-
creases the work output. However, as � increases, the quantity of
heat available for recuperation falls, pushing �

�
* to lower values,

where �rec is high and more heat can be recuperated. On the other
hand, decreasing �rec reduces the influence of recuperation on
�cycle and increases the heat transfer in ECO, thus pushing �

�
* to

higher values where higher temperature water is generated.
Figures 3�c� and 3�d� outline the results for six of the ten vari-

able. �ic, �ac, �eco, and �Tp are not illustrated as they all adopted
their maximum ��ic, �ac, �eco� or minimum values ��Tp�. A trial
optimization was executed where these variables were set to their
maximum values, but the TS algorithm was unable to achieve
comparable performance as the system was too highly
constrained—this emphasizes the importance of considering mul-
tiple variables to overcome apparent constraints.

The design values for � and �rec are illustrated in Fig. 3�c�. As
anticipated from the parametric study, a trade-off between effi-
ciency and power is found when � is decreased from 26.7 to 38.1;
�rec behaves as expected by decreasing from its maximum value
of 0.95 at maximum �cycle to 0.87 at minimum �cycle.

The design values of �* are illustrated in Fig. 3�d�—values of
0.59—0.61 agree with a parametric study of � and � in Fig. 4�a�.
A perfect gas analysis of the HAT cycle was also performed, and
the following equation was derived:

�
�
* = 0.5 +

ln�1 +
�Tw1/Tw0 − 1�

1/�s + 1/�rec − 1/�s�rec
��/2��−1�

ln���
�1�

Inserting typical values for the HAT cycle yields �
�
*=0.61–0.62.

These results agree with the findings by Lindquist �3�, who sug-
gested �

�
*=0.597.

Figure 3�d� also exhibits the choice of intercooler �m̄ic� and
economizer �m̄eco� flow ratios, which both adopt values slightly
below and slightly above 0.5, respectively. We can see from Fig.
3�e� that m̄ac �m̄ac=1− m̄ic� follows the same trend as �. This
would be expected since, if the optimization has been successful
and the water temperatures have been maximized, the water flow
rates into the intercooler and aftercooler would have to adjust as
� and, therefore, the heat exchanger inlet temperatures change.

Figure 4�b� shows a parametric study of m̄sat and m̄eco, which
shows that increasing m̄eco and decreasing m̄sat increase �cycle and
w. Reducing the saturator water flow rate reduces the water flow
rate throughout the system, which increases the water temperature
and, therefore, improves the heat and mass transfer processes in
the saturator. Increasing the economizer flow rate increases the
amount of heat recovered from the exhaust, whereas sending hot
water back to the intercooler increases the compressor work.
However, decreasing m̄sat increases the vulnerability of the HAT
cycle to boiling. This reduces the range of valid water flow rates
into the economizer, as indicated by the narrowing lines as we
move from left to right in Fig. 4�b�. Design values of m̄

sat
*

=0.9–0.93 are illustrated in Fig. 3�d�, which are below the mini-
mum values that could be achieved in Fig. 4�b� without meeting
constraints.

The maximum water temperature reached in the system is illus-
trated in Fig. 3�f�, where it is compared to the saturation tempera-
ture �boiling point� of the water and the saturator inlet temperature
�Tw3�. Clearly, the whole system has been optimized to ensure that
the water temperature is as high as possible without reaching the
constraint on �Tboil—the maximum water temperature is always
10 K below the saturation temperature of the water. Since the
saturation temperature is dictated by the system pressure, its be-
havior and, therefore, the behavior of the maximum water tem-
perature in the system trace the behavior of �. However, the maxi-
mum temperature is not always located at the same point in the
system, but instead shifts from IC exit to the AC exit throughout
the Pareto set, as illustrated in Fig. 3�g�.

For the heat and mass transfer processes, the saturator inlet
temperature �Tw3� is a critical variable. In Fig. 3�f� Tw3 follows a
similar pattern to the maximum temperature, but lies 1–3 K lower
due to the addition of the lower temperature economizer water
�not illustrated�. The repercussions of the higher water tempera-
ture on improving the heat and mass transfer processes and there-
fore the mass of water added are clear in Fig. 3�h�.

Two phenomena contribute to the increase in Tw3 at low
�cycle/high w �see Fig. 3�i��. First, � increases, which increases the
gas temperature into IC �Tg1�� and AC �Tg2�. Second, although
higher � reduces the exhaust temperature �Tg5�, �rec decreases,
which increases the temperature into the economizer �Tg6�.

As well as being strongly dependent on the water temperature,
the mass flow of water added will also be dependent on m̄sat and
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�Tp. Decreasing the pinch point always increases the mass of
water added and hence it is always minimized. A study by Ka-
vanagh and Parks �17� revealed that the mass of water added
actually increases as water flow rate into the saturator increases
�for a constant water temperature�, which seems to contradict
what has been discussed thus far. However, this study neglected
the impact of reducing the water flow rate in the system on water
temperature, which will clearly increase as water flow rate is re-
duced, thus driving up the mass of water added.

It was already identified that increasing m̄eco favored both effi-
ciency and work output, but as m̄sat was decreased, the range of
values decreased due to the susceptibility to boiling. So the opti-
mizer should try and increase the economizer flow rate toward the

values found in the parametric study, but it will be constrained by
the values for m̄sat. This is confirmed in Fig. 3�j�, where the values
of m̄eco follow the trend of m̄sat quite closely.

2.3 TOPHAT Results. The optimization variables, bounds,
and constraints are listed in Table 2. When optimized using the TS
algorithm, a maximum cycle efficiency of 53.4% and a maximum
work output of 709 kJ /kg were observed. The Pareto-optimal set
is illustrated in Fig. 5�a� and compared to a parametric study of
� /�rec in Fig 5�b�.

In the parametric study it was found that maximizing � maxi-
mized efficiency, except for �rec=0.95, where �

�
*=30 was identi-

fied. Generally, high � favors �cycle and w for similar reasons to
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the intercooled cycle—low compressor demand ensures that in-
creasing overall � continuously increases the net work output.
However, for �rec=0.95, more emphasis is placed on recuperation,
and this results in a slight reduction in the optimal � to utilize the
exhaust heat and reduce fuel consumption.

Values for �* of 0.6–0.78 were found in a parametric study of

� and the water spray temperature, with higher values corre-
sponding to higher water temperatures �Fig. 6�a��. �

w
* =1.0 for all

water temperatures and a minimum compressor demand was lo-
cated at �=0.45–0.50 �not illustrated�. As � increases, the tem-
perature at which water is sprayed in the HPC increases and this
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increases the mass of water that can be evaporated �Fig. 6�b��—
this drives the increase in work output as the mass flow rate in the
turbines increases. However, increasing � decreases the compres-
sor outlet temperature, driving up the fuel demand. For �
0.50
the compressor work demand also increases—this results in �*
between 0.5 and 1. Higher water temperatures reduce the com-
pressor demand, shifting �

�
* to higher values where the turbine

work output is higher. A parametric study �not shown� revealed
that �eco is constrained to values below 0.40 due to a constraint on
the maximum water temperature to allow saturation—if the water
is too hot, the spray model cannot satisfy the heat and mass bal-
ance for the spray stage. Furthermore, for higher values of �eco, it
was found that � also becomes constrained to higher values to
ensure that the exhaust gas temperature is not too high, which
leads to high water temperatures and the same constraint being
met.

The relatively small Pareto-optimal set in Fig. 5�a� indicates
that the set of parameters that maximize �cycle also maximize w.
The values adopted �see Figs. 5�c� and 5�d�� are as follows: �*

=37–40, �*=0.72–0.75, �
rec
* =0.95, and �

eco
* =0.468–0.472.

Slightly lower � yields maximum efficiency, in agreement with
the parametric study. �

eco
* is higher than the maximum value of

0.40 found previously, which has increased the work output and
efficiency. This leads to a reduction in the range of valid � and,
therefore, the maximum efficiency is pushed to �=37 due to the
constraint on the maximum water temperature. Figure 5�e� exhib-
its water consumption rates of 0.17 kgw /kgg,in.

Figures 5�f�–5�h� compare the water temperature to the satura-
tion temperature of the working fluid and the implications of po-
tential constraints on the water temperature, as suggested by
Christodoulou and Farrugia �13�, although slightly more relaxed
constraints were chosen �30�Tw−Tg,sat�140�. Clearly, for the
first and middle stages, the water temperature lies within this con-
straint, but not for the last stage, where the water temperature is
below the saturation temperature of the working fluid. This sug-
gests that additional heat exchangers may be required in order to
achieve adequate temperatures for the LPC and HPC.

3 Conclusions
In this paper the TS multi-objective algorithm was applied to

the STIG, HAT, and TOPHAT cycles. The results of this optimi-
zation are summarized in Fig. 7, where a mass flow rate of
100 kg /s is assumed to calculate the power output. It is notable
how the variation in efficiency is significantly lower than the dry

cycles. They are compared to optimized simple, intercooled, and
intercooled-recuperated cycles as well as to the reference com-
bined cycles.

The maximum STIG cycle efficiency just exceeds 49%, with a
corresponding specific work output of 564.3 kJ /kg, which repre-
sents an efficiency gain of 10% over the simple cycle and a 72%
increase in specific work output. To achieve this �Tsh is increased
to 261 K and �=25.2. The work output can be maximized by
reducing � to 21.3 and �Tsh to 210 K, increasing specific work
output to 627.6 kJ /kg, which is a 91% increase over the simple
cycle although efficiency falls to 48.3%.

The maximum HAT cycle efficiency is 51.7%, with a corre-
sponding specific work output of 617.2 kJ /kg, which represents
an efficiency gain of 12.7% over the simple cycle and an 88%
increase in specific work output ��=26�. The work output can be
maximized by increasing � to 37.5 �note that this is a reversal of
the trend observed for the STIG and, indeed, the simple cycle�,
increasing the specific work output to 681.6 kJ /kg, which is a
108% increase over the simple cycle although efficiency falls to
50.6%.

The maximum TOPHAT cycle efficiency is 53.4%, with a cor-
responding specific work output of 706.3 kJ /kg, which represents
an efficiency gain of 14.4% over the simple cycle and a 115%
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increase in specific work output ��=39.8�. The maximum work
output and maximum efficiency coincide closely and the param-
eters vary only marginally.

On a thermodynamic basis, the TOPHAT cycle competes with
the medium scale combined cycle and is followed closely by the
HAT cycle. Although there remain technical challenges to over-
come for these two cycles �especially the TOPHAT cycle�, if care-
ful consideration is given to their design and optimization, they
can be very competitive with efficiencies of 52–53%. The STIG
cycle performance lags slightly, with efficiencies of 46–49%,
however, the STIG cycle carries relatively low technical and in-
vestment risks for the industry.
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Nomenclature
ṁ  mass flow rate �kg/s�
p  pressure �bar�
P  power output �MW�
T  temperature �K�
w  specific work �kJ/kg�
�  pressure ratio
�  ratio of specific heat capacities �cp /cv�
�  change in property �%�
�  heat exchanger effectiveness

�cycle  cycle efficiency �%�
�p  polytropic efficiency
�s  isentropic efficiency
�  pressure ratio split exponent

�sat  saturation ratio
Tm,max  maximum metal temperature �K�
Kcomb  combustion pattern factor
Kswirl  combustion swirl factor
�c,int  internal blade cooling efficiency
	film  film cooling effectiveness

Subscripts
c  cold side

cool  cooling air
ECO  economizer

h  hot side
p  pinch point property

sat  saturated state
sh  superheat

turb  turbine
w  water

Superscripts
*  design values selected for Pareto-optimal set

�
w
* ,�

�
*, etc.  design values for � at maximum �cycle and w

Acronyms
AC  aftercooler

FPT  free power turbine
IC  intercooler

L/HPT  low/high pressure turbine
L/HPC  low/high pressure compressor

TIT  turbine inlet temperature �K�
TS  tabu search

Common Relations
m̄eco  ṁw4 / ṁw3��HAT�
m̄ic  ṁw1� / ṁw1�HAT�

m̄sat  ṁw3 / ṁg1�HAT�
m̄w2  100� ṁw2� / ṁw2 �%� �STIG�

�pcool  pcool− pturb
�pw  pw1− pg2
�LPC  ��

�Tboil  Tw,sat−Tw,max
�Tapproach  Tg,in−Tw,out

Appendix: Tabu Search Description and System Param-
eters

The method combines a local direct-search �Hooke–Jeeves�
method with a heuristic method. The short-term memory �STM�
stores the most recently visited points, which are then tabu and
cannot be revisited. When the optimizer proceeds with an optimi-
zation step and evaluates a number of designs, the optimizer se-
lects the nondominated designs from those evaluated, which are
then added to the medium-term memory—this defines the Pareto-
optimal set of candidate designs. The long-term memory stores all
designs evaluated and ensures that unexplored regions of the
search space are not neglected and that the algorithm does not
terminate at local optima. The “Pareto-optimal” set, therefore, of-
fers the designer a host of designs, which reveal the optimal trade-
off between multiple objectives, rather than just a single design
for each objective. More details can be found in Refs. �14,15�.
Table 3 lists the optimizer parameters used in the current research.
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A Systematic Comparison and
Multi-Objective Optimization of
Humid Power Cycles—Part II:
Economics
The steam injected gas turbine (STIG), humid air turbine (HAT), and TOP Humid Air
Turbine (TOPHAT) cycles lie at the center of the debate on which humid power cycle will
deliver optimal performance when applied to an aeroderivative gas turbine and, indeed,
when such cycles will be implemented. Of these humid cycles, it has been claimed that the
TOPHAT cycle has the highest efficiency and specific work, followed closely by the HAT
and then the STIG cycle. In this study, the systems have been simulated using consistent
thermodynamic and economic models for the components and working fluid properties,
allowing a consistent and nonbiased appraisal of these systems. Part I of these two
papers focused on the thermodynamic performance and the impact of the system param-
eters on the performance, Part II studies the economic performance of these cycles. The
three humid power systems and up to ten system parameters are optimized using a
multi-objective Tabu Search algorithm, developed in the Cambridge Engineering Design
Centre. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3026562�

1 Introduction
This is Part II of a multi-objective optimization of the steam

injected gas turbine �STIG�, humid air turbine �HAT�, and
TOPHAT cycles, which are illustrated in Fig. 1. Part I addressed
the optimal thermodynamic performance of these systems and ex-
plored the system parameters, which achieved this performance as
well as the associated constraints. Only two objectives were con-
sidered: �cycle and w. The Pareto-optimal sets for these systems,
compared with the simple, intercooled, and intercooled-
recuperated cycles are illustrated in Fig. 2.

In Part II, the cost of electricity �COE� is considered as a third
objective, which leads to two additional Pareto-optimal sets:
�cycle /COE and COE /w. In order to help understand the interpre-
tation and implications of these results, a simple cycle is also
optimized.

2 Economic Modeling
The economic models for the cycles studied were presented by

Traverso et al. �1�, which originated in Ref. �2�, and are summa-
rized in the Appendix. However, it was found that the basic gas
turbine engine could be undercosted by up to 60% when multi-
spool engines were studied, therefore the factors outlined in the
Appendix were developed for multispool engines to avoid this
phenomenon.

Cost modeling for humid cycles can be a challenging prospect
since so few systems has been developed in the industry. There-
fore, a factor of safety will also be calculated, which will provide
the designer with a range of capital costs, which will ensure the
systems remain cost competitive with medium and large-scale
combined cycles. The economic comparison assumes the tech-
nologies are mature and, therefore, neglects R&D costs. In addi-
tion, constant annual running hours of 7500 h are assumed. In Ref.
�3� the implication of peaking operation is studied.

The COE is the cost per kilowatt hour of fuel, capital, opera-
tions and maintenance, and carbon tax �Eq. �1��. The internal rate
of return �IRR� is the return on an investment and is a useful

measure when comparing different investment options. It is found
by calculating the rate of return that would result in a zero net
present value �NPV�. The NPV is the difference between the capi-
tal investment and the cash-flow over the economic life of the
plant �see Eq. �6��. This requires a sales cost of electricity, which
for this study will be assumed to be 9 c /kW h.

COE =
ĊTCI + ĊCO2

+ Ċf + ĊO&M

P/3600
�1�

ĊTCI =
�TCI · CRF

t · 3600
�2�

Ċf = ṁf · cf �3�

ĊCO2
= ṁCO2

· cCO2
�4�

CRF =
�1 + i�n · i

�1 + i�n − 1
�5�

NPV = TCI + �
j=1

n
Cj

�1 + IRR� j �6�

2.1 Simple Cycle. Before proceeding to the multi-objective
optimization of humid cycles, it is instructive to optimize the
simple cycle. Figure 3�a� plots the �cycle /w contours for a range of
pressure ratios and turbine inlet temperature �TIT� for the simple
cycle with COE contours superimposed. For TIT=1573 K: ��

�

=32, �COE
� =28, and �w

� =15.
The location of the optimal pressure ratio for minimum COE

��COE
� � is an important one for designers—for the simple cycle

�w
� ��COE

� ���
� , and �COE

� lies close to ��
� . Two factors contribute

to this behavior. First, decreasing � lowers the capital costs and,

therefore, the capital cost-rate �ĊTCI�, in Eq. �2�, which therefore

lowers the contribution to COE �ĊTCI�3600 / P�, in Eq. �1�—this
pushes the minimum COE to lower pressure ratios. Furthermore,
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decreasing � increases the work output and, therefore, dilutes the
capital contribution to COE—this also pushes the minimum COE
to lower pressure ratios. However, because of the dominance of
fuel costs when calculating COE �Eq. �1��, �COE

� lies closer to ��
�

than to �w
� �maximum work output�, or to �min=10 �minimum

capital cost�.
Applying the Tabu search �TS� optimization algorithm yields

the three Pareto-optimal sets in Figs. 4�a�–4�c�. They are super-
imposed in the �cycle /w domain in Fig. 3�b� and compared with
the parametric contours from Fig. 3�a�. Pareto 2 ��cycle /COE� and
Pareto 3 �COE /w� are clearly subsets of Pareto 1 ��cycle /w�.
Pareto 1 defines the set of designs between maximum �cycle and

maximum w, Pareto 2 defines the set of designs between maxi-
mum �cycle and minimum COE, and Pareto 3 defines the set of
designs between minimum COE and maximum w. The inflection
point is the location of minimum COE and separates Paretos 2 and
3.

The design values for � are shown in Figs. 4�d�–4�f�. For
Pareto 1, 15����32; for Pareto 2, 28����32; and for Pareto
3, 15����32. The minimum COE �the inflection point� is
clearly defined at �COE

� =28. This is quite a rudimentary optimiza-
tion compared with humid cycles but serves to aid interpretation
of later optimization results.

2.2 STIG Cycle. The three Pareto-optimal sets for the STIG
cycle are superimposed in Fig. 5�a� in the �cycle /w domain. As for
the simple cycle, there is a clear inflection point, however, unlike
the simple cycle, Paretos 2 and 3 are not subsets of Pareto 1.
Pareto 1 is the same Pareto-optimal set as in Part I of these two
papers.

Paretos 2 and 3 are plotted separately in Figs. 5�b� and 5�c�
with the associated design variables in Figs. 5�d�–5�i�. For Pareto
2 �Fig. 5�d��, a pressure ratio of 23.7 yields the minimum COE
and, as for Pareto 1, 25.3 yields the maximum efficiency. For
Pareto 3 �Fig. 5�g��, a pressure ratio of 21.3 yields the maximum
work output and 23.7 yields the minimum COE. Figure 5�j� com-
pares the adopted pressure ratios for the three Pareto-optimal sets.
From this figure, the inflection point at �=23.7 is obvious. There
is a very clear divergence between the pressure ratios adopted for
Paretos 1 and 3, with higher pressure ratios being adopted for
Pareto 3. Since COE and w are the emphasis of Pareto 3, this
seems to be counterintuitive since higher pressure ratios increase
capital costs—the key to this phenomenon lies in the design val-
ues for the superheat.

�Tsh
� =260–270 K are identified for Pareto 2 in Fig. 5�e�, with

the inflection point to Pareto 3 occurring at 265 K. Decreasing the
superheat below this value in Pareto 3 toward 210 K �Fig. 5�h��
increases COE and specific work. The superheat selection for
Paretos 2 and 3 diverge considerably in Fig. 5�k� at the inflection
point, with lower superheat favoring lower COE. Figure 6, which
plots a parametric study of �Tsh and �, provides the explanation
for this behavior. For constant �, increasing the superheat in-
creases �cycle and reduces w. However, a minimum COE is lo-
cated at slightly lower �Tsh since, to maintain a low COE, a
higher work output is favorable. This follows similar logic to the
location of �COE

� for the simple cycle. Also, recall that for Pareto
1, the superheat was increased as far as possible in order to maxi-
mize efficiency, which required a reduction in pressure ratio in
order to achieve sufficiently high exhaust temperatures. Now a
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Fig. 1 Humid cycle configurations: „a… HAT cycle configura-
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simultaneous increase in pressure ratio and a decrease in super-
heat increase the work output and lower COE. Hence, for Pareto
1, the TS optimizer is constantly pushing �Tsh to its maximum
value to reduce fuel input, but for Pareto 3, a slightly lower �Tsh

and higher � to ensure higher work output and lower COE. Figure
7 plots the three Pareto-optimal sets in the COE /w domain em-
phasizing the superior COE /w set for Pareto 3 compared with
Pareto 1.
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Fig. 5 Results for STIG cycle TS optimization. „a… Paretos 1–3 in �cycle/COE domain; „b… P2: �cycle/COE Pareto-
optimal set; „c… P3: COE/w Pareto-optimal set; „d… P2: �� selection; „e… P2: �Tsh
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2.3 HAT Cycle. The three Pareto-optimal sets for the HAT
cycle are superimposed in Fig. 8�a�. There is no obvious inflection
point, which implies that the maximum �cycle and the minimum
COE coincide. Paretos 2 and 3 are subsets of Pareto 1, so the
design variable, which tends to maximize �cycle also minimizes
COE, unlike in the STIG cycle where maximizing �Tsh would
increase �cycle but not the COE due to the reduction in w.

Figure 9�a� plots a parametric study of � /�rec. Now, �COE
�

���
� ��w

� unlike the STIG and simple cycles where �w
� ��COE

�

���
� . Also, �COE

� and ��
� are much closer together than for the

STIG and simple cycles. As discussed in the simple cycle study,

decreasing � lowers ĊTCI and, therefore, the contribution to
COE—this pushes �COE

� to lower values. However, unlike the
STIG and simple cycles, decreasing � decreases the work output

and this increases the contribution to COE—this pushes �COE
�

much closer to ��
� , and this results in a small set of designs in

Pareto 2.
Figures 8�d�–8�f� illustrate the design values for Pareto 2—for

this set �cycle is increasing, but COE also increases due to the
reduction in work output at low � and high �rec. The designs for
Pareto 3 in Figs. 8�g�–8�i� are essentially identical to Pareto 1, as
illustrated by Figs. 8�j�–8�l�.

2.4 TOPHAT. The three Pareto-optimal sets for TOPHAT in
the �cycle /w domain are illustrated in Fig. 10�a�. As for the HAT
cycle, there is no obvious inflection point, as illustrated by the
very small Pareto 2 in Fig. 10�b�. This is confirmed in the para-
metric study in Fig. 9�b�, where the minimum COE lies very close
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Fig. 8 Results for HAT cycle TS optimization. „a… Paretos 1–3 in �cycle/COE domain; „b… P2: �cycle/COE Pareto-optimal
set; „c… P3: COE/w Pareto-optimal set; „d… P2: �� selection; „e… P2: εrec

� selection; „f… P2: �� selection; „g… P3: �� selection;
„h… P3: εrec
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to the maximum efficiency, for identical reasons to the HAT cycle.
The remaining plots in Fig. 10 confirm that Paretos 2 and 3 are
subsets of Pareto 1.

3 Economic Comparison of Cycles
Summaries of the Pareto-optimal sets are illustrated in Figs.

11�a� and 11�b� and compared with the performance of a medium-
scale �CC1: �cycle=53%, P=65 MW, COE=7.0 c /kWh� and
large-scale combined cycle �CC2: �cycle=56%, P=650 MW,
COE=6.5 c /kWh�.

The TOPHAT and HAT cycles compete with both CC1 and
CC2 on a COE basis, and the STIG cycle competes with CC1
only. The advantage over the simple and the advanced dry cycles
is also quite apparent.

The purchased equipment cost �PEC� for the humid cycles are
illustrated in Fig. 12—costs of $16–18M for the HAT and STIG
cycles are evident, which includes $2–2.5M for the equipment
necessary for humidification/steam generation �13–14% of bare
gas turbine cost�. Note that PEC consists of the bare gas turbine

components, heat exchangers, ancillaries, and packaging, as out-
lined in the Appendix. The typical cost increase, identified in Gas
Turbine World 2006 �4�, for STIG cycles compared with their dry
counterparts is, on average, 52%. Therefore, the additional cost of
equipment for injection, component adjustment, and other ancil-
laries can account for up to 38% of the bare gas turbine costs. For
the HAT cycle, the cost of ancillary humidification equipment has
also been neglected since very few reliable data exist. The
TOPHAT cycle has been undercosted �$9–11M� as there are no
reliable cost models for the additional equipment for spraying
water in the compressor and, also, the low working fluid tempera-
ture in the compressor pushes down the costs considerably—low
temperatures and, therefore, high density working fluid imply low
cost in the compressor cost models.

The specific capital cost is worth comparing to data in the lit-
erature. Note that in the following paragraphs, the costs quoted are
for the total capital investment �TCI�—this includes costs for
land, labor, construction, etc. Bejan et al. �5� cited scaling factors
of 4.16–6.32 of the PEC to calculate TCI, depending on whether
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Fig. 10 Results for TOPHAT cycle TS optimization. „a… Paretos 1–3 in �cycle/COE domain; „b… P2: �cycle/COE Pareto-
optimal set; „c… P3: COE/w Pareto-optimal set; „d… P1–3: �� selection; „e… P1–3: εrec

� selection; and „f… P1–3: �� selection.
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it is for a plant expansion or a completely new build. In this study,
a reverse costing methodology is instead applied—�TCI is calcu-
lated, which scales the PEC to a value that maintains the eco-
nomic competitiveness of the plant.

In a study by Jonsson and Yan �6�, specific costs of 538 $/kW
�$38.74M� for the 72 MW Trent HAT and 525 $/kW �$34.13M�
for the 65 MW Trent STIG were calculated. For the 52.4 MW
GTX100 HAT and 54.4 MW STIG, specific costs of 575 $/kW
�$30.13M� and 530 $/kW �$28.83M� were calculated. These are
compared with the combined cycle reference case of 604 $/kW
�$44.8M� and 665 $/kW �$31.03M� for the 74.2 MW Trent and 62
MW GTX100, respectively.

Kakaras et al. �7� published specific costs of 500 $/kW for the
simple cycle, 700 $/kW �$26M� for the 37.25 MW STIG, 880
$/kW �$32.15M� for the 36.55 MW HAT, and 932 $/kW
�$38.53M� for the 41.3 MW combined cycle �costs quoted in euro,
assuming 1.244 $/euro �8��. The ranges of specific TCI are super-
imposed on Fig. 12�b�, which plots the specific PEC from the
simulation �� refers to cycle designs for minimum COE�. The
lower bounds on the specific TCI for the STIG and HAT are from
the study of Jonsson and Yan, which have similar power output to
the cycles in the current analysis �60–70 MW�. This indicates that
a scaling factor of 1.25–1.8 for the PEC calculated from the cur-
rent analysis would yield a similar TCI to that in Ref. �6�.

Clearly, from the discussion above, there exist significant chal-
lenges in costing these systems due to the lack of reliable data, so
a factor of safety ��TCI� is used to determine the potential reper-

cussions of additional capital expense on the COE. It was found
that �TCI=1.9 for the STIG cycle, and �TCI=2.85 for the HAT
cycle ensured that the plants remained competitive on a COE
basis with CC1, as illustrated in Fig. 13. �TCI=3.5 for the
TOPHAT cycle ensured the plant remained competitive on a COE
basis with CC2.

Figure 14�a� plots the IRR and TCI for the humid power cycles
using the factors found above; they are compared with CC1 and
CC2, which have an IRR of 5% and 33%, respectively. The STIG
and TOPHAT are very competitive with CC2, and the HAT cycle
is competitive with CC1. Since the factors chosen were purely
based on COE competitiveness, it is more insightful to consider a
range of capital costs and the impact on IRR.

Due to the uncertainty in the economic models, these data are
more useful at providing the designer with absolute limits on capi-
tal cost, assuming the systems can achieve the performance ex-
pected. Figure 14�b� plots the total capital investment against IRR.

Clearly, increasing capital expenditure will reduce the return on
investment and, for a fixed capital expenditure, selecting the
TOPHAT or HAT cycle over the STIG cycle will yield a higher
return. It is worthwhile noting that, for an IRR comparable to the
medium-scale combined cycle �CC1�—which was budgeted at
nearly $70M �assuming �TCI=2.0�—the designer can spend
$100M on the TOPHAT �72 MW� or $70M on the STIG �58 MW�
cycle to yield a similar return. The 62 MW HAT cycle should be
costed at $80M to be competitive with CC1. To be competitive
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with CC2, a much tighter budget is necessary. Just over $40M for
the TOPHAT, $30M for the STIG cycle, and just over $35M for
the HAT cycle can maintain an IRR of 33%. This provides the
designer with a range of costs for these cycles, which will main-
tain their cost competitiveness; a desired IRR and maximum capi-
tal expenditure can be matched.

4 Conclusions
In Part II of these two papers, two additional Pareto-optimal

sets �incorporating COE� for the humid power cycles and their
associated design variables were studied. For the STIG cycle the
emphasis shifted away from maximizing superheat but instead
toward increasing the power output in order to reduce COE by
increasing the steam injection. This emphasized how optimizing
for COE instead of �cycle can yield alternative design variables.
For the remaining humid cycles, maximizing �cycle tended to
minimize COE, as characterized by the very small �cycle /COE
Pareto-optimal sets �Pareto 2�. The primary cause of this was that
power decreased as pressure ratio decreased, unlike the STIG and
simple cycles, which pushed the minimum COE close to the
maximum �cycle.

Due to the uncertainty in cost modeling, a range of capital costs
were studied, which would ensure that the humid cycles remained
cost competitive. For the 58 MW STIG cycle, costs of $30–70M
would be desirable; for the 62 MW HAT cycle, costs of $35–80M

were preferable; and finally costs of $40–100M for the 70 MW
TOPHAT cycle keep the plant highly competitive.

These cost ranges are an invaluable guideline when designing
new plants where there is more uncertainty about costs than the
thermodynamic performance.
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Nomenclature
Ċ 	 cost-rate �$/s�

Cj 	 cash-flow in year j �$�
c 	 unit cost �$/kg�
i 	 discount rate �%�

ṁ 	 mass flow-rate �kg/s�
n 	 economic life �years�
p 	 pressure �bar�
P 	 power �MW�
T 	 temperature �K�

 	 specific volume �m3 /kg�
� 	 density
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t 	 run-hours �h�
w 	 specific work �kJ/kg�
� 	 pressure ratio
� 	 ratio of specific heats �cp /cv�
� 	 change in property �%�
� 	 heat exchanger effectiveness

�cycle 	 cycle efficiency �%�
�p 	 polytropic efficiency
 	 pressure ratio split exponent
� 	 capital cost �$�
� 	 cost scaling for multispool engines

Subscripts
ac 	 aftercooler

comb 	 combustor
comp 	 compressor

cr 	 critical
eco 	 economizer

f 	 fuel
g 	 gas

gen 	 generator
hx 	 heat exchanger
ic 	 intercooler
in 	 property into component

out 	 property out of component
p 	 pinch point property

rec 	 recuperator
w 	 water

sat 	 saturated state
sh 	 superheat

turb 	 turbine

Superscripts
� 	 design values selected for Pareto-optimal set

�COE
� etc. 	 design values for � at minimum COE

Acronyms
CRF 	 capital recovery factor
FPT 	 free power turbine
IRR 	 internal rate of return

L/HPT 	 low/high pressure turbine
L/HPC 	 low/high pressure compressor

NPV 	 net present value
O&M 	 operations and maintenance

PEC 	 purchased equipment cost
TCI 	 total capital investment
TIT 	 turbine inlet temperature

Appendix: Cost Equations
The cost models developed by Traverso et al. �1� were used to

cost the compressor, combustor, turbine, and generator �see Table
1�. The heat exchanger costs were calculated using proprietary
data. The bare gas turbine cost consists of the compressor, com-
bustor, turbine, and on-engine ancillaries. The system ancillaries
are approximated as 40% of the compressor/combustor/turbine
system, and the packaging cost is 40% of the bare gas turbine
cost. The PEC and TCI are calculated below.

�comp = a1��
ṁin

�RinTin

pin · mcr
	

� ṁ�R · T

p · mcr
	

ref



a3

�a4 ln���
�1 − �p�a2

�comb = b1� ṁoutvout

�m · v�ref
�b5

· �1 + e�b3·�Tout/Tref�−b4��
1

�pb2

�turb = c1� ṁoutvout

�ṁ · v�ref
�c5

· �1 + e�c3·�Tin/Tref�−c4��
ln �

�1 − �p�c2

�hx = dhx ·
Q̇

�TLM

�gen = f1�P/Pref� f2

�SAT = g1 · cmaterial · mtower + g2 · cpacking · mpacking

�BARE-GT = �comp + �comb + �turb + �ancillaries

�GT = �BARE-GT + �packaging

�PEC = �GT + � ��hx� + �gen�sat

�TCI = �TCI · �PEC

mcr =
��

��� + 1�/2��+1/2��−1�

In order to avoid the undercosting of the compressors in the
case of multispool engines, an additional cost factor was derived
by the author. The compressor costs for a single-spool and twin-
spool engine are calculated from Eqs. �A1� and �A2� respectively,
where �= ���1−2��−1� /2��.

�comp,I = a1� m̄g,in

m̄ref
�a3 �a4 ln���

�1 − �p�a2
�A1�

�comp,II = a1� m̄g,in

m̄ref
�a3 �LP

a4 ln��� + ��LP
� �a3�HP

a4 ln��HP�
�1 − �p�a2

�A2�

By dividing Eq. �A1� into Eq. �A2�, the cost factor can be
calculated. Dividing �comp into the cost of any compressor in a
twin-spool engine will ensure the compressors are not underval-
ued. This factor will equate the costs of twin-spool and single-
spool compressors for the same parameters.

�comp = � 1

�a4�1−�� + �1 − 


���a3−a4�	� �A3�

This was also completed for turbine costs where there are two
�Eq. �A4�� or three �Eq. �A5�� turbines.

�turb =
ln �HP

ln �
� � �ṁg,out/�g,out�HP

�ṁg,out/�g,out�LP
� +

ln �LP

ln �

� �1 + exp�c3
THP,in

T0
− c4	

1 + exp�c3
TLP,in

T0
− c4	 
 �A4�

Table 1 Cost factors and assumptions

Economic assumptions

Economic life �years�, n 20.0
Discount rate, i �%� 7.0
Annual hours of operation, t �h� 7500
Fuel price, c̄f �$/GJ� 0.07
Carbon price, cCO2

�$/kg� 0.01

Economic factors

a1 5095.9 b1 1857.0 c2 5979.1 f1 72176.0
a2 0.15 b2 0.995 c2 0.29 f2 0.7605
a3 0.85 b3 5.479 c3 4.185 g1 1.5758
a4 0.30 b4 34.36 c4 23.60 g2 0.7879
dhx f�UA,mat�hx b5 0.6 c5 0.75
Tref 298.15 pref 1.013�105 ṁref 1.0
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�turb =
ln �HP

ln �
� � �ṁg,out/�g,out�HP

�ṁg,out/�g,out�LP
� +

ln �IP

ln �
� � �ṁg,out/�g,out�IP

�ṁg,out/�g,out�LP
�

� � 1 + exp�c3
TIP,in

T0
− c4	

1 + exp�c3
TLP,in

T0
− c4	
 +

ln �LP

ln �

� �1 + exp�c3
THP,in

T0
− c4	

1 + exp�c3
TLP,in

T0
− c4	 
 �A5�
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Mechanical Investigation of a
Failed Lock-Pin
This paper presents the outcomes of computational mechanics applied in the root-cause
investigation on hot section failure of a 25 MW gas turbo generator in the domestic
power plant after 2228 start-stops and 52,586 h operation. The failure includes the
complete damage of the first and the second stage of nozzles, blades, seals, shroud
segments, and also a peripheral damage on the disk of first stage. Several reported cases
from the different power plants with similar events evidenced that the failure is a serious
common type in the mentioned gas turbine engine. A previous study on complete metal-
lurgical analysis of disk, moving blades, and lock-pins, was done by Poursaeidi and
Mohammadi (2008, “Failure Analysis of Lock-Pin in a Gas Turbine Engine,” Eng. Fail.
Anal., 15(7), pp. 847–855), which concluded that the mechanical specification of applied
materials had been satisfied. Nevertheless, some problems were found in the fracto-
graphic results of lock-pins: the typical fatigue fracture surfaces in the neck of failed
lock-pins and frankly localized pitting signs near the head of lock-pin. The lock-pins are
kinds of small devices that lock the buckets after inserting them into disk grooves. In this
work, a 3D finite element model (FEM) of a blade, a disk, and a lock-pin are made and
analyzed by the ANSYS software. The results of the FEM showed a reasonable agreement
between the analysis and position of fracture on lock-pins. Also, the results showed that
the second vibrational mode of the bucket is a possible cause of failure because in this
mode the peak stress occurs on the head of the lock-pin. However, inadequate design and
long time service reduced the performance of lock-pins for sustaining a severe hot con-
dition in the first stage of the turbine section. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3077660�

Keywords: lock pin, FEM, vibration analysis, gas turbine component failure

1 Introduction
Gas turbine blade and disk assemblies are subjected to high

centrifugal, thermomechanical and vibrational load and contain
high stressed components. Bucket loss can be contained within the
engine casing, while the catastrophic failure of a turbine wheel
could cause a whole destruction of turbine section by the first
larger fragments. The consequences of such failure are particu-
larly costly resulting in destruction of the engine.

In the engine that was studied in this paper, the bladed-disk
assembly �Fig. 1� basically has three critical regions for which
lifetime certification is necessary: the fir-tree region of blades, the
assembly grooves of disk, and the head of locking-pins. The loads
associated with these regions are the centrifugal forces of the
blades, the self-generated loads applied by blade vibration, and
thermal stresses. These detrimental loads are not constant and they
vary during each start-stop. Thus, these components are exposed
to fatigue phenomena. In the majority of cases, cracks are initiated
in the lock-pin’s head due to the vibrating action at the assembly
interface �1�.

The stress analysis of the blade assembly area of the gas turbo
engine has received the attention of several investigators. Of par-
ticular interest to this study are the works of Kenny et al. �2� and
Nurse and Patterson �3�. Their works were concerned with second
stage fatigue crack growth paths in fir-tree fixtures; however, the
fir-tree damage is not the subject of this investigation. Boddington
et al. �4� also treated the numerical analysis at dovetail joints. In
their work, a technique was developed to model the relative mo-
tion at the interface of the assembly.

Parks and Sanford �5,6� conducted two- and three-dimensional

photoelastic analyses of the blade/disk fir-tree region of a turbine
disk and blade assembly. Centrifugal, circumferential, and anti-
plane bending loads were applied at the centroid of the blade for
the three-dimensional model, while only centrifugal loads were
applied to the two-dimensional model. Their results revealed that
the stresses at the central region of the three-dimensional disk
were approximately twice those found in the two-dimensional
study and the stress concentration in the central region is balanced
by a large reduction in the stress at the ends of the fillet. This
reduction was associated with the flexibility of the dovetail joint at
the both ends. Durelli et al. �7� conducted a comprehensive study
on turbine blade attachments. They concluded that the most im-
portant forms of loading are the radial centrifugal force due to
blade loading and the bending of the blade due to the gas pressure.

Overall, the blade assembly locking devices have never been
investigated as important and causative components of hot section
failures. In fact, they have low safety in parts due to poor consid-
erations of design or manufacturing errors. Numerous reports of
some consistent cases of failure represent good evidences for this
subject. Pilicy and Dundas �8� pointed that such failure of gas
turbines is often the consequence of faulty design.

This paper presents the outcomes of computational mechanics
applied in the root-cause investigation of hot section failures of a
25 MW gas turbo generator in a domestic power plant after 2228
start-stops and 52,586 h operation. The failure occurred on July 1,
2005. Table 1 shows a detailed history of the turbine blades and
the overhaul.

Similar failures have been reported previously for three other
gas turbine engines installed in different power plants with the
same signs. Mazur and Kubiak reported the first major accident,
which had occurred in a power plant in Mexico in June 1998 �9�.
The second and third events with the exact similar failures were
reported in the autumn of 2000 and the summer of 2002, respec-
tively. The failed gas turbo generators were operating in Shariati
power plant, northeast of Iran �10�. Hence, the research program
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was defined for the investigation of these failures. The first inves-
tigation by the authors were focused on metallurgy and fractogra-
phy of the disk, blade, and lock-pins �11�. The outcome of works
showed that lock-pin weakness has been the main agent of turbine
failure. Nevertheless, the research group continued the investiga-
tion of failure from a mechanical aspect to find more problems or
contributed reasons.

2 Background
The failed gas turbines are single shaft units with power ranges

of 20–25 MW and used in electrical generation. The engine type
has a 17-stage compressor with variable inlet guide vanes and ten
combustion chambers. Combustors are ringed around the outside
of the compressor and are slightly offset. They are designed to
consume oil, gas, or dual-fuels.

It has two axial stages, which drive the gas generator and the
integral output shaft. Long-shank bucket casts of high nickel-
based alloy are used to provide a substantial temperature drop
between the airfoil and the root area. First-stage blades are hollow
cored to reduce centrifugal stress but are not cooled. The second
stage with increased diameter has an integrated tip shroud. First-
stage nozzles are cooled by air directed through the individual
nozzle partitions and out from small holes near the trailing edge
�12�. The weights of the first and the second stage bucket are
approximately 1.2 kgf and 2.1 kgf, respectively. The nominal tur-
bine speed is 5100 rpm and the acceleration time during start-up is
4 min.

In Fig. 1 the general view of failed gas turbine rotor disk and
lock-pin is shown. Certainly, in this typical case of hot section
failure, the damage have started in the first stage of the turbine
section. It seems the event has started by failure of a lock-pin’s
head. Serrations of two disk grooves were identically destroyed by
moving the blades toward the first stage of nozzle cascade, and
then due to the reduction in contacted area �increasing of stress�,
the groove teeth were deformed plastically in the radial direction.
There are unchanged portions at the corner of disk slots that dem-
onstrates dual step processes of blade displacement inside the disk
root grooves. Fracture surface investigation and impact test results

showed that there were not any problems in the microstructure
and mechanical properties of disk. The metallography of samples
taken from blades showed that there are not any signs of fatigue,
creep, or hot corrosion in their microstructure �11�.

The fractographic investigation of lock-pins, as the last suspect
components, showed that they could be considered as the main
agent for the starting of gas turbine failure. Figure 2�a� shows the
magnified view of the fracture surface of the failed lock-pin. It
consists of a small portion as crack nucleation area, a smooth
portion as a crack propagation zone in the middle area, and finally
a rough portion as final fracture zone. Figure 2�b� is the schematic
view of the same fractured surface that is divided into three zones.
The crack initiation zone is marked with letter A. The crack
propagation zone is shown by a dashed vector and marked with
letter B. The final fracture zone is colored gray and marked with
letter C. Also, two angles are shown significantly less than 90 deg
at two intersection points. The angles are between peripheral bor-
derline of the fractured section and the tangent line of the final
fracture curvature �the last Beach Mark�. According to ASM Stan-
dards, these figures demonstrate the existence of severe stress con-
centration with a low nominal tensile stress for a unidirectional
bending case during failure time �13�.

Commonly there were some coincidental indications as listed
below:

1. the fracture of three adjacent blades from the platform sec-
tion

2. the serious damage of all buckets and nozzles of first and
second stages

3. the damage of shroud segments and other elements of the
hot section

4. the tip-rubbing of compressor moving and stator blades con-
sequent of rotor unbalancing

5. the extensive fretting corrosion products �reddish oxide par-
ticles� inside of disk grooves in the turbine section

Fig. 1 „a… View of disk grooves after plastically deformations in the failed gas turbo gen-
erator. „b… A typical failed lock-pin. The knocked edges are visible on the remaining head.

Table 1 Turbine blades and overhaul history

Items
From first utilization

�turbine life�
From last overhaul

�turbine life�
First-stage

buckets
Second-stage

buckets

Operating hours 52,586 3414 45,023 52,586
No. of start-stops 2,228 641 1,861 2,228
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3 Mechanical Analysis

3.1 Material Specifications. The mechanical specification of
applied materials for each part is presented in Table 2. Figure 3
shows the hot section area of failed gas turbine, which is detailed
to show the mean temperature of some special points at the peak
load. The temperature of combustion products around the surfaces
of airfoil of the first stage blades arises up to 795°C on the lead-
ing edge and 756°C on the trailing edge. According to power

plant records, the maximum temperature around lock-pins and
root grooves goes up to 450°C due to hot gas leakage.

3.2 Mechanical Forces. One of the most unfavored loads at
rotating components of gas turbines is the centrifugal force. It
depends on two variable parameters: the whirling rotor speed and
the distance of each element from the rotating axis �17�.

Hence, by applying a nominal rotating speed of 5100 rpm �85
rps�, the centrifugal force was simulated on the elements of FE
geometric model. In addition, the centrifugal force can be esti-
mated from the following formula �18�:

Fc = mV2/r = 4�2mrNs
2 �1�

where m is the mass, V is the surface velocity, r is the radius of
center of gravity from the rotation axis, Ns is the turbine speed in
rps.

As predictive assessment, by assuming a concentrated mass
equal to 1.2 kg in the center of gravity of a single bucket, the
centrifugal force is calculated about 216,000 N, so this huge force

Fig. 2 „a… Stereomicroscope view shows the fracture surface of a failed lock-pin „10�…. „b…
The schematic feature in accordance to view „a… presents distinct rapture areas.

Table 2 Material properties of alloys at the ambient tempera-
ture †14–16‡

Component Material
Mass

density
Tensile yield

strength �min�

Tensile
ultimate
strength

Bucket IN-738LC 8110.0 kg /m3 9.5�108 Pa 1.1�109 Pa
Disk A471-Cl.10 7800.0 kg /m3 6.2�108 Pa 7.25�108 Pa
Lock-pin AISI 403 7750.0 kg /m3 2.7�108 Pa 5.86�108 Pa

Fig. 3 The sketch view of turbine’s hot section with temperatures of some special points „presented by the manufacturer…
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results strict attachments in the fir-tree areas �19�. This subject on
contribution of blade vibration makes harmful phenomena as fret-
ting corrosion and fatigue effects.

The aerodynamic loads on the surface of moving blades can be
calculated by using the turbo-machine theory. By attention to Fig.
4�a� and considering a control volume around a moving blade in a
turbine cascade and using the equation of momentum in two di-
rections, the aerodynamic loads distribution along the blade length
can be calculated �17�:

qu = �b · C2a · �C1u + C2u� · tb �2�

qa = ��b · C2a · �C1a − C2a� + �P� · tb �3�

where q is the linearized aerodynamic load, �b is the hot gas
density between the blades �assumed to be constant�, C is the hot
gas velocity, tb is the pitch of the moving blades cascade, �P is
the pressure drop, a is the axial direction index, and u is the
peripheral direction index. All of these parameters are functions of
rotating radius.

By using Eqs. �4� and �5�, the values of force components were
calculated and their results were presented in Fig. 4�b�. Because of
the complexity of the mentioned formula, MATLAB software was
used to solve them. Mathematically, the areas under the load
curves are equal to the concentrated load vectors that are imposed
on the concave surface of blade.

Fu =�
hub

tip

qudr �4�

Fa =�
hub

tip

qadr �5�

According to the above-mentioned procedure, the axial compo-
nent was calculated at about 209 N as the agent of thrust genera-
tion force. And the peripheral component was calculated at about
740 N as the agent of rotational torque.

Supposing a problem has focused on the root of blades, the
resultant of aerodynamic forces was loaded on the point of appli-
cation on the airfoil by a single vector.

3.3 FE Modeling. The bladed-disk is a kind of cyclic-
symmetric structure, which consists of 120 buckets. The buckets
are inserted into the steeples on the disk via straight, axial, fir-tree

shaped roots, and are blocked by locking-pins. However, for sim-
plifying the analysis of FE model, an assembly of a single bucket
on a small portion of disk was created by using the MDT software
package. The study was continued by utilizing the ANSYS finite
element code. Figure 5 shows both of the geometries of assembled
and meshed models. The generated FE model consists of 16,534
solid elements, which were defined in a Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem. Types of applied elements are listed below.

�a� 10-node quadratic tetrahedron �solid 187� elements were
used to mesh the blade and lock-pin.

�b� 20-node quadratic hexahedron �solid 186� elements were
used to mesh the disk section.

In addition to the model of the mechanical interface of adjacent
surfaces between lock-pin and both the disk section and root of
blade, the high-order surface to surface contact element was
defined.

Fig. 4 „a… Scheme of loads applied to blades. „b… Aerodynamic load distribution graphs along the blade length.

Fig. 5 The preprocessing of FE model. „a… Meshing feature of
three components separately. „b… Assembled model of the disk
section, blade, and lock-pin after applying boundary
conditions.
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Due to the circular symmetry of the problem, the lowest surface
of disk portion consisting of 150 nodes was selected to fix the
model radially in a cylindrical coordinate. Centrifugal force was
simulated by defining a rotating condition with a constant speed
equal to 5100 rpm around the center axis of previously defined
cylindrical support �Fig. 5�b��. In addition, aerodynamic load was
defined on the blade with its quantity shown in Fig. 4�b�.

To examine the dynamic behaviors of the lock-pin between the
blades and the disk, the created FE model was investigated with
two methods of vibrational analysis, modal and harmonic analy-
sis. Via modal analysis some natural mode shape and frequency
were calculated.

Substantially, the short blades are often suffered to the first
three natural modes in a resonant state. According to Fig. 6, the
first mode is bending type in the peripheral direction that can be

caused by the exciting frequency of 1514.82 Hz. The second
mode shows a bending type in the axial direction with the natural
frequency equal to 2403.13 Hz. The third mode shape is a tor-
sional type that can be caused by the exciting frequency equal to
3628.38 Hz.

The result of harmonic analysis has been presented in Fig. 7.
Included are the frequency responses of lock-pin according to
maximum tensile stress and the acceleration of blade root in the
axial direction. It seems that the two investigated parameters can
help to determine the main reason of the failure. The maximum
stress value of lock-pin and acceleration of blade root correspond-
ingly occurred at a frequency of 2403.13 Hz. However, there were
smaller peaks at frequencies of 1514.82 Hz and 3628.38 Hz, re-
spectively, for the first and third vibration modes.

The stress distribution contours were correspondingly calcu-

Fig. 6 Modal analysis. „a… The first frequency mode is bending type, 1514.82 Hz. „b… The second frequency
mode is bending type in the axial direction, 2403.13 Hz. „c… The third frequency mode is torsion type, 3628.38
Hz.

Fig. 7 The frequency response graphs show the three critical points between 100 Hz
and 4500 Hz. Graph „a… shows the acceleration of blade root in the axial direction. Graph
„b… shows the values of tensile stress along the lock-pin.
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lated for the three natural modes. To compare the actual service
condition of buckets, the stress distributions according to first,
second, and third vibrational mode shapes are shown in Fig. 8.
The maximum stress of the lock-pin corresponding to the second
vibrational mode is concentrated in the neck of lock-pin’s head,

where the failures have happened. Therefore, it is concluded that
the first bending and the third torsional vibration mode are not the
significant contributors to the failure of lock-pins.

Figure 9 presents the focus view of lock-pin inside the fir-tree
area. The position of local stress concentration at the fillet portion

Fig. 8 Harmonic analysis. „a… First bending mode „peripheral direction…, „b… second bending mode „axial direction…, and
„c… third torsional mode.

Fig. 9 The magnified views of the second natural mode in Fig. 8„b…
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of lock-pin demonstrates a very good agreement of the predicted
stress distribution and crack location. The value of stress is la-
beled 178.6 MPa in the neck of lock-pin.

3.4 Discussion of the Excitation Factors. Along this study, it
was found that the locking-pins were the starter agent of all
events. In fact, they are designed to inhibit the axial displacement
of buckets in disk grooves. Thus, the lock-pins that encounter to
fatigue phenomena with corrosive and high temperature condition
cannot sustain the affected loads and after a few operating times
will fail and result in lots of damage.

Consistently, due to the excessive vibration of the first failed
bucket, the next one will undergo the same critical conditions.
Subsequently, before setting the third adjacent buckets to similar
events, the fractured parts of the first and the second failed blades
impact to the other blades and they will fracture. However, the
vibration control of gas turbo generators can help to reduce the
amount of risks effectively, but some vibrating sources are the
inherent specifications of turbo engines. In this manner, investiga-
tion of important parts is very essential. Substantially, during the
operation of gas turbines, there are complicated vibrational sys-
tems, which can be excited by disturbing agents. For example,
bladed-disks in turbine stages are important components for vibra-
tional considerations.

Although most excitations in turbo machinery are sinusoidal
forms, impactlike excitations are common. Surge and volute
tongue pressure distribution are examples of such loading. Mar-
scher �20� grouped the excitations factors into three categories:
those involving free vibration, those creating forced vibrations,
and those involving self-excited instability phenomena.

Usually the parameter N �rotor speed� is defined by rps for
calculating the excitation frequencies. The aerodynamic loads are
one of the exciting agents. Therefore, by taking into account the
50 nozzle guide vanes of the first stage, the base frequency of the
gas dynamic fluctuations on a blade can be calculated by the fol-
lowing formula �21�:

Vane passing frequency = Number of nozzles in cascade

� rps = 50 � 85 = 4250 Hz �6�
As aforementioned, the frequency of second mode is about

2403 Hz, which consequently along every start-stop of the turbine
engine will be resonated at 2884 rpm of rotor speed. It seems
there are two remedies to avoid from destroying of components,
first, reduce the number of start-stops and second, decrease the
time interval of engine start-ups. By applying these two policies,
the total time of resonances and related excitations will be de-
creased effectively and so the number of fatigue cycles.

4 Conclusions
Because of the complex nature of the turbine part failure, nu-

merous aspects were examined. This paper has focused specifi-
cally on the possible causes of fatigue failure, which may occur as
a direct consequence of anomalies in the mechanical behavior of
the lock-pins in conflict with both the blade’s root and disk. Some
related conclusions that were found are summarized below.

The fractography of failed lock-pin shows that the crack has
been initiated and propagated in one side of lock-pin by fatigue
mechanism and the kind of loading has been bending type. To find
the distribution of the mechanical stresses, the finite element
method was carried out for all related components. The results
showed that the second vibrational mode of buckets caused the
most severe loading on the head of the lock-pin to make higher
stress levels. During each start-stop, the second vibrational mode,
depending on the excitation frequency, could be occurred.

As a correlated conclusion, the likely causes of catastrophic
failure in the hot section are mainly considered to be high cycle
fatigue phenomena due to blade root/head of lock-pin impact. The
cause of such impact may be increased in clearance of disk serra-
tions as a consequence of fretting wear and local microscopic
fusions between the blade root and the lock-pin’s stem, after an
extended period in service. In this case, the risk of failure would
clearly be exacerbated by improper operation due to the destruc-
tion of sealing and hot gas leakage in these areas and finally
inadequate design of lock-pins to sustain a severe hot condition in
the first stage of turbine section. On the other hand, there was no
report of similar failures for the second stage of these gas turbine
types.

In the fir-tree area, most of the corrosion damage are located on
the slot surfaces of the disk fir-tree. This is consequent of more
rigidity of blade material rather than the disk. Because of this
undesired over clearance, the bucket is exposed to new conditions
with an inadmissible degree of freedom. Consequently, the me-
ridional vibration of blade will be as enough as to make a harmful
engagement between lock-pin ends, root of the blade, and lateral
surfaces of the disk, which provides a fatigue process for the
weakest mechanical device, “the locking-pins.”

5 Recommendations

�a� Provide a better preventive method to inhibit any hot gas
leakages around the lock-pins.

�b� Improve the mechanical properties of lock-pin by chang-
ing the applied material.

�c� Reduce the time interval of start-ups to avoid from any
resonance conditions.

�d� Modify the geometric profile of the lock-pin heads ac-
cording to Fig. 10�b�.
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1 Introduction
Palm-sized microturbomachinery has broad potential applica-

tions in micropower generation areas, such as air/fuel manage-
ment system for small fuel cells, propulsion engines for unmanned
air vehicles, micropower generation for robots, small satellites,
etc. These very small microturbomachinery cannot use ball bear-
ings due to their limited reliability at extremely high speeds. Con-
sidering the reliability issue and the well-known high surface area/
volume ratio in small system, gas-lubricated bearings are the most
feasible solution.

An approach using silicon as a structural material for the gas
bearings constrains design features to solid wall geometry �1� with
limited reliability during rotor crashes. Furthermore, structural
and manufacturing limitations of silicon microturbomachinery
mandate very small length to diameter �L /D� ratio of the silicon
microgas bearings. Recent progress on the silicon microgas bear-
ings �2� partially owes to precisely-controlled pressure drop across
the bearing length and nonsymmetrical bearing stiffness. How-
ever, the precise control of pressure drop across the bearing length
requires a complicated flow path, and control of the required pres-
sure difference may not be feasible in certain microturbomachin-
ery applications. A miniaturization of the existing small turboma-
chinery to microturbomachinery, of which examples can be found
in Refs. �3–7�, can eliminate the structural limitation inherent to
the silicon microturbomachinery. This approach can reduce the
rotor speed below 1,000,000 rpm because the impeller size can be
increased up to 10–12 mm for bearing size of 5–6 mm. However,
the required operating speeds of these three-dimensional palm-
sized microturbomachineries are still above 500,000 rpm to
achieve target performance.

Macroscale foil gas bearings, shown in Fig. 1, are the most
widely-accepted form of stable gas bearings for various oil-free
turbomachinery applications. A corrugated bump foil supports the

smooth top foil providing elastic cushion as well as damping
when the bump foils slide against the bearing sleeve and top foil.
The bump foils and top foil are welded at one end and whole foil
assembly is assembled to the bearing sleeve. The damping pro-
vided by the bump foil is believed to be beneficial to suppress
hydrodynamic instability, which has been a chronic problem in
gas-lubricated bearings. Furthermore, the compliant structure of
the foil bearing can accommodate rotor-bearing misalignment and
debris in some extent. Due to the promising feature of the foil
bearings, they have been investigated extensively for decades, and
currently foil bearings are used in air management systems �8� for
aircraft, microgas turbines as independent power generators �9�,
turbo compressors �10�, etc.

However, miniaturization of the macroscale foil bearing into its
mesoscale counterpart is not easy due to the complicated structure
of bump foils and the difficulty in forming the tiny precision
bump foils using very thin metal sheets. Furthermore handling and
assembly of the tiny bump foils onto the bearing is very laborious.
In addition, the continuous bump foil structure makes the analysis
and performance prediction very difficult. Due to the difficulties
in designing �analysis and prediction� and manufacturing into me-
soscale, applications of the foil bearing into palm-sized microtur-
bomachinery are very limited. Only exploratory experimental in-
vestigations on mesoscale foil gas bearing made by precision
machining have been reported in Refs. �7,11�.

Successful deployment of mesoscale foil gas bearings into the
industry requires innovative an approach in designing and manu-
facturing. Continuous bump foils are not universal solution for the
foil bearing, and any appropriate elastic foundation that provides
both stiffness and damping can support the top foil. However,
potential high temperature applications prohibit the usage of elas-
tomers. Furthermore, due to the continuous elastic motion of the
elastic foundation during the operation, semiconductor materials
are also excluded in the material selection. Only metallic or metal/
ceramic composite structures are feasible as the elastic founda-
tion. Manufacturing process should be simple and dimensions
should be accurately controllable and repeatable with very smooth
surfaces.
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Considering the above constraints, the LIGA—German acro-
nym for lithography, electroplating and molding—process �12�
involving X-ray lithography or ultraviolet �UV� lithography is a
feasible process to manufacture the mesoscale foil gas bearings
using metals. Submillimeter scale gas bearings fabricated using
X-ray lithography and electroplating have been reported earlier
�13,14� and the process can be applied to mesoscale gas bearings.

2 Scope of the Paper
This paper introduces the design and manufacturing process of

mesoscale foil gas bearings with a bearing �journal� diameter of 5
mm and length of 4 mm made of Ni. The manufacturing process
combines lithography of polymer mold, electroplating of Ni, and
precision forming of the top foil. Unique design features of the
mesoscale foil bearings and performance analysis results are also
presented. The performance analyses involve solving transient
Reynolds equations for the gas film and nonlinear dynamic simu-
lation of rotor motion supported by the designed mesoscale foil
gas bearings.

3 Design Features
Lithographically manufactured mesoscale foil gas bearings

have unique design features that precision-machined foil bearings
�7,11� cannot provide. Figure 2 shows the design of an elastic
foundation used in the designed mesoscale foil gas bearing. Un-
like continuous bump foils shown in Fig. 1, the manufactured
elastic foundation is comprised of multiple independent bump
sets. Each bump set consists of an inner bump �IB�, outer bump
�OB�, and a partial arc beam �AB�.

A unique feature of mesoscale foil gas bearings manufactured
through the method in this work is that various compliant wall
structures that cannot be made via traditional precision machining
can be made. For example, each bump set in Fig. 2 provides
independent stiffness and damping to the top foil unlike macros-
cale foil bearings in Fig. 1, where bump foils are continuous, and
it is difficult to analyze overall characteristics. Each bump can be
engineered and designed differently along the circumferential di-
rection for improved bearing performance. The IB and OB pro-
vide parallel stiffnesses combined with the AB in a series to the IB
and OB. Stiffness of these spring elements can be calculated using
elementary beam theory.

Figure 3 shows overall assembly procedure of mesoscale foil
gas bearing. The multiple elastic foundation layers are assembled
into the top foil �made of thin sheet metals via hot forming�
through the grooves on the elastic foundation layers, which are
formed as an integral process of lithography. A precision-
machined bearing sleeve encloses the top foil-elastic foundation
assembly to complete the bearing. Because each elastic founda-
tion layer provides independent support to the top foil along the

axial direction, they do not have to be bonded together. This adds
another benefit and advantage to the proposed design/
manufacturing approach over the traditional precision machining;
each elastic foundation layer can be engineered and manufactured
independently with different stiffnesses and dampings along the
bearing length.

Parametric studies on macroscale foil bearings �16� indicate
that the foil gas bearings with three top foil pads with noncircular
geometry have superior rotor dynamic performance to the bear-
ings with cylindrical continuous top foil. In macroscale foil gas
bearings, the bearing sleeve can be machined with certain geom-
etry such that the final bearing surface on the top foil follows a
noncircular geometry. However, in the mesoscale foil gas bear-
ings, the noncircular bearing geometries cannot be achieved easily
using traditional precision machining. Adopting lithography tech-
niques for the elastic foundations can overcome this kind of prob-
lem without any difficulty.

Another important design feature of the manufactured mesos-
cale foil bearings is a self-generated preload. It is well-known that
the lightly-loaded gas bearings are unstable due to large cross-
coupled stiffness �13,17�. Traditionally external loading has been
the most effective mechanism to stabilize any fluid film bearings,
which would be unstable otherwise. External loading is not prac-
tical and is very difficult in very small rotating machines, thus the
bearings should be designed such that they are self-preloaded
when installed on a machine. In the manufacturing process, the

Fig. 1 Schematics of macroscale foil bearing; figure adopted
from Ref. †15‡

Fig. 2 Design of elastic foundation layer for mesoscale foil
gas bearings

Fig. 3 Assembly scheme of mesoscale foil gas bearing
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solid shell thickness was made different along the circumferential
direction via the lithography mask pattern as exaggerated in Fig.
4�a�. When the two sub-bearings �each 2 mm long� in Fig. 4 are
arranged to a back-to-back configuration, 180 deg offset of top
foil leading edges, the total bearing assembly �4 mm long� has a
finite amount of self-generated hydrodynamic preload as illus-
trated in Fig. 5. The preloading direction is in vertical direction in
Fig. 5, and the amount of preload is the same as the difference of
minimum and maximum solid shell thicknesses in the bearings. It
is also noteworthy that the self-generated preload could also be
implemented within one bearing through the lithography pattern
of the elastic foundation. However, the back-to-back arrangement
of two sub-bearings was chosen to easily control the preload by

clocking one sub-bearing with respect to another. Furthermore,
manufacturing circular top foils is much easier than lemon-shaped
top foil in mesoscale.

4 Manufacturing Process

200 �m and 1 mm thick elastic foundation layers were made
through UV lithography on SU-8 �negative photo resist available
from MicroChem, Inc. �18�� and X-ray lithography on
polymethyl-methacrylate �PMMA�, respectively, and successive
electroplating on the SU-8 and PMMA plating molds.

For specific bearing length, the number of elastic foundation
layers should be decided depending on their thickness. Advan-
tages of using UV lithography on SU-8 are low cost and easy
design change by redesigning the UV mask. However, maximum
thickness that can be achieved by UV lithography is limited be-
cause high precision �vertical sidewall� is required on the elastic
foundation layers. X-ray lithography can produce very thick lay-
ers but requires expensive X-ray mask. If, however, full LIGA
process �12� is combined with X-ray lithography, the electroplated
Ni inserts can be used to replicate the plastic molds for successive
metal sintering or electroplating without repeating the expensive
X-ray lithography.

In this work, as a preliminary research, the original electro-
plated Ni structures were used as elastic foundation layers for the
bearings without further seeking for full LIGA process. Detailed
processes of UV lithography on 200 �m thick SU-8 are as fol-
lows: Silicon wafer was cleaned in a Piranha etching solutions
which is comprised of a 3:1 volumetric ratio of H2SO4 and H2O2
at 100 °C for 1 h, followed by O2 plasma cleaning. As a seed
layer for electroplating, 50 nm thick Cr and 50 nm thick Au layers
were evaporated on the silicon wafer using a BOC Edwards Auto
306 metal evaporation system. Because the adhesion of SU-8 is
not good on the Au seed layer, an adhesion promoter, OmniCoat
�from MicroChem, Inc. �18��, was spin-coated on top of the Cr/Au
seed layers to improve adhesion of the SU-8. 200 �m thick SU-8
was spin coated and soft baked at 65 °C for 7 min and 95 °C for
an additional 39 min. Slow temperature ramp of 6 °C /min was
used between 65 °C and 95 °C. Quintel Q4000 MA was used for
UV exposure. The required dose was 315 mJ /cm2 with an expo-
sure time of 26.3 s with I-line intensity at 12 mW /cm2. The pos-
texposure bake was done at 65 °C for 5 min followed by addi-

Fig. 4 Exaggerated schematic description of elastic foundation with different shell thicknesses along the circumferential
direction: „a… front half sub-bearing, and „b… rear half sub-bearing

Fig. 5 Schematic description of the mesoscale foil gas bear-
ing with a hydrodynamic preload in vertical direction; two sub-
bearings are arranged as back-to-back configuration
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tional baking at 95 °C for 16 min. Slow temperature increase
similar to soft-baking was necessary to avoid thermal shock to the
SU-8. For the same reason, the SU-8 was cooled down slowly for
about 12hrs after postexposure bake. The SU-8 was developed for
16 min in SU-8 developer, cleaned with isopropyl alcohol, and
dried with filtered air.

1 mm thick PMMA plating mold was also fabricated using
X-ray lithography. Figure 6 is a photo of the fabricated X-ray
mask. The dark areas without Au film in Fig. 6 have images of the
bearings to be manufactured. The X-ray mask was fabricated at
Pohang University of Science and Technologies �POSTECH�, and
the PMMA plating mold was developed through successive expo-
sure to X-ray and development in a G-G solution, which is com-
posed of 60 vol % of 2-�2-butoxyethoxy�ethanol, 20 vol % of
morpholine, 5 vol % of 2-aminoethanol, and 15 vol % of de-
ionized water.

After the SU-8 or the PMMA mold was manufactured, Ni was
electroplated in a sulfamate bath for room temperature applica-
tions as initial studies. The current density was 10 mA /cm2 at
50 °C. Figure 7 shows scanning electron microscope �SEM� im-
ages of the 1 mm thick PMMA mold and an optical image of the
1 mm thick elastic foundation layer made of Ni. The top foil made
of 75 �m thick stainless steel sheet was manufactured using a
hot-forming process at 500 °C.

5 Performance Analysis of the Designed Bearing
To understand the dynamic behavior of the mesoscale foil gas

bearing, a mathematical model was developed to simulate the ro-
tordynamic behavior of a rotor supported by the mesoscale foil
gas bearings.

5.1 Model for Elastic Foundations. Although the layers are
not bonded, the total elastic foundation is assumed to be one piece
with a length corresponding to the sum of each elastic foundation
layer. In the computational model for the pressure calculation, the
bearing surface �on the top foil� is modeled with multiple grid
points along the circumferential and axial directions. Note that the
number of grid points along the axial direction does not have to be
the same as the number of elastic foundation layers because the
elastic foundation is assumed one piece in physical domain. Be-
cause the pressure is different along the axial direction, the elastic
foundation undergoes different deflections along the axial direc-
tion. Therefore, for the simplicity of the computational model, it is
assumed that the total elastic foundation can be modeled as mul-
tiple independent layers corresponding to the number of compu-
tational grid points along the axial direction, and each layer pro-

vides independent support to the top foil. The thickness of each
elastic foundation layer can be chosen such that the physical num-
ber of layers within the foundation matches with the number of
grid points along the axial direction. However, because different
bearing designs �and fabrication methods� can have different
thicknesses of elastic foundation layers and total bearing lengths,
it is more convenient to separate the physical and computational
domains.

Because the elastic foundation is modeled as multiple layers,
each bump set within the layer is consisted of two bumps �IB and
OB� with contact patches with the top foil and one partial AB
fixed to the structure �see Fig. 2�. The stiffnesses of IB, OB, and
AB can be calculated using elementary beam theory �19�, assum-
ing the contact patches of IB and OB are free to move. The thick-
ness of all the beam structures is 50 �m.

Figure 8�a� shows presumed motions of one bump set under
dynamic pressure through the top foil. The simplified model rep-
resented by the two spring-viscous dampers �one spring-damper

Fig. 6 Photo of an X-ray mask for manufacturing of the me-
soscale foil gas bearings. The dark area is the X-ray transpar-
ent material „represents the areas for bearing structures… and
the bright area is with the X-ray absorber „Au film…

Fig. 7 SEM image of 1 mm thick PMMA mold and the optical
image of an elastic foundation layer: „a… PMMA mold, and „b…
elastic foundation layer
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combination will be called “elastic support” hereafter� assumes
that the top foil and bumps sets are massless. Dotted lines and
curves represent the structure and the top foil before deflection
and solid lines represent the deformed shapes. The design of the
mask in Fig. 6 was made such that the distances between indi-
vidual elastic supports are nearly equally-spaced. Because each
bump set is modeled as two elastic supports, the equivalent stiff-
ness of one elastic support can be found from the following equa-
tion:

1

2keq
=

1

�kIB + kOB�
+

1

kAB
�1�

where kAB is a stiffness of AB, kIB and kOB are the stiffnesses of
IB and OB, respectively

The bump foils are modeled as spring-viscous dampers with
equivalent damping coefficient, ceq=�bkeq /�, assuming the bump
motion is sinusoidal by imbalance excitations. The structural loss
factor can be found experimentally, and many experimental stud-
ies on damping measurements of the bump foils �20–23� show
that the loss factor is in the range of 0.15–0.25 depending on the
design.

Adopting the spring-viscous damper model, the equation of
motion for each elastic support is

ceq�̇Di,j + keq�Di,j = FDi,j �2�
The proposed model would render a negative film thickness at

the bearing edges where net pressure becomes zero whenever the
bearing is loaded beyond the original clearance. Therefore, the top
foil deflections at the edge region adopt a linear extrapolation
from the values evaluated near the edge of the bearing. The accu-
racy and appropriateness of the independent elastic support model
along the axial direction and the extrapolation model toward the
edge regions were validated in previous studies on macroscale foil
gas bearings by the authors �16,21,24�.

5.2 Model for Hydrodynamic Pressure on the Top Foil.
The dynamic forces FDi,j on each elastic support �see Fig. 8�b��
can be found by solving a simplified Navier–Stokes equation ap-
plied to thin gas film, i.e., Reynolds equation �17�, given by

�

R2 � �
� ph3

12�

�p

��
� +

�

�z
� ph3

12�

�p

�z
� =

R�

2

�

R � �
�ph� +

�

�t
�ph�

�3�

where � is the viscosity, p is the pressure, h is the local gas film
thickness, � is the angular velocity of the rotor, � is the circum-
ferential coordinate described in Fig. 9, z is the axial direction,
and x is the circumferential direction of the unwrapped bearing.
Equation �3� can be nondimensionalized as

�

��
�PH3�P

��
� +

�

�Z
�PH3�P

�Z
� = �

��PH�
��

+ 2�
��PH�

��
�4�

where �= �6�� / pa��R /C�2, �=x /R, Z=z /R, �=�t, H=h /C, and
P= p / pa. � is the bearing number, R is the bearing radius, C is a
nominal radial clearance of the bearing, and pa is an atmospheric
pressure.

As described earlier, assembled bearings have a hydrodynamic
preload along the X-direction in Fig. 9 when two sub-bearings are
arranged as back-to-back arrangement. If the preload offset dis-
tance is denoted as rp, local film thickness at the front and rear
sub-bearings considering rotor centrifugal growth can be de-
scribed as

H��,Z� = 1 − rg/C + ��X + rp/C�cos � + �Y sin � + W��,Z�,

0 	 Z 	 L/2R

H��,Z� = 1 − rg/C + ��X − rp/C�cos � + �Y sin � + W��,Z�,

L/2R 	 Z 	 L/R �5�

where W�� ,Z� is a normalized top foil deflection by clearance C,
�X and �Y are nondimensional rotor eccentricities in the X- and
Y-directions, respectively, rg is a rotor centrifugal growth. The
front sub-bearing �0	Z	L /2R� has a hydrodynamic preload in
+X-direction while rear sub-bearing �L /2R	Z	R /L� has a hy-
drodynamic preload in −X-direction. The rotor centrifugal growth
can be predicted from

rg =
R
�2

4E
�Ri

2�� + 3� + R2�1 − ��� �6�

where 
 is the rotor material density, E is Young’s modulus, � is
Poisson’s ratio, and Ri is the rotor inner radius. Equation �6� was
derived from the plane stress model of a rotating cylinder �25� but
the model agrees very well with finite element results �26� be-
cause the rotor is not constrained along the axial direction.

5.3 Model for Top Foil Sagging. Because the thin top foil is
supported by multiple elastic supports separated by a certain dis-
tance, as depicted in Fig. 8, the top foil may undergo a certain
level of sagging between the elastic supports, as exaggerated in
Fig. 10.

The detailed sagging model is fully described in Ref. �27�, and
only essential elements of the model are repeated in this paper. In
Fig. 10, a local sagging function vDi,j��� is defined with respect to
the local coordinate � �same direction as x� attached to the point
where FDi,j is applied. Because the top foil sagging effect is con-
sidered, nodal points for pressure calculations are assigned, as
shown in Fig. 11, where three computational nodal points are

Fig. 8 Presumed motions of one bump set and equivalent
spring-damper models: „a… presumed motions of one bump set,
and „b… two spring-damper models for each bump set Fig. 9 Coordinate systems for analyses. rp is the hydrody-

namic preload offset distance.
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assigned between two adjacent elastic supports.
From Ref. �27�, the total force acting on the bump with an

index Di , j, and the maximum sagging amount of the top foil at
the center between the two elastic supports is given by the follow-
ing:

FDi,j =
xz

24
�− p4Di−5,j − 2p4Di−4,j + 12p4Di−3,j + 26p4Di−2,j

+ 26p4Di−1,j + 26p4Di,j + 12p4Di+1,j − 2p4Di+2,j − p4Di+3,j�
�7�

vDi,j�2x� =
x4z

15EI
�3p4Di+2,j + p4Di+1,j + 1.5p4Di+3,j + 3p4Di−2,j

+ 1.5p4Di−3,j + p4Di−1,j − p4Di,j� �8�
The total top foil deflection can be found by adding the local
sagging function vDi,j��� to the linear interpolation between �Di,j
and �Di+1,j, which are found from Eq. �2�.

wDi,j��� = �1 −
�

2x1
��Di,j +

�

2x1
�Di+1,j + vDi,j��� �9�

Finally, normalizing Eq. �9� by the nominal clearance C yields
W�� ,Z� in Eq. �5�.

A sagging coefficient � f is defined as normalized maximum
sagging term from Eq. �8� by clearance C for unit gauge pressures
at all the nodal points.

� f = �vDi,j�2x�
C

�
all nodal pressures=1 atm

=
10x4z

15CEI

=
3.125 � 10−2

E

pb
4

Ctb
3 �

pb
4

Ctb
3 �10�

where I= 1
12ztb

3 and pb=4x is a pitch between two elastic sup-
ports. � f can evaluate relative magnitude of sagging effect be-
tween two different bearing designs in different size scales. � f for
the mesoscale foil bearing in this paper is 3.3�10−3 times that of
typical macroscale foil bearing introduced in Refs. �21,27–31�.
Therefore, the actual sagging effect is much less significant com-
pared with the macroscale foil bearings. The negligible sagging
effect is due to relatively large clearance and top foil thickness
compared with the size of the bearing �see Table 1�. It is clear
from Eq. �10� that miniaturization of every single physical vari-
able �except stiffness of the elastic support� will render the iden-
tical sagging coefficients. However, as scaling analyses on tilting
pad gas bearings �32� shows, reducing the bearing clearance in
proportion to the size of the bearing renders the bearing rotordy-

namically very unstable regardless of the gas bearing type. Fur-
thermore, handling very thin top foil is not easy. Due to the above
two reasons, the mesoscale foil bearing in this paper has a rela-
tively large clearance and thick top foil compared with the size of
the bearing. Even if the sagging coefficient was defined in this
paper, actual sagging amount of the top foil is negligible and it
was not considered in the subsequent simulation studies.

5.4 Orbit Simulation. A widely used method to predict bear-
ing performance is to find bearing stiffness and damping coeffi-
cients as a function of a rotor speed and fractional excitation fre-
quency of the rotor speed and performing linear stability analyses
�16,33–36�. However, as shown in Refs. �16,32,37�, the linear
stability analyses only provide natural frequency of rotor-bearing
system and does not provide exact onset speed of instability.

In this paper, stability characteristics and overall bearing per-
formance are evaluated using orbit method to characterize the
overall performance of the manufactured mesoscale foil gas bear-
ings. In the current frame of work, only cylindrical rigid body
mode is investigated.

For the simulations, a virtual rotor, which mimics a palm-sized
gas turbine generator supported by three mesoscale foil gas bear-
ing sets is envisioned as in Fig. 12. The rotor consists of a solid
shaft �diameter=5 mm, length=50 mm� and inertias �compres-
sor, turbine, permanent magnet �PM� generator, and thrust disk�,
and the total mass of the virtual rotor is estimated at about 12 g.
Assuming the rotor weight is evenly distributed to three bearing
sets, the equivalent rotor mass to each bearing set is 4 g. From a
simplified rotor model with lumped masses of compressor and
turbine impellers, the rotor’s first bending critical speed was esti-
mated over 1.5�106 rpm, far above the maximum target design
speed �600,000 rpm�. Therefore, rotor is assumed to be pseud-
origid, allowing only cylindrical/conical rigid body modes.

To investigate characteristics of the individual bearing set, the
cylindrical mode of a pseudorigid rotor is simulated. Nondimen-
sional rotor equations of motion are given by

Fig. 10 Exaggerated description of a top foil sagging effect

Fig. 11 Index for nodal pressures

Table 1 Geometry of the bearing and simulation parameters

Parameter Value

Inner bearing diameter �2R� 5 mm
Bearing length �L� 4 mm
Preload offset distance �rp� 22 �m
Nominal clearance �C� 25 �m
Top foil thickness �tb� 75 �m
Number of bumps 9
Stiffness of elastic support per unit area 54 N /mm3

Pitch of elastic supports �pb� 0.873 mm
Rotor mass per bearing 4 g
Loss factor 0.15, 0.20, 0.25

Fig. 12 Conceptual description of palm-sized gas turbine gen-
erator; the arrows indicate bearing locations
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mrC�2d2�X

d�2 = FbX + FeX �11�

mrC�2d2�Y

d�2 = FbY + FeY �12�

where mr is the rotor mass, FeX,Y are the external loads applied to
the bearing including rotor weight, and FbX,Y are the dynamic
bearing reaction forces integrated over the bearing surface.

In the orbit simulation, the trajectory of the rotor center is found
by solving Reynolds equation �Eq. �4��, bump dynamics �Eq. �2��,
and rotor equation of motions �Eqs. �11� and �12�� simultaneously.
The Reynolds equation is solved at every time step using the
displacements and velocities of both rotor and top foil evaluated at
the previous time step. The orbit method uses 360 computational
time grids for one cycle. The fifth order Adams–Bashforth scheme
�38� was used for the time integration. More details on the accu-
racy of the chosen time step and the orbit method can be found in
Refs. �16,27�.

It is very well-known that lightly-loaded gas bearings are very
unstable. As explained earlier, the manufactured bearing has a
self-generated hydrodynamic preload �see Fig. 5� when the rotor
is assembled concentrically with the bearing sleeve. Each sub-
bearing is 2 mm long, and the total bearing length is 4 mm. Other
design variables are presented in Table 1.

Note that the bearing comprises of two sub-bearings separated
with a finite gap and that the film thickness functions are also
different as shown in Eq. �5�. Because of the finite gap between
the two sub-bearings, boundary conditions with ambient pressure
are imposed at the bearing midplane and two leading edges of
each sub-bearing �ambient pressure at �=0 deg for the front half
bearing and �=180 deg for the rear half bearing�.

The calculated equivalent stiffness of one elastic support from
the geometries of the design is 188.660 mN/mm for the entire
bearing length �L=4 mm�. The number of grid points along the
circumferential direction is 72, assigning 3 nodal points between 2
elastic supports �one bump contributes to two elastic supports as
shown in Fig. 8�. In addition, the number of grid points along the
axial direction is 20 �10 for each sub-bearing�, rendering keq
=9433 mN /mm �=188,660 /20� for each elastic support or stiff-
ness per unit area of 54 N /mm3.

6 Simulation Results
Parametric studies were performed for the different levels of

preload offset distance and loss factor. Due to the unique design
feature of the elastic foundation, the true level of damping �loss
factor� is unknown without experimental measurements. The on-
set speed of instability, critical speeds, and steady state orbit char-
acteristics were investigated as for different preloads and loss fac-
tors. At each speed, 2000 cycles were simulated to achieve steady
state orbits. For each speed, 4096 data points from last 30 cycles
were converted to frequency spectrum using fast Fourier trans-
form �FFT� algorithm.

6.1 Effect of Preload Offset Distance. Manufactured bear-
ings have a preload offset distance of 22 �m. However, three
different levels of preload offset distances �12 �m, 17 �m, and
22 �m� were selected for comparative studies with the constant
loss factor of 0.2.

Figure 13 shows the waterfall plot for the bearing with a pre-
load distance of 12 �m. For 12 �m preload case, bounded sub-
synchronous vibration �i.e., limit cycles� begins to appear at
around 250 krpm and its magnitude grows as speed increases up
to 350 krpm, where vibration magnitude reaches about 28 �m. At
360 krpm, the subsynchronous vibration became unbounded. The
whirl frequency ratio at 350 krpm is 0.055 as shown in Fig. 13.
Figure 14 shows the waterfall plot with a preload distance of
17 �m. The bearing is stable for the entire simulated speed range
of up to 1000 krpm. At maximum simulated speed, the bounded

subsynchronous vibration is still smaller than the synchronous vi-
bration. Figure 15 shows that critical speed is around 17,500 rpm,
which is very low considering the size of the bearing. The low
critical speed is due to relatively large bearing clearance compared
with the size of the bearing. Rendering large hydrodynamic pre-
load with large bearing clearance makes the bearing extremely

Fig. 13 Waterfall plot of simulated vibration in the X-direction
for preload offset distance; rp=12 �m, loss factor=0.2

Fig. 14 Waterfall plot of simulated vibration in the X-direction;
rp=17 �m, loss factor=0.2

Fig. 15 Waterfall plot in the X-direction at low speeds; rp
=17 �m, loss factor=0.2
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stable at high speeds. Note that the large clearance does not result
in a large vibration magnitude due to preload. Increasing the pre-
load further to 22 �m does not change the overall bearing per-
formance significantly within the speed range of interest, as
shown in Fig. 16. It is noteworthy that increasing the preload from
12 �m to 17 �m stabilizes the bearing dramatically. Further in-
creasing preload up to 22 �m does not change the overall bearing
performance. However, a close look at both waterfall plots in
Figs. 14 and 16 indicates that the onset of bounded subsynchro-
nous vibration is delayed from around 400 krpm to 500 krpm as
preload increases from 17 �m to 22 �m.

6.2 Effect of Loss Factor. The effect of different loss factors
was investigated at the smallest preload offset distances �12 �m�.
Figures 17–19 show waterfall plots for preload 12 �m with dif-
ferent loss factors. Interestingly enough, the onset speed of
bounded subsynchronous vibrations is at around 250 krpm regard-
less of the magnitude of the damping factors �damping of elastic
supports�. However, increasing the loss factor allows higher oper-
ating speed with bounded limit cycles. Figures 17–19 shows that
vibration magnitude at 340 krpm decreases as loss factor is in-
creased. For the loss factor at 0.15, subsynchronous vibration
magnitude is about 4.7 �m, while they are about 3 �m for loss
factor higher than 0.2. It is also observed that the maximum al-
lowed speed with bounded subsynchronous vibration increases
from about 340 krpm to about 380 krpm as loss factor is increased
from 0.15 to 0.25, as shown in Fig. 20. However, considering the
size of mesoscale turbomachinery and its performance require-

ments, the vibration magnitude should be minimized, and too high
subsynchronous vibration should be avoided even if they are
bounded limit cycles.

Fig. 16 Waterfall plot of a simulated vibration in the
X-direction; rp=22 �m, loss factor=0.2

Fig. 17 Waterfall plot of simulated vibration in the X-direction;
rp=12 �m, loss factor=0.15

Fig. 18 Waterfall plot of a simulated vibration in the
X-direction; rp=12 �m, loss factor=0.20

Fig. 19 Waterfall plot of a simulated vibration in the
X-direction; rp=12 �m, loss factor=0.25

Fig. 20 Extended waterfall plot of a simulated vibration in the
X-direction for speed range 300–380 krpm; rp=12 �m, loss
factor=0.25
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7 Conclusions
X-ray and UV lithography were explored as a promising manu-

facturing tool of elastic foundations for the mesoscale foil gas
bearings. The lithographically manufactured mesoscale foil gas
bearings have unique design features that precision-machined foil
bearings cannot provide, such as easy control of mechanical prop-
erties of elastic foundations, a simple assembly process, and easy
control of bearing preload through lithographic pattern. 1 mm
thick elastic foundation layers were manufactured and assembled
with precision-formed top foil and bearing sleeve.

Preliminary simulation studies indicate that the bearing perfor-
mance is affected by both preload and damping. Preload of
12 �m has a maximum operating speed of around 340 krpm with
bounded subsynchronous vibration. As preload increased to
17 �m, the bounded subsynchronous vibration began to appear at
around 500 krpm but remained very small comparable to a syn-
chronous component of up to the maximum simulated speed of
1000 krpm. The fabricated bearing with preload of 22 �m shows
no significant difference in bearing performance from the 17 �m
case.

The effect of damping of underlying elastic support on the on-
set speed of subsynchronous vibration and bearing performance
was investigated for the 12 �m preload case. The effect of damp-
ing of elastic foundation on the onset of subsynchronous vibration
is predicted to be minimal, indicating that the source of subsyn-
chronous vibration is a hydrodynamic interaction of circumferen-
tial gas flow with rotor motion. However, the damping of elastic
support suppresses the subsynchronous vibration within bounded
limit cycles allowing higher operating speeds than the onset speed
of initial subsynchronous vibration.

Nomenclature
C � nominal clearance

ceq � equivalent damping of one-half of a bump, as
shown in Fig. 9; a combination of the Cou-
lomb friction and squeeze film damping effect

eX,Y � eccentricity in the X-direction and Y-direction
FbX,Y � dynamic bearing reaction forces in the X- and

Y-directions
FDi,j � dynamic force acting on an elastic support
FeX,Y � external forces on the rotor including the rotor

weight
H � nondimensional gas film thickness �H= h

C
�

h � local gas film thickness
keq � equivalent stiffness of elastic support

L � length of the bearing
mr � mass of the rotor
P � nondimensional pressure P= p

pa

p � pressure
pa � ambient pressure
pb � pitch between elastic supports
R � bearing radius
rg � rotor centrifugal growth
tb � thickness of top foil

vDi,j��� � local top foil sagging function
W�� ,Z� � nondimensional total top foil deflection,

W�� ,Z�=
w��,z�

C
w�� ,z� � total top foil deflection at physical domain

wDi,j��� � total top foil deflection in computational grid
points including top foil sagging

x � circumferential direction of the unwrapped
bearing, x=R ·�

X ,Y � global inertial coordinate
Z � nondimensional axial direction, Z= z

R
z � axial direction

Greek
� f � sagging coefficient

�Di,j � deflection of elastic support
�X,Y � nondimensional eccentricity in X- and

Y-directions, �x=
ex

C , �y =
ey

C
�b � structural loss factor of elastic supports
� � bearing number, �= � 6��

pa
�� R

C �2

� � gas viscosity
� � global inertial coordinate, �= x

R
� � nondimensional time, �=�t
� � rotor speed, rad/s
� � local coordinate attached to each elastic

support
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This paper introduces a design and manufacturing of mesoscale flexure pivot tilting pad
gas bearing with a diameter of 5 mm and a length of 1–2.5 mm for PowerMEMS (micro
electromechanical systems for power generation) applications with power ranges of 100–
200 W. Potential applications include power source for unmanned air vehicles, small
robots, microgas turbines to be harnessed by very small solid oxide fuel cells,
microblowers/compressors for microfuel cells, etc. The design studies involve scaling
analysis, time-domain orbit simulations for stability analyses, and frequency-domain
modal analyses for prediction of rotor-bearing natural frequencies. Scaling analysis in-
dicates that direct miniaturization of macroscale tilting pad gas bearing can result in a
large bearing number, which may render the rotor-bearing system unstable. However, the
scaling analysis provides the baseline design from which the final design can be derived
considering manufacturing issue. The generalized modal analysis using impedance con-
tours predict damped natural frequencies close to those from orbit simulations, providing
high fidelity to the developed numerical methods. It was predicted that the designed
mesoscale tilting pad gas bearings would show very stable operation up to a maximum
simulated speed of 1,000,000 rpm. The designed mesoscale tilting pad gas bearings were
manufactured using X-ray lithography and electroplating.
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1 Introduction
The critical technical challenges involved in the small compact

power sources are, among others, high power density and effi-
ciency. The micropower generation systems based on electro-
chemical reaction and thermoelectric effect have very low power
density and low efficiency, respectively. The system configuration
of interest is a palm-sized mesoscale thermal engine, which would
have three-dimensional compressor/turbine impellers with a diam-
eter of 10–12 mm and rotational speeds of above 500 krpm. The
power range of this palm-sized mesoscale turbomachinery is ex-
pected to be 100–200 W, one order of magnitude larger than sili-
con microturbomachinery �1,2�. With three-dimensional features
on turbomachinery components and available technologies on pre-
cision casting �3,4�, precision machining �5,6�, and mesoscale
permanent-magnet generator �7,8�, the palm-sized mesoscale tur-
bomachinery would have high efficiency and potential for com-
mercial applications. A representative system could be microgas
turbines for power and propulsion of unmanned air vehicle, small
robots, small solid oxide fuel cell-microgas turbine hybrid sys-
tems �of which a macroscale version can be found in Refs. �9,10��,
etc.

Beyond direct power generation system as gas turbines, the
mesoscale turbomachinery may have much broader applications
as auxiliary devices, such as micro-turbo-air blowers/compressors
for small fuel cells, hydrogen delivery system with controlled
pressure for small fuel cells, air/fuel delivery system for micro-
combustors �11�, microcryogenic pumps for microrefrigeration
systems, etc. The representative research activities on mesoscale

palm-sized turbomachinery in European and Asian countries can
be found in Refs. �12–16�, and they are based on direct miniatur-
ization of macroscale turbomachinery. However, even in this
scale, design and manufacturing of critical components require
creative and innovative approaches. Bearing system is still the
most critical technical challenge. The bearing design should con-
sider assembly issue with other components, as well as its own
inherent design issues such as manufacturing, reliability, materi-
als, and rotordynamic stability. In the mesoscale turbomachinery
handling air or gas, the well-known high surface area/volume ratio
renders usage of gas-lubricated bearings as the most feasible so-
lution.

However, gas-lubricated bearings can have notorious hydrody-
namic instability if they are not designed properly. The notorious
rotor-bearing instability in gas bearings is the most prominent in
solid-walled gas bearings due to resonance between circumferen-
tial gas flow within the bearing clearance and rotor rotation. From
a rotor dynamics point of view, lightly-loaded rotors �typical in
microturbomachinery� supported by rigid-walled circular gas
bearings are very unstable �17�. To avoid these phenomena in
macroscale gas bearings, various measures have been adopted for
decades. Widely-used remedies to these problems are �1� compli-
ant structures on the bearing surface to absorb vibrations caused
by the instability and/or external impacts, and �2� mechanical
structure that self-suppresses or eliminates the resonance itself.
The representative bearings in the first and second categories are
foil gas bearings �18–23� and tilting pad gas bearings �24,25�.
Both bearings are self-acting and hydrodynamic in nature, gener-
ating the load-supporting pressure by rotor rotation itself without
requiring any externally pressurized gas.

This paper introduces design studies and manufacturing process
of mesoscale tilting pad gas bearing with a diameter of 5 mm and
a length of 2.5 mm. Figure 1 shows the principle of tilting pad gas
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bearing and a photo of macroscale �bearing diameter of 28 mm�
flexure pivot tilting pad gas bearings manufactured by wire elec-
trodischarge machining. Hydrodynamic preload rp is defined as
the ratio of the distance d0 between OB and OP in Fig. 1 to the
nominal clearance C, i.e., rp=d0 /C. Therefore, the bearing set-
bore clearance, which is the radial clearance between the circle
tangent to all the pads and rotor, becomes C�1−rp�. The hydrody-
namic preload creates high direct stiffness and system damping
�thus stability� even when the rotor is lightly loaded or positioned
at the bearing center. Furthermore, due to the nonconcentric pad-
rotor configuration, the contact area between the rotor and bearing
is very small yielding very little start friction.

The radial compliance, which is shown as a straight beam be-
hind the flexure pivot in Fig. 1�b�, is for accommodating the rotor
growth. Selection of the appropriate pad radial compliance re-
quires systematic engineering in rotordynamic stability. Time-
domain and frequency-domain stability analyses on the macros-
cale flexure pivot tilting pad gas bearing shown in Fig. 1�b� can be
found in Refs. �24,25�.

2 Design Considerations
The geometries of flexure pivot tilting pad gas bearing are 2D,

and a MEMS process that can produce high aspect microstruc-
tures can be used to make this type of gas bearings. However, due
to the continuous elastic motion of flexure pivots during the op-
eration, semiconductor materials are excluded in material selec-
tion. However, manufacturing cost should be comparable to the
silicon micromachining process, and high precision and dimen-
sional repeatability should be ensured. Furthermore, geometrical
accuracy and a very smooth bearing surface are crucial for proper
functions. X-ray lithography and electroplating were the selected
manufacturing processes for the mesoscale tilting pad gas bear-
ings. The X-ray lithography uses X-rays with extremely small
wavelength �0.2–0.4 nm�, providing micromanufacturing capabil-
ity of very high aspect ratio structures. For microstructures with 1
mm height, a typical deviation from the vertical sidewall would be
about 1 �m �26�. Microscale gas bearings fabricated using X-ray
lithography have been reported earlier with sidewall roughness of
12 nm �27�, and the process can be applied to mesoscale gas
bearings.

Due to the high rotational speeds, centrifugal rotor growth is a
very important factor to consider in the design stage. The centrifu-
gal growth can be accurately predicted by the elasticity theory,
and it is a parabolic function of the rotor speed �28�. Thermal
growth of the rotor by heat generation within the bearing clear-
ance is also an important factor and can be bigger than the cen-
trifugal growth in some applications. Considering these facts in
mind, the mesoscale tilting pad gas bearing should have a physical
mechanism to accommodate the rotor growth.

Another design consideration is an easy assembly of the bear-
ing and rotor. Because envisioned applications are palm-sized mi-
croturbomachinery, the shaft and impellers should be preas-
sembled. Because the journal diameter where bearings are located
is usually smaller than impeller, the bearing should be split type.

Figure 2 shows the overall design of the mesoscale flexure
pivot tilting pad gas bearing considering the rotor growth, manu-

Fig. 1 Principle of tilting pad gas bearing and EDM machined four pad flexure pivot tilting pad gas
bearing: „a… schematic of tilting pad gas bearing and „b… photo of flexure pivot tilting pad gas bearing

Fig. 2 Lithography components of mesoscale flexure pivot
tilting pad gas bearing „bearing diameter 2R=5 mm and length
L=2.5 mm…. The elements within the dotted ellipse represent
the pad radial spring and damper.
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facturing, and assembly issues. In the figure, tilting pads and arc
beam springs and dampers �elements in dotted ellipse� are made
as a monolithic structure and assembled into a precision-machined
split-type bearing sleeve. As illustrated in Fig. 11 in the Appendix,
the sliding action between the damper and bearing sleeve gener-
ates Coulomb damping in each pad, similar to the well-known
bump foil bearings �18–21�. The lithography components are de-
signed such that they are self-aligned �via convex and concave
notches� during the assembly into the sleeve, as shown in Fig. 3.
The split design of the bearing allows easy assembly of the bear-
ings and rotor. The two circular holes on the tilting pads were
implemented �at the initial stage of UV mask design� as dowel pin
locations to allow assembly �and bonding� of multiple pads to
increase the total length of the bearing for certain applications.
However, within the current frame of work, the dowel pin holes
are redundant structures because all of the design variables were
chosen so that one layer of 2.5 mm thick bearing structure could
meet the target performance.

The designed bearings were made of electroplated Ni in a sulfa-
mate bath for low temperature tests. More details on the manufac-
turing process are discussed in Sec. 5.

3 Theory
The prediction of bearing performance requires understanding

the governing equations that decide the motions of the pads and
rotor and pressure generation.

Because of the long pivot web, as shown in Fig. 2, the coupled
behavior between the pad tangential and tilting motions should be
considered. From Fig. 4, the net tangential force and moment

acting on the pivot web that cause both the pad tangential and
tilting motions can be found by subtracting the pad inertia effects

Fp�0 = Fp� − mp�̈p �1a�

Tp�0 = Tp� − Ip�̈p �1b�

where index p represents the pad number.
From the elementary beam theory �29�, the total tangential de-

flection and rotation angle under both Fp�0 and Tp�0 can be rep-
resented in matrix form

��p

�p
� =�

Lw
3

3EIw
−

Lw
2

2EIw

−
Lw

2

2EIw

Lw

EIw

��Fp�0

Tp�0
� �2�

Rearranging for Fp�0 and Tp�0

�Fp�0

Tp0
� = �k�� k��

k�� k��
���p

�p
� �3�

where k��=12k� /Lw
2 , k��=4k�, and k��=k��=6k� /Lw with k�

=EIw /Lw. Combining Eq. �3� with Eq. �1�, differential equations
of pad tilting and tangential motion can be derived as

mp�̈p + k���p + k���p = Fp� �4a�

Ip�̈p + k���p + k���p = Tp�. �4b�

Introducing nondimensional parameters, �p=�p /C, �p
= �R /C��p, K��=k�� / Ip�2, K��=k��R / Ip�2, K��=k�� /mp�2,
K��= �k�� /mp�2�1 /R, and �=�t, Eq. �4� becomes

d2�p

d�2 + K���p + K���p =
Fp�

mpC�2 	 F̄p� �5a�

d2�p

d�2 + K���p + K���p =
Tp�R

IpC�2 	 T̄p� �5b�

As shown in the dotted circle in Fig. 2, the total pad radial
stiffness is provided by the circular arc spring and damper as two
parallel spring elements

k� = kb + kd �6�

where kb and kd are the stiffness of the arc beam and damper,
respectively. The expressions for the stiffnesses can be found us-
ing Castigliano’s theorem �29�, and they are given in the Appen-
dix. For simplicity of analysis, the damper is modeled as a struc-
tural damper with a loss factor assuming the motion of the pad is
sinusoidal with the same frequency as the rotor rotation speed.
Then, the equation of motion for the pad radial motion becomes

mp�̈p + �k� + kdi	d��p = Fp� �7a�

d2Dp

d�2 +
k� + kdi	d

mp�2 Dp =
Fp�

mpC�2 	 F̄p� �7b�

where i=
−1, 	d is a structural loss factor of the damper, Fp� is a
radial force to the pth pad, and nondimensional parameters Dp
=�p /C.

Equation of motions for rotor within the bearing can be written
as

mrëX,Y = FeX,Y + FbX,Y �8�

where eX and eY are eccentricities of journal center along the X
and Y directions. Using nondimensional eccentricity 
=e /C, Eq.
�8� becomes

d2
X,Y

d�2 =
FbX,Y

mrC�2 +
FeX,Y

mrC�2 	 F̄bX,Y + F̄eX,Y �9�

Fig. 3 Mesoscale flexure pivot tilting pad gas bearing after
assembly into bearing sleeve

Fig. 4 Coupled behavior of pad tilting and tangential motion
by pressure on a pad
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The tilting moments on the pads and all the forces to the rotor
and the pads are calculated by solving the nondimensional un-
steady Reynolds equation �30� given by

�

��
�PH3�P

��
� +

�

�Z
�PH3�P

�Z
� = �

�

��
�PH� + 2�

�

��
�PH�

�10�

where, P= p / pa, Z=z /R, H=h /C, C is nominal clearance, R is
bearing radius, and pa is atmospheric pressure. The nondimen-
sional bearing number is defined as

� =
6��

pa
�R

C
�2

�11�

where � is a gas viscosity. Gas film thickness is a function of rotor
and pad motions. Including rotor centrifugal growth, pad preload,
pad radial motion, pad tangential motion, and pad tilting motion,
nondimensional local air film thickness can be given by

H��� = 1 − Rg + 
X cos � + 
Y sin � − �p sin�� − �p�

− �rp − Dp�cos�� − �p� + �p sin�� − �p� �12�

where �p is a location of the pivot.
The analyses of the bearing performance involve two ap-

proaches: time-domain orbit simulation and linear perturbation
analysis in the frequency domain. The orbit simulation solves Eqs.
�5�, �7b�, �9�, and �10� simultaneously using numerical time inte-
gration. The linear perturbation analyses calculate the bearing
stiffness and damping coefficients at different excitation frequen-
cies for a fixed rotor speed.

3.1 Linear Perturbation Analyses. In the perturbation analy-
ses, the rotor is excited with small amplitude �
X ,
Y� of har-
monic motion with excitation frequency, �ext, around a static
equilibrium point �
X0 ,
Y0� of interest. The equilibrium position
of the rotor generates static film thickness �H0� and thus static
pressure field �P0� on each pad with corresponding pad positions
��p0 ,Dp0 ,�p0�. The dynamic motions of rotor and pads are de-
scribed as


X = 
X0 + 
Xei�� �13a�


Y = 
Y0 + 
Yei�� �13b�

� = �0 + �ei�� �13c�

D = D0 + Dei�� �13d�

� = �0 + �ei�� �13e�

where � is an excitation frequency ratio �=�ext /��. The total film
thickness and pad pressure field are given by

H = H0 + Hei�� �14a�

P = P0 + Pei�� �14b�

where the total perturbed film thickness and pressure field are the
summation of all the contributions from the perturbed displace-
ments of the rotor and pad motion, i.e.

H = 
X cos � + 
Y sin � − �p sin�� − �p� + Dp cos�� − �p�

+ �p sin�� − �p� �15a�

P = PX
X + PY
Y + P��p + PDDp + P��p �15b�

Substitution of Eqs. �14� and �15� into the Reynolds equation, Eq.
�10�, leads to a zeroth order nonlinear partial differential equation
�PDE� for the equilibrium pressure field and five first order linear
PDEs for the perturbed pressure fields. The five first order per-
turbed equations are given by

�

��
�P0H0

3�P�

��
� +

�

�Z
�P0H0

3�P�

�Z
� +

�

��
��3H0

2P0H� + H0
3P��

�� �P0

��
�� +

�

�Z
��3H0

2P0H� + H0
3P��� �P0

�Z
��

= ��
�

��
+ ��i��P0H� + P�H0� �16�

where �=X, Y, �p, Dp, and �p, hereafter. Here, P� and H� are the
perturbed pressure gradients and film thickness gradients, respec-
tively, with respect to each finite perturbation, and their expres-
sions are given in Table 1.

Calculation of impedance of the tilting pad gas bearings follow
the procedures developed by Delgado et al. �31�, where perturbed
pressures by only rotor motion �with all the pads fixed� are calcu-
lated, and all the other perturbed pressures are calculated from the
principle of linear superposition, i.e., the perturbed pressures by
pad tilting motion and associated impedances can be found as

�P�

PD

P�

� = � sin �p − cos �p

cos �p sin �p

− sin �p cos �p
��PX

PY
� �17�

�z��

zD�

z��

� = � sin �p − cos �p

cos �p sin �p

− sin �p cos �p
��zX�

zY�
�, � = X ,Y, �, D, and �

�18�

Following the algebra in Ref. �31�, the final bearing impedance
can be found as

�Z�XY = �ZXX ZXY

ZYX ZYY
� =

paR2

C 
pads

��zd� − �za���zc� − �2�I�

+ �zp��−1�zb�� �19�

where

�zp� = �K�� 0 K��

0 Kb + Kd�1 + i	d� 0

K�� 0 K��
�

�zb� = �z�X z�Y

zDX zDY

z�X z�Y
�

�zc� = �z�� z�D z��

zD� zDD zD�

z�� z�D z��

�
�zd� = �zXX zXY

zYX zYY
�

and

Table 1 Pressure gradients and corresponding film thickness
gradients in Eq. „16…

P� H�


X PX cos �

Y PY sin �
�p P� −sin��-�p�
Dp PD cos��-�p�
�p P� sin��-�p�
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�za� = �zX� zXD zX�

zY� zYD zY�
�

The terms in �zX�zY��T in Eq. �18� are calculated from

zX� = −� P� cos � d� dZ �20a�

zY� = −� P� sin � d� dZ �20b�

Application of generalized modal analyses to the rotor-bearing
system �32� yields the following modal impedance in forward
whirling motion:

ZK = Km + j��Dm =
ZXX + ZYY

2
−
�ZXX − ZYY

2
�2

+ ZXYZYX

�21�
The real and imaginary parts of Eq. �21� are the modal stiffness
and damping for forward whirling, respectively. By sweeping the
excitation frequency, the modal impedance versus excitation fre-
quency ratio ��� can be constructed for prediction of natural fre-
quencies.

3.2 Scaling Analyses. While design features of well-designed
macroscale tilting pad bearings are well-established �24,25�, de-
sign guidelines for mesoscale tilting pad bearings are not avail-
able. A question that arises is whether well-designed macroscale
bearing could be benchmarked or scaled down directly in order to
design mesoscale bearings. The answers to the question can be
made through scaling analysis of relevant equations of motion that
govern the motion of pads, gas flow within the bearing, and rotor
motion.

As the first step, the relative magnitudes of the stiffness coeffi-
cients in Eq. �4� are found to be

K��

K��

= 1.5
R

Lw
�22a�

K��

K��

= 2
R

Lw
�22b�

K��

K��

= 6� R

Lw
�2 f��pad�

�pad
�22c�

From algebra �omitted for brevity� to derive Eq. �22c�, it can be
found that f��pad� /�pad�1. Because the typical range of R /Lw

=6–10 in most flexure pivot tilting pad bearings, the nondimen-
sional stiffness for pad tangential motion is much larger than that
for tilting motion from Eq. �22c�. Therefore, the coupled effect
between the pad tilting motion and pad tangential motion is ne-
glected in the following scaling analyses even if the orbit simula-
tions and linear perturbation analyses retain the coupled effect.
Upon neglecting the pad tangential motion, Eq. �5� is reduced to

d2�p

d�2 +
k�

Ip�2�p = T̄p� �23�

3.2.1 Pad Tilting Motion. Appropriate pad tilting motion is
very important to minimize cross-coupled stiffness of the bearing.
For the mesoscale bearing to have similar behavior to the well-
designed macroscale bearings, k� / Ip�2 in Eq. �23� should be
scale-invariant. Analytical expression for pad moment of inertia
can be found as a function of pad arc angle �pad, pivot offset p%,
and pad thickness tp, as

Ip = 2R3tp�Lf��pad� �24�

where f��pad�	�pad−sin��1− p%��pad�−sin�p%�pad�. The DN �dia-
menter in mm times N in rpm� number of well-designed tilting

pad gas bearings is about 4�106 �DN0�, which is assumed con-
stant regardless of the bearing size. Then

� =
�

60R
DN0 �25�

It is also assumed that the bearing length and pad thickness follow
the relations, L=R, and the pad thickness, tp=�R, where �
=0.2–0.3. Using these relations

k�

Ip�2 = ��� tw

R
�2 tw

Lw
�26�

where constant

�� 	
15E

��f��pad��2DN0
2

3.2.2 Pad Radial Motion. In Eq. �7b�, the nondimensional pa-
rameter that decides pad radial motion is k� /mp�2. Using mp
=�R�padtpL, L=R, tp=�R, and �= �� /60R�DN0

k�

mp�2 � ��

k�

R
�27�

where constant

�� 	
3600

���pad�
2DN0

2

3.2.3 Rotor Radial Motion. For scale-invariance, F̄bX,Y should
be nearly constant. If the bearing effective pressure is also scale-
invariant, FbX,Y �R2, and mrC�2�R3C��� /60R�DN0�2�RC.
Therefore

F̄bX,Y �
R

C
�28�

Summarizing the above scaling analyses related to the geom-
etry of the bearings, the following three conditions should be
satisfied.

Condition 1. From Eq. �26�, for k� / Ip�2 to be scale-invariant,
�tw /R�2�tw /Lw� should also be constant regardless of the bearing
size.

Condition 2. From Eq. �27�, for k� /mp�2 to be scale-invariant,
k� should be proportional to R.

Condition 3. From Eq. �28�, for F̄bX,Y to be scale-invariant,

F̄bX,Y �R /C.
Equations �26�–�28� provide simple scaling laws related to the

miniaturization of physical bearing dimensions. However, the as-
sumption of scale-invariant effective pressure on the bearing sur-
face, which was adopted to derive Eq. �28�, requires another
scale-invariant parameter related to the hydrodynamic pressure
within the bearing clearance. In the commonly used isothermal
Reynolds equation for the bearing analysis, the nondimensional
number is a bearing number defined in Eq. �10�. Invoking �
= �� /60R�DN0, the bearing number

� �
R

C

1

C
or � ·

C

R
�

1

C
�29�

Simple miniaturization of bearing dimensions renders C /R to
be constant in Eq. �28�. However, Eq. �29� states that if C /R is
constant, the bearing number � is inversely proportional to the
bearing clearance C. Therefore, direct miniaturization of every
bearing design parameter maintaining the same DN number in-
creases the bearing number significantly, rendering the rotor-
bearing system to be highly susceptible to instability. However,
the scaling analyses provide a general guideline in selecting initial
values of tilting stiffness and pad radial stiffness.
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4 Design
A well-designed macroscale flexure pivot tilting pad gas bear-

ing has tw=0.33 mm and Lw=1 mm to have a tilting stiffness of
about 20 N m / rad for a bearing diameter of 25–30 mm with
L /D�1 �24,25�. Keeping Eq. �29� aside for a while and following
the three conditions derived from the scaling analyses above, for
the 1:5 scaling down to have a bearing with a 5 mm diameter with
L /D=0.5 will require a pivot web thickness of about 60 �m,
pivot web length of 200 �m, nominal clearance of 4–6 �m, pad
radial stiffness of 2–3 MN/m, and rotor mass of about 6–8 g per
bearing.

However, practical difficulty in scaling down of the bearing lies
in the manufacturability of the thin pivot web and in maintaining
the small bearing clearance in proportion to the bearing size. Con-
sidering that the achievable diametric tolerance of the precision
ground rotor is about �3 �m, the uncertainty of the bearing ra-
dial clearance is about �1.5 �m. Therefore, practically bearing
clearance should be increased to the range where the clearance
uncertainty does not affect the bearing performance significantly.
If the pad center has the predetermined offset d0 from the bearing
center, the pad preload rp is defined as rp=d0 /C. If dimensional
uncertainty of the X-ray lithography process is assumed negligible
�electron-beam lithography for UV mask fabrication has a preci-
sion tolerance below 0.1 �m� compared with those of other con-
ventional precision machining processes, the range of preload is
d0 / �C+1.5��rp�d0 / �C−1.5� from the assumed rotor tolerance.
Once preload is decided, the bearing set-bore clearance, which is
the minimum gap between the rotor and bearing pad, is

Cbore = C − d0 � 1.5 �30�
The rotor centrifugal growth is also an important design factor

to take into consideration. The rotor growth is the actual limiting
factor of maximum operating speed for a given bearing set-bore
clearance and pad radial stiffness �24�. For hollow rotors, rotor
centrifugal radial growth from plane stress model of rotating cyl-
inder �28� is given by

rg =
�rR�2

4E
�R2�1 − �r� + a2�3 + �r�� �31�

where �r, E, and vr are density, Young’s modulus, and Poisson’s
ratio of the rotor material, respectively, and a is the inner radius of
the rotor. Even if the model is for the plane stress case, the for-
mula agrees very well with finite element method �FEM� results
�24� because the rotor is not constrained along the axial direction.
The parabolic function of Eq. �31� with � indicates significant
rotor centrifugal growth at high speeds, often exceeding the bear-
ing set-bore clearance. At a design speed of 800,000 rpm �DN
=4�106�, the rotor radial growth is 1.46 �m assuming hollow
rotor with wall thickness of 1.4 mm, which reduces effective set-
bore clearance accordingly. If the rotor centrifugal growth is con-
sidered, the set-bore clearance is in the range of −0.46–2.54 �m
�1.04 �m if the machining tolerance in rotor diameter is not con-
sidered�, when the nominal clearance C is chosen as 5 �m with a
preload of 0.5 following the scaling analyses.

The very small bearing set-bore clearance can be very problem-
atic at actual applications because machining tolerance cannot be
neglected, and the bearing and rotor are never operated at isother-
mal conditions. Temperature increase due to heat generation in the
air film is predicted to be as high as above 50°C in macroscale
tilting pad gas bearing �33�, when adequate cooling is not avail-
able. Assuming the same temperature increase in the mesoscale
rotor, the thermal radial growth of the rotor is about 1.25 �m if
coefficient of thermal expansion of the rotor is assumed 10−6.
Therefore, net clearance at the pivot can be negative if the bearing
does not have a mechanism to absorb the large rotor expansion.
The radial springs implemented in Fig. 2 are inevitable for suc-
cessful implementation of the gas bearing technology into mesos-
cale turbomachinery. Furthermore, heat inputs through the bearing

housing from the hot section and through the rotor can be much
larger than heat generation within the bearing for certain applica-
tions. These additional design factors should be considered only
when actual application and configuration of the total system lay-
out are decided. In the following design studies in this paper,
thermal issue is not considered.

From the rotor centrifugal growth and manufacturing issues ad-
dressed above, larger clearance than the one from scaling analyses
is desirable. Furthermore, increasing the nominal clearance mini-
mizes the increase in the bearing number, �, as explained by Eq.
�29�. Therefore, the bearing nominal clearance C was chosen as
10 �m, twice the value from the scaling analyses. The arbitrary
increase in the bearing clearance is justified because the design
values from the scaling analyses are just starting points of the
detailed design of all the other design parameters.

Because the radial clearance is increased, other design param-
eters should be adjusted to have the target DN number. Three
design parameters can be varied, i.e., tilting stiffness, pad radial
stiffness, and pad preload. The pad preload can be easily increased
by changing the pad profile without imposing any design con-
straint except for the decreased set-bore clearance. The pad tilting
stiffness should be as small as possible within the structural integ-
rity of the pivot web because finite tilting stiffness generates large
cross-coupled stiffness at high speeds. Therefore, the length of
pivot web can be increased within a certain limit if web thickness
is to be maintained at 60 �m. From preliminary design studies in
macroscale tilting pad gas bearings �24,25�, effect of pad preload
and tilting stiffness on overall bearing performance is rather pre-
dictable compared with the complicated nature of pad radial stiff-
ness. For example, reducing the tilting stiffness does not change
critical speed because the main benefit is to decrease the cross-
coupled stiffness at high speeds. Nevertheless, overall perfor-
mance at high speeds is a weak function of pad tilting stiffness
within a certain range of its value. Therefore, designed bearings
have a preload of 0.6 and web length of 400 �m rendering a
tilting stiffness of 0.0225 N m / rad, half the value of that from the
scaling analyses.

Pad radial stiffness not only provides accommodation of rotor
expansion but also serves as a very important design parameter in
terms of rotor-bearing stability and maximum rotor vibration at
critical speeds. Therefore, the pad radial stiffness should be care-
fully tuned from the baseline design from the scaling analyses.
The general trend is as follows. A larger pad radial stiffness pro-
vides more stable bearing operation if rotor centrifugal growth is
small and bearing clearance at pivot is not very small at design
speeds.

5 Manufacturing Process of the Bearings
Designed mesoscale tilting pad bearing was manufactured us-

ing X-ray lithography. As an initial step, a 1 mm thick bearing was
manufactured to identify any necessary design modification from
the manufacturability perspective. Figure 5 is a photo of the fab-
ricated X-ray mask using a 175 �m thick polyimide film as X-ray
transparent membrane and 14–16 �m thick Au film as X-ray
absorber. Because positive resist, polymethylmethacrylate
�PMMA�, is used as a plating mold for the electroplating of the
final Ni bearings, the areas �dark� without Au film in Fig. 5 have
images of the bearings to be manufactured. The X-ray mask was
fabricated at Pohang University of Science and Technologies
�POSTECH�, and detailed lithography conditions for the X-ray
mask are as follows. 30 nm thick Cr and 140 nm thick Au seed
layers were evaporated on the polyimide film as a seed layer for
Au electroplating using electron-beam evaporator. 25 �m thick
SU-8 was used as a plating mold for Au electroplating. UV expo-
sure on the SU-8 was made using MDE-400 M UV aligner. After
development of the SU-8, Au plating was performed at growth
rate of 4 �m /h at 50°C using SP-gold solution.

Once the X-ray mask is made, X-ray lithography on thick
PMMA layer follows. A titanium �Ti� plate was chosen as a sub-
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strate for the PMMA. The Ti plate was cleaned using oxygen
plasma at 200 W for 2–3 min. Adhesion promoter S1805 diluted
by acetone was spin coated at 1000 rpm and soft baked at 150°C
for 5–10 min. Preparation of the 1 mm thick PMMA resist begins
with spin coating of liquid PMMA on the Ti plate and baking at
180°C for 120 min. Slow ramp to the final baking temperature
was necessary to achieve good adhesion without any residual
stress. 1 mm thick PMMA was baked at 80°C for 4 h to decrease
thermal stress. The pretreated PMMA sheet was bonded to the
spin-coated PMMA layer using methylmethacrylate monomer
�MMA� as a bonding material. A 1–2 kg weight was applied to
promote bonding of the PMMA sheet.

X-ray exposure was performed using an X-ray beam line at
POSTECH in vacuum contact mode. In the X-ray lithography, a
contrast refers to absorption contrast, defined as the ratio of the
total dose at the bottom of the resist under the X-ray transparent
membrane to the total dose below the X-ray absorber. The absorp-
tion contrast for the fabricated X-ray mask was calculated using a
dose simulation software from POSTECH. The minimum bottom
dose below the polyimide membrane was chosen as 3000 J /cm3.
The dose below the Au absorber was less than 100 J /cm3 yield-
ing an absorption contrast of above 30 for excellent lithographic
pattern.

PMMA was developed in a G-G solution for 50 h at room
temperature to minimize cracking and to improve contrast be-
tween exposed and unexposed area �34�. The G-G solution is
composed of 60 vol % of 2-�2-butoxyethoxy�ethanol, 20 vol %
of morpholine, 5 vol % of 2-aminoethanol, and 15 vol % of DI
water.

Final bearing manufacturing was accomplished by electroplat-
ing Ni in the PMMA mold prepared by X-ray lithography. A
home-made nickel sulfamate bath was used for initial prototype
bearings with current density of 10 mA /cm2 at 50°C. To adjust
the pH, diluted sulfamic acid �H3NO3S� was used for pH�4 and
diluted sodium hydroxide �NaOH� was used for pH�3.5. Figure
6 shows scanning electron microscope �SEM� images of the fab-
ricated mesoscale tilting pad gas bearing.

After successful manufacturing of a 1 mm thick tilting pad gas
bearing, X-ray lithography on a 2 mm thick PMMA was per-
formed. X-ray exposure time was adjusted to have a similar ab-
sorption contrast ratio as a 1 mm thick PMMA. Even if minor
microcracks on the sharp corners were observed �due to the large
thickness of the PMMA�, these microcracks do not affect the elec-
troplating process and the integrity of electroplated structures.
Figure 7 shows an optical image of 2.0 mm long mesoscale tilting
pad gas bearings. Manufacturing of a 2.5 mm long bearing is still

underway. Further optimization of X-ray dose and minor design
change are necessary to remove sharp corners and circular holes
�not used in the current design, as explained in Sec. 2� inside the
tilting pads.

6 Analyses Results and Discussion
The stability characteristics and overall bearing performance

were evaluated using both orbit method and linear perturbation
method. The simulations assume a rigid rotor and cylindrical
mode �lumped mass approximation� without consideration of
conical mode and other stabilizing/destabilizing forces that can be
generated in seals, impellers, etc.

Time-domain orbit methods solve multiple differential equa-
tions associated with pressure field, rotor motion, and dynamics of
tilting pads simultaneously. Table 2 shows selected design param-
eters from the scaling analyses. The loss factor 	d of well-
designed air foil bearings with similar bump geometry as the
damper in Fig. 2 is in the range of 0.15–0.25 �21–23�. In this
work, 	d=0.15 for the damper. From the scaling analyses, a total
radial stiffness of 3 MN/m was chosen with kb=1.5 MN /m and
kd=1.5 MN /m.

For the orbit methods, the fifth order Adams–Bashforth scheme
�35� solves Eqs. �5�, �7b�, and �9� in nondimensional time domain.
Figure 8 is the selected nondimensional imbalance responses up to
1,000,000 rpm at steady states after transient vibrations died out.
Figure 9 is a time trace of 
X at 800,000 rpm, where damped
natural frequency �low frequency oscillation� is below 100,000

Fig. 5 Photo of X-ray mask for manufacturing of the mesos-
cale tilting pad gas bearings. Dark area is X-ray transparent
material „represents the areas for bearing structures… and
bright area is with X-ray absorber „Au film….

Fig. 6 SEM images of the manufactured mesoscale tilting pad
gas bearing before assembly into bearing sleeve. Scale bar
corresponds to 3 mm in full scale.

Fig. 7 Optical image of 2.0 mm thick mesoscale tilting pads
gas bearing „a… 600,000 rpm, „b… 800,000 rpm, and „c… 1,000,000
rpm
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rpm, indicating a very small whirl frequency ratio below 0.1.
Even if simulation results at lower rpm are not presented in the
paper, the bearing is stable for the entire speed range up to the
simulated maximum speed of 1,000,000 rpm.

Linear perturbation analyses were also performed for the design
parameters. The zeroth order solution was found using the orbit
method by applying zero imbalance and static load corresponding

to the rotor weight. The bearing stiffness and damping coefficients
in the Cartesian coordinate were calculated as a function of exci-
tation frequency at different rotor speeds. Once the bearing coef-
ficients are calculated, modal stiffness and damping coefficients
are calculated using Eq. �21� as a function of the excitation fre-
quency ratio, as shown in Fig. 10.

For given rotor mass, mr, an approximate natural frequency of
rotor-bearing system �N can be found by using the following
equation:

mr�N
2 = mr���N�2 � Km��S� �32�

where �S is the frequency where modal damping is zero. The
approximation in Eq. �32� is based on the fact that the modal
stiffness does not change much with excitation frequency near the
�S, as shown in Fig. 10. It is possible to find more accurate �N by
finding an intercept between the mr�

2�N
2 -curve and the modal

stiffness curve

mr�N
2 = mr���N�2 = Km��N� �33�

The �N found using either Eq. �32� or Eq. �33� corresponds to
the damped natural frequency �low frequency oscillations� ob-
served in the transient motion in Fig. 9. Table 3 compares the
damped natural frequencies using Eqs. �32� and �33� with those
found from orbit simulations at different speeds.

As Table 3 shows, both orbit method and linear perturbation
analyses predict reasonably close damped natural frequencies of
the rotor-bearing system at each speed within 25–30%. Consider-
ing the limitation and approximation behind the linear perturba-
tion analysis, i.e., infinitely small motion versus large vibration
magnitude in the orbit simulation where nonlinear effect of gas
film is included, the difference is acceptable.

Note that the excitation frequency ratio that corresponds to the
interception of the modal damping curves with the horizontal axis
in Fig. 10 is the whirl frequency ratio �around 0.4�, which Lund’s
method �36� predicts. In Lund’s method, the natural frequency
evaluated using Eq. �32� divided by the whirl frequency ratio
�around 0.4� gives the threshold speed where rotor-bearing insta-
bility occurs. The predicted threshold speed using the Lund’s
method is below 140,000 rpm. The threshold speed predicted by
Lund’s method is far below the threshold speed the orbit simula-
tions predict. Even if experimental verification is necessary,
Lund’s method does not provide reasonable prediction of the
threshold speed of gas bearings. Experimental studies in a differ-
ent type of gas bearing �37� also provide some doubt on Lund’s
method in the prediction of gas bearing stability.

One interesting phenomenon is the negative modal damping in
Fig. 10 at �N, which is contradictory to the orbit simulation re-
sults, where the bearing is stable up to 1000 krpm, which is the
maximum simulated speed in this paper. One of the possible rea-
sons for the discrepancy could be a contribution of the positive
modal damping generated by synchronous imbalance excitation in
the orbit simulations. However, more investigation is necessary to
fully justify the speculations. Considering that any actual rotor has
finite residual imbalance and complicated nonlinear behavior of
gas bearings, the orbit simulation provides a more accurate pre-
diction of rotor-bearing dynamic performance.

Table 2 Selected bearing design for simulation

Parameters Values

Ip 3.95�10−2 g mm2

mp 2.42�10−2 g mm2

k� 0.0225 N m / rad
tw 0.06 mm
Lw 0.4 mm
C 10 �m
D=2R 5 mm
L 2.5 mm
rp 0.6
p% 0.7
�pad 80 deg
No. of pads 4
Rotor mass 10 g per bearing

Fig. 8 Selected steady state orbits at different speeds

Fig. 9 Trace of εX in nondimensional time �=�t, 800,000 rpm
„a… 500,000 rpm, „b… 600,000 rpm, „c… 700,000 rpm, and „d…
800,000 rpm
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7 Conclusions
Scaling analyses were performed to design mesoscale tilting

pad gas bearings. Scaling analyses indicate that direct miniatur-

ization of every physical dimension can result in very unstable
bearing design. To ensure stable operation of the bearing, a rather
larger clearance was chosen with larger hydrodynamic preload.
Orbit simulation and linear perturbation analyses were used to
predict the performance of the designed bearing. It was predicted
that the designed mesoscale tilting pad gas bearings would show
very stable operation up to a maximum simulated speed of
1,000,000 rpm. The generalized modal analysis using impedance
contours predict damped natural frequencies close to those from
orbit simulations, providing high fidelity to the developed numeri-
cal methods.

Designed mesoscale tilting pad gas bearings were manufactured
using X-ray lithography and electroplating. Bearings up to 2 mm
long were successfully manufactured. The manufacturing process
is under further optimization, and minor design change is also
underway to manufacture 2.5 mm long bearings.

Nomenclature
a � inner radius of hollow rotor
C � nominal clearance

Cbore � set-bore clearance
Dm � modal damping

DN0 � 4�106

Dp � dimensionless pad radial coordinate, Dp=�p /C
d0 � distance from bearing center to pad center
E � Young’s modulus

eX,Y � rotor eccentricity
FbX,Y � bearing reaction force on rotor

F̄bX,Y � dimensionless bearing reaction force on rotor,

F̄bX,Y =FbX,Y / �mrC�2�
FeX,Y � external force on rotor

F̄eX,Y � dimensionless external force on rotor,

F̄eX,Y =FeX,Y / �mrC�2�
Fp� � radial force on pad

F̄p� � dimensionless radial force on pad,

F̄p�=Fp� / �mpC�2�
Fp� � net tangential force on pad

F̄p� � dimensionless tangential force on pad,

F̄p�=Fp� / �mpC�2�
H � dimensionless film thickness, H=h /C

H� � dimensionless film thickness ��=X ,Y ,� ,D ,��
h � local film thickness
Ip � pad tilting moment of inertia
Iw � flexure pivot area moment of inertia

i � imaginary unit, i=
−1
K � dimensionless stiffness coefficients �defined in

context�
Km � modal stiffness

k � stiffness coefficients �defined in context�
L � bearing length

Lw � flexure pivot beam length
mp � pad mass
mr � rotor mass
P � dimensionless fluid film paper, P= p / pa

P� � dimensionless pressure gradient
��=X ,Y ,� ,D ,��

p � fluid film pressure
pa � atmospheric pressure
R � rotor outer radius
rg � radial growth of rotor
Rg � dimensionless rotor growth, Rg=rg /C
rp � dimensionless pad preload, rp=d0 /C

t � time
tp � pad thickness

Tp� � net tilting moment on pad

Fig. 10 Modal impedance curves at different speeds

Table 3 Natural frequencies from modal analysis and orbit
simulation

Speeds
�krpm�

Perturbation analyses

Damped �N
from orbit simulations

�krpm��N

�N using Eq. �33�
�krpm�

�N using
Eq. �32�
�krpm�

500 0.0845 42.25 40.04 52.03
600 0.0785 47.10 44.72 55.71
700 0.0742 51.94 49.81 59.88
800 0.0720 57.60 55.62 64.73
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T̄p� � dimensionless tilting moment on pad, T̄p�

=Tp�R / �IpC�2�
tw � Flexure pivot web thickness
Z � dimensionless axial coordinate, Z=z /R

ZK � modal impedance
z � axial coordinate

�Z� or �z� � impedance matrices �defined in context�
��, �� � constants defined in context of scaling

� � pad thickness ratio, �= tp /R
�p � pad radial coordinate


X,Y � dimensionless rotor eccentricity, 
X,Y =eX,Y /C
�p � scaled pad tilting angle, �p=R�p /C
�p � pad tilting angle
	d � structural loss factor for damper
�p � pad tangential coordinate
� � bearing number
� � dynamic viscosity of fluid
� � excitation frequency ratio, �=�ext /�

�r � Poisson’s ratio of rotor material
�p � dimensionless pad tangential coordinate,

�p=�p /C
� � angular coordinate

�p � angular position of pad pivot
� � density
� � squeeze number, �=2�
� � dimensionless time, �=�t
� � rotor spin frequency

�ext � excitation frequency
�N � damped natural frequency

Appendix: Stiffness of Arc Spring and Damper
As shown in Fig. 2, the total pad radial stiffness is provided by

circular arc spring with clamped ends at the bearing housing and
damper, which supports the arc spring as a parallel spring element.
The damper provides not only additional stiffness to the arc spring
but also provides Coulomb type damping through microscopic
slip of the damper against the bearing sleeve. The stiffness of the
arc spring and damper depends on the overall shape of the
damper. Assuming the arc spring is at clamped condition at both
ends and the damper is at free-free condition, their stiffnesses can
be derived using Castigliano’s theorem �29�

kb =
4EIb

Rb
3

�2 + � sin � cos � − 2 sin2 �

� cos2 � − 2 sin�2�� + 4� cos � + �3 − 5� + 4 sin �

�A1�

kd =
4EId

Rd
3 f���

�A2�

where f���=2� sin2 �−4 sin �+�+ �3 sin 2�� /2, Id=Ltd
3 /12�1

−�2�, and Ib=Ltb
3 /12�1−�2�. The td and tb are thicknesses of the

damper and arc spring, respectively.
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Nonlinear Identification of
Mechanical Parameters in a
Squeeze Film Damper With
Integral Mechanical Seal
End seals in squeeze film dampers (SFDs) aid to increase their damping capability while
maintaining low lubricant flow rates and reducing the severity of air ingestion. This
paper presents measurements of the forced response in a SFD integrating a contacting
end seal and with closed flow ports, i.e., no lubricant through flow. The system motion is
nonlinear due to the dry-friction interaction at the mechanical seal mating surfaces.
Single parameter characterization of the test system would yield an equivalent viscous
damping coefficient that is both frequency and motion amplitude dependent. Presently, an
identification method suited for nonlinear systems allows determining simultaneously the
squeeze film damping and inertia force coefficients and the seal dry-friction force. The
identification procedure shows similar (within 10%) force coefficients than those obtained
with a more involved two-step procedure that first requires measurements without any
lubricant in the test system. The identified SFD damping and inertia force coefficients
agree well with model predictions that account for end flow effects at recirculation
grooves. The overall test results demonstrate that the nonrotating end seal effectively
eliminates side leakage and avoids air ingestion, thus maintaining a consistent damping
performance throughout the test frequency range. The nonlinear identification procedure
saves time and resources while producing reliable physical parameter estimations.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2967498�

1 Introduction
Squeeze film dampers �SFDs� aid to reduce synchronous vibra-

tion amplitude and enhance stability characteristics in rotating ma-
chinery. Since first formally tested by Cooper �1� more than 40
years ago, SFDs have been widely researched and successfully
used in rotating equipment. Della Pietra and Adilleta �2,3� re-
viewed most of the relevant work, analytical and experimental,
conducted on SFDs up to 2002. However, despite the many ad-
vances in SFD design and practice, important issues still remain.
For example, in aerogas turbines, low inlet feed pressures make
SFDs prone to oil cavitation and air ingestion that degrades their
damping performance. These phenomena are more pervasive with
increasing rotor vibration amplitudes and operating frequencies
�4�. In certain SFD configurations, end seals help to delay air
ingestion, but their effectiveness is often questioned �5�.

A successful industrial sealed SFD type, as shown in Fig. 1,
incorporates a mechanical �contacting faces� seal at one damper
end and a recirculation groove with outlet orifices regulating the
lubricant through flow. In this damper, the faces in contact fully
seal the damper film land, thus preventing air ingestion. However,
the mechanical seal introduces a dry-friction force, which depends
on the assembly preload and surfaces’ conditions, thus making the
seal-SFD system nonlinear. San Andrés and Delgado �6,7� pre-
sented comprehensive experiments to identify the seal-SFD force
coefficients while evaluating the effectiveness of the mechanical
seal in preventing air ingestion. The tests were conducted with
single frequency dynamic loads that produced both circular cen-
tered orbits �CCOs� and line path motions. A laborious two-step
identification procedure was established to identify the seal fric-

tion force independently from the system �SFD and seal� damping
forces. Dry system shakes, i.e., without any lubricant, determined
the seal frictional force. Next, with lubricant flowing through the
test rig, system damping coefficients were identified. The damping
coefficient from the squeeze film land alone is ascertained from
the system damping less the equivalent viscous action1 from the
mechanical seal. The experimentally identified SFD coefficients,
in good agreement with model predictions, show that the damper
forced performance remains uniform throughout the test fre-
quency range. In addition, dynamic pressure and flow measure-
ments also demonstrate that the mechanical seal effectively pre-
vents air ingestion.

A variety of parameter identification procedures are readily
available to characterize mainly linear mechanical systems. Tiwari
et al. �8� reviewed the most popular test techniques and analysis
methods to identify linearized force coefficients in fluid film bear-
ings. The methods include time and frequency domain procedures,
while testing focuses on the types of dynamic load excitation most
efficient for a particular procedure. The literature on the experi-
mental identification of nonlinear parameters in complex lubri-
cated systems is more scant. In the early 1990s, Rice and Fitz-
patrick �9� using random force excitations introduced a technique
that characterizes a simple nonlinear system as a combination of
linear and nonlinear inputs with linear operators on a multiple-
input/single output scheme. Cross-spectra frequency analysis us-
ing residual coherence functions decouples the linear and nonlin-
ear force contributions �10�. The method demonstrates to be
robust and computationally light.

Other identification methods rely on various techniques to dis-
cern the linear and nonlinear contributions from recorded me-
chanical system responses due to the random or deterministic ex-

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute of ASME for publication in
the JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Manuscript received April
2, 2008; final manuscript received April 4, 2008; published online April 13, 2009.
Review conducted by Dilip R. Ballal. Paper presented at the ASME Turbo Expo
2008: Land, Sea and Air �GT2008�, Berlin, Germany, June 9–13, 2008.

1The equivalent viscous damping coefficient representative of “dry friction” is
inversely proportional to the amplitude of motion and excitation frequency; hence
then the nonlinear character of the test SFD-mechanical seal system.
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citations. More than often, however, existing methods rely on a
priori knowledge of the nonlinearity functional form. Rice and Xu
�11� identified nonlinear system parameters using multiple-single
frequency excitations and expressing the system response in terms
of Volterra functions in the frequency domain. The accuracy of the
method depends on the number �order� of nonlinear kernels used
on the Volterra expansion, and it only allows a qualitative evalu-
ation of these kernels. Adams and Allemang �12� also estimated
simultaneously the linear and nonlinear mechanical system pa-
rameters using a frequency domain technique that relies on the
principle that the nonlinear feedback is directly linked to the spa-
tial nature of the test nonlinear system. The method, based on an
output feedback formulation, allows estimating the frequency re-
sponse matrix and nonlinear coefficients simultaneously. The
method is successfully tested on a numerically simulated system,
but the sensitivity of the method to inherent measurement noise is
yet to be studied. To identify the parameters in nonlinear systems,
Yang et al. �13,14� introduced a sensitivity function defined as
partial derivatives of the impedance �transfer� functions with re-
spect to a specific system parameter �mass, damping, and stiff-
ness�. The embedded sensitivity functions are employed to char-
acterize the type and location of the nonlinearity and then to
estimate the nonlinear parameters by using Taylor expansions of
the system impedances for small variations of the input signal
level.

For a test mechanically sealed SFD with closed outlet ports,
i.e., no through flow, this paper presents a proven technique to
simultaneously extract the seal dry-friction force and the squeeze
film damping force coefficients. The procedure avoids the need of
an independent “dry system” shake test. The identification
method, an adaptation of the Rice and Fitzpatrick �9� procedure,
implements multiple-single frequency excitations with different
load amplitudes. In prior art, San Andrés and Aguilar �15� using
impact loads applied a similar procedure and identified the force
coefficients on a hybrid gas damper-brush seal. The current SFD
configuration is of special interest in unmanned aerial vehicles
�UAVs�. A description of the test facility and identification meth-
odology follows.

2 Test Rig Description
References �6,7� detail the test rig, shown schematically on Fig.

2. A vertical rigid shaft, mounted on three precision ball bearings
�natural frequency �400 Hz�, holds a steel journal of 127 mm
�5 in.� diameter and 76.2 mm �3 in.� long. The SFD bearing

assembly, shown in Fig. 1, consists of an acrylic bearing that also
accommodates a metallic ring carrier and two �top and bottom�
support plates. Two vertical thick steel plates clamp the support
plates to the acrylic bearing. Upon assembly, a wave spring
pushes the ring holder against the journal and provides a contact
force between the matting surfaces, thus sealing the damper.

The top support plate includes a lubricant supply connection, a
static pressure gauge displaying the feed pressure into the bearing,
and four eddy current sensors facing the stationary shaft. The
composite bearing housing hangs from a top frame via four steel
rods that provide the structural stiffness to the test bearing section.
Two sliding flat plates atop the test damper support the frame
permit adjusting the position of the bearing center with respect to
the shaft to simulate centered and off-centered operation condi-
tions. The SFD configurations tested in Refs. �6,7� used four vari-
able diameter outlet ports at the recirculation groove to regulate
the lubricant through flow. In the current test setup, these ports are
plugged �i.e., no through flow allowed�. Figure 3 depicts
the squeeze film land portion of the test bearing with relevant
dimensions.

Two electromagnetic shakers, suspended from separate steel
structures �90 deg apart�, excite the test system. A slender stinger
connects the shaker to a piezoelectric load cell attached to the
vertical plate on the bearing housing. A customized data acquisi-
tion system records all the sensor signals and controls the shakers.

3 Methodology for System Parameter Identification
Controlled amplitude and phase shaker loads �Fx ,Fy� of single

frequency induce centered circular orbits of the test mechanical

Fig. 1 Assembly cut view of SFD with mechanical seal

Fig. 2 Test rig for dynamic force measurements and flow vi-
sualization in a sealed end SFD „Ref. †7‡…

Fig. 3 Dimensions of squeeze film land „no oil throughflow
condition…. Film radial clearance c=0.127 mm.
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seal-SFD. Figure 4 depicts a representation of the mechanical sys-
tem with its major physical parameters. The equations of motion
for the test bearing section are �7�

�Ms + Mf�� ẍ

ÿ
� + �Csxẋ

Csyẏ
� + �Ksxx

Ksyy
�

= �Fx

Fy
� − �Fx

Fy
�

seal

− �Fx

Fy
�

SFD

�1�

where �Ks�x,y are the stiffnesses of the elastic support structure
holding the test bearing of mass, Ms .Mf is the mass of fluid en-
closed in the plenum above the fluid film land section and in the
recirculation groove, and �Cs�x,y represent the small viscous
damping coefficients from the structural support. The structure
stiffness and damping force coefficients, obtained from impact
tests on the dry system, are Ksx=853 kN /m, Ksy =885 kN /m,
and Cs�x,y�=230 N s /m, respectively �7�.

The reaction forces from the squeeze film land2 are

�Fx

Fy
�

SFD

=�CSFDxx
ẋ

CSFDyy
ẏ� +�MSFDxx

ẍ

MSFDyy
ÿ� �2�

where �CSFD�	�=xx,yy�MSFD�	��=xx,yy are the film damping and in-
ertia force coefficients, respectively.

The mechanical contact seal dry-friction force, with magnitude
Fd, is a nonlinear function expressed as �15�

�Fx

Fy
�

seal

= Fd� ẋ

ẏ
� 1


ẋ2 + ẏ2
= Fd�u

v
� �3�

with �u ,v	= �ẋ , ẏ	 /
ẋ2+ ẏ2 as the normalized velocities. The ap-
plied dynamic loads are of a single frequency and represented as

Fx�t� = �Fxc − iFxs�ei�t = F̄xe
i�t, F̄x = �Fxc − iFxs�

Fy�t� = �Fyc − iFys�ei�t = F̄ye
i�t, F̄y = �Fyc − iFys� �4�

and the ensuing bearing displacements �x ,y� and accelerations are
also periodic with identical frequency ���, i.e.,

�x

y
� = �xc − ixs

yc − iys
�ei�t = � x̄

ȳ
�ei�t, � ẍ

ÿ
� = �āx

āy
�ei�t �5�

Above, �x̄ , ȳ� and �F̄x , F̄y� are the complex Fourier coefficients of
the periodic displacements and forces, respectively.

In the frequency domain, the equations of motion for the test
system become

F̄x = Lxxx̄ + Fdū, Lxx = �Ksx − �2MS−xx + i�CS−xx�

F̄y = Lyyȳ + Fdv̄, Lyy = �Ksy − �2MS−yy + i�CS−yy� �6�

where Lxx and Lyy are the linear transfer functions containing the
system stiffness, inertia, and damping force coefficients.

�ū , v̄� denote the fundamental Fourier coefficients of the nor-
malized velocities �u ,v� and obtained by building the velocity
vector �ẋ , ẏ�T with the Fourier coefficients �x̄ , ȳ�. This procedure
effectively reduces signal noise. Note that, although the system
response is nonlinear �with 3x, 5x, . . . harmonics�, only the first
harmonic of the measured responses is included in the equations
above since the applied force contains a single frequency. Thus,
the identification method relies on discerning the contribution of
the first harmonic of the �nonlinear� friction force from the overall
system response.

In Eq. �6� above, the system �S� parameters are defined as

MS−xx = MSFDxx
+ Mf + Ms, MS−yy = MSFDyy

+ Mf + Ms

CS−xx = CSFDxx
+ Csx, CS−yy = CSFDyy

+ Csy �7�

Figure 5 represents the test system as a four-input/two-output
equivalent model, with D denoting the time derivative operator. In
the identification system, the normalized velocities u and v are
regarded as nonlinear input paths derived from the two original
inputs �x ,y� recorded in the time domain. Recall that in the ex-
periments, the excitation forces are the actual inputs and the dis-
placements �x ,y� and the modeled nonlinear inputs �u ,v� repre-
sent the output of the system.

The dry-friction force �Fd� can be identified from Eq. �6� using
two single frequency force excitations of different magnitudes
provided that the force coefficients in Eq. �7� are independent of
the motion amplitude. However, this is not the case for a SFD
since, as theory predicts and experiments and practice demon-
strate, squeeze film damping coefficients are a function of the
amplitude of journal motion. Presently, the dependency of the
squeeze film damping coefficient on motion amplitude is regarded
as linear for small differences in motion amplitudes, as shown in
prior experiments �7�. Thus, CSFDxx=ax�x̄�+bx and CSFDyy =ay�ȳ�
+by, with a and b as generic constants.

For N independent excitation load levels, i=1, . . . ,N,

Hxx
i = �Ksx − �2Ms−xx + i�Csx� + i��ax�x̄i� + bx� + FdGxx

i

Hyy
i = �Ksy − �2Ms−yy + i�Csy� + i��ay�ȳi� + by� + FdGyy

i �8�

with

Hxx
i =

F̄x
i

x̄i
, Gxx

i =
ūi

x̄i

Hyy
i =

F̄y
i

ȳi
, Gyy

i =
v̄i

ȳi
�9�2As demonstrated in a prior paper �6�, cross-coupled force coefficients are negli-

gible since the damper operates without oil cavitation.

Fig. 4 Schematic of the equivalent representation of the SFD
with mechanical seal

Fig. 5 Elements of a four-input/two-output representation of
the nonlinear mechanical seal-SFD system †15‡
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The seal friction force �Fd� is identified from three increasing
load magnitudes inducing three circular orbits of dissimilar am-
plitudes. That is,

Fd =
H��

1 + H��
3 − 2H��

2

G��
1 + G��

3 − 2G��
2 , �:x,y �10�

Superscripts 1, 2, and 3 represent each of the three independent
tests determining different excitation amplitudes. In the experi-
ments, the displacement differences are constant, i.e., �x̄1�− �x̄2�
= �x̄2�− �x̄3��0.05c.

Once the seal friction force is identified, it can be used directly
for any other excitation amplitude without any restrictions on or-
bit amplitude. Recall that the friction force is only a function of
the wave-spring assembly force and the condition of the surfaces
in contact. The parameters from the linear transfer functions
�Lxx ,Lyy� are obtained from least squares fits of their real and
imaginary parts, i.e.,

Ks�
− �2Ms−�� = Re�L��� = Re�H�� − FdG���

�Cs−�� = Im�L��� = Im�H�� − FdG���, � = x,y �11�
Finally, the squeeze film added mass and damping and damping

coefficients are then extracted from

MSFD��
= MS−�� − Ms − Mf

CSFD��
= CS−�� − Cs�, � = x,y

3.1 Identified Force Coefficients. Single frequency loads
produce circular centered orbits of the test element. Throughout
the test frequency range �20–70 Hz�, the excitation load ampli-
tudes are adjusted to maintain circular orbits of a fixed radius
�25 �m, 31 �m, 38 �m, and 50 �m�. The tests conditions are
similar to those in Ref. �7� to allow direct comparisons of the
identified parameters. Table 1 presents the test conditions and lu-
bricant properties. Figure 6, bottom graph, shows the recorded
displacement bearing orbits for tests at 60 Hz.

Figure 7 depicts the dry-friction force �Fd� identified from the
procedure detailed above. The results also include the dry-friction
parameter �Fd=53 N� identified in Refs. �6,7� from dry system
tests �i.e., with no lubricant�. The test results show excellent cor-
relation between the parameters identified with each method. The
current Fd is �2% larger than that identified from an energy
method and in a lengthier two-step procedure. Furthermore, the
friction force remains fairly constant throughout the test frequency
range �less than a 15% change over the test frequency range�.
Small variations in forces along the x and y directions are appar-
ent. However, the presently identified seal dry-frictional force ap-
pears to be unique

Figure 8 shows, for the largest amplitude of orbital motion
�50 �m�, the real part of the linear path transfer function
�Lxx ,Lyy� and the corresponding curve fit. Table 2 presents the
identified values of added mass coefficients and the average iden-
tified dry-friction force. The added mass results are similar �within

15%� to those obtained in Ref. �7� for the throughflow condition.
The present results, just like the previous ones, show large mag-
nitudes of added mass coefficients �i.e., about half the whole sys-
tem mass�. These relatively large magnitudes are associated with

Table 1 Test conditions for dynamic load tests. Lubricated
SFD „no throughflow….

Inlet pressure �Ps�
a 31 kPa

Discharge groove pressure �Pr�
a 8.6–15.5 kPa

Frequency range 20–70 Hz �5 Hz step�
Lubricant temperature �T� 23–25°C �73–77°F�
Viscosity ��� 3.1–2.8 cP
Density ��� 800 kg /m3

Clearance �c� 125–127 �m �4.9–5 mils�
Orbit amplitude �e� 25–50 �m �1–2 mils�

aGauge pressure.

Fig. 6 Recorded load „top… and ensuing displacement orbits
„bottom… for four load magnitudes. Clearance circle noted. „60
Hz, lubricated SFD, CCO….

Fig. 7 Dry friction force identified from circular centered or-
bits. The dotted line represents dry friction estimated from en-
ergy method and tests under dry conditions.
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the development of significant dynamic pressures at the inlet and
recirculation grooves, a direct evidence of the importance of fluid
inertia effects in SFDs.

Figure 9 shows the imaginary part of the linear transfer function
�Lxx ,Lyy� and the corresponding linear fit ��CSFDxx,yy� for the larg-
est amplitude circular orbit �50 �m�. The slope of the linear
curve fit represents the squeeze film damping coefficients
�CSFDxx ,CSFDyy�. The goodness of the curve fit, r2=0.99, indicates
that the “viscous” damping contribution from the dry-friction
force has been effectively subtracted from the system overall
damping. The squeeze film damping coefficient in the x direction
is �13% larger than that along the y direction. This small discrep-
ancy is attributed to the small structural orthotropy of the test

system.
Figure 10 shows the squeeze film damping coefficient �CSFDyy�

versus orbit amplitude. The figure includes the damping coeffi-

Fig. 8 Real part of dynamic stiffnesses versus frequency. Cir-
cular centered orbits of amplitude x ,y: 50 �m „Ksx
=853 kN/m,Ksy=885 kN/m….

Table 2 SFD inertia coefficients and seal dry-friction force
identified from circular centered orbit tests „frequency range
20–70 Hz, no throughflow…

Parameter xx yy

Friction fore �Fd� �average� 54 N
System mass, �Ms� 20.2 kg 20.6kg
Squeeze film inertia �MSFD� 9.9 kg 10.3 kg
r2 �goodness of curve fit� 0.99 0.98
Fluid mass, �Mf� �kg� 0.62

Fig. 9 Imaginary part of linear impedance function versus ex-
citation frequency. „CSFDxx… Circular centered orbits of ampli-
tude x ,y: 50 �m „no throughflow….

Fig. 10 Squeeze film damping coefficient „CSFDyy… versus orbit
amplitude „circular centered orbits, no throughflow, flow re-
strictor: 2.8 mm †3‡…
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cient obtained earlier with a throughflow condition using 2.8 mm
flow restrictors �7� and predictions based on the short length bear-
ing model �5�.

Figure 10 also depicts an improved damping coefficient predic-
tion advanced in Ref. �16� and adequately accounts for the con-
tribution of the inlet and recirculation grooves on the SFD forced
performance. The error bars denote the uncertainty associated
with each coefficient following the uncertainty analysis detailed in
Ref. �7�. The experimental squeeze film damping coefficient
�CSFDyy� increases for increasing orbit amplitudes, as in the pre-
vious test configuration. Furthermore, the current damping coeffi-
cient is slightly larger ��10%� but still within the uncertainty of
the coefficients reported for the throughflow condition. Thus, the
damper operating with no throughflow is also effective. The im-
proved damping prediction for a centered condition is also within
the uncertainty value of the damping coefficient identified for the
smallest orbit amplitude.

The experimental results are of interest in applications that need
fully sealed dampers and able to contain the oil within the damper
land for extended periods of time. Note, however, that the current
test results correspond to laboratory conditions maintaining a rela-
tively constant temperature, �2°C variation within the squeeze
film land and oil plenum �see Table 1�. The film temperature re-
mains nearly invariant since the experiments are of very short
duration ��30 min� with low levels of energy input �a maximum
power of 5.7 W�. The mass of oil �0.59 kg� in the inlet plenum
together with other system components account for a large ther-
mal capacity of 4.1 kJ. In actual applications, with no lubricant
through flow and with a limited oil volume, it may be necessary to
consider the increase in oil temperature and the corresponding
viscosity reduction when estimating the system damping forced
performance.

Figure 11 depicts the identified system damping and the
squeeze film damping coefficients versus the excitation frequency.
The system damping coefficient, which includes the equivalent
viscous action of dry friction, is frequency dependent and notably
larger than the extracted squeeze film damping coefficient. Also
note that the system damping is larger for the smallest amplitude
�i.e., 25 �m�. The noted characteristics are distinctive of systems
with dry friction �17�. On the other hand, the squeeze film damp-
ing coefficients are independent of frequency, being largest for the
largest amplitude �50 �m�. These results show that the identifi-
cation method is effective in discerning the squeeze film damping
contribution from the overall system damping.

4 Conclusions
This paper presents the identification of nonlinear force coeffi-

cients in a mechanical seal-SFD test element. In the tests, to as-
sess the effectiveness of the seal in preventing air ingestion, the
damper discharge ports are closed so there is no lubricant through-
flow. A nonlinear identification method is implemented to simul-
taneously determine the squeeze film force coefficients and the
friction force from the mechanical contact seal. The squeeze film
damping coefficients are accurately identified from a linear curve
fit of the linear path transfer function, which evidences the effec-
tiveness of the method in subtracting the nonlinear damping con-
tribution of the mechanical seal.

The test squeeze film damping coefficients are a function of the
circular orbit amplitude and similar ��10% larger� to those re-
ported for the same damper with lubricant throughflow, Ref. �7�.
In addition, the test damper added mass coefficients are of similar
magnitude to those reported earlier �7�. The oil temperature re-
mains relatively constant throughout the testing, in spite of the
lack of lubricant throughflow. The uniform temperature is due to
the small duration of the tests, the small amount of work input
into the system, and the large volume of oil residing in the inlet
plenum. Note that in the actual application �unmanned aerial ve-
hicle� the SFD will only operate for a few minutes �at most�.
Hence, thermal effects are relatively unimportant.

The experimentation demonstrates that the mechanical seal is
effective in avoiding air ingestion; even without lubricant
throughflow, the test system damping performance is not greatly
affected. Thus, the SFD with closed outlet ports is a viable option
for a UAV application.

Current work includes multiple frequency excitations to simu-
late actual operating conditions in multispool engines. Other tests
are being conducted with larger contact forces at the seal interface
to evaluate their impact on the seal-SFD forced performance The
identification method can be readily extended to obtain the system
force coefficients from eccentric journal orbits, for example.
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Nomenclature
Cs� � structure damping coefficients �N s /m�,

�=x ,y
CS−�� � identified test system damping coeffi-

cients �N s /m�, � ,�=x ,y
c � SFD radial clearance, 0.127 mm

CSFD�� � identified squeeze film damping coeffi-
cients �N s /m�, � ,�=x ,y

e � amplitude or radius of circular orbit �m�
Fx,y � external �shaker� forces �N�

F̄x , F̄y � components of external forces in fre-
quency domain �N�

Fig. 11 Squeeze film damping coefficients „CSFDxx ,CSFDyy… and
system damping coefficients „Cs−xx ,Cs−yy… versus excitation
frequency for increasing orbit amplitudes „circular centered or-
bits, no throughflow…
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Fd � dry friction force from contact in me-
chanical seal �N�

H�� ,L�� ,G�� � dynamic transfer functions �N/m�, � ,�
=x ,y

Ks� � structural �support� stiffnesses �N/m�, �
=x ,y

Ms � mass of SFD housing �kg�
Mf � lubricant mass in feed plenum and

groove �kg�
MSFD�� � squeeze film inertia coefficients �kg�,

� ,�=x ,y
MS−�� � identified test system inertia coefficients

�kg�, � ,�=x ,y
T � lubricant temperature �°C�
t � time �s�

u ,v � �ẋ , ẏ	 /
ẋ2+ ẏ2 normalized velocities
ū , v̄ � components of normalized velocities in

frequency domain
x ,y � bearing X ,Y dynamic motions �m�
x̄ , ȳ � components of bearing motions in fre-

quency domain �m�
ẋ , ẏ � bearing velocities �m/s�
ẍ , ÿ � bearing acceleration �m/s�
� ,� � lubricant density �kg /m3� and viscosity

�Pa s�
� � excitation frequency �rad/s�
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Cylinder-to-Cylinder Variations in
a V6 Gasoline Direct Injection
HCCI Engine
Despite the fact that homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) has been dem-
onstrated as a combustion technology feasible for implementation with different fuels in
various types of engines, cylinder-to-cylinder variations (CTCVs) in multicylinder HCCI
engines remain one of the technical obstacles to overcome. A reduction in CTCV requires
further developments in control technology. This study has been carried out with regard
to the overall engine parameters, involving geometric differences between individual
cylinders, coolant paths through the engine, combustion chamber deposits, and also the
differences in the inlet temperature distributions between the cylinders. Experimental
investigations on the Jaguar V6 HCCI research engine with negative valve overlapping
and cam profile switching show that the differences in the rate of pressure rise between
the cylinders can be larger than 1 bar/CA deg and that the load differences can be as
high as 5–10%. It has been found that some individual cylinders will approach the
misfiring limit far earlier than the others. The complex interaction between a number of
parameters makes the control of the multicylinder engine a serious challenge. In order to
avoid these differences, an active cylinder balancing strategy will be required. It has been
observed that spark assistance and split injection strategy deliver the best control for the
cylinder balance. However, spark assistance is restricted to low loads and low engine
speeds, while split injection requires a considerable effort to optimize its possible set-
tings. This paper defines the most important parameters influencing cylinder-to-cylinder
variations in the HCCI engine and aims to put forward suggestions that can help to
minimize the effect of cylinder-to-cylinder variations on the overall engine
performance. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3077661�

1 Introduction
New regulation standards demand a continuous reduction in

emissions from passenger cars while fuel consumption is a matter
of concern for all engine users as well as for environment protec-
tion due to its relation to the production of green-house-gas CO2.
These two reasons have brought homogeneous charge compres-
sion ignition �HCCI� technology to the engine combustion re-
searchers’ attention for a number of years. In HCCI engines the
homogeneous mixture is auto-ignited through compression. The
advantages of HCCI combustion are in the reduction of nitric
oxides �NOx� emissions and fuel consumption �mainly through
avoidance of throttling�. However, the price of these benefits is
lower combustion efficiency and difficulties in controlling the
combustion process. NOx reduction is a result of lower combus-
tion temperature due to dilution and increased heat capacity by
trapped internal exhaust gas. Exhaust gas trapping is commonly
used to supply extra energy to enable auto-ignition and also dilute
the cylinder mixture. Lower combustion efficiency leads to higher
emissions of carbon monoxide �CO� and unburned hydrocarbons
�UHC�. Higher CO and UHC emissions are due to lower combus-
tion temperature, which impedes the oxidation process. The lack
of parameters directly triggering and defining the combustion
makes HCCI difficult to control.

Controlling the start of combustion is difficult since it is strictly
related to the in-cylinder temperature and pressure history. Prob-
lems with HCCI control become even more significant when one
considers a multicylinder engine. Cylinder-to-cylinder variations
�CTCVs� are not exclusively a matter of concern for HCCI en-
gines. Spark ignition �SI� and diesel engines in many different
ways are also affected by this phenomenon. However, CTCV has

a much more serious impact on HCCI than on any other mode of
operation of multicylinder engines. The speed-load operation re-
gion, which is relatively limited because of the delicately balanced
nature of HCCI combustion, becomes even smaller when CTCV
is taken into account. In order to create appropriate pressure and
temperature for well timed auto-ignition, a number of parameters
have to be strictly monitored and controlled. Some of these pa-
rameters will enhance auto-ignition while others will impede the
process. Through the years of HCCI research, many efforts have
been made worldwide in defining and controlling the most impor-
tant parameters influencing HCCI operation �1–5�. The task is
further complicated since almost all of the mentioned parameters
will interact with each other.

The work presented here will be split into three main parts.
First, the literature survey with respect to the most important pa-
rameters causing cylinder-to-cylinder variations will be provided.
Second, a discussion with reference to CTCV on the Jaguar V6
GDI-HCCI research engine will be presented. Finally, three meth-
ods for the reduction of CTCV will be considered.

From the authors’ experience and also from the discoveries
made by other researchers, six important variables should be con-
sidered: inlet air temperature, effective compression ratio, coolant
path, exhaust gas recirculation �EGR� distribution between cylin-
ders, differences in the amount of injected fuel �variation of
lambda�, and formation of deposits in individual cylinders. Since
all of these parameters have been previously discussed in numer-
ous publications, e.g., Refs. �6–8�, the discussion below will be
conducted regarding V6 engines specifically.

2 Factors Critical to CTCV

Inlet Air Temperature. Inlet air temperature has a significant
effect on HCCI operation. Not only does it affect the temperature
at the end of the compression stroke but also the gravimetric air-
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fuel ratio through air density, as well as through volumetric effi-
ciency. It has been shown by Morgan et al. �9� that increasing inlet
temperature to 70°C will decrease the net-mean-effective-
pressure �NMEP� by 7% and it will advance the timing of 50%
MFB by �2.5 CAD while increasing the pressure rise rate
�dp /dCA� by 7%.

Hyvönen et al. �6� checked the effect of inlet air temperature on
the cylinder-to-cylinder variations. They found that controlling the
combustion phasing in individual cylinders by adjusting inlet air
temperature is the most effective method �compared, e.g., with
adjusting the amount of fuel injected into individual cylinders� to
decrease cylinder-to-cylinder variations. This method can lead not
only to the same combustion phasing in all cylinders but can bring
the highest brake efficiency and the lowest NOx emissions. Un-
fortunately, air density and therefore the load will vary between
individual cylinders.

On the other hand it has been shown that maintaining inlet
temperature on the same level for all cylinders will not guarantee
the same combustion phasing since other parameters would affect
HCCI operation. Iida et al. �10� and Güralp et al. �11� have pre-
sented results on the effects of inlet air and coolant temperature on
HCCI operation. Iida et al. �10� showed that higher inlet air and
coolant temperature will cause an earlier start of heat release and
that this effect is dependent on the engine speed. The higher the
engine speed, the more pronounced the effect will be. Güralp et al.
�11� stated that inlet gas temperature will affect the temperature of
core gas in the charge and thus will directly affect the ignition
timing. Furthermore, there is a strong correlation between ignition
timing and combustion duration when inlet temperatures vary.

Effective Compression Ratio (CR). The effective compression
ratio and thus maximum in-cylinder pressure have significant ef-
fects on HCCI operation. Hyvönen et al. �6� researched the effect
of manufacturing tolerances on the effective compression ratio.
They found that the resulting effect on combustion phasing can be
up to 10–20 CA. They also stated that if the effect of these dif-
ferences cannot be removed active cylinder balancing will be re-
quired. The effective compression ratio will be affected not only
by these mechanical parameters, but other factors such as blow-by
losses, heat transfer through cylinder walls. In addition, the effec-
tive compression ratio can be affected by volumetric efficiency.

Iida et al. �10� identified that the compression ratio—through
the mixture of temperature and pressure at the end of compression
stroke—has a bigger effect on the start of heat release than the
temperatures of inlet air and coolant. From their experiments it
was found that the start of heat release could be advanced to about
15 CAD when the compression ratio was increased by about 4
units. The effect of compression ratio on HCCI operation shows
only restricted sensitivity to engine speed. Since increasing the
compression ratio increases gas temperature at the end of the com-
pression stroke, the required inlet temperature decreases.

Haraldsson et al. �7� showed the correlation between compres-
sion ratio and brake thermal efficiency as well as CO and NOx
emissions. Increasing the CR will cause higher brake thermal ef-
ficiency and lower NOx emissions while CO emissions increase
due to faster expansion, thereby shortening reaction time.

In the work presented here apart from the measurement of peak
motoring pressure, no further investigation into the effective com-
pression ratio is provided. When the engine was adapted to HCCI
operation, all components have been carefully measured and all
tolerances were within limits for SI engines. However, from the
time when these measurements were taken to the period when the
results presented here were taken, the engine was operated for a
significant length of time and some changes in geometry are likely
to be present. Recent observations of crank case pressure suggest
that blow-by losses will be a very important factor, but at the
current state of the authors’ knowledge it is too early to clarify the
blow-by loss effect on the effective CR and combustion phasing.

Coolant Temperature Distribution. Coolant temperature will

directly affect heat transfer through cylinder walls and thus it will
affect the effective compression ratio. It has been found by Flow-
ers et al. �8� that if the coolant passes longitudinally through the
engine, the coolant temperature differs between cylinders, and that
differences in heat transfer will change the combustion phasing. A
similar observation has been made in the V6 engine studied in this
paper where the coolant passes through the engine block and re-
turns through the cylinder head—the cylinder, which has the cold-
est cylinder wall, will have the hottest cylinder head.

Iida et al. �10� defined the effect of coolant temperature on the
range of HCCI operation. The tendency is similar to the effect of
inlet temperature. The higher the coolant temperature, the lower
the achievable equivalence ratio is. This effect is particularly pro-
nounced at higher engine speeds. Increasing the coolant tempera-
ture extends the operating range for higher engine speeds. Coolant
path and cylinder placement have effects on the heat transfer.

Persson et al. �12� found that at lower load and speed the
changes in the wall temperature for cylinders located at the ends
of an engine block are important. This means that cylinders not
surrounded by other cylinders will be affected by ambient condi-
tion changes, which, in turn, change the wall temperature and
therefore the charge temperature. This effect becomes insignifi-
cant when the engine speed increases.

The influence of coolant temperature on HCCI operation was
widely studied by Milovanovic et al. �13�. Improving the fuel
consumption and extending the upper operational range was pos-
sible by decreasing the coolant temperature from 90°C to 65°C.
This effect was mainly due to the increased heat transfer and a
further decrease in-cylinder temperature. Lower in-cylinder tem-
perature increases the air density and air flow through the engine.
Hence it increases the power density of the engine. The same
mechanism applies in the opposite direction at the lower end of
the HCCI range, making it possible to achieve lower load while
increasing coolant temperature from 90°C to 125°C. Unfortu-
nately, achieving the lower load implies a fuel consumption
penalty.

In the engine studied in this paper, first cylinders �upstream� in
the coolant path �therefore having the largest heat transfer and the
lowest bulk charge temperature� will define the lower boundary of
HCCI, as they are the first to misfire. Cylinders last �downstream�
in the coolant path �see Fig. 1� will define the upper HCCI bound-
ary as they operate with the highest rate of pressure rise. This is
due to reduced heat transfer and the resulting highest in-cylinder
temperature, which, in turn, advances combustion.

EGR Distribution. From the modeling data for the authors’
engine it can be observed that the differences in residual distribu-
tion between cylinders can be smaller than 1%. On the other hand
in order to change the load by about 1 bar of NMEP the amount of
trapped residuals has to be changed by about 10%. From this
simple relation it can be observed that differences in residual dis-
tribution should not cause serious differences in the cylinder-to-
cylinder performance. Hyvönen et al. �6� showed the effect of gas
dynamics in the inlet and exhaust manifolds on cylinder behavior.
The difference in maximum in-cylinder pressure between the case
with an inlet manifold present compared with the case when the
inlet manifold was dismounted could be up to 0.5 bar. Further-

Fig. 1 Engine coolant path sketch
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more, the effects of gas dynamics can cause a difference in air-
fuel ratio �lambda�—which will be discussed further in this paper.
The effect of gas dynamics becomes important at higher engine
speeds �approximately 2000 rpm and above�.

Effective Air-to-Fuel Ratio (AFR). This problem will be par-
ticularly pronounced on engines, which do not have individual
lambda sensors for each cylinder. All physical phenomena, which
affect the air density or the amount of air introduced into the
cylinder, will have direct impact on lambda variation. These will
be inlet air temperature, gas dynamics effects in inlet and exhaust
manifolds, blow-by losses, and heat transfer through cylinder
walls. In addition, each injector will inject somewhat different
amounts of fuel for the same pulse-width signal.

Hyvönen et al. �6� stated, however, that the largest effect on
lambda variations is exerted by the gas exchange process. Lambda
differences could be approximately about 14% and this, in turn,
will cause combustion phasing differences of up to 3–4 CA deg.
Differences in the amount of fuel injected into individual cylin-
ders do not have a large effect on combustion phasing. The nomi-
nal differences between injectors are approximately 3%, causing
differences in combustion phasing of less than 1 CA deg. How-
ever, differences between injectors will grow and become a more
important issue during a very long HCCI operation.

Combustion Chamber Deposits (CCDs). . Combustion cham-
ber deposits have been a subject of concern for all types of en-
gines. The reasons why they have become important are mainly
due to their effect on increasing the NOx and HC emissions. This
is caused by their insulating effect causing increased temperature
for NOx formation and due to the deposits absorbing unburned
fuel during combustion and desorbing it during exhaust, which
causes increased HC emissions, pointed out by Jonkers et al. �14�.
Additionally, CCD can cause physical damage to the engine. CCD
can mainly result from lubricant oil, fuel, or from the combustion
of both.

A recent study by Cheng �15� showed that for SI engines there
is a critical wall temperature: the fuel type of deposits form at
310°C and oil type deposits form at 370°C. Above these tem-
peratures there was little deposit growth. Cheng investigated the
impact of operating conditions on CCD formation in GDI-SI en-
gines, such as coolant temperature, spark timing, fuel-air ratio,
and manifold pressure. Some effort has been put into avoiding the
lubricant contribution to CCD formation in order to focus only on
fuel based CCD. From this experiment it can be found that coolant
temperature has a significant impact on the deposit formation—
the lower coolant temperature, the more pronounced CCD is. The
effect of spark �which could be important in spark-assisted HCCI�
does not bring about a major increment in the amount of CCD.
However, there is a significant influence on CCD distribution in-
side cylinders—the “spark side” of the combustion chamber has
less deposit accumulated while the opposite side has more. The
air-to-fuel equivalence ratio also has a large influence on CCD
formation. Minimum formation appears at the equivalence ratio of
1.1; changing the equivalence ratio in any direction from that
point will cause increased CCD formation. Because the air-fuel
ratio in HCCI engines can change more readily, this problem can
be relevant.

Finally, Güralp et al. �11� characterized the effect of combustion
chamber deposits on the HCCI operation. It has been shown that
the burn rate becomes significantly faster when CCD layer in-
creases, hence the conclusion is that HCCI combustion is very
sensitive to the presence of CCD. Peak heat release rates in-
creased to about 50% between the start of the test and the end
when no further variations in the combustion were observed. The
analysis of the nature of the CCD effect on the HCCI operation
suggests that burn rate changes more because of CCD than be-
cause of ignition phasing. Furthermore, it leads to the conclusion
that CCD affects bulk burning near the wall of the combustion

chamber, which, in turn, proves that the reduction in heat losses in
the case of the insulating characteristic of CCD, is less important
than thermal capacity and temperature swings.

As shown in the above paragraph, CCDs can significantly affect
the HCCI combustion; therefore their influence on CTCV might
be very important. However, measurements of this phenomenon
require engine modifications �and are particularly difficult on a
multicylinder engine� therefore in the work presented here their
influence has not been defined.

3 Experiment Setup
The experimental engine is a Jaguar V6 direct injection �DI�,

four valves per cylinder, and three l capacity research engine.
Basic engine details are shown in Table 1.This engine has been
described previously in a number of publications. e.g., Refs.
�16,17�. To switch between the SI and HCCI modes of operation,
cam profile switching �CPS� is used. This system allows on-line
switching of valve lifts from 9 mm �SI operation� to 3 mm �HCCI
operation�. The variable cam timing system makes it possible to
change the cam timing for the inlet and exhaust cams within 60
CA deg range. The HCCI operation is achieved by internal EGR
produced by negative valve overlap, which traps exhaust gases in
order to deliver enough energy for auto-ignition. Valve timings are
defined here by inlet valve opening �IVO� and exhaust valve clos-
ing �EVC� points, which are the crank angle measured from TDC
at gas exchange denoted as 720 �0� deg. Exhaust valve timing is
expressed in degrees CA before TDC, and inlet valve timing in
degrees CA after TDC. The fuelling system is DI wall guided. The
strategy of fuel injection during negative valve overlap �NVO� has
been chosen with the end of injection set to 350 deg before TDC
combustion, i.e., 10 deg after TDC recompression �except for split
injection experiments�.

In order to control the engine an in-house MATLAB/SIMULINK

model is employed in connection with a DSPACE system. The sys-
tem is a fully computer-controlled unit, which enables users to
control and record all engine data. Kistler 6125A pressure trans-
ducers fitted into the wall of the combustion chambers measure
in-cylinder pressures in all six cylinders with 1 CA deg resolution.
Other parameters are measured with 100 Hz frequency. The
amount of fuel injected is adjusted separately to each engine bank
during normal operation �closed-loop lambda controller� or manu-
ally into each cylinder during cylinder balancing tests. Emission
has been measured with AVL CEB1 emission bench. It is a five
gas bench that measures CO, CO2, NOx, O2, and HC concentra-
tion. Different analyzers use methods as follows: nondispersive
infrared �CO and CO2�, chemiluminescence �NOx�, paramagnetic
�O2�, and flame ionization detector �FID� �HC�. The HCCI start-
ing procedure involves a warming up period when engine is op-
erated on SI mode for as long as necessary until the oil and cool-
ant temperatures reach 90°C. In HCCI mode the engine is
operated with wide open throttle.

The engine is fitted with a thermal management system �Fig. 2�.
By controlling three throttles it is possible to control the air flow
and as a result the air temperature. First throttle adjusts the
amount of air going through the heating box while the next two

Table 1 Research engine specification

Engine type Jaguar research V6, 24-V, GDI
Engine speed 1500 rpm, 2000 rpm, 2500 rpm
Bore 89 mm
Stroke 79.5 mm
Fuel Commercial gasoline
Compression ratio 11.3
Intake valve timing Variable
Exhaust valve timing Variable
Intake temperature �335 K
Air/fuel ratio 14.7
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control the flow between intercooler and mixing box. This solu-
tion allows controlling the temperature with relatively small time
constant.

Parameters such as ambient air temperature and humidity have
been kept constant throughout the group of tests. In order to main-
tain a good quality of results every day, four samples are recorded.
These samples are used for measurement validation and engine
checks. Base �reference� condition is always repeated at the end of
the group of tests to validate data repeatability. All of the data
presented in this publication have been collected during steady-
state operation and were averaged over 100 cycles.

As a criterion to define the CTCV in this publication, the value
of crank angle at which 50% of MFB occurs will be used. How-
ever, in general MFB10% and MFB90% will be observed as well.
This is needed for a better understanding of the combustion pro-
cess when set parameters will be adjusted.

4 Characterization of CTCV
As an introduction to the CTCV, engine bank-to-bank variations

will be considered. Figure 3 presents the problem of bank-to-bank
variation, which has been observed on the research engine. The
source of the problem was identified as a blocked three way cata-
lyst, which, in turn, increased the back pressure on engine bank A.
The source of blockage was tracked to very high UHC emissions.
During initial HCCI tests when lower boundary was unknown
misfires were very common. As a result a lot of unburnt fuel has

been introduced into the exhaust manifold that led to catalyst
blockage. From Fig. 3 it is clear that bank-to-bank load spread
was about 0.5 bar NMEP. The load spread was constant for dif-
ferent test conditions. The back pressure on bank A was 0.15 bar
higher than on bank B. Additionally, during the measurements,
back pressure on bank B had higher pulsations than pressure on
bank A. Higher back pressure was, in turn, increasing EGR for
bank A, hence its lower load. Test 7 represents the point in time
when catalysts on both engine banks were replaced by a new set.
Differences in load become insignificant for a wide range of test
conditions. Before the catalyst has been replaced, it was still pos-
sible to avoid bank-to-bank load differences. Retarding the ex-
haust valve timing for bank B by about 8 CA deg. resulted in the
same effect as the increased back pressure on bank A.

Further discussion will concentrate on the CTCV variations in
MFB50%, inlet port temperature, air-to-fuel ratio, in-cylinder
pressure, and HC emission for different engine speeds and for
fixed valve timing. The IVO was set at 85 CAaTDC gas exchange
and EVC was set at 96 CAbTDC gas exchange. The engine was
operated with stoichiometric air-to-fuel ratio. There is a clear
trend in the combustion phasing, which is independent of engine
speed. For both engine banks cylinders “1” are the most prone to
misfire when cylinders “3” are least prone. This trend is related to
the coolant path. Coolant flows from cylinder “1” through “2” to
cylinder “3” and back through the cylinder head, independently
for each engine bank �Fig. 1�.

From experience cylinder A1 is the first to misfire and cylinders
A2 and B1 are the next which will loose the combustion. A quick
look at Fig. 4 shows that for cylinder A1 MFB50% always occurs
as the latest when cylinders A2 and B1 are both next to misfire.
Finding the explanation for the trend of the timing of MFB50%
cannot be done straightforwardly. The inlet air temperature, com-
pression pressure, and AFR will interact together resulting in an
introduced MFB50% trend.

Figure 4 shows that at 2000 rpm bank A cylinders experience
the biggest difference in combustion phasing. A closer look at the
results shows that at this engine speed air flow through the engine
is largest—21 g/s compared with 20 g/s and 19 g/s at 1500 rpm
and 2500 rpm, respectively. This determines the load, which var-
ies from 4.4 at 1500 rpm to 4.6 at 2000 rpm and 4.2 bar at 2500
rpm. With respect to maximum in-cylinder pressures it is possible
to find that increasing the speed from 1500 rpm to 2000 rpm
advances the timing of peak pressure. But different behavior for
both banks can be observed with regard to the magnitude of maxi-
mum pressure. For bank B increasing the speed causes an increase
in maximum pressure. In bank A for cylinders 1 and 2 the mag-
nitude maximum pressure decreases by about 1–2 bars. It is ex-

Fig. 2 Research engine with thermal management system

Fig. 3 Engine banks load spread caused by blocked three way catalyst
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pected that the observed phenomena is due to higher heat ex-
change for those cylinders or to increased blow-by losses caused
by increased maximum pressure.

Figure 5 presents air temperature in the inlet ports. Cylinders
A2 and B2 have the highest air temperature, which is a result of
two factors. First, these cylinders are in the middle of the engine
and the heat losses to the environment are the lowest. Second
factor is due to the arrangement of the thermal management sys-
tem. The pipe supplying hot air is passing on the top of those two
cylinders increasing their temperature, as seen in Fig. 2. On the
other hand cylinder A1 has always the lowest temperature, which
goes together with very late combustion. Unfortunately, the gen-
eral temperature trend is not necessarily in tune with combustion
phasing, e.g., cylinders A3 and B3 in which combustion appears
early have usually one of the lowest inlet temperatures.

Interesting observations can be made when in-cylinder pressure
is considered for a motored engine. As has been plotted in Fig. 6
the higher the engine speed, the more visible the trend for bank A
is. Here it can be observed that the peak motoring pressure has the
reversed trend compared with combustion phasing. This means
that cylinder A1 with the latest combustion has the lowest peak
in-cylinder pressure. The differences between cylinders increase
with increasing engine speed. The trend is not the same for bank B
of the engine. For this bank the maximum difference in pressure
does not exceed 0.3 bar; while in bank A it reaches 1 bar. As has
been pointed out in the discussion of CTCV critical parameters,
the difference of 0.3 bar is not significant.

Air-to-fuel ratio distribution plotted in Fig. 7 shows that, in
general, all cylinders tend to run on higher lambda than the set
value �lambda set to 1.0 during the presented tests�. The disagree-
ment in lambda value between cylinders could be up to 0.07 �re-
sulting in the spread of air-to-fuel ratio values of about 1.2�. There
is no clear trend between combustion phasing and lambda value
for individual cylinders, but it has to be taken into account that it
is due to two factors. First, the differences presented above are too
small to be fully evident. Second, the method used to measure
AFR affects readings as well. There are natural pulsations in in-
jected fuel quantity, which are the result of short time fluctuation
in the closed-loop lambda controller. This fluctuation extends the
time required to switch the analyzer between all six cylinders
since measurement has to be long enough for averaging. This long
time of measurements leads only to qualitative valuation.

The NOx CTCV can be summarized into two groups. For the
low load operation the difference between cylinders is very small
and does not increase beyond a single part per million �ppm�.
Increasing load will increase NOx emission difference. This is due
to very low emissions at low loads, which, in turn, lead to very
small differences. An interesting effect has been observed for
UHC emissions. As presented in Fig. 8, the HC emissions are
significantly higher at low speed for cylinders A3 and B3. As has
been shown earlier those two cylinders have the earliest combus-

Fig. 4 CAMFB50% variation in the V6 test engine

Fig. 5 Inlet port air temperature distribution in the V6 test engine
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tion phasing at all speeds. At higher engine speeds there is a trend
that HC emissions from those two cylinders decrease compared
with other cylinders.

In general, CTCV on bank A seems to be sensitive to compres-
sion pressure. Cylinder A3, which has always the highest com-
pression pressure, has the shortest combustion delay as well.
There is an influence of in-cylinder mixture composition. Cylinder

A3 operates most of the time with air-to-fuel ratio very close to
stoichiometric. Cylinders A1 and A2 quite often will have similar
compression pressure. Cylinder A2 has usually higher inlet air
temperature but operates with leaner mixture. This suggests that
following the importance of compression pressure, inlet air tem-
perature and AFR also become important.

CTCV on bank B presents a more complex problem. As has

Fig. 6 Peak in-cylinder pressure distribution in motoring mode

Fig. 7 AFR cylinder-to-cylinder variations for the V6 test engine

Fig. 8 Unburned hydrocarbons CTCV for the V6 test engine
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been mentioned earlier, differences in compression pressure be-
tween cylinders are below 0.3 bar, which make them insignificant.
Thereafter other parameters will take primary role. The differ-
ences in inlet air temperature do not exceed 2°C, which, in turn,
makes AFR and heat losses the main factors responsible for
CTCV. As has been observed during the presented tests cylinder
B3 is always operating with AFR close to stoichiometric or
slightly below �richer�. Cylinder B1 operates with the lowest AFR
on the engine bank B. In addition, as mentioned earlier, cylinder
B3 is the last in the coolant path, which makes heat losses the
lowest.

The worst performing cylinder from all six is cylinder A1; com-
bustion phasing is the worst there and this cylinder has the fol-
lowing as well: the lowest inlet and exhaust temperature, the low-
est peak in-cylinder pressure during combustion and in motoring
mode, the rate of pressure rise is the lowest �which will be an
advantage at high load�, and this cylinder is the first in the coolant
path. Cylinder A1 seems to be the worst in all parameters; this is
why it is the first to misfire, and this cylinder defines the lower
boundary of HCCI for the whole engine. As has been observed
during tests, misfire could occur as the first one on cylinder A2
and B1 as well. However, trends between all parameters affecting
auto-ignition are not as clear for these two cylinders as for the
cylinder A1. This is why describing the influence of all of the
parameters on general behavior of a cylinder in HCCI require a
look into each specific case.

The above discussion does not explain all the doubts, which can
arise after data analysis. Some aspects of CTCV have to be inves-
tigated further with the support of more advanced measurements
and modeling. This will involve a closer look into mixture prepa-
ration processes, internal fuel reforming effects �especially with
regard to the effect of temperature, pressure and fuel amount�, the
amount of trapped residuals, and geometric details of the cylinder.

5 CTCV Compensation
It has been widely discussed that multicylinder engines will

require active cylinder balancing to counteract natural variations
between cylinders. During the presented work three methods have
been tested: adjusting the amount of fuel injected into each cylin-
der by changing the pulse width �PW�, utilizing split injections,
and addition of spark.

Balancing CTCV by Fuel Quantity. In order to be able to
adjust the fuel quantity the closed-loop lambda controller was
modified. A control block, which allows manual decrease in the
pulse width, was implemented in order to modify the pulse-width
calculated by the closed-loop lambda controller. By this method
the fuel quantity for all individual cylinders may be modified. This
leads to the fact that if there is no additional manual adjustment,
the default amount of fuel injected into each cylinder will be that
calculated by closed-loop lambda controller. The results for the
case with valve timing, which supports relatively low rate of pres-
sure rise �low load� are presented in Table 2. Cylinder B3 has been
adjusted in order to decrease the engine noise and to balance the
cylinder-to-cylinder variations. When changes in pulse width are

below 150 �s �roughly below 15% of the nominal pulse width�,
there are no significant differences in-cylinder performance. If the
changes increase above 15%, the changing pulse width for one
cylinder immediately affects the other cylinders within the engine
bank.

Analysis of the data presented in Table 2 reveals that decreasing
the amount of fuel injected into one cylinder affects the equilib-
rium set by the closed-loop controller. The controller immediately
will adjust the fuel quantity to achieve the new operational point.
Since the amount of fuel for cylinder B3 has been reduced, the
calculated overall pulse width will increase. However, the effec-
tive pulse width �including the effect of change from the control-
ler� for cylinder B3 decreased from 873 �s to 711 �s when the
manual adjust reached minus 250 �s. Reduction in the fuel quan-
tity increased the value of lambda, which, in turn, decreased the
load and the rate of pressure rise �see cylinder B3 in Table 2�. As
the result of cylinder B3 adjustment, cylinders B1 and B2 will
now operate with lower lambda �below stoichiometric�. This leads
to retarded combustion and, as has been observed during other
tests, increased UHC emissions and reduction in NOx emissions.
NOx emissions are due to the decrease in in-cylinder temperature
�mainly due to increased cooling by the injected fuel� and to the
decreased amount of available oxygen for cylinders with air-to-
fuel ratio lower than stoichiometric. Reduction in available oxy-
gen leads to higher UHC emissions due to incomplete combus-
tion. Load increases for cylinder B1 suggest its operation with
slightly higher lambda �larger amount of fuel injected�.

Unfortunately, as has been presented in Fig. 9, the reduction in
fuel quantity does not yield expected results. Even more, cylinder
B1 �and B2, not shown� shows better response in combustion
phasing than the adjusted cylinder B3. This leads to increased
CTCV and worse engine operation �e.g., increased unnecessary
and unwanted engine noise�. The adjusted cylinder B3 did not
change its combustion phasing at all when other cylinders re-
tarded their combustion phasing by approximately 3 CA deg.
These differences tend to increase with increasing engine load.

All the facts mentioned above suggest that one of the best ways
to balance CTCV by adjusting the fuel quantity is to use indi-
vidual lambda sensors for each cylinder. Some other methods such
as map of pulse-width coefficients for individual cylinders might
be used as well. In the early stage of the authors’ work, an attempt
was made to implement a previously optimized function, which
will adjust the amount of fuel individually for each cylinder
�within engine bank� based on one lambda sensor. Unfortunately
when engine was operated for a longer time on one set condition,
this resulted in unstable fuelling and this approach was not effec-
tive. However with a fully optimized engine, it might be possible
to use a predefined map of coefficients.

Balancing CTCV by Split Fuel Injection. The aim of the
second group of tests was to establish the applicability split injec-
tion for active cylinder balancing. Two sets of tests were carried
out, of which one will be discussed here. The tests presented have
been performed for the same valve timing as that discussed earlier
for the discussion of fuel quantity �IVO=80CAaTDC, EVC

Table 2 Effect of changes in fuel injector pulse width on individual cylinder performance

Pulse width PW-B
��s�

PW-B3 adjustment
��s�

Effective PW-B3
��s�

NMEP
�bar�

dP /dCA
�bar/CA deg�

B1 B2 B3 B1 B2 B3

873 0 873 4.64 4.99 4.61 1.4 1.92 2.04
928 150 778 4.72 5.02 4.45 1.32 1.71 1.91
932 200 732 4.72 5.03 4.42 1.31 1.7 1.78
961 250 711 4.73 5.03 4.29 1.32 1.54 1.49

Engine speed=1500 rpm, IVO=80CAaTDC, and EVC=96CAbTDC
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=96CAbTDC� and for the same engine speed �1500 rpm�. How-
ever, these tests have been performed with few days time separa-
tion hence small difference in load will be present �due to differ-
ences in ambient temperature and humidity�. Fuel for all cylinders
has been injected at 350 CAbTDC combustion. Only the adjusted
cylinder �A3� will have split fuel injection at 220 CAbTDC com-
bustion. Tests have been carried out with stoichiometric air-to-fuel
ratio. Adjustment has been carried out to an extent necessary to
achieve a satisfactory MFB50% improvement.

The test described as C1 is a base �reference� test where all fuel
has been injected at 350 CAbTDC. Test marked as C2 represents
a point where only cylinder A3 has been adjusted and 30% of fuel
has been injected during the induction part of the cycle with the
end of injection at 220 CAbTDC. During test C2 the main effort
was to change combustion phasing for cylinder A3, which as can

be seen in Fig. 10 shows much earlier combustion than the other
cylinders. It was noticed as well that load for this cylinder is lower
and the rate of pressure rise is higher than for other cylinders. The
results are presented in Table 3. In order to increase the load and
reduce the rate of pressure rise, it has been decided to inject the
fuel during the induction part of the cycle close to IV MOP. This
is done to reduce the effect of internal fuel reforming for cylinder
A3. The amount of fuel injected at IV MOP has been adjusted
until the MFB50% did reach value similar, as for cylinders A1 and
A2.

The results for test C2 in Table 3 show that when split injection
adjustment has been done, load and rate of pressure rise become
the same for all cylinders within the engine bank. Figures 10 and
11 present the rate of heat release and the MFB before split injec-
tion adjustments �test _C1� and when 30% of fuel for cylinder A3

Fig. 9 Rate of heat release for fuel quantity adjustments

Fig. 10 Rate of heat release for engine bank A when split injection was
applied

Table 3 Effect of split injection on individual cylinder performance

Parameters

NMEP
�bar�

dP /dCA
�bar/CA deg�

HC
�ppm�

NOx
�ppm�

Cylinder A1 A2 A3 A1 A2 A3 - -
No split injection �C1� 4.41 4.53 4.25 1.55 1.54 2.45 1648 33
A3—30% of fuel injected at 220 CAbTDCc �C2� 4.45 4.53 4.49 1.54 1.41 1.71 1609 33
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has been injected during induction part of the cycle �test _C2�. It
is clear that when split injection strategy has been implemented
the cylinder-to-cylinder variations have been significantly de-
creased. Variations in MFB50% have been decreased below 2 CA.
There is no visible difference in the emissions of UHC and NOx.

Balancing CTCV by Spark Assistance. The last set of tests
was to apply the spark-assisted HCCI for cylinder balancing.
Many researchers have proven that spark-assisted HCCI has a
wider operating envelope at the lower load end where the spark
helps to maintain stable HCCI. Experiments have been performed
for two engine speeds, 1500 rpm and 2500 rpm. Exhaust valve
timing was set at 96 CAbTDC for both engine speeds. Inlet valve
timing was set at 70 CAaTDC for 1500 rpm and in order to avoid
misfires was retarded to 78 CAaTDC for 2500 rpm. As has been
observed during tests, changing the spark phasing across a wide
range does not cause major changes in the NMEP. In general, total
changes of NMEP were between the 0.1 bar limit. Figure 12
shows increase in peak pressure when the spark is advanced.
However, advanced combustion phasing increase in-cylinder pres-
sure before TDC therefore increases compression work losses. A
quick look at Fig. 13 will show that retarding the spark from 50
CAbTDC to 10 CAbTDC can decrease the rate of pressure rise by
0.5 bar/deg.

As shown in Figs. 14 and 15, the spark does not cause major
changes in the rate of heat release but advance combustion phas-
ing. From data analysis it can be observed that CTCV in the rate

of heat release will reach 50 J/CA deg. The change in the rate of
heat release �ROHR� caused by spark phasing is insignificant and
does not exceed the maximum of 20 J/CA deg. Spark phasing is
demonstrating its potential in the case of adjusting the combustion
phasing.

Figure 16 shows MFB10%, MFB50%, and MFB90% for cyl-
inder B1 and it is clear that from the situation when spark is
considered as OFF �100 CAaTDC� to the spark timing of 50
CAbTDC the effect on combustion phasing is about 5 CA deg
advance. In the presented tests spark was applied to all cylinders.
However, applying spark only to selected cylinders does not
change the observed trend, and the spark can be used as a pow-
erful tool for combustion phasing control. Spark-assisted mode of
HCCI can be divided into two regimes in terms of emissions.
When the spark is advanced from TDC up to 20 CAbTDC, there
is no visible change in either UHC or NOx emissions. Further
spark advance will lead to a progressive reduction in UHC emis-
sions and an increase in NOx emissions. The NOx increased by
approximately 14% from 59 ppm compared with the reference
sample. Reduction in UHC emission is approximately 10% from
1322 ppm for the reference sample. Unfortunately, benefits result-
ing from the addition of spark assistance cannot be sustained for
higher engine speed.

Figure 17 presents reduction in CTCV achieved by the spark-
assisted HCCI. Differences in MFB50% have been reduced from
3.5 CA deg to below 1 CA deg when spark was applied at 40

Fig. 11 MFB for bank A of the engine when split injection was applied

Fig. 12 Cylinder B1 pressure with spark addition at 1500 rpm
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CAbTDCc for cylinder B1. However, the timings of MFB10%
and MFB90% maintain the same differences compared with the
base case. However after adjustment they are advanced instead of
being retarded. This means that in reverse to the split injection
adjustment, the assistance of spark addition generally promotes
combustion. Since combustion phasing was advanced, there is an

increase in rate of pressure rise by about 0.5 bar/CA deg. The load
change is insignificant �0.08 bar increase in NMEP�. As has been
mentioned above, the UHC emissions have been reduced by 50
ppm while NOx emissions increased by approximately 5 ppm.

Figure 18 presents the rate of heat release for cylinder B1 at

Fig. 13 Rate of pressure rise with spark addition at 1500 rpm

Fig. 14 Rate of heat release for cylinder B1 with spark addition at 1500 rpm

Fig. 15 Rate of heat release for cylinder B3 with spark addition at 1500 rpm
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2500 rpm. Changing the spark phasing within wide range from 60
CAbTDC to TDC does not bring any changes in combustion phas-
ing or rate of heat release. At this point it is worth explaining the
nature of spark-assisted HCCI. When spark is applied there is a
flame propagation, which generates additional energy for auto-
ignition. The presence of EGR in HCCI engine will slow down
the flame speed and extend the time during which sufficient en-

ergy is generated �18�. This will lead to two conclusions. First,
spark-assisted HCCI is only important when engine is running at
the low load boundary, and second at higher engine speeds the
flame speed reduction resulting from high presence of EGR might
lead to insufficient energy release. It is thought that the condition
at which engine has run with the speed of 2500 rpm is an example
of calling for the second conclusion described above. The impact

Fig. 16 MFB50% for cylinder B1 with spark addition at 1500 rpm

Fig. 17 Effect of spark adjustments on combustion phasing in-cylinder B1

Fig. 18 Rate of heat release for cylinder B1 for spark addition on 2500 rpm
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of EGR on the spark-assisted HCCI has not yet been properly
defined. It is going to be the subject of future studies on the
presented research engine.

All the tests presented have been recorded during steady-state
operation. However, for most of its lifetime an engine is in tran-
sition between a series of steady-state conditions. For HCCI com-
bustion one of the most challenging transient processes is the
switching between SI and HCCI mode. This problem involves the
effect of many other parameters, which have not been discussed
and are beyond the scope of this publication. Detailed investiga-
tions on the transient operation of this HCCI engine are being
carried out in the authors’ laboratory and the results will be re-
ported in separate publications.

6 Conclusions
In this paper, cylinder-to-cylinder variations in HCCI engines in

terms of NMEP have been presented and discussed. It has been
found that the cylinder, which is the most prone to misfire, will
have the lowest inlet and exhaust temperature, the lowest in-
cylinder pressure during combustion and motoring, and in addi-
tion, will be the first in the coolant path.

In order to balance the NMEP variations three methods have
been implemented and investigated: fuel quantity adjustment, split
injection correction, and spark-assisted HCCI combustion.

• Balancing CTCV by the adjustment of fuel quantity sup-
plied to individual cylinders will be the most effective way,
if individual lambda sensors for each cylinder can be in-
stalled. The use of one lambda sensor for each engine bank
and a predefined table of coefficients is also considered as
an alternative.

• Balancing CTCV using split injection allows reducing
CTCV to a minimum.

• When split injection is in use there are no significant
changes in emissions.

• The variety of possible settings for split injection makes it a
time-consuming task to identify the best strategy for CTCV
balancing.

• Spark-assistance is a very useful tool for the reduction of
CTCV in HCCI engines for operating conditions close to
low load boundary and at lower engine speeds.

• Utilizing spark will lead to a reduction in UHC but some
increase in NOx emissions.
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1 Introduction
The use of oxygen-enriched air to improve the combustion pro-

cess in internal combustion engines has been recognized for a
long time. The study by Karim and Ward �1� showed that a higher
oxygen concentration in the intake air resulted in reduced smoke
emissions, higher peak cylinder pressures, and reduced ignition
delay. Improvements in power output were observed when the
increase in oxygen concentration was accompanied by an increase
in the fueling rate and retardation of fuel injection �1�. Higher
rates of heat release for higher oxygen concentrations were also
observed, with a significant reduction in the heat release due to
premixed combustion �1�. The effects of oxygen enrichment on
other regulated pollutants and brake-specific fuel consumption
�BSFC� were not addressed in this initial study.

Wartinbee �2� reported significant increases in NO emissions,
significant reductions in hydrocarbon �HC� and no effects on car-
bon monoxide �CO� emissions when using oxygen-enriched air
�up to 39.5 vol % O2� in a spark-ignition engine. The benefits of
oxygen enrichment for the control of HC emissions were recog-
nized, but it was suggested that the increase in NO emissions
would require the use of exhaust gas recirculation �EGR�, which
might offset the benefits on HC emissions �2�. Similar results on
emissions have been reported for diesel engines, with significant
reductions in HC, CO, and smoke emissions, increases in nitrogen
oxide �NOx� emissions, and shortening of ignition delays �3–7�. In
some cases, slight improvements in brake-specific fuel consump-
tion and thermal efficiency have been observed by manipulation
of fuel injection timing �FIT� �4–6�.

Since HC and CO emissions are not a concern for diesel en-
gines, most of the applications of oxygen enrichment to diesel
engines have focused on the reduction in smoke and soot �particu-
late matter �PM�� emissions, and the benefits of burning low-
quality fuels �8,9�. Desai et al. �8� observed that the increase in
NOx emissions could be controlled by optimization of the oxygen
concentration and fuel injection timing. The works of Sekar et al.

�10,11� addressed the optimization process using analytical mod-
els and incorporating techniques of quality control, such as the use
of Taguchi designs. Virk et al. �12� achieved reductions of 20–
30% in smoke and particulate emissions with no increase in NOx
emissions and no degradation in engine performance by increas-
ing oxygen concentration to 22.5% and retarding fuel injection
timing. They recognized the importance of optimization of fuel
injection timing and other operating conditions to control the in-
crease in NOx emissions, but the interaction among those factors
were not addressed. Donahue and Foster �13� also reported that
most of the reduction benefits on PM emissions were observed
when increasing the oxygen concentration in air from 21% to
22%, while for 23% O2 the increase in NOx emissions outweighed
the benefits of PM reductions.

Oxygen enrichment has also been achieved via fuel oxygen-
ation, in an attempt to realize the reductions in PM emissions in
diesel engines without the adverse impact in NOx emissions. Pre-
vious works by Boehman and co-workers �14–18� have demon-
strated PM reductions with different kinds of oxygenated fuels.
Song et al. �16� observed slight increases in NOx emissions at
high loads, and suggested that simultaneous reductions in both
NOx and PM were possible by combining high EGR ratios with
the appropriate oxygen addition. By comparing both methods of
oxygen enrichment �oxygenated fuel versus oxygen-enriched air�,
it was concluded that fuel oxygenation with glycol ethers resulted
in similar PM reductions to the obtained with oxygen-enriched air
�23% O2�, but the increase in NOx emissions was lower for the
oxygenated fuel �17�. Other oxygenated fuels, such as diethylene
glycol diethyl ether �DGE� �19� and diethyl ether �DEE� �20�,
have been successfully used for the simultaneous reduction in PM
and NOx emissions, in combination with charge dilution and ma-
nipulation of fuel injection �19� or with exhaust gas recirculation
�20�.

Despite of the extensive work on oxygen-enriched combustion
published in scientific literature, there is still interest in this topic
�21–28�. This might be due to the recent developments in the
technologies for air separation and NOx control �25,26�, the tech-
nical barriers for the introduction of oxygenated fuels, such as
engine operational costs and fuel distribution infrastructure �29�,
and the inconclusive information regarding the interaction of the
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oxygen enrichment level with relevant operational parameters
such as engine speed, engine load, EGR level and fuel injection
timing. In the present work, the techniques of design of experi-
ments �DOE� were used for the systematic study of the main
effects and interactions among oxygen concentration, simulated
EGR level �by carbon dioxide �CO2� addition to the intake�, and
fuel injection timing on the performance of a small single-cylinder
direct-injection diesel engine. Even though it appears that a strong
interaction exists, the quantification of such interactions by robust
experimental methods is still a matter for further research.

2 Experimental Methods

2.1 Test Engine. The test engine was a single-cylinder, natu-
rally aspirated, air-cooled, and direct-injected diesel engine �Yan-
mar L70EE� with a maximum power output of 4.8 kW at 3600
rpm. The engine was instrumented with a piezoelectric pressure
transducer �Kistler 6052B� to measure cylinder pressure and a
Hall effect proximity sensor to measure needle lift in the fuel
injector. A shaft encoder �AVL 364� installed on the engine crank-
shaft along with a high-speed data acquisition board �Keithley
DAS 1800� were used to record cylinder pressure and needle-lift
signals with a crank angle resolution of 0.1 deg. Detailed specifi-
cations for the test engine are shown in Table 1. The engine has a
mechanically-driven low-pressure fuel injection system �maxi-
mum of 200 bars�, thus, the results in this work might not be
relevant to modern engines with high-pressure fuel injection sys-
tems �e.g., common rail fuel injection�.

The parameters used to describe the engine performance were
maximum average �bulk-gas� combustion temperature, brake-
specific fuel consumption, unburned hydrocarbon emissions, car-
bon monoxide emissions, nitrogen oxide emissions, and particu-
late matter emissions. Peak bulk-gas temperatures and rates of
heat release �ROHR� were calculated from the acquired cylinder
pressure using the expressions derived by Heywood �30� from
first-law principles and the ideal gas law. Logged data on fuel
mass and power output as a function of time were used to com-
pute the brake-specific fuel consumption. Exhaust gas emissions
were measured using an AVL CEB-II emissions bench. Particulate
matter was collected from diluted exhaust on preweighed 90 mm
Pallflex® membrane filters using a Sierra Instruments BG-2 par-
tial flow sampling system. PM mass accumulated was determined
by weighing the filter after sampling and stabilization in a humid-
ity chamber in a weigh scale with a resolution of 0.001 mg �Sar-
torius M5P�.

2.2 Oxygen Enrichment of Intake Air. The oxygen concen-
tration in the intake air was increased by adding pure oxygen
�purity minimum of 99.5%� from gas bottles to the engine intake
system. The oxygen gas was introduced early in the intake system
�before the intake surge tank� in order to allow sufficient time for
mixing. A high-precision flowmeter attached to the oxygen gas
bottle was used to control the oxygen concentration at volume
fractions from 21% �baseline� to 23% �high level�.

2.3 Simulation of Exhaust Gas Recirculation. Exhaust gas
recirculation was simulated by injecting pure carbon dioxide from
gas bottles �purity minimum of 99.8%� into the air intake system.
Three volume fractions of CO2 were considered: 0 vol %,
5 vol %, and 10 vol %, corresponding to simulated EGR levels
of 0%, 55%, and 65%, respectively. This was the maximum value
of CO2 concentration that could be used in this engine without
shutting down or severe deterioration of combustion stability. The
percentage of simulated EGR was calculated as �31�

%EGR =
CO2

intake − CO2
ambient

CO2
exhaust − CO2

ambient � 100 �1�

where CO2
intake is the volume fraction of CO2 in the intake,

CO2
exhaust is the CO2 volume fraction measured in the exhaust

gases, and CO2
ambient corresponds to the CO2 volume fraction mea-

sured in the ambient air. The CO2 concentration measured in the
ambient air was of the order of the experimental error �below
0.02%�, so it was not considered in this calculation.

2.4 Experimental Design and Data Analysis. The experi-
ments were executed in two steps. First, a Taguchi-style screening
design �32� was used to estimate the main effects of engine load
and speed on the peak bulk-gas temperatures. The objective was
to keep the peak bulk-gas temperatures below 1500 K, a region
where both soot and NOx formation rates have been reported to be
minimized �33,34�. In this step, fuel injection timing, engine load,
engine speed, and CO2 volume fraction were the variable factors
of interest. The Taguchi design allows the estimation of the main
effects by fitting a linear model of the kind �32�

Y = �0 + � �iXi �2�

where Y is the estimated response variable, �i represents the esti-
mated coefficients ��0 is the intercept�, and Xi represents the pre-
dictor variables for the main effects. As can be seen, this screening
design does not allow the study of the interactions among factors,
but the interest at this stage was in finding the starting conditions

Table 1 Specifications of test engine

Parameters Unit L70EE-DE

Type - Single-cylinder, 4 cycle diesel
Cooling system - Forced air cooling by flywheel fan
Combustion system - Direct injection
Starting system - Starting motor with recoil starter
Bore�stroke mm 78�64
Displacement L 0.306

Output
Continuous

kW
4.3

Maximum 4.8

Rated engine speed rpm 3600
Compression ratio - 20.2

Fuel system

Fuel injection pump - Bosch type Yanmar PFE-M type
Fuel injection timing deg 15.0�0.5 deg bTDC
Fuel injection nozzle - VCO nozzle Bosch made
Fuel injection pressure MPa 19.6

Governor - All speed type mechanical
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from which to start the optimization process.
Once the starting conditions for low bulk-gas temperatures

were established, a central composite design �CCD� with fuel in-
jection timing and CO2 and O2 volume fractions as variable fac-
tors was used to fit the response surface models for the parameters
of engine performance. Central composite designs allow fitting
second-order response surface models �32� such as

Y = �0 + � �iXi + � �iiXiXi + � �ijXiXj �3�

where Y is the estimated response variable, Xi represents the vari-
able factors, and �i, �ii, and �ij represent the estimated regression
coefficients for the main, quadratic, and interaction effects,
respectively.

A statistical software package was used to design the experi-
mental matrix, perform the diagnostic analyses on data, analysis
of variance �ANOVA�, and the estimation of coefficients and sta-
tistical significance of the terms in the fitted models. The confi-
dence level chosen for all the significance tests �including
ANOVA diagnostics� was 95%, and the terms that resulted to be
not significant at this confidence level were removed from the
model.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Reduction in Peak Bulk-Gas Temperatures. The reduc-
tion in average �bulk-gas� combustion temperatures can be
achieved by reducing the fuel mass injected �low loads�, reducing
compression temperatures �lower engine speeds�, or by diluting
the cylinder charge �exhaust gas recirculation�. Modern combus-
tion modes approaches, such as low temperature combustion
�LTC�, achieve simultaneous reduction in NOx and PM emissions
by additionally improving fuel-air mixing with high fuel injection
pressures and employing late fuel injection to increase ignition
delays �34,35�. As mentioned before, the engine used in this study
has a low-pressure fuel injection system, and fuel injection timing
cannot be sufficiently retarded to achieve conditions for a true
LTC mode.

Table 2 shows the Taguchi design used in the first set of experi-
ments and the computed peak bulk-gas temperature. The experi-
mental error was estimated by replicating run nos. 2–4 and 7 �not
shown in Table 2�. Fuel injection timing was retarded from its
standard value of 15 deg before top dead center �bTDC� �see
Table 1� at three levels, on which also three levels of engine load
�25%, 50%, and 75%�, three levels of engine speed �1500 rpm,
2100 rpm, and 2700 rpm�, and three levels of CO2 �0%, 5%, and
10%� were tested. Note that at the high-load low-speed condition
�75% load, 1500 rpm�, the engine shut down with even 5% CO2,
which means that pressure trace data were not collected.

Table 3 shows the coefficients and p-values for the main effect
terms after fitting a linear model. Only the terms with p-values
lower than 0.05 �at the 95% confidence level� are statistically
significant. According to the p-values, engine load, engine speed,
and fuel injection timing appear to be the statistically significant

factors, while CO2 volume fraction was not significant.
Figure 1 shows the main effect plots for the peak bulk-gas

temperatures. Considering the magnitude of the error bars �repre-
sented by the pooled standard error�, it is evident that only engine
load, as expected, affected bulk-gas temperatures in a magnitude
above the experimental error. The trend to lower peak bulk-gas
temperatures at retarded fuel injection and lower engine speeds
were not important, in spite of their statistical significance. Ac-
cording to these results, further retardation of fuel injection timing
was required in order to affect the bulk-gas temperatures in a
significant manner. However, the mechanical limitations of the
engine used in this study did not allow achievement of retarda-
tions beyond top dead center.

This study is interested in the medium-to-high load conditions,
where most of the benefits on PM reduction have been observed
�4,6,12�, so the 50% load �brake-mean effective pressure �BMEP�
of 0.22 MPa� was chosen as the baseline condition. Although
lower bulk-gas temperatures were observed at an engine speed of
1500 rpm, this speed was not convenient due to the unstable op-
eration at 50% load. Thus, the experiments of the second stage
were performed at 2100 rpm and 50% load �BMEP of 0.22 MPa�.
Further retardation of fuel injection timing was also sought, but
with limited success.

3.2 Optimization of Oxygen-Enriched Diesel Combustion.
The effect of using EGR to reduce NOx emissions during oxygen-
enriched diesel combustion was further studied by using a CCD
with fuel injection timing, carbon dioxide, and oxygen volume
fractions in the intake air as variable factors. The objective was to
take advantage of the higher flame temperatures and shorter igni-
tion delays when using oxygen-enriched air to control combustion
phasing and to maintain adequate combustion rates when high
rates of EGR were used to control NOx emissions �33,35�. Table 4
shows the experimental matrix used for these experiments �repli-
cates not shown�. Fuel injection timing was retarded to the most
that was possible in the Yanmar L70EE engine from the standard
fuel injection timing of 15 deg bTDC, but it was never possible to
reach fuel injection past TDC. The CO2 volume fraction in the
intake air could not be increased over 10% if the 50% load level
was to be sustained. The maximum oxygen volume fraction in
intake air was 23%, which has been shown to be the limit to
minimize the adverse impact on NOx emissions �12,13,17�. Note

Table 2 Taguchi design for screening of operational parameters

Run no.
Fuel injection

timing �deg bTDC�
Engine load

�% of full load�
Engine speed

�rpm�
CO2 volume
fraction �%�

Peak bulk-gas
temperature �K�

1 8.8 25 1500 0 1113
2 8.8 50 2100 5 1311
3 8.8 75 2700 10 1410
4 7.5 25 2100 10 1126
5 7.5 50 2700 0 1316
6 7.5 75 1500 5 Not achieveda

7 4.6 25 2700 5 1158
8 4.6 50 1500 10 1192
9 4.6 75 2100 0 1183

aThe engine shut down at these experimental conditions.

Table 3 Results from fitting linear model to screening design

Term Coefficient SE coefficient p-value

Constant 831.2 38.74 0.000
Fuel injection timing �FIT� 7.516 3.169 0.045
Engine load �LOAD� 447.5 29.45 0.000
Engine speed �RPM� 0.075 0.013 0.000
CO2 volume fraction �CO2� �212.5 147.1 0.187
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that oxygen enrichment was used whenever CO2 was injected in
order to compensate for the dilution of oxygen in the intake. This
allowed studying the effects of CO2 at constant O2 concentration,
as well as the effects of O2 enrichment at constant CO2 concen-
tration �simulated EGR�.

The operational conditions summarized in Table 5 represent the
average values for the equivalence ratios, mass air flow, and mass
fuel flow that were used in the design of experiment. Note that the

combustion in the engine was lean, in general, for which the ef-
fects of low levels of oxygen enrichment on engine performance
were not expected to be very significant.

3.2.1 Combustion Analysis. The diagnosis of the combustion
during the oxygen enrichment experiments were performed by
using the bulk-gas cylinder gas temperature and rate of apparent
net heat release calculated from the measured cylinder pressure.
Bulk gas temperatures were computed assuming ideal gas behav-
ior of the cylinder charge gas

Tgas =
PcylVcyl

mgasR̄air

�4�

where Pcyl and Vcyl are the instantaneous pressure and volume of
the cylinder, respectively, mgas is the total cylinder mass trapped

per cycle �fuel plus air�, and R̄air is the specific gas constant as-
suming that the charge mixture consists only of air. Cylinder pres-
sure was acquired over the complete cycle, with a resolution of
0.1 deg crank angles. Cylinder volume at each crank angle degree
was computed using the well-known Slider–Crank model �30�.
From the pressure-volume relations, the apparent net heat release
was computed as �30�

dQnet

d�
=

�

� − 1
P

dV

d�
+

1

� − 1
V

dP

d�
�5�

where � is the ratio of specific heats for air �Cp /Cv�.
Figure 2 shows that oxygen enrichment increased the peak

combustion pressures, with a corresponding increase in bulk-gas
temperatures, but the magnitude of these effects depends on the
fuel injection timing. At the latest FIT �3.0 deg bTDC�, an in-
crease of about 50 K was observed in the peak bulk-gas tempera-
tures after combustion, when the oxygen concentration was in-
creased from 21% �baseline� to 23% �0% CO2�, though the
combustion phasing remained unchanged. When CO2 concentra-
tion was increased to 10% �at 21% O2�, not only the peak bulk-
gas temperature was reduced by 100 K �compared with baseline�,
but also the position of the peak bulk-gas temperature was re-
tarded by 16 deg, reflecting the increase in ignition delay and the
decrease in the rate of heat release caused by CO2. Increasing
oxygen concentration to 23% �with 10% CO2� was effective to
re-establish the combustion characteristics of the baseline. At the

Fig. 1 Peak bulk-gas temperature versus FIT, load, speed, and CO2

Table 4 Design of experiments to study oxygen-enriched die-
sel combustion

Treatment
Fuel injection

timing �deg bTDC�
CO2 volume
fraction �%�

O2 volume
fraction �%�

1 3.0 0.0 21.0
2 3.0 10.0 21.0
3 3.0 0.0 23.0
4 3.0 10.0 23.0
5 3.0 5.0 22.0
6 5.8 0.0 22.0
7 5.8 10.0 22.0
8 5.8 5.0 21.0
9 5.8 5.0 23.0
10 5.8 5.0 22.0
11 8.4 0.0 21.0
12 8.4 10.0 21.0
13 8.4 0.0 23.0
14 8.4 10.0 23.0
15 8.4 5.0 22.0

Table 5 Average operational conditions during oxygen-
enriched diesel combustion

Operational parameter Average value

Engine speed, rpm 2100
Engine load, MPa 0.44
Power output, kW 1.22
Mass fuel flow, g/s 0.10�0.01
Mass air flow, g/s 5.1�0.1
Overall equivalence ratio 0.29�0.04
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earliest FIT �8.4 deg bTDC�, the effects of oxygen enrichment and
CO2 addition are smaller, probably because the increase in avail-
able time for combustion outweighs that for the small changes in
ignition delay observed in both cases. This is in agreement with
prior works, in which the most benefits from oxygen enrichment
were observed with substantial retardation of fuel injection �see

for example �25��.
The rates of heat release and cumulative heat release in Fig. 3

corroborate the effects of oxygen enrichment and CO2 on com-
bustion phasing, which are more important at retarded fuel injec-
tion. With the latest fuel injection, oxygen enrichment �23% O2,

Fig. 2 Cylinder pressure and bulk-gas temperatures at the latest „3.0 deg bTDC… and
earliest „8.4 deg bTDC… fuel injection timing „2100 rpm, 50% load…

Fig. 3 Rate and cumulative heat release at the latest „3.0 deg bTDC… and earliest „8.4
deg bTDC… fuel injection timing „2100 rpm, 50% load…
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0% CO2� advanced the start of combustion �SOC� by 4 deg with
respect to the baseline and increased the rate of heat release, while
simulated EGR �10% CO2, 21% O2� caused a retardation in SOC
of 5 deg, a decrease in the peak heat release rate, and an increase
in the combustion duration. At the condition of 23% O2 with 10%
CO2, the heat release characteristics were similar to those of the
baseline condition.

The effects of O2 enrichment observed were mainly due to the
reduction in ignition delay that resulted from the increase in the
burn rates at the higher oxygen concentration �1�, since the ther-
mophysical properties of the oxygen-enriched air will not change
too much at low O2 levels �1,21�. On the other hand, the use of
EGR affects engine performance by three mechanisms: �1� dilu-
tion of oxygen concentration, �2� thermal effects due to the higher
heat capacity of combustion gases �CO2 and H2O�, and �3� chemi-
cal effects due to dissociation of combustion gases and their reac-
tions �36–38�. Among these, the dilution effects, both from CO2
and H2O, are by far the most important �36–38�. The isolation of
these effects was not attempted in the present work, but it is ex-
pected that most of the effects observed were related to the ther-
mal effects of CO2 �at fixed O2 level�. It can be anticipated that
greater effects would be observed with real EGR due to the higher
specific heat capacity of H2O compared with CO2 �37�. In fact, it
has also been observed that the maximum EGR levels are lower
when using real exhaust gas instead of pure CO2 �31�.

3.2.2 Brake-Specific Fuel Consumption. The coefficients and
p-values from the analysis of the data on brake-specific fuel con-
sumption are presented in Table 6. The p-values indicate that only
CO2 volume fraction and the interaction term CO2�O2 were the

statistically significant factors. The coefficient of the interaction
term CO2�O2 is of the same order of magnitude that the coef-
ficient for CO2 but has a negative sign, which means that there
was an antagonistic relationship between both factors.

Figure 4 corroborates that BSFC increased to a magnitude just
above the experimental error when the CO2 volume fraction was
5%, but no additional increase was observed at 10% CO2. It is
also clear that the neither fuel injection timing nor oxygen volume
fraction caused changes in the average magnitude of BSFC, as
shown by the ANOVA table. The interaction term can be better
appreciated in the interaction plot of BSFC versus CO2 and O2
volume fractions �Fig. 5�. In this plot one can observe that in-
creasing O2 concentration to 23% while also injecting CO2 re-
sulted in a reduction in BSFC of about 14% �averaging reductions
for 5% and 10% CO2�. In fact, at 5% CO2, the BSFC can be
restored to baseline levels by increasing O2 concentration to 23%.
Figure 5 also shows that oxygen enrichment alone might not be
beneficial, since there is a slight increase in BSFC for 23% O2,

Table 6 Response surface model fit for BSFC versus FIT, CO2,
and O2 volume fractions

Term Coefficient
Std. error

of coefficient p-value

Constant 301.6 6.291 0.000
Fuel injection timing �FIT� �6.320 7.385 0.399
CO2 volume fraction �CO2� 16.99 7.521 0.032
O2 volume fraction �O2� �7.341 7.773 0.353
CO2�O2 �19.36 8.302 0.027

Fig. 4 BSFC versus FIT, CO2, and O2 „2100 rpm, 50% load…

Fig. 5 Interaction plot for BSFC versus CO2 and O2 volume
fractions „2100 rpm, 50% load…
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which might be due to the increase in heat transfer at the higher
bulk-gas temperatures �8�. Similar results were observed by Desai
et al. �8� and Donahue and Foster �13�, who also observed that
retardation of fuel injection timing for maximum brake torque
�MBT� was necessary to maintain fuel conversion efficiency dur-
ing oxygen enrichment �13�.

3.2.3 Brake-Specific Exhaust Emissions

3.2.3.1 Unburned hydrocarbons. The fitting of the response
surface model for unburned hydrocarbon emissions and the corre-
sponding ANOVA indicated a significant effect �at the 95% con-
fidence level� from fuel injection timing and the interaction terms
FIT�CO2 and CO2�O2, as shown in Table 7. The interaction
terms that were not statistically significant were removed from the
model.

Figure 6 shows graphically the magnitude of the main effects,
where the experimental error bars correspond to the pooled stan-
dard error. CO2 and O2 would affect HC emissions through the
changes in ignition delay that these gases would produce, since
HC emissions increase or decrease with ignition delay �30�. As
seen in Fig. 3, the changes in ignition delay caused by oxygen
enrichment and CO2 addition were not more than 5 deg crank
angles, which were not enough to affect overall HC emissions.
However, retardation of fuel injection timing favors undermixing
of fuel with the consequent increase in HC emissions �30�, which
seemed to be the main mechanism operating in these experiments.

Table 7 Response surface model fit for HC versus FIT, CO2,
and O2

Term Coefficient
Std. error

of coefficient p-value

Constant 8.7487 0.2369 0.000
Fuel injection timing �FIT� �0.7366 0.2801 0.014
CO2 volume fraction �CO2� �0.1353 0.2928 0.648
O2 volume fraction �O2� �0.5245 0.2930 0.085
FIT�CO2 �0.9484 0.3203 0.006
CO2�O2 �1.1276 0.3117 0.001

Fig. 6 HC emissions versus O2 and CO2 volume fractions „2100 rpm, 50% load…

Fig. 7 Interaction plots for HC emissions „2100 rpm, 50% load…
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The interaction plots in Fig. 7 show that there was indeed an
increase of 25% in HC emissions with 10% CO2, but the increase
was offset by increasing O2 concentration to 23%. The interaction
between injection timing and CO2 concentration is more difficult
to explain, but this suggests that the response of HC emissions to
CO2 has opposite behavior at the latest and earliest fuel injection
timing.

3.2.3.2 Carbon monoxide. Since diesel engines normally op-
erate under lean conditions, carbon monoxide emissions have
never been a concern �30�. However, with inert gas addition �such
as CO2�, part of the air is replaced, which reduces the air/fuel
ratio, thus increasing CO emissions �30�. This phenomenon was
captured by the regression analysis, where only CO2 volume frac-
tion was statistically significant to CO emissions, as shown in
Table 8. The main effects plot in Fig. 8 shows an increase of 24%
in CO emissions when CO2 concentration was increased to 10%.
It can also be seen that oxygen enrichment did not have any im-
pact on CO emissions.

3.2.3.3 Nitrogen oxides. The analysis of data �Table 9� indi-
cated that all three variable factors �FIT, CO2, and O2� were sta-
tistically significant to NOx emissions, as well as the interaction
between CO2 and O2 volume fractions.

Past studies have shown that NOx levels can be kept at the
baseline levels as long as oxygen enrichment was limited to 21.5–
22.5% �26�. However, Fig. 9 shows that average NOx emissions in
the Yanmar L70EE increased by more than 80% for oxygen vol-
ume fractions as low as 22%. CO2 addition also had a big influ-
ence on NOx emissions, which were reduced by 55% with only
5% CO2. At 10% CO2 and NOx emissions were reduced by 87%.
Note that fuel injection timing was not influential to NOx emis-

sions, as has been reported in literature �25,26�. The reason is that
there was a mechanical limitation in the maximum degree of re-
tardation or advancing that could be achieved in the Yanmar
L70EE. Although the engine was well retarded compared with the
standard fuel injection �15 deg bTDC�, it was never possible to
achieve fuel injection past top dead center. The interaction be-
tween CO2 and O2 �Fig. 10� demonstrates that adding CO2 attenu-
ated the rate of increase in NOx emissions observed with oxygen
enrichment. Note that NOx emissions at the condition 23%
O2-10% CO2 were reduced by 46% compared with the baseline.
This result is important because it means that higher levels of
oxygen enrichment could be achieved with essentially no impact,
or even a reduction, on NOx emissions.

3.2.3.4 Particulate matter. Particulate matter was collected on
a Pallflex® membrane filter from diluted exhaust using a Sierra
Instruments BG-2 sampling dilution system. The total mass col-
lected was determined by weighing the filter before and after
sample collection with a high-precision weight scale. The analysis
of data �Table 10� indicated that fuel injection timing, CO2 and O2
volume fractions, and their interactions were all statistically sig-
nificant to PM emissions.

Figure 11 shows that PM emissions increased by 52% at 10%
CO2, while a reduction of 33% was obtained when oxygen con-
centration was increased to 23%. The reducing effect of CO2 on
bulk-gas temperatures seemed to govern the soot oxidation rates
in these experiments. A careful inspection of Fig. 12 suggests that
the significant increase in PM emissions at 10% CO2 dominated
the interaction effects, but it seems clear that the PM emission
levels of the baseline condition can be restored by using oxygen

Table 8 Response surface model fit for CO versus FIT, CO2,
and O2

Term Coefficient
Std. error

of coefficient p-value

Constant 19.823 0.4815 0.000
Fuel injection timing �FIT� 0.5636 0.5634 0.325
CO2 volume fraction �CO2� 2.0088 0.5677 0.001
O2 volume fraction �O2� 0.0062 0.5805 0.992

Fig. 8 CO emissions versus FIT, O2, and CO2 volume fractions „2100 rpm, 50% load…

Table 9 Response surface model fit for NOx versus FIT, CO2,
and O2

Term Coefficient
Std. error

of coefficient p-value

Constant 7.696 0.720 0.000
Fuel injection timing �FIT� 1.833 0.493 0.001
CO2 volume fraction �CO2� �7.960 0.501 0.000
O2 volume fraction �O2� 6.124 0.521 0.000
CO2�CO2 2.497 0.881 0.009
CO2�O2 �4.616 0.551 0.000
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enrichment.
An overall review of the results of this study reveals that oxy-

gen enrichment might have some potential uses in diesel engines,
but retardation of fuel injection timing beyond the limits achieved
in this study are required. Low levels of oxygen enrichment were

found to offset the effects on cylinder pressure, bulk-gas tempera-
tures, and ignition delay caused by high levels of simulated EGR.
This might be useful for modern combustion approaches that use
high levels of EGR to simultaneously reduce NOx and PM emis-
sions, such as modulated kinetics �39� and smokeless rich diesel
combustion �33�.

4 Conclusions
Cylinder pressures and bulk-gas temperatures increased with

oxygen enrichment and decreased with CO2 addition. The effects
were stronger at the most retarded fuel injection timing �3 deg
bTDC�, where the peak bulk-gas temperature increased by 50 K
with 23% O2 and decreased by 100 K with 10% CO2. At the
condition 23% O2-10% CO2, cylinder pressures and computed
bulk-gas temperatures are similar to those of the baseline condi-
tion.

The computed heat release rates showed that, at the most re-
tarded fuel injection �3 deg bTDC�, oxygen enrichment �23% O2,
0% CO2� advanced the SOC by 4 deg with respect to the baseline
and increased the rate of heat release, while simulated EGR �10%
CO2, 21% O2� caused a retardation in SOC of 5 deg, a decrease in
the peak heat release rate, and an increase in the combustion du-
ration. At the condition 23% O2 with 10% CO2, the heat release
characteristics were restored to those of the baseline condition,
with similar combustion phasing and similar peak heat release
rate. At the earliest fuel injection timing, the same trends were
observed, but the magnitude of the effects was smaller.

Brake-specific fuel consumption increased by 23% with the ad-
dition of 10% CO2 �21% O2�. the average BSFC of the baseline
condition was restored by the oxygen concentration to 23% �10%
CO2�.

Although the main effects of O2 and CO2 were not statistically
significant, the response surface model indicated that there was a
statistically significant interaction between O2 and CO2. HC emis-
sions increased by 25% with the addition of 10% CO2. This in-
crease was offset by increasing oxygen concentration to 23%.

CO emissions increased by 24% when CO2 concentration was
increased to 10%. Oxygen enrichment did not have any impact on
CO emissions.

NOx emissions increased in more than 80% for oxygen volume
fractions as low as 22%. Adding CO2 attenuated the rate of in-
crease in NOx emissions observed with oxygen enrichment. In

Fig. 9 NOx emissions versus FIT, O2, and CO2 volume fractions „2100 rpm, 50% load…

Fig. 10 Interaction plot for NOx emissions versus CO2 and O2
„2100 rpm, 50% load…

Table 10 Response surface model fit for PM versus FIT, CO2,
and O2

Term Coefficient
Std. error

of coefficient p-value

Constant 0.9568 0.0683 0.000
Fuel injection timing �FIT� �0.2422 0.0842 0.009
CO2 volume fraction �CO2� 0.3828 0.0839 0.000
O2 volume fraction �O2� �0.2145 0.0892 0.026
FIT�CO2 �0.2975 0.0955 0.005
FIT�O2 0.2612 0.0958 0.013
CO2�O2 �0.2990 0.0954 0.005
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fact, at the condition 23% O2-10% CO2, NOx emissions were
reduced by 46% with respect to the baseline condition. This result
was considered one of the most important because it means that
higher levels of oxygen enrichment could be achieved with essen-
tially no impact on NOx emissions.

PM emissions increased by 52% at 10% CO2, while a reduction
of 33% was observed when oxygen concentration was increased
to 23%. It seemed clear that the PM emission levels of the base-
line condition can be restored by using oxygen enrichment.
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System Analysis of Nuclear-
Assisted Syngas Production From
Coal
A system analysis has been performed to assess the efficiency and carbon utilization of a
nuclear-assisted coal gasification process. The nuclear reactor is a high-temperature
helium-cooled reactor that is used primarily to provide power for hydrogen production
via high-temperature electrolysis. The supplemental hydrogen is mixed with the outlet
stream from an oxygen-blown coal gasifier to produce a hydrogen-rich gas mixture,
allowing most of the carbon dioxide to be converted into carbon monoxide, with enough
excess hydrogen to produce a syngas product stream with a hydrogen/carbon monoxide
molar ratio of about 2:1. Oxygen for the gasifier is also provided by the high-temperature
electrolysis process. The results of the analysis predict 90.5% carbon utilization with a
syngas production efficiency (defined as the ratio of the heating value of the produced
syngas to the sum of the heating value of the coal plus the high-temperature reactor heat
input) of 64.4% at a gasifier temperature of 1866 K for the high-moisture-content lignite
coal considered. Usage of lower moisture coals such as bituminous can yield carbon
utilization approaching 100% and 70% syngas production efficiency.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3095805�

1 Introduction
Deepening concerns about energy security, especially with re-

gard to liquid fuels for transportation, have motivated consider-
ation of alternate methods for producing synthetic liquid fuels
�1,2�. Indirect coal liquefaction technology consumes coal, steam,
and oxygen in a gasification process to produce hydrogen and
carbon monoxide that can be converted to liquid fuels via the
Fischer–Tropsch catalytic synthesis process as follows:

nCO + �2n + 1�H2 → CnH2n+2 + nH2O �1�
In addition to the Fischer–Tropsch process for production of

liquid fuels, syngas is also the starting point for the production of
many useful chemicals �3�. However, the traditional process for
producing syngas also produces significant quantities of carbon
dioxide that must be sequestered or released to the atmosphere. In
fact, with traditional coal-to-liquid �CTL� technology, only about
one-third of the carbon in the coal feedstock ends up in the liquid
fuel product �4�. If supplemental hydrogen is available, nearly all
of the carbon in the coal can end up in the liquid fuel product.
Supplemental hydrogen for this process should be obtained from
an efficient noncarbon-emitting process such as high-temperature
electrolysis �HTE� of steam powered by nuclear energy �5,6�. The
coupling of the HTE process to CTL is particularly appealing
because it is more efficient than conventional electrolysis and be-
cause it provides both hydrogen and oxygen at elevated tempera-
ture. The oxygen can be fed directly to the gasifier and the hydro-
gen can be used to reduce the excess carbon dioxide produced in
a gasifier, via the reverse shift reaction.

Nuclear-assisted CTL was analyzed in a recent study �7� for a
particular advanced reactor-gasifier combination. The authors
found that the most effective role for the reactor was in powering
a high-temperature electrolysis process for the production of hy-
drogen and oxygen, both of which can be used directly in the
gasification and shift reactor processes. Direct integration of reac-

tor thermal energy into the process was not found to be beneficial.
The results of that study indicated that very high carbon utilization
is achievable with this concept.

This paper presents results of a general system analysis that
examines the details of coupling an advanced high-temperature
nuclear reactor to an HTE system and a coal gasifier for the pro-
duction of syngas. The conversion of the syngas to a liquid fuel
using the Fischer–Tropsch process is not considered herein. Over-
all system performance is characterized over a range of gasifier
temperatures and coal moisture contents. Coal consumption and
syngas production rates are determined based on maximizing car-
bon utilization with the available hydrogen from a 600 MWt ad-
vanced reactor operating at a reactor outlet temperature of 900°C.
Overall syngas production efficiency is determined as a ratio of
the heating value of the produced syngas to the sum of the heating
value of the coal plus the high-temperature reactor heat input.

2 System Model Description
UNISIM �8� process analysis software was used to evaluate the

syngas production system performance. UNISIM software is a de-
rivative of the HYSYS process analysis software. Using this code, a
detailed process flow sheet has been developed that includes the
major components that would be present in an actual syngas pro-
duction plant such as pumps, compressors, heat exchangers, tur-
bines, etc. These devices are included as standard UNISIM compo-
nents. However, since the electrolyzer is not a standard UNISIM

component, a custom electrolysis model was developed to handle
steam electrolysis �9� for incorporation into the overall process
flow sheet. UNISIM inherently ensures mass and energy balances
across all components and it includes thermodynamic data for all
chemical species. Figure 1 shows a process flow diagram for a
nuclear-reactor-driven HTE process coupled to a syngas produc-
tion plant. The process flow diagram presented in Fig. 1 is taken
directly from the UNISIM graphical user interface.

A very-high-temperature-gas reactor �VHTGR� with a helium
recuperated Brayton power cycle operating at a 53.2% electrical
conversion efficiency was selected as the power source for the
combined electrolysis and syngas production plant �10�. The
model for the power cycle is shown at the bottom right of Fig. 1.
The primary helium coolant �stream 11� exits the reactor
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�VHTGR� at 900°C and is split at TEE-100, with approximately
95% of the flow going to the power cycle and the remainder
��5%� diverted to a process heater that supplies heat directly to
the electrolysis stack to maintain the electrolyzer operating tem-
perature of 800°C. The cooler helium leaving the process heater
�stream 35� is compressed to the reactor inlet pressure and mixed
with the primary coolant returning to the reactor. The helium flow
from TEE-100 to the power cycle passes through a power turbine,
producing electricity to drive the electrolysis process. This helium
exits the power turbine at a reduced pressure and temperature and
then passes through a recuperator and precooler where it is further
cooled before entering the low-pressure compressor. To improve
compression efficiency, the helium is again cooled in an inter-
cooler before entering the high-pressure compressor. The helium
exits the high-pressure compressor at a pressure that is slightly
higher than the reactor operating pressure of 7 MPa. The coolant
then circulates back through the recuperator where the recovered
heat raises its temperature to the reactor inlet temperature of
540°C, completing the power cycle.

The water that feeds the electrolysis process enters at the left of
Fig. 1 at a temperature of 15.6°C and is pressurized to the process
pressure of approximately 2.9 MPa. Downstream of the pump, the
feed water flow is combined with recycled condensate from the
H2/water separator tank �Mix 4� and vaporized in a steam genera-
tor. At Mix 1, recycled hydrogen and steam from the electrolyzer
outlet is added to the electrolysis feed stream to maintain reducing
conditions at the steam-hydrogen electrode. The inlet steam-
hydrogen mixture �90% steam by volume� then enters the solid
oxide electrolysis cell �SOEC� stack, where the steam is electro-
lytically reduced, yielding hydrogen and oxygen.

The electrolyzer model used in UNISIM was developed by the
INL specifically for the analysis of HTE hydrogen production
processes and related concepts being developed and evaluated at
the laboratory �9�. The model calculates the electrolyzer heat re-
quirements, hydrogen and oxygen production rates, and associated

product stream conditions. An embedded spreadsheet is used to
calculate the Nernst potential, operating voltage, and current and
electrolysis powers based on an integral electrolyzer model.

Downstream of the electrolyzer, a portion of the oxygen prod-
uct �stream 8� passes through a recuperative heat exchanger and is
mixed with the coal feedstock entering the gasifier where the coal
is gasified to produce a mixture of hydrogen, carbon monoxide,
carbon dioxide, steam, and trace amounts of other gas contami-
nates. The remaining oxygen �approximately 38%� passes through
a recuperator �Recup 3� where a portion of its heat is utilized to
heat the syngas product stream. This excess oxygen product
stream is a valuable commodity that can either be sold or used for
other process applications.

The hydrogen and steam mixture leaving the electrolyzer is
split at Tee 1 with a little over 11% of the total flow recycled back
to the electrolyzer inlet to maintain reducing conditions at the
steam electrode as described earlier. The remaining flow �approxi-
mately 89%� passes through a recuperator �Recup 1� where the
hydrogen and steam mixture is cooled prior to entering the
hydrogen/water separator �stream 32�. Condensate from the
hydrogen/water separator is recycled �water recycle pump� back
to the process inlet where it is combined with the feed water flow
�Mix 1�. Dry hydrogen from the hydrogen/water separator �stream
30� then passes back through the recuperative heat exchanger �Re-
cup 1� where a portion of the heat lost in the condensation process
is recovered. This hydrogen stream is then mixed with the product
gas from the coal gasifier �Mix 3� to produce a hydrogen-rich gas
mixture �stream 24�. This hydrogen-enriched gas mixture then
passes through the reverse shift reaction where the majority of
excess carbon dioxide is converted to carbon monoxide and
steam, with plenty of hydrogen remaining. The resulting syngas
stream exiting the gas shift reactor �stream 25� has a hydrogen-to-
carbon monoxide molar ratio of about 2:1, with less than 10% of
the total carbon �on a mass basis� in the form of carbon dioxide.
The hydrogen-rich syngas mixture then passes through a recupera-

Fig. 1 Process flow diagram for helium-cooled reactor/direct Brayton/HTE syngas production plant
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tor �Recup 4� where a portion of its heat is transferred to the
oxygen feeding the coal gasifier. The syngas then passes through
the steam generator where it is further cooled by transferring its
heat to the electrolyzer feed water as described earlier. After leav-
ing the steam generator, the syngas/steam mixture �stream 33�
passes through another recuperative heat exchanger where it is
cooled prior to entering the syngas/water separator, where most of
the water is condensed to achieve the desired low moisture con-
tent for the final syngas product stream. After exiting the syngas/
water separator tank, the syngas again passes through the syngas
recuperative heat exchangers �Recup 2 and 3� where the syngas is
heated to the desired temperature of approximately 450°F
�232°C� for the production of liquid fuel using the Fisher–
Tropsch synthesis process.

3 Parametric Studies
Parametric studies were performed to investigate the impact of

gasifier temperature and coal moisture content on carbon utiliza-
tion and syngas production efficiency. These two studies and their
results are discussed separately below.

3.1 Gasifier Temperature. A parametric study was per-
formed in which the gasification temperature was varied from
1477 K to 1866 K. For this temperature range, chemical equilib-
rium was assumed during the gasification process and the gasifier
is modeled as a Gibbs reactor. A number of potential products
were considered for the gasifier including nitrates, sulfates, and
natural gas components, but the primary products were water, hy-
drogen, oxygen, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide with trace
amounts of nitrogen, hydrogen sulfide, and ammonia.

For the parametric study, the following constraints were ap-
plied.

• All heat exchangers have a minimum approach of 20°C
except Recup 4, which was set to 50°C by adjusting the
temperature of the oxygen into the coal gasifier.

• The adiabatic efficiency for the power cycle turbine is 93%,
the power cycle compressors have efficiencies of 88%, and
all other compressors and pumps have efficiencies of 75%.

• The mass flow of the coal was adjusted until the molar ratio
of hydrogen to carbon monoxide in the syngas product was
2.0.

• The steam electrolysis process is isothermal with an operat-
ing temperature of 800°C, cell area specific resistance of
0.4 � cm2, a current density of 0.24, and a cell area of
225 cm2.

• All of the 600 MWt heat from the reactor is dedicated for
syngas production, with an associated requirement of
110,000 electrolysis cells.

• The stream entering the electrolysis process is 90% steam
and 10% hydrogen by mole fraction.

• The streams exiting the process are 10% steam and 90%
hydrogen on the cathode side and 100% oxygen on the an-
ode side.

To optimize the process, two figures of merit were considered:
syngas production efficiency and carbon utilization. The syngas
production efficiency is defined as the ratio of the heating value of
the syngas produced by the process to the sum of the heat addition
to the process �total thermal power rating of the reactor for a fully
dedicated plant� plus the heating value of the coal that is con-
sumed in the process.

�syn =
ṄH2

LHVH2
+ ṄCOLHVCO

Q̇th,reactor + ṄcoalLHVcoal

�2�

For this analysis the lower heating value �LHV� of the coal and
the syngas are used to calculate the thermal power of each.

The second figure of merit for the process is the carbon utiliza-
tion, defined as the mass percentage of carbon from the coal that

is ultimately transferred to the carbon monoxide in the syngas.
The mass flow rate of the carbon in the coal is found as the
product of the mass flow rate of the dry ash-free coal, the number
of carbon moles per mole of dry ash-free coal, and the molecular
weight of carbon divided by the molecular weight of the dry-ash
free coal.

ṁC,coal = ṁcoal-dry,af nC→coal-dry,af� MWC

MWcoal-dry,af
� �3�

Similarly, the carbon flow in the syngas is found as the product
of the mass flow of the carbon monoxide in the syngas, the num-
ber of moles of carbon per mole of carbon monoxide and the
molecular weight of carbon divided by the molecular weight of
carbon monoxide.

ṁC,syngas = ṁCO,syngasnC→CO� MWC

MWCO
� �4�

Finally, the carbon utilization is found by dividing Eq. �4� with
Eq. �3� as follows:

UC =
ṁC,syngas

ṁC,coal

= � ṁCO,syngas

ṁcoal-dry,af
��MWcoal-dry,af

MWCO
�� nC→CO

nC→coal-dry,af
�

�5�
For this analysis the number of moles of carbon per mole of dry

ash-free coal and the number of moles of carbon per mole of
carbon dioxide are both equal to 1.0, and Eq. �5� reduces to

UC = � ṁCO,syngas

ṁcoal-dry,af
��MWcoal-dry,af

MWCO
� �6�

The coal type assumed for this analysis is lignite. The lignite
and ash are modeled as hypothetical components in UNISIM. The
lignite UNISIM component has a specified atomic breakdown of the
carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur. The heat of com-
bustion for the lignite is also known. This information is sufficient
to break down the lignite in the gasifier to produce the expected
products. The ash is modeled as silica with a known heat capacity.
It is used to capture heat in the gasifier that would otherwise be
used for gasification of the lignite. The ash remains in the gasifier.

3.2 Gasifier Temperature Sensitivity Results. The results of
the gasifier temperature parametric study are presented in Fig. 2,
which shows the syngas production efficiency and carbon utiliza-
tion as a function of gasification temperature. As the gasification
temperature increases, the syngas production efficiency decreases
slightly from 68.0% to 64.4%. The decrease in efficiency is pri-
marily due to increased heat losses in the system. The exit tem-
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Fig. 2 Syngas production efficiency and carbon utilization as
a function of gasification temperature
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perature of the syngas increases from 460 K to 578 K. The ambi-
ent cooling load at the syngas/water separator increases from 20
MW to 30 MW as the temperature increases.

Carbon utilization increases slightly from 88.6% to 90.5% as
the temperature increases. At higher gasification temperatures,
more carbon dioxide breaks down to carbon monoxide. Also, the
syngas has a higher percentage of hydrogen at higher gasification
temperatures. The mole fraction of hydrogen increases from 0.635
to 0.640. The mole fraction of carbon monoxide increases from
0.318 to 0.320 and carbon dioxide decreases from 0.040 to 0.034.

Although contaminants such as hydrogen sulfide and ammonia
are formed, in this analysis contaminant removal is not consid-
ered. The process was designed to prevent contaminants from en-
tering the electrolysis process.

The current analysis assumed a lignite coal feedstock with rela-
tively high-moisture-content �approximately 36.2% by mass�.
This relatively high-moisture-content, compared with other U.S.
coals makes it more difficult to fully utilize the carbon content of
the coal. In the current analyses, the coal was gasified without
attempting to remove any of the moisture from the coal or product
gas from the gasifier. Dry hydrogen was then mixed with the
product gas from the coal gasifier and was fed to the reverse gas
shift reactor. This process resulted in 90.5% carbon utilization
with a syngas production efficiency of 64.4% at a gasifier tem-
perature of 1866 K. At this syngas production efficiency, approxi-
mately 55% of the energy input to the process �denominator of
Eq. �2�� is provided by the nuclear reactor, and the remaining 45%
is the heating value of the coal consumed in the process. In terms
of carbon utilization, these results are extremely good compared
with conventional processes, where only about 30% of the carbon
in the coal ends up in the product syngas �i.e., close to 70% is
converted to carbon dioxide that must be either sequestered or
released to the environment�. However, significantly higher car-
bon utilization ��97% or greater� can be achieved by reducing the
moisture content of the feed to the reverse gas shift reactor. With
less moisture �H2O� in the feed stream, more carbon dioxide and
hydrogen combine to produce equilibrium carbon monoxide and
H2O in the syngas exiting the reverse shift gas reactor. To achieve
higher carbon utilization and syngas efficiencies, with high-
moisture-content coals, the coal would either have to be dried
before gasification or another step has to be added to the syngas
production process to remove the water from the gasifier product
stream.

3.3 Coal Moisture Content. To evaluate the influence of coal
moisture content on carbon utilization and syngas production ef-
ficiency, the UNISIM process flow model in Fig. 1 and the process
constraints identified previously were again used, but in this case,
the moisture content of the coal fed to the gasifier was varied
between 16.1% and 36.2%. For coal moisture contents of 16.1%,
30.4%, and 36.2%, actual coal analyses from Ref. �11�, corre-
sponding to bituminous, sub-bituminous, and lignite coals from
various regions within the United States were used. To fill the gap
in moisture content between 16.1% and 30.4%, the moisture con-
tent of the sub-bituminous coal was reduced from 30.4% to values
of 25% and 20% to allow evaluation of the impact of moisture
content in this intermediate range.

In each of the calculations, the reactor power was again fixed at
600 MW with a reactor outlet temperature of 900°C. All of the
hydrogen produced in the electrolysis process was again used in
the reverse shift reaction to convert carbon dioxide to carbon
monoxide, and any oxygen not used by the gasifier is assumed to
be used to heat the syngas product stream and then stored for sale
as a valuable commodity. The initial gasifier temperature was
fixed at 1700 K �1427°C� but, as discussed below, was gradually
increased as the moisture content of the coal decreased to allow
reasonable operating conditions for the heat exchangers used in
the process. In all the analyses a hydrogen-to-carbon monoxide
molar ratio of 2:1 was maintained for the syngas.

3.4 Coal Moisture Content Sensitivity Results. Figure 3
shows the influence of the coal moisture content on carbon utili-
zation and syngas production efficiency. As seen in Fig. 3, carbon
utilization increases with decreased moisture content, reaching a
value of 98.8% for a moisture content of 16.1%. The syngas pro-
duction efficiency shown in Fig. 3 also appears to increase as the
moisture content is reduced, but peaks at about 68.8% for a coal
moisture content of 25%. The drop in syngas production effi-
ciency as the coal moisture content is reduced below 25% is the
result of the need to increase the gasifier temperature to maintain
a minimum heat exchanger approach temperature for the steam
generator of approximately 20°C. This drop in syngas production
efficiency is consistent with the early results in Fig. 2, which also
show a drop in syngas production efficiency as the gasifier tem-
perature increased.

Figure 4 shows the calculated gasifier and syngas outlet tem-
perature as a function of coal moisture content. As seen in the
figure, the gasifier temperature can be maintained at 1700 K at
moisture contents above 25%, but must be increased as the mois-
ture content drops below 25% to maintain a minimum approach
temperature of 20°C for the steam generator. Figure 4 also shows
that the syngas outlet temperature drops from 510 K at a coal
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moisture content of 36.2% to 392 K at a coal moisture content of
16.1%. This calculated temperature decrease was necessary to
maintain a minimum approach temperature of 20°C at the Recup
4 heat exchanger shown in Fig. 1. Nevertheless, this temperature
range for the syngas product stream is still within the acceptable
temperature range of the Fischer–Tropsch synthesis process.

Finally, Fig. 5 shows the mass flow rates for coal and syngas as
a function of coal moisture content. For a fixed reactor power and
a fixed number of electrolysis cells, the overall syngas production
rate increases with increased coal moisture content, but at the
expense of a reduction in carbon utilization and syngas production
efficiency �as shown previously in Fig. 3�. The reduction in syn-
gas production efficiency is also apparent in Fig. 5, which shows
that the mass flow of syngas being produced increases at a slower
rate than the mass flow of coal being consumed as the moisture
content of the coal increases.

4 Conclusions
Production of syngas from coal with supplemental hydrogen

and oxygen from nuclear reactor has been analyzed. The nuclear
reactor under consideration is a high-temperature helium-cooled
reactor that is used primarily to provide power for hydrogen pro-
duction via high-temperature electrolysis. The supplemental hy-
drogen enables conversion of most of the carbon dioxide to car-
bon monoxide, with enough excess hydrogen to produce a syngas
product stream with a hydrogen/carbon monoxide molar ratio of
about 2:1, ideal for subsequent conversion to liquid fuel via the
Fischer–Tropsch process with a cobalt catalyst. Oxygen for the
gasifier is also provided by the high-temperature electrolysis pro-
cess. The results of the analysis predict 90.5% carbon utilization
with a syngas production efficiency of 64.4% at a gasifier tem-
perature of 1866 K for the high-moisture-content lignite coal con-
sidered.

Parametric studies show that carbon utilization increases with
increased gasifier temperature, while syngas production efficiency
decreases slightly with increased gasifier temperature. Carbon uti-
lization was also found to increase with lower moisture coals. A
maximum carbon utilization value of 98.8% was obtained for the
low moisture content bituminous coal �16.1% moisture� at a gas-
ifier temperature of 2030 K and a syngas production efficiency of
65.7%.
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Nomenclature
�syn � syngas production efficiency

ṁ � mass flow rate, kg/s
MW � molecular weight, gm/mol

Ṅ � molar flow rate, mol/s
LHV � low heating value, J/mol

Q̇th,reactor � reactor thermal power, MW
UC � carbon utilization
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Development of High-
Temperature Transport
Technologies for Liquid Cadmium
in Pyrometallurgical
Reprocessing
Pyrometallurgical reprocessing is one of the most promising technologies for the ad-
vanced fuel cycle with favorable economic potential and intrinsic proliferation-
resistance. The feasibility of pyrometallurgical reprocessing has been studied through
many laboratory-scale experiments. Hence the development of the engineering technol-
ogy necessary for pyrometallurgical reprocessing is a key issue for its industrialization.
The development of high-temperature transport technologies for molten salt and liquid
cadmium is crucial for pyrometallurgical processing; however, there have been a few
transport studies on high-temperature fluids. In this study, a metal transport test rig was
installed in an argon glove box with the aim of developing technologies for transporting
liquid cadmium at approximately 773 K. The transport of liquid Cd using gravity was
controlled by adjusting the valve. The liquid Cd was transported by a suction pump
against a 0.93 m head and the transport amount of Cd was well controlled with the Cd
amount and the position of the suction tube. The transportation of liquid cadmium at
approximately 700 K could be controlled at a rate of 0.5–2.5 dm3 /min against a 1.6 m
head using a centrifugal pump. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3079608�

1 Introduction
Dry �i.e., nonaqueous� processing technologies are currently be-

ing focused on in many countries for removing actinides from the
fuel cycle because of their favorable economic potential �1� and
intrinsic proliferation-resistance due to the inherent difficulty of
using these technologies to extract weapons-usable plutonium �2�.
Pyrometallurgical reprocessing is one of the most attractive dry
processing technologies because Pu is not separated from the
other actinides at any step of the process �3,4�. This property
enables us to enhance the intrinsic proliferation-resistance and to
recover long-lived transuranium elements for transmutation in fast
reactors without further treatment. CRIEPI has been studying
these processes since 1985 and has carried out joint studies with
groups including ANL, JRC-ITU, and JAEA. The feasibility of
pyrometallurgical reprocessing has been demonstrated through
many laboratory-scale experiments �5–7�.

The development of the engineering technology required for
pyrometallurgical reprocessing is a key issue for its industrial re-
alization. The development of high-temperature transport tech-
nologies for molten salt and liquid cadmium �Cd� is a crucial
prerequisite; however, there have been a few transport studies on
high-temperature fluids �8–12�.

In this study, the transport characteristic of liquid cadmium was
determined using experimental setups that consisted of pumps,
inclined transportation pipes, and tanks.

2 Transport Technologies of High Temperature Fluids
for Pyrometallurgical Reprocessing

Pyrometallurgical reprocessing mainly involves electrorefining,
cathode processing, and injection casting, and a salt treatment

system �waste management�, as shown in Fig. 1. The electrorefin-
ing is carried out to dissolve spent fuel and to recover the ac-
tinides on the cathodes. Uranium metal and uranium-plutonium-
cadmium alloy are deposited on the cathodes. These deposits are
entrained with salt and cadmium, respectively. The cathode pro-
cessing separates the salt or Cd from the deposits by distillation.
The injection casting produces the metallic fuel by casting a
uranium-plutonium-zirconium alloy. The salt treatment system
separates the fission products �FPs� from the molten salt in the
electrorefiner for recycle use. The removed FPs are occluded in
zeolite and are solidified with glass matrix.

In the pyrometallurgical reprocessing, the transport technolo-
gies of high-temperature fluids are required for the electrorefiner
and the salt treatment system �the reductive extraction and the
zeolite column�. As for the molten salt transport, the molten salt
with FPs is transported from the electrorefiner to the zeolite col-
umn through the reductive extraction. The treated salt is trans-
ported back from the zeolite column to the electrorefiner through
back extraction. As for the liquid Cd transport, the liquid Cd-
actinide alloy in the Cd cathode is transported to the distillation
crucible of the cathode processor while pure Cd, obtained by the
distillation of Cd-actinide alloy, is transported back to the cathode
crucible �13�.

As for the molten salt transport, the flow rate and the head
among the processes were evaluated based on the design of the
feasibility study on commercialized fast reactor cycle system �14�.
67 dm3 of molten salt needs to be transported from the electrore-
finer to the reductive extraction every 6 days. If the molten salt
could be transported to the reductive extraction within 1 h, the
flow rate would be approximately 1 dm3 /min against a 2 m head.
In the reductive extraction, if the molten salt could be treated
within 1 day, the flow rate would be from 30 cm3 /min to
45 cm3 /min against a 1 m head. In the zeolite column, if 56 dm3

of the treated salt in the reductive extraction could be treated
within 1 day, the flow rate would be approximately 40 cm3 /min.
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3 m of the maximum head is required because the column length
is 0.61 m and the depth of the electrorefiner is 1 m �14�.

As for the liquid Cd transport, the flow rate and the head were
evaluated between the electrorefiner and the cathode processor
based on the design of the feasibility study �14�. The Cd cathode
recovers 5.6 kg of actinide everyday. The concentration of ac-
tinides must be less than the saturation limit in order to transport
the Cd-actinide alloy in the liquid phase. The amount of Cd re-
quired would be 35 dm3 since the actinide has a concentration of
2 wt % in Cd. If this alloy should be transported to the cathode
process within 1 h, the flow rate and the maximum head of the
pump are evaluated at approximately 0.6 dm3 /min and 3 m, re-
spectively.

Consequently, in the pyrometallurgical reprocessing, the re-
quired transport capacities for both molten salt and liquid Cd are
evaluated to be �1 dm3 /min against a 3 m head.

The transport technologies for high-temperature fluids were
compared in Table 1. In addition to these pumps, the gravitational
transport was considered as basic methods for transports.

The suction pump and the electromagnetic pump were favor-
able because they have no moving parts to be the maintenance.
However, the capacity of the electromagnetic pump was too big to

apply for pyrometallurgical reprocessing. The suction pump was
employed to be applicable; however, there are no experiment.

As for the machinery pumps, the centrifugal pump and the re-
ciprocating pump were applied for molten salt �8,12�. However,
long-term integrity of checking the valve against high-temperature
liquid is a concern for the reciprocating pump, and the centrifugal
pump is considered as a favorable method of machinery pump.

Consequently, the transport of the molten salt and the liquid Cd
were tested for gravity, suction pump, and centrifugal pump. The
results for molten salt have been reported elsewhere �16�. Here the
results for liquid Cd will be reported.

3 Experiments on Liquid Cadmium Transport Using
Gravity

3.1 Experimental. Reagents. Cadmium with purity greater
than 99.99% was purchased from Nippon Mining & Metal Co.
�Tokyo, Japan�.

Experimental apparatus. The gravitation transportation experi-
ments for liquid cadmium were carried out with the apparatus
shown in Fig. 2. It should be noted that the figure ignored heaters
and these insulators around the tanks, the valve, and the tubes.

The apparatus was installed in a large argon glove box �W: 7 m,
D: 2 m, and H: 2.5–3 m�. The liquid Cd was transported from the
supply tank to the recovery tank. The supply tank had a 208 mm
inner diameter and is 252 mm high. The recovery tank had a 300
mm inner diameter and is 280 mm high. The center of the bottom
of the supply tank was connected to the transportation tube, which
had a 10.1 mm inner diameter. The transportation tube had a down
ward slope of 2 deg. A supply valve �Swagelok SS-8-UW� was
installed to control the flow. The height from the bottom of the
supply tank to the outlet was 280 mm and the length of the tube
was 2.2 m. The supply tank, the recovery tank, and the transpor-
tation tube were maintained at approximately 773 K. The tem-
perature of the liquid Cd was measured in the supply tank. The
level of liquid Cd in the recovery tank was measured using poten-
tiometer. The flow rate in the tube was measured by the change in
the liquid level.

Experimental procedure. 3.9–6.2 dm3 of liquid Cd was loaded
in the supply tank. The supply tank, the recovery tank, and the
transportation tube were heated at approximately 773 K. The liq-
uid Cd in the supply tank was maintained at the desired tempera-
ture, and then the supply valve was opened by the desired number
of turns. The flow rate was measured using a level meter. Table 2
shows the condition of the gravitation transportation experiment.

3.2 Results and Discussion. Controllability of the flow rate
by adjusting the valve opening. Figure 3 shows the average flow
rate of liquid Cd by the gravity. The average flow rate of liquid Cd
was controlled between 0.8 dm3 /min and 2.6 dm3 /min by ad-
justing the valve opening.

The flow rate could be evaluated using Eq. �1� and the flow
coefficient �CV� �15�.

Fig. 1 Flow diagram of pyrometallurgical reprocessing

Table 1 Comparison of the pump-based transport methods for
high-temperature fluids

Type Fluid Flow rate head

Nonmachinery
pump

Suction pump
Cd

-
�1.3 m a

Salt
-

�6.5 m a

Electromagnetic
pump

LMb �227 m3 /min
1.7 MPa �15�

Salt

Machinery
pump

Centrifugal pump
Cd

-
-

Salt 4–5.5 dm3 /min
1.5 m �8�

Reciprocating
pump

Cd
-
-

Salt 14–2 dm3 /min
0.02–0.07 MPa �12�

aThe theoretical maximum head was calculated from the vacuum pressure and den-
sity.
bLM denotes liquid metal.

Fig. 2 Apparatus used in gravitation transport experiments
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Q =
CV

1.17
�P

�
�1�

where Q represents the flow rate �m3 /h�, CV is the flow coeffi-
cient, � is the relative density of the fluid, and P is the differential
pressure of the valve �kg /cm2�.

The differential pressure of the valve was 0.12 kg /cm2 and CV
was obtained from the data of Swagelok valve in the catalog �17�.
The calculated flow rate is shown by the broken line in Fig. 2 and
is in good agreement with the experiment data. This suggests that
the flow rate can be well controlled by adjusting the valve
opening.

The flow was considered to be turbulent because the Reynolds
number became between 7800 and 25,000.

Liquid Cd temperature dependence of the flow rate. The rela-
tionship between the average flow rate and liquid Cd temperature
is shown in Fig. 4. At an opening of 2 turns, the average flow rate
was approximately 2.4 dm3 /min and did not change with the de-
crease in temperature from 756 K to 698 K. This suggests that the
liquid Cd temperature has a small effect on the flow rate at an
operating temperature of 698–756 K by gravitation transport.

4 Experiments on Liquid Cadmium Transport Using
Suction Pump

4.1 Experimental. Reagents. Cadmium with purity greater
than 99.99% was purchased from Nippon Mining & Metal Co.

Experimental apparatus. The transportation experiment for liq-
uid Cd employed the apparatus shown in Fig. 5. It should be noted
that the figure ignored heaters and these insulators around the
tanks, the valve, and the tubes. The apparatus was installed in a
large argon glove box. The apparatus consisted of an outer con-
tainer, a lifter, a crucible, a division, a vacuum tank, a filter tank,
a suction tube, a supply valve, a connecting valve, a vacuum
valve, and an argon valve. The vacuum tank had a 220 mm inner
diameter and is 295 mm high. The crucible had a 270 mm inner
diameter and is 160 mm deep. The suction tube of 10.1 mm inner
diameter was immersed in liquid Cd in the crucible. The crucible
went up and down to move the position of the suction tube by the
lifter. The outer container, the vacuum tank, and the suction tube
were maintained at the temperature between 673 K and 773 K by
a heater, and the filter tank was not heated. The liquid Cd was
pumped up from the crucible to the vacuum tank. The temperature
of the liquid Cd was measured in the crucible. The level of the
liquid Cd in the crucible was measured using level meter. The
height from the inlet of the suction tube to the outlet in the
vacuum tank was 930 mm.

Experimental procedure. 1.9–7 dm3 of liquid Cd was loaded in
the crucible. The outer container, the vacuum, and the suction tube
were heated at the desired temperature. The crucible was moved
to the desired position of the suction tube. The supply valve and
the argon valve were closed, and the vacuum valve was opened.
After the filter tank was evacuated, the connecting valve was
opened for evacuating the vacuum. The vacuum tank was main-
tained at less than 1 kPa. Then the supply valve was opened by 2.5
turns �fully open� quickly to transport the liquid Cd to the vacuum
tank. The flow rate and transport amount were calculated from the
change in the liquid Cd level in the crucible. Table 3 shows the
condition of the suction transportation experiment.

The evacuated time means the time required for evacuating the

Table 2 Condition of the gravitation transportation
experiments

Run
Volume
�dm3�

Cd
�K�

Valve opening
�turns� Repeat

G-1 4.5–6.2 740–763 0.5 2
G-2 5.8 751 1.5 1
G-3 4.2–5.6 698–756 2 11
G-4 3.9–5.8 750–760 2.5 3

Fig. 3 Relationship between the average flow rate and the
valve opening by the gravity

Fig. 4 Relationship between the average flow rate and the liq-
uid Cd temperature with valve opening of 2 turns
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vacuum tank. In runs V-3–V-6, the flow rate and the transport
amount of the liquid Cd were measured at various distances be-
tween the inlet of the suction tube and the bottom of the crucible.

4.2 Results and Discussion. Theoretical pump head of suc-
tion pump. The theoretical pump head was evaluated by using Eq.
�2�. The physical properties of the liquid Cd were compared with
those of molten LiCl–KCl eutectic salt in Table 4. The density of
liquid Cd is much greater than that of molten salt though they had
similar viscosities. The boiling point of liquid Cd is lower than
that of LiCl or KCl.

Hth =
10.2

�
· �101 − �P · VV + 101 · VT

VV + VT
+ PCd�� �2�

where Hth is the theoretical pump head �cm�, � is the density of
Cd �g /cm3�, P represents the pressure in vacuum tank �kPa�, VV is
the volume of the vacuum tank �10.7 dm3�, VT is the volume of
the suction tube �0.10 dm3�, and PCd is the vapor pressure of Cd
�kPa�.

Figure 6 shows the relationship between pressure in the vacuum

Table 3 Condition of the suction transportation experiment „position refers to the distance
between the inlet of the tube and the bottom of the crucible…

Run
Volume
�dm3�

Cd
�K�

Vacuum tank
�K�

Position
�mm�

Evacuated time
�min� Repeat

V-1 3.3–6.6 718–739 673–773 23 18–98 7
V-2 2.5–7.0 719–739 723–773 33 12–88 9
V-3 1.9–6.7 693–723 723–773 8 65–93 4
V-4 3.3–7.0 718–740 673–723 23 47–170 5
V-5 2.5–7.0 719–741 673–723 33 46–299 10
V-6 2.7–7.0 724–741 673–723 43 45–84 6

Fig. 5 Apparatus used in suction transport experiments

Table 4 Physical properties of the liquid Cd and molten salt

Cd �18� LiCl–KCl

Melting point �K� 594 625 �19�

Boiling point �K� 1040
1655 �LiCl� �19�
1710 �KCl� �19�

Temperature �K� 773
Density �g /cm3� 7.8 1.6 �20�
Viscosity �MPa s� 1.6 2.2 �20�

Fig. 6 Relationship between the pressure in vacuum tank and
the theoretical pump head in the liquid Cd temperature from
773 K to 973 K
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tank and theoretical pump head. At 773 K of liquid Cd, the pres-
sure in the vacuum tank should be less than 25 kPa for obtaining
the necessary head, which was the height from the inlet of the
suction tube to the outlet in the vacuum tank.

Evacuated time in the vacuum tank. The relationship between
the evacuated time in the vacuum tank and the remained level of
the liquid Cd in the crucible were measured in runs V-1 and V-2,
as shown in Fig. 7. When the evacuated time was more than 45
min, the remained level became a constant level at the positions of
23 mm or 33 mm. This suggests that more than 45 min of evacu-
ated time is required for transporting the liquid Cd by the suction
pump. As the suction pump has enough capacity to evacuate the
vacuum tank in less than 10 min, the additional time can be at-
tributed to the vaporization of residual Cd in the vacuum tank, the
valve, and the tube, and to the pressure loss in the valve and the
tube.

Transport amount of Cd and the position of the suction tube.
Figure 8 shows the relationship between the amount of Cd in the
crucible and the transport amount of Cd.

The transport amount of Cd was increased with the increase in
Cd amounts in the crucible. The slope of these relations had 0.55
at all positions of the suction tube �8–43 mm�. The transport
amount of Cd was controlled with the amount of Cd and the
position of the suction tube.

Consequently, the suction pump had a good reproducibility and
controllability in the liquid Cd transport.

Flow rate of the suction pump. The relationship between the
amount of Cd in the crucible and the flow rate is shown in Fig. 9.
The flow rate was scattered from 0.8 dm3 /min to 3.5 dm3 /min,
though the supply valve was opened as quickly as possible to
minimize the pressure loss of the valve. Consequently, it is diffi-
cult to control the flow rate by adjusting the valve.

5 Experiments on Liquid Cadmium Transport Using
Centrifugal Pump

5.1 Experimental. Reagents. Cadmium with purity greater
than 99.99% was purchased from Nippon Mining & Metal Co.

Experimental apparatus. The transportation experiments for
liquid cadmium employed the apparatus shown in Fig. 10. It
should be noted that the figure ignored heaters and these insulators

Fig. 7 Relationship between the evacuated time in vacuum
tank and the remained level of Cd in the crucible after the trans-
port of Cd at 730 K

Fig. 8 Relationship between the amount of Cd in the crucible
and the transport amount of Cd at 730 K

Fig. 9 Relationship between the amount of Cd in the crucible
and the flow rate at 730 K
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around the tanks, the valves, and the tubes. The apparatus was
installed in a large argon glove box. The apparatus has two com-
bined functions: the distillation of Cd and the transportation of
liquid Cd. The liquid Cd was transported to the condenser or the
graphite crucible from the buffer tank. The buffer tank had a 250
mm inner diameter and was 150 mm high. The condenser had a
208 mm inner diameter and was 252 mm high. The graphite cru-
cible had a 130 mm inner diameter and was 250 mm high. The
centrifugal pump �MAE-V� was manufactured by Sanwa Hydro-
tech Co. �Osaka, Japan�. The impeller had a 50 mm diameter and
the rotation speed could be varied between 2100 rpm and 3000
rpm. The transportation tube and drain tube had a 10.1 mm inner
diameter and the head was 1.63 m. The buffer tank, condenser,
distillation column, and all tubes were maintained at a temperature
between 673 K and 923 K by a heater. The temperature of the
liquid Cd was measured in the buffer tank. The liquid levels in the
buffer tank and the condenser were measured using potentiom-
eters. The flow rate in the tube was measured by the change in the
liquid level. Also, during the transport of Cd to the graphite cru-
cible, the flow rate was measured by weighing the crucible using
a load cell.

Experimental procedure. 30–60 kg of Cd was loaded into the
buffer tank. The buffer tank was heated at 723 K to melt the Cd.
The recovery tube, transportation tube, and distillation column
were heated at approximately 773 K. The liquid Cd in the buffer
tank was maintained at the desired temperature, and then the cen-
trifugal pump was activated after setting the rotation speed. Dur-

ing the transport to the condenser, the bypass valve was opened by
the desired number of turns. The flow rate was measured using a
level meter. During the transportation to the graphite crucible, the
supply valve was opened by a quarter turn and the flow rate was
calculated from the weight of the crucible. After transport, the Cd
in the condenser was returned to the buffer tank. Table 5 shows
the conditions of the Cd transportation experiment. In runs P-1–
P-6, the flow rates were measured at a pump rotation speed of
3000 rpm with the valve opened by different numbers of turns. In
runs P-7–P-16, the flow rates were measured at various rotation
speeds. In run P-17, the liquid Cd was transported to the crucible
in the distillation column.

5.2 Results and Discussion. Controllability of the flow rate
by adjusting the valve opening. At the constant head of 1.63 m,
the flow rate was controlled by turning the valve. Figure 11 shows
the average flow rate of liquid Cd against the valve opening at the
rotation speed of 3000 rpm.

The average flow rate of liquid Cd was controlled between
0.5 dm3 /min and 2.5 dm3 /min by adjusting the valve. The flow
rate was evaluated using Eq. �1� and the flow coefficient �CV�. The
differential pressure of the valve was 0.16 kg /cm2 and CV was
obtained from the data of the Swagelok valve in the catalog �17�.
The calculated flow rate is shown by the broken line in Fig. 11
and is in good agreement with the experiment data. This suggests
that the flow rate can be well controlled by adjusting the valve
opening.

The flow was considered to be turbulent because the Reynolds
number was between 3700 and 24,000. Consequently, the flow of
liquid Cd became turbulent in spite of its low velocity. The trans-
portation of a high-density fluid tends to impose a strong shock on
the graphite crucible. However, in run P-17, the valve was opened
by a quarter turn, and the liquid Cd was transported to the graphite
crucible at a rate of 1.3 dm3 /min without breaking the crucible.

Controllability of the flow rate by the rotation speed. The rela-
tionship between the average flow rate and the rotation speed is
shown in Fig. 12. When the valve was opened by more than 1.5
turns, the flow rate could be controlled between 1.0 dm3 /min and
2.5 dm3 /min by changing the rotation speed. When the valve was
opened by 1 turn, the flow rate was between 0.3 dm3 /min and
1.5 dm3 /min depending on the rotation speed. Also, the liquid Cd
was not able to flow at a valve opening of less than 1.0 turn or a
rotation speed of less than 2400 rpm because Cd has a high den-
sity. Consequently, the flow rate of liquid Cd was controlled at the
rotation speed from 2400 rpm to 3000 rpm and by adjusting the
valve opening from 1 turn to 2.5 turns.

Table 5 Conditions of Cd transportation experiment

Run Destination
Volume
�dm3�

Cd
�K�

Valve opening
�turns�

Rotation speed
�rpm� Repeat

P-1 Condenser 5.7–7.5 676–719 0.25 3000 7
P-2 Condenser 5.2–7.7 678–755 0.5 3000 13
P-3 Condenser 7.1–7.4 689–732 1 3000 4
P-4 Condenser 7.0–7.4 716–735 1.5 3000 3
P-5 Condenser 7.2–7.5 700–720 2 3000 3
P-6 Condenser 7.0–7.5 690–730 2.5 3000 3
P-7 Condenser 7.4 735 0.5 2700 2
P-8 Condenser 7.1–7.4 725–737 1 2700 3
P-9 Condenser 7.1–7.3 728–737 1.5 2700 2
P-10 Condenser 7.4 718–729 2 2700 2
P-11 Condenser 7.4 712 2.5 2700 1
P-12 Condenser 7.3 726 1 2400 1
P-13 Condenser 7.1–7.2 730–733 1.5 2400 2
P-14 Condenser 7.2–7.3 727–738 2 2400 2
P-15 Condenser 7.3–7.4 722–740 2.5 2400 2
P-16 Condenser 7.3 748 2.5 2100 1
P-17 Crucible 3.8 693 0.25 3000 1

Fig. 10 Apparatus used in the liquid Cd transportation
experiment
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Liquid Cd temperature dependence of the flow rate. The rela-
tionship between the average flow rate and the liquid Cd tempera-
ture is shown in Fig. 13. At an opening of a half turn and a
rotation speed of 3000 rpm, the average flow rate was approxi-
mately 1.4 dm3 /min and did not change with the decrease in

temperature from 755 K to 683 K. This suggests that the liquid Cd
temperature has a small effect on the flow rate at operating tem-
peratures from 683 K to 755 K.

6 Conclusions
These different transport technologies—the gravity, the suction

pump, and the centrifugal pump—were applied for the liquid Cd
at approximately 773 K. The measured transport behaviors were
concluded as follows.

�1� The liquid Cd was transported by gravity at 280 mm height.
The flow rate of liquid Cd was well controlled between
0.8 dm3 /min and 2.6 dm3 /min by adjusting the valve
opening. The liquid Cd temperature had a negligible effect
on the flow rate in the operating temperature range of 698–
756 K.

�2� The liquid Cd was transported by a suction pump against a
0.93 m head. The transport amount of Cd was well con-
trolled with the Cd amount and the position of the suction
tube by the suction pump.

�3� 0.5–2.5 dm3 /min of liquid Cd by adjusting the valve
opening was transported against a 1.63 m head with the
centrifugal pump. The liquid Cd temperature had a negli-
gible effect on the flow rate in the operating temperature
range of 683–755 K.
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The Influence of the Grain
Structure Size on
Microstructurally Short Cracks
The dominant processes in the initialization and propagation of microstructurally short
cracks include microstructural features such as crystallographic orientations of grains,
grain boundaries, inclusions, voids, material phases, etc. The influence of the microstruc-
tural features is expected to vanish with distance from the crack tip. Also, the influence of
the nearby microstructural features is expected to be smaller for a long than for a small
crack. Finally, a crack of sufficient length can be modeled using classical fracture me-
chanic methods. In this paper the approach to estimate the crack length with vanishing
influence from the microstructural feature is proposed. To achieve this, a model contain-
ing a large number of randomly sized, shaped, and oriented grains is employed. The
random grain structure is modeled using a Voronoi tessellation. A series of cracks of
lengths from about 1 to 7 grain lengths is inserted into the model, extending from a grain
at the surface toward the interior of the model. The crack tip opening displacements are
estimated and statistically analyzed for a series of random crystallographic orientation
sets assigned to the grains adjacent to the crack. Anisotropic elasticity and crystal plas-
ticity constitutive models are employed at the grain size scale. It is shown that the
standard deviation of the crack tip opening displacement decreases from about 20% for
a short surface crack embedded within a single grain to about 7% for a surface crack
extending through seven grains. From the engineering point of view, a crack extending
through less than about ten grain sizes is therefore considered to strongly depend on the
neighboring microstructural features. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3079610�

Keywords: short cracks, crack tip opening displacement, polycrystalline material, crys-
tal plasticity

1 Introduction
Aging and damage in materials could play a significant role in

the long term safe operation of nuclear power plants. Vast knowl-
edge about aging and damage has accumulated over the years.
There are, however, some remaining issues calling for better ex-
planation. These include initialization and propagation of micro-
structurally short cracks, which account for a rather significant
proportion of a component’s lifetime.

The dominant processes in the initialization and propagation of
microstructurally short cracks include microstructural features
such as crystallographic orientations of grains, grain boundaries,
inclusions, voids, material phases, etc. �1–3�. It has been noted,
for example, that the crack growth rate can be decreased when the
crack approaches the grain boundary �3–5�. Also, short cracks
tend to closely follow the slip plane. The crack therefore changes
the direction when crossing the grain boundary �6�. This often
results in zigzag patterns �7�. Different crystallographic orienta-
tions of the grains may also accelerate, decelerate, or even arrest
the crack growth �8,9�. The crack tip loading in the highly variable
deformation field caused by the inhomogeneous grain structure is
therefore generally mixed-mode with strong shear component.
The size of the plastic zone around the crack tip grows compa-
rable to the crack length already at relatively small loads, there-
fore severely thwarting the applicability of linear elastic fracture
mechanics.

In this paper, the approach to estimate the crack length with
vanishing influence from the microstructural feature is proposed.

To achieve this, a model containing a large number of randomly
sized, shaped, and oriented grains is employed. The random grain
structure is modeled using a Voronoi tessellation. A series of trans-
granular cracks of lengths from about 1 to 7 grain lengths is in-
serted into the model, extending from a grain at the surface and
kinking across grain boundaries toward the interior of the model.
Anisotropic elasticity and crystal plasticity constitutive models are
employed at the grain size scale with grain boundaries modeled
simply as a discontinuity in the lattice orientation between neigh-
boring grains. Dislocations are not modeled, although it is ac-
knowledged that they are important, especially near the grain
boundaries �10,11�. The proposed approach builds on the previous
work on the modeling of short cracks by the authors �12,13�.

Crack tip opening displacement �CTOD� values are calculated
for a series of stationary cracks under monotonic uniaxial tensile
load. Different sets of random crystallographic orientations are
applied to enable statistical analysis of the variability of CTOD
values due to the surrounding crystallographic orientations.

The material properties used in this paper are typical for the
American Iron and Steel Institute �AISI� 316L austenitic stainless
steel, which is extensively used in nuclear industry �e.g., pipes�
and has also been selected for a number of components of the
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor �ITER�
�vacuum vessel and ports, blanket shield modules, thin walled
tubes for the first wall, cooling manifolds, diverter body, etc.�
�14�.

2 Model
The structural model includes a planar rectangular polycrystal-

line aggregate with 5027 randomly sized and shaped grains, out-
lined in Fig. 1. The finite elements are omitted from Fig. 1 to
minimize the clutter. The planar grain structure is approximated
using a planar Voronoi tessellation, generated using the VORTESS

Manuscript received October 1, 2008; final manuscript received October 6, 2008;
published online April 15, 2009. Review conducted by Dilip R. Ballal. Paper pre-
sented at the 16th International Conference on Nuclear Engineering �ICONE16�,
Orlando, FL, May 12–15, 2008.
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code �15�. In order to facilitate the finite element meshing, a
Voronoi tessellation with reasonably small aspect ratios of cord
lengths has been selected �16�.

The applied loading and boundary conditions are illustrated in
Fig. 1. The left and right edges are monotonically loaded in mac-
roscopic uniaxial tension �with zero shear traction� up to a maxi-
mum load of 200 MPa, which is equivalent to about 80% of the
yield strength of the material �240 MPa�. This load is sufficient to
trigger significant slip systems activity in all analyzed cases. The
upper and lower edges are traction free. Prevention of rigid body
movement is also imposed.

Each grain is assumed to behave as a randomly oriented

monocrystal governed by the anisotropic elasticity and crystal
plasticity models, described in Sec. 2.1. Crystallographic orienta-
tions are defined by the following.

• Setting the angle between the crystallographic �100� direc-
tion and the macroscopic X direction of all crystals in the
model to 135 deg, as shown in Fig. 2. This results in a
planar slip system model compatible with the planar macro-
scopic model; the projections of the primary and conjugate
slip planes are depicted in Fig. 3.

• Setting random rotation of the lattice in individual grains
about the global Z-axis. The angle of this random rotation is
hereafter referred to as crystallographic orientation � �see
Fig. 3�

Fig. 1 The outline of the finite element model

Fig. 2 Relation between the slip systems of a face centered cubic crystal and the crack
for crystallographic orientation �=0 deg and crack direction �=315 deg

Fig. 3 Angles between the slip planes and the crack plane for
crystallographic orientation �=0 deg and crack direction �
=315 deg
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A set of short surface cracks of different lengths, all of them
representative of a Stage I fatigue crack, is introduced into the
model at the free surface as denoted at the middle upper part of
Fig. 1. Detailed description follows in Sec. 2.3.

2.1 Constitutive Model. The main features of the elastoplas-
tic constitutive model of monocrystal are briefly explained below.
Each crystal grain in the polycrystalline aggregate is assumed to
behave as an anisotropic continuum. Random orientations of crys-
tal lattice differ from grain to grain. Constitutive relations in linear
elasticity are given by generalized Hooke’s law, as follows:

�ij = Cijkl · �kl �1�

where �ij represents the second rank stress tensor, Cijkl represents
the fourth rank stiffness tensor, and �ij represents the second rank
strain tensor. Indices i, j, k, and l are running from 1 to 3. The
inverse of the stiffness tensor, the compliance tensor Dijkl, is de-
fined as

�ij = Dijkl · �kl �2�

Crystal plasticity used in the proposed model follows the pioneer-
ing work of Taylor �17� and Hill and Rice �18�. It is assumed that
the plastic deformation is a result of crystalline slip only. The
crystalline slip is driven by the resolved shear stress ���� �19�:

���� = mi
��� · �ij · sj

��� �3�

where �th slip system is defined by a combination of slip plane
�determined by normal mi

���� and slip direction �sj
����. The number

of slip systems and their orientations depend on the crystal lattice
�e.g., 48 in the body and 12 in the face centered cubic lattice�. The
stress rate can be defined as

�̇ij = Cijkl · ��̇kl − �̇kl
p � = Cijkl · ��̇kl − �

�

1
2 �̇����si

���mj
��� + sj

���mi
�����

�4�

where �̇ij is the stress rate tensor, �̇kl is the strain rate tensor, �̇kl
p is

the plastic strain rate tensor, and �̇��� is the slipping rate of the �th
slip system. The slipping rate �̇��� is assumed to be governed by
the resolved shear stress ���� in a viscoplastic framework �20�, as
follows:

�̇��� = ȧ���� ����

g������ ����

g�����n−1

�5�

where ȧ��� is reference strain rate, n is the strain rate sensitivity
parameter, and g��� is the current strain hardened state of the crys-
tal. In the limit as n approaches infinity this power law approaches
that of a rate-independent material. The current strain hardened
state g��� is defined by

ġ��� = �
�

h���̇��� �6�

where h�� are the slip-hardening moduli. Different proposals of
hardening moduli could be found in literature, most of them rely-
ing on empirical models. The hardening law of Peirce et al. �21� is
used in the numerical example. Self-�h��� and latent-hardening
moduli �h��� are defined as

h�� = h��� = h0 sech2� h0�

�S − �0
�, h�� = qh���, �� � �� �7�

where h0 is the initial hardening modulus; �0 is the yield stress,
which equals the initial value of the current strength g����0�; �S is
the breakthrough stress where large plastic flow initiates; � is the
cumulative slip; and q is the hardening factor.

A user subroutine �20�, which incorporates anisotropic elasticity
and crystal plasticity with finite-strain and finite-rotation formula-
tions, was used in the commercially available finite element code
ABAQUS.

2.2 Material Parameters. The following elastic constants for
the AISI 316L face centered cubic crystal are used: Ciiii
=163,680 MPa, Ciijj =110,160 MPa, and Cijij =100,960 MPa
�22�. Crystal plasticity parameters have been optimized from the
macroscopic plastic response of AISI 316L polycrystal �22�: h0
=330 MPa, �s=270 MPa, �0=90 MPa, n=55, q=1.0, and a���

=0.001. With these parameters the proposed plain strain model is
deemed sufficiently accurate to provide a correct qualitative rep-
resentation of the macroscopic response �22�. The reference cal-
culations with isotropically elastic and plastic material models
have been carried out using a Young modulus of 192 GPa, a
Poisson ratio of 0.3, a yield strength of 240 MPa, and a hardening
modulus of 1,118 MPa.

2.3 Layout of Cracks. A set of short surface cracks of differ-
ent lengths, all of them representative of a Stage I fatigue crack, is
introduced into the model �Fig. 4�. The shortest crack is com-
pletely embedded in the Grain No. 4854. The crack is placed in
the slip plane denoted as P2 in Fig. 2. Increasing the crack length
requires crossing the grain boundaries and kinking of the crack
direction, which is assumed to follow the slip plane also in the
newly damaged grain.

In the model, the crack path was assumed arbitrarily, keeping in
mind that the growing crack would finally tend toward the pure
mode I loading. The assumed path of the crack and the assumed
coincidence of the crack with slip plane P2 �Fig. 2� also required
that the orientations of the lattice in grains along the crack path
are fixed accordingly. It follows from Fig. 2 that the crack with the
direction �, measured in the counterclockwise direction, will co-
incide with the slip plane P2 in the lattice with orientation � when

� = 90 deg + 25.264 deg + � + 180 deg �8�

Table 1 lists the crystallographic orientations � and crack direc-
tions � for all grains along the assumed crack path. The orienta-
tion of all remaining grains in the model is random with uniform
distribution in the range between 0 and 2�.

The shape of the crack assessed in this paper is rather complex.
It is therefore useful to introduce a suitable effective crack shape
with the available linear elastic fracture mechanics �LEFM� solu-
tion. Two immediate purposes of the effective crack shape and
length come in mind:

• availability of reliable reference values of �CTOD�
• proportionality of the CTOD to the crack length in LEFM

Two crack shapes with available solutions �23� have been
selected—kinked and oblique cracks emanating from a surface of
a semi-infinite plate, as depicted in Fig. 5. It turns out that the
difference in stress intensity factors between kinked and oblique
cracks in similar configurations �see Fig. 5� is of the order of 1%
or less. A simpler oblique crack has been therefore selected as the
representative effective crack. The appropriate lengths of effective
cracks are listed in Table 1. It should be noted here that the physi-
cal crack length is not always a good measure of the CTOD: crack
ending in Grain No. 88 is physically longer than crack ending in
Grain No. 4956 but nevertheless results in much lower elastic
CTOD.

2.4 Crack Tip Opening Displacement. For each case the
CTODs are calculated at a distance of 2.5% of the average grain
size behind the crack tip �i.e., 0.025	52.9=1.3 
m�, as depicted
in Fig. 6. Such definition of CTOD was taken from the author’s
previous work where the effect of the grain boundary on the crack
tip was evaluated �22�. Calculating CTOD at a larger distance
behind the crack tip would diminish the observable effect of the
grain boundary and would result in the linear increase in the
CTOD with increased load, since the material far behind the crack
tip is deformed elastically. The definition of the CTOD is also
consistent with examples found in the literature �24,25�.
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3 Results
Before embarking on the discussion of the results obtained with

rather complex models containing randomly oriented crystal
grains �monocrystals�, it may be useful to give some insight in the

constitutive response of anisotropic monocrystals. Changing the
orientation of the lattice in the monocrystal with respect to the
uniaxial load directly influences the stiffness of the monocrystal
�individual grain� in the direction of the macroscopic loading

Fig. 4 Details of the crack tip meshes for different crack lengths. The num-
bers indicate the grains containing the crack. Please refer to Fig. 1 for the
global position of the crack in the model.

Table 1 Crack and crystal orientations and effective crack lengths

Grain
No.

Crystal
orientation

� �deg�

Crack
direction
� �deg�

Crack length

CTOD
calculated

Physical
�mm�

Physical
perpendicular
to load �mm�

Effective
�mm�

4854 9.375 315 0.0187 0.0132 0.0093 Yes
4236 �25.264 280 0.0578 0.0465 0.0569 No
1965 �5.264 300 0.1114 0.0951 0.0929 Yes

88 �35.264 270 0.1693 0.1490 0.1874 Yes
4956 �80.264 225 0.2398 0.2127 0.1495 Yes
4757 �45.264 260 0.2974 0.2609 0.3193 No
3091 �15.264 290 0.3671 0.3281 0.3694 Yes
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��11=240 MPa, see also Fig. 7 and Ref. �13��. The contribution
from the anisotropic elasticity �dashed line in Fig. 7� is notable,
but moderate. The largest contribution comes from the crystal
plasticity: First, the stiffness in crystal plasticity is defined by the
Schmid factors �Eq. �4�� and second by the power law dependence
of the shear rate �Eq. �5��. Due to the rather high exponent in Eq.
�5�, directions with slightly smaller Schmid factors will exhibit
significantly smaller shear rate. The combination of the two fac-
tors results in very distinct directions with stiff and soft response
of the monocrystal.

Three somewhat arbitrary levels of the stiffness in the direc-
tional response of the monocrystal are defined here for illustrative
purposes: �1� purely elastic response, �2� stiff elastic-plastic with

0��11
pl 0.1%, and �3� soft elastic-plastic response with 0.1%

��11
pl . Stiffness of the crack-containing grains with respect to the

uniaxial loading is depicted in Fig. 8. It is noted here that the
fourth and sixth grains on the crack path �grains Nos. 88 and
4757� would, without a crack, remain elastic under the applied
remote loading and consequently represent notable resistance to-
ward local deformation.

The role of grain orientations is basically twofold. Obviously,
the “softness” of the grains in the vicinity of the crack has a major
influence on the CTOD. Additionally, if clusters of “soft” grains
are present in the vicinity of the crack tip, the macroscopic bands
of localized strain could coincide with the crack tip, resulting in
large CTOD values. On the contrary, when clusters of soft grains
form far from the crack tip, the bands of localized strain could
form elsewhere, which could significantly reduce the CTOD val-
ues �12�. Such effects could become even more pronounced in
textured materials.

A set of 30 models with different random grain orientations
were generated for the five different crack lengths depicted in Fig.
4 and detailed in Table 1. For each of the crack lengths, the aver-
age and standard deviation values of CTOD were then calculated.
The 30 input values are sufficient to obtain statistically reasonably
stable estimates of averages and standard deviations. It was ex-
pected that, with increasing crack length, the CTOD would de-
pend less on the surrounding microstructural features. Conse-
quently, since the scatter of the CTOD is caused by the random
orientations of the grains in the model, the value of the CTOD
standard deviation is expected to decrease.

Figure 9 displays CTOD values as a function of effective crack
length. The effective crack length is discussed in Sec. 2.3 and has
been introduced to minimize the impact of the crack shape on the
discussion of the results. As expected, the CTOD values obtained
using isotropic linear elastic material, are nearly proportional to
the effective crack length. The small amount of nonproportionality
is believed to be caused by a rather complex crack shape, which
could not be entirely captured by the effective crack approxima-
tion.

The mean values of the CTOD obtained using crystal plasticity
and randomly oriented grains increase with the effective crack
length. The exception is the stable CTOD value between the
cracks with an effective length of 0.1495 mm �crack tip in Grain
No. 4956� and 0.1874 mm �crack tip in Grain No. 88�. Please note
here that the crack with an effective crack length of 0.15 mm is
physically longer than the crack with the effective crack length of
0.19 mm �Table 1�. In addition, the relative stiffness of the grain
containing the tip of the crack with aeff=0.19 mm is much higher
than the relative stiffness of the grain containing the tip of the
crack with aeff=0.15 mm �see Fig. 8�.

The CTOD value obtained by the isotropic plasticity model is

Fig. 5 Possible effective crack shapes and effective crack
length

Fig. 6 Definition of crack tip opening displacement CTOD

Fig. 7 Strain ε11 in a single crystal as a function of crystallo-
graphic orientation

Fig. 8 Grain stiffness for an arbitrarily selected set of crystal-
lographic orientations. Orientations of the crack-containing
grains were kept constant for all analyses reported in this
paper
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shown to represent an approximate lower limit. Both the isotropic
elastic and isotropic plastic models are shown to significantly un-
derestimate the CTOD values.

The scatter of the CTOD is indicated in Fig. 9 with error bars
denoting the range of �3 standard deviations �	99% of all ran-
dom realizations� and increases with the effective crack length.

The normalized scatter of the CTOD is depicted in Fig. 10
using the standard deviation as a measure of the scatter. A rather
sharp decrease in scatter from above 20% to about 10% is noted
for very short cracks. Further moderate decrease in scatter is seen
with increasing the effective crack length. For the longest crack
analyzed, which extends through seven grains, the standard devia-
tion of the CTOD values is 7.3%.

The decrease of scatter was less pronounced than expected.
Some possible reasons for this include the following.

• The crack was always placed in the P2 slip plane. In some
cases, placing the crack in the P4 slip plane would result in
the crack being more perpendicular to the external load,
resulting in larger CTOD due to the remote load, which
could mask some part of the scatter. This aspect was, how-
ever, not explored in this work. The emphasis was put on the
evaluation of the scatter of the CTOD due to the crystallo-
graphic orientation.

• A microcrack usually forms at surface extrusions/inclusions
or along slip bands. The formation and position of these
structures depends significantly on the crystallographic ori-
entations of the grains. For different sets of crystallographic
orientations the position of these structures differs and the
initial position of the crack should follow this. In our case
the initial position of the crack is, however, fixed.

• The crack extending through seven grains could be too short
to become independent of the surrounding microstructural
features. However, the longest crack in the model is longer

than 10% of the model height. Longer cracks would require
model with larger number of grains, which is currently be-
yond our computational capabilities.

Based on the limited experience already gained with the 3D
simulations �26�, qualitatively similar results are expected for a
3D model, with possible quantitative changes in the amount of
scatter. Additional work is currently underway to verify this.

4 Conclusions
In this paper, the approach to estimate the crack length with

vanishing influence from the microstructural feature is proposed.
This is achieved through a model containing a large number of
randomly sized, shaped, and oriented grains.

A series of transgranular cracks of lengths from 1 to 7 typical
grain lengths is inserted into the model, extending from a grain at
the surface and kinking across grain boundaries toward the inte-
rior of the model. Anisotropic elasticity and crystal plasticity con-
stitutive models are employed at the grain size scale with grain
boundaries modeled simply as discontinuity in the lattice orienta-
tion between neighboring grains. Although the loading was mono-
tonic, a number of key observations may be relevant for the fa-
tigue case.

The CTOD values obtained show rather high scatter. The iso-
tropic plasticity model is shown to represent an approximate
lower limit of those scattered values. Both the isotropic elastic and
isotropic plastic models are shown to significantly underestimate
the CTOD values.

The scatter of the CTOD is measured using the standard devia-
tion. It decreases rapidly from 20% for a crack embedded in a
single grain to about 10% for cracks spanning 2–3 grains. Slower
decrease to 7% for crack spanning seven grains is observed.

Fig. 9 Scatter of the CTOD values due to the random nature of crystallographic orien-
tations of the surrounding grains
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From the engineering point of view, cracks extending through
more than about ten grains may be analyzed with classical con-
tinuum mechanics approaches with reasonable accuracy. Shorter
cracks may however require more sophisticated multiscale ap-
proaches.

The proposed approach is deemed useful for the understanding
of the initiation and coalescence of the multiple stress corrosion
cracks. A model of such cracks is currently under development
with emphasis on the appropriate grain boundary properties,
which have been disregarded in the presented work.
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Nomenclature
Cijkl � stiffness tensor
Dijkl � compliance tensor
ȧ��� � strain rate in slip system �
ġ��� � current strain hardened state in slip system �
g��� � current strength in slip system �

h0 � initial hardening modulus
h�� � self-hardening moduli
h�� � slip-hardening moduli

mi
���

� slip plane normal
n � strain rate sensitivity parameter
q � hardening factor

sj
���

� slip direction
� � grain’s crystallographic orientation

�̇��� � slipping rate in slip system �
�ij � strain tensor
�̇kl � strain rate tensor
�̇kl

p � plastic strain rate tensor
� � crack direction

�ij � stress tensor
�̇ij � stress rate tensor
�0 � yield stress

���� � Taylor’s resolved shear stress
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Corrosion of the Materials in
Sulfuric Acid
A program for a hydrogen production by using a high temperature nuclear heat has been
launched in Korea since 2004. Iodine sulfur (IS) process is one of the promising pro-
cesses for a hydrogen production because it does not generate carbon dioxide and a
massive hydrogen production may be possible. However, the highly corrosive environ-
ment of the process is a barrier to its application in the industry. Therefore, corrosion
behaviors of various materials were evaluated in sulfuric acid to select appropriate
materials compatible with the IS process. The materials used in this work were Ni based
alloys, Fe–Si alloys, Ta, Au, Pt, Zr, SiC, and so on. The test environments were boiling
50 wt % sulfuric acid without/with HI as an impurity and 98 wt % sulfuric acid. The
surface morphologies and cross-sectional areas of the corroded materials were examined
by using the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) equipped with energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS). From the results of the weight loss and potentiodynamic experi-
ments, it was found that a Si enriched oxide is attributable to a corrosion resistance for
materials including Si in boiling 98 wt % sulfuric acid. Moreover, the passive Si en-
riched film thickness increased with the immersion time leading to an enhancement of the
corrosion resistance. Corrosion behaviors of the material tested are discussed in terms of
the chemical composition of the materials, the corrosion morphology, and the surface
layer’s composition. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3095808�

1 Introduction
Hydrogen, which can be stored and transported for a long dis-

tance with a lower loss when compared with electricity, is one of
the promising major energy sources in the future. Moreover, a
necessity for hydrogen as a clean energy source is increasing more
due to significant climate changes �1,2�.

Iodine sulfur �IS� process, which splits water thermochemically,
can produce a large amount of hydrogen without an emission of
greenhouse gases by using a high temperature nuclear energy with
a thermal efficiency above 40% �3�.

IS process, which was first proposed by General Atomics �4�
and demonstrated as a closed cycle at JAEA �5�, is composed of
the following three chemical reactions:

I2 + SO2 + 2H2O = 2HI + H2SO4 �1�

2HI = H2 + I2 �2�

H2SO4 = H2O + SO2 + 1/2O2 �3�

Here, reaction �1� is known as the Bunsen reaction, where gaseous
sulfur dioxide reacts with iodine and water producing an aqueous
solution of iodic acid and sulfuric acid. Thermal decomposition of
hydrogen iodide �2� and that of sulfuric acid �3� produces hydro-
gen and oxygen, respectively. By carrying out these three reac-
tions sequentially, as a net material balance of the process, water
can be decomposed into hydrogen and oxygen �6�.

Sulfuric acid from a Bunsen reactor is purified and concentrated
and then it is decomposed into SO3 and SO2, thus producing oxy-
gen again. Therefore, materials composing an IS process should
withstand a high temperature up to 950°C and highly concen-
trated sulfuric acid environments up to 98 wt %. Moreover, a
normal high pressure operating condition elevates the boiling tem-
perature and sulfuric acid decomposition temperature, which ac-
celerates the corrosion process of materials.

Therefore, considering that the IS process is operated under
very severe environments of iodic and sulfuric acids at a wide
temperature range from room temperature to 950°C, a material
corrosion must be an important issue for an accomplishment of a
successful IS process. Especially, a corrosion resistant material
applicable to a highly concentrated sulfuric acid environment of a
high temperature should be found.

In the present work, corrosion behaviors of some commercial
materials and fabricated materials were investigated in boiling
50 wt % sulfuric acid without/with HI as an impurity and
98 wt % sulfuric acid.

2 Experimental Details
Corrosion tests of various materials were performed in a

50 wt % boiling sulfuric acid condition at 125°C and a 98 wt %
sulfuric acid condition at 320°C. Moreover, a corrosion test for
materials showing a good corrosion resistance in a 50 wt % boil-
ing sulfuric acid condition was conducted in a 50 wt % boiling
sulfuric acid including HI of 0.5 mol, when considering HI as an
impurity.

Materials such as Alloy 690, Hastelloy C276, Hastelloy X,
Haynes 556, Ta, Zr, Au, Fe-xSi alloys�x=6%, 10%, and 13%�, and
SiC were tested. The dimension of the specimen was 20�20
�1 mm3 with a 5 mm diameter circular hole to be held over the
specimen holder.

Corrosion cell made of a Pyrex glass flask with a capacity of 1
l was used. The corrosion cell was heated on a hot plate to main-
tain a stable boiling condition. Evaporated sulfuric acid was liq-
uidified in a reflux condenser to minimize the evaporation loss.
The immersion period was defined as the time between the mo-
ment when the boiling begins and the moment when the heater is
shut off.

The weight before and after the immersion test was measured
using an electronic balance of the Metler model AT261. Speci-
mens were washed ultrasonically in acetone for 5 min before
weighing them and then dried. Corrosion rate was calculated by
dividing the weight loss by both the specimen surface area and the
immersion period. The surface morphologies of the corroded ma-
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terials were examined by using the scaning electron microscopy
�SEM� equipped with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
�EDS� �JSM6360�.

3 Results and Discussion
Table 1 shows the chemical compositions of the major alloying

elements for the various materials used for the corrosion test. Pure
Ta, Zr, Au, and Fe-xSi alloys �x=6%, 10%, and 13%� were also
tested.

Table 2 shows the corrosion rates for the various materials
tested in boiling 50 wt % boiling sulfuric acid. A surface of Alloy
690 was corroded relatively severely indicating that the relatively
high Cr content, which provides most Fe–Cr alloys and Ni based
alloys with a corrosion resistance, was not affected. It seems that
the corrosion resistance in boiling 50 wt % sulfuric acid is im-
proved by alloying some Mo rather than Cr. Ta, Zr, Au, and SiC
showed an excellent corrosion resistance in boiling 50 wt % sul-
furic acid.

Figure 1 illustrates the micrographs obtained from the SEM for

the specimens in the boiling 50 wt % sulfuric acid. For Hastelloy
C276, it seems that a general corrosion including a little grain
boundary attack occurred and a pit was observed at a triple point
where three grains were intersected. For Hastelloy X and Haynes
556, a similar appearance was observed, showing some spots like
pits. On the other hand, surface appearances of Ta, Au, and SiC
were very clean indicating a corrosion resistance in boiling
50 wt % H2SO4 at 125°C. It is notable that there was a pit on the
surface of Zr in spite of its excellent corrosion resistance.

From the Bunsen reactor, HI can be incorporated into a low
temperature sulfuric acid part as an impurity level. Therefore,
some materials were tested in boiling 50 wt % sulfuric acid with

Table 2 Corrosion rate for various materials in boiling
50 wt % sulfuric acid without/with 0.5 mol HI and in boiling
98 wt % sulfuric acid

Specimen

Corrosion rate
without HI
�50 wt %�

�mm/yr�

Corrosion rate
with HI

�50 wt %�
�mm/yr�

Corrosion rate
�98 wt %�

�mm/yr�

Alloy 690 194 N/A 4
Hastelloy C276 1.3 Dissolved 1
Hastelloy X 8 Dissolved 0.4
Haynes 556 9 N/A 7
Ta 0.003 0.01 41
Zr 0.02 0.1 Dissolved
Au 0.001 22.8 0.04
SiC 0.1 N/A 0.1

Table 1 Chemical composition for the corrosion tested
specimen

Specimen Fe Ni Cr Mo Co W

Alloy 690 7 Bal. 30 - -
Hastelloy C276 5 Bal. 15 15 - 3
Hastelloy X 18 Bal. 22 9 2 -
Haynes 556 Bal. 20 22 3 18 2

Fig. 1 Micrographs obtained from SEM for the specimens in 50 wt % sulfuric acid
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0.5 mol HI as an impurity. The test results were also shown in
Table 2. Ta and Zr still showed an excellent corrosion resistance,
while Hastelloy C276, Hastelloy X, and Au showed a poor corro-
sion resistance indicating that HI accelerated the corrosion rate of
these materials.

Figure 2 shows the micrographs obtained from the SEM for the
specimens in boiling 50 wt % sulfuric acid with 0.5 mol HI. Sur-
face appearance of Ta was very clean indicating a corrosion resis-
tance in boiling 50 wt % H2SO4+0.5 mol HI. It should be noted
for an application that a pit, which had been observed in 50 wt %
sulfuric acid without HI, was enlarged and developed in the pres-
ence of HI. There was a change in the surface appearance by a
corrosion of Au, which had shown an excellent corrosion resis-
tance of 50 wt % sulfuric acid without HI.

Corrosion rates for various materials in boiling 98 wt % sulfu-
ric acid are also presented in Table 2. When comparing the results
in boiling 50 wt % sulfuric acid, the tendency of a corrosion re-
sistance in 98 wt % sulfuric acid was different from the corrosion
tendency in 50 wt % sulfuric acid. In previous works �7,8� for the
Fe–Cr alloys, the corrosion rate was increased with a decreasing
Cr content. The high corrosion resistance of the Fe–Cr alloys in
most corrosive environments is attributed to an enrichment of the
Cr in the passive film on the Fe–Cr alloys �3�.

Commercially, pure Ni is highly resistant in many corrosive
media, especially in reducing environments like a nonaerated so-
lution of sulfuric acid, where the surface of a passive Ni oxide
film is usually stable. In many cases, the corrosion resistance of
Ni can be improved by alloying it with Cu, Cr, Mo, or W. In
Cr–Ni alloys, the tendency to form a stable Cr2O3 surface film
provides an appropriate stability for the Ni based alloys �9�. How-
ever, the Cr contents of Ni based alloys were not correlated with
the corrosion resistance in this work. It seems that a certain
amount of Mo is related to an improvement of the corrosion re-
sistance in 98 wt % sulfuric acid as well as in 50 wt % sulfuric
acid.

Au and SiC also showed an excellent corrosion resistance in
boiling 98 wt % sulfuric acid, while Ta showed a poor corrosion
resistance.

Figure 3 presents the micrographs obtained from the SEM for
the specimens in 98 wt % sulfuric acid. For Alloy 690, a severe
grain boundary attack and numerous pits within the grains were
observed, which were responsible for large corrosion rate of 4
mm/yr. For Hastelloy C276, an oxide, which was confirmed by
using EDS �not shown here�, was clearly observed, which can be
related to a passivation of Hastelloy C276 for the 98 wt % sulfu-
ric acid. For Hastelloy X, an oxide was formed on the surface
leading to an appropriate corrosion resistance. For Haynes 556, a
general corrosion occurred. For Ta, a general corrosion was ob-
served apart from an excellent corrosion resistance in 50 wt %
sulfuric acid. Oxides were observed on the surfaces of Au and
SiC, which led to an excellent corrosion resistance in the 50 wt %
and 98 wt % sulfuric acids.

Figures 4�a� and 4�b� present the corrosion rate for SiC ob-
tained as a function of the immersion test duration and that for
Fe–Si alloys as a function of the Si content in boiling 98 wt % of
sulfuric acid, respectively. It was found that the corrosion rate for
SiC was decreased up to a weight gain with the test duration, and
the corrosion rate for Fe–Si alloys was decreased with Si content
indicating that Si is very essential to a corrosion resistance in
boiling 98 wt % sulfuric acid.

Figures 5�a�–5�c� are micrographs obtained from the SEM for
the SiC in boiling 98 wt % sulfuric acid as a function of the
immersion test duration. After a 10 day immersion, silicon oxide
was observed on the SiC surface. The coverage and size of the
passive oxide on SiC were increased with the immersion time. It
seems that Si is enriched on the SiC surface with the immersion
time and silicon oxide is formed, and the coverage of the oxide
increases with the time leading to a corrosion resistance of SiC.

Figure 6 presents the potentiodynamic curves for Fe–6Si, Fe–
10Si, and Fe–13Si in 50 wt % sulfuric acid at room temperature
with a scan rate of 5 mV/s. At �0.4 V �SCE, saturated calomel
electrode�, a corrosion potential was observed, irrespective of the
Si amount, which was consistent with the equilibrium potential of
an Fe dissolution �10�. At this corrosion potential, passive SiO2
was thermodynamically stable according to the E-pH diagram. In
the active-passive transition region and the passive region, the
measured current was decreased with an increase in the Si
amount. Additionally, a passive current has been measured above
about 0.4 V �SCE�, where Fe2O3 is formed �10�.

At this corrosion potential, Fe dissolves and exposes a Si en-
riched surface. Exposed Si is oxidized to a passive SiO2, which is
thermodynamically stable at this potential. As the applied poten-
tial increases, it is expected that the surface coverage of the pas-
sive SiO2 is increased with an increase in the Si amount leading to
a decrease in the measured current in the active-passive transition
region and the passive region. For the Fe–13Si specimen, an
active-passive transition caused by an Fe2O3 formation was less
obvious, which could be due to the large coverage of SiO2 already
formed on the surface during an anodic sweep of the applied
potential.

From these results, it is plausible that the coverage of the pas-
sive SiO2 is increased with an increase in the Si amount in the
Fe-xSi during an immersion in 98 wt % boiling sulfuric acid.
Corrosion resistance of Fe–Si with the Si amount, as shown in
Fig. 4�b�, is caused by a coverage and thickness increase in the
passive SiO2 as a function of the Si amount.

In spite of the excellent corrosion resistance of SiC and Fe-xSi
�x�10� alloys, their brittle property is a drawback for an applica-
tion. Table 3 presents the corrosion rate for Fe–Si alloys after a
thermal heat treatment at 1100°C in boiling 98 wt % sulfuric
acid. Corrosion rates for Fe–10Si and Fe–13Si are much lower
than those of Fig. 4�b�, and are decreased with the immersion
time. Corrosion rate for Fe–6Si, which is more or less formable, is

Fig. 2 Micrographs obtained from SEM for the specimens in 50 wt % sulfuric acid with 0.5 mol HI
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Fig. 3 Micrographs obtained from SEM for the specimens in 98 wt % sulfuric acid

Fig. 4 „a… Corrosion rate for SiC obtained as a function of the immersion test duration and „b… that for
Fe–Si alloys obtained as a function of the Si content in boiling 98 wt % sulfuric acid
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decreased drastically with the immersion time, while the corrosion
rate for the specimen without a thermal treatment is about 20
mm/yr. Moreover, the corrosion rate is as high as 20 mm/yr after
polishing of a thermal treated specimen indicating that a surface
modification during a heat treatment greatly affects the corrosion
resistance.

Figures 7�a� and 7�b� show the micrographs obtained from the
SEM for the Fe–6Si without and with a thermal treatment in boil-
ing 98 wt % sulfuric acid, respectively. For Fe–6Si with a ther-
mal treatment, Si rich oxide is observed after the immersion test in
boiling 98 wt % sulfuric acid, while there is no oxygen on the

Fig. 5 Micrographs obtained from SEM for the SiC in boiling 98 wt % sulfuric acid after „a… 10 day immersion, „b… 30 day
immersion, and „c… 60 day immersion

Fig. 6 Potentiodynamic curves for Fe–6Si, Fe–10Si, and Fe–13Si in
50 wt % sulfuric acid at room temperature with a scan rate of 5 mV/s
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Fe–6Si surface without a thermal treatment. It is expected that the
passivity of the Si rich oxide is related to the corrosion resistance
of the Fe–6Si with a thermal treatment.

Figure 8 presents the micrograph obtained from the SEM for
the Fe–6Si with a thermal treatment after a 30 day immersion in
boiling 98 wt % sulfuric acid. A 30 �m thick passive layer,
which is well adherent to matrix alloy, is observed.

Figure 9 represents the chemical composition as a function of
the depth of a passive layer. On the outermost surface of a passive
layer, silicon and oxygen are observed, while an iron is not ob-
served. Iron is observed at an interface of a passive layer and the
matrix. It is plausible that Si, which is more oxidative than Fe, is
selectively oxidized during a heat treatment. At an early immer-
sion time in boiling 98 wt % sulfuric acid, an aqueous solution
penetrates into the matrix through silicon oxide leading to a dis-
solution of Fe, and the dissolved Fe ion is transported through the
silicon oxide film leaving a Si enriched matrix. Silicon oxide
grows through an oxidation of the Si enriched matrix to become a

steady state. Therefore, it is concluded that the silicon oxide layer
formed during a heat treatment and grown during an immersion
provides the corrosion resistance for Fe–6Si.

4 Summary
For an application of low concentration and low temperature

part, Ta, Zr, Au, and SiC showed an excellent corrosion resistance
in 50 wt % boiling sulfuric acid, which was selected as an experi-
mental condition by considering the feeding part of the sulfuric

Table 3 Corrosion rate for Fe–Si alloys after thermal heat
treatment in boiling 98 wt % sulfuric acid

mm/yr Fe–6Si Fe–10Si Fe–13Si

1 day

1.3 0.09 0.06
0.9 0.08 0.06
1.0 - 0.03

10 days

0.16 0.008 0.016
0.43 0.016 0.003
0.71 0.009 0.003

30 days

0.05 0.0005 �0.0023�weightgain�
0.04 �0.0018�weightgain� �0.0033�weightgain�
0.18 0.0015 �0.011 �weightgain�

Fig. 7 Micrographs obtained from SEM for the Fe–6Si „a… without and „b… with thermal treatment in boiling 98 wt % sulfuric
acid, respectively

Fig. 8 Micrograph obtained from SEM for the Fe-6Si with ther-
mal treatment after a 30 day immersion in boiling 98 wt % sul-
furic acid
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acid coming from the Bunsen reactor. However, the corrosion re-
sistance of Au was degraded by adding 0.5 mol HI, which can be
incorporated into the sulfuric acid as an impurity.

Au and SiC showed an excellent corrosion resistance in boiling
98 wt % sulfuric acid, which was selected as an experimental
condition by considering the concentrator and evaporator required
for a concentrated liquid sulfuric acid. Oxides were observed on
the surfaces of Au and SiC, which could lead to an excellent
corrosion resistance in the 50 wt % and 98 wt % sulfuric acids,
while Ta showed a poor corrosion resistance in boiling 98 wt %
sulfuric acid.

With regard to Fe-xSi �x=6%, 10%, and 13%�, the corrosion
rates for Fe–6Si, Fe–10Si, and Fe–13Si in 98 wt % boiling sul-
furic acid were decreased with an increase in the Si amount. It is

expected that the corrosion resistance of Fe–Si is attributed to a
passive SiO2 formation on the surface, which was explained rea-
sonably well by analyzing the results of the potentiodynamic
curves and E-pH diagram.

After an appropriate thermal treatment, the corrosion rate for
Fe–6Si was drastically decreased and its corrosion rate was de-
creased with the immersion time. It seems that a surface modifi-
cation during a thermal treatment provides passivity against cor-
rosion.
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Deposition of TRISO Particles
With Superhard SiC Coatings and
the Characterization of Anisotropy
by Raman Spectroscopy
In this work we have deposited silicon carbide (SiC) at 1300°C with the addition of small
amounts of propylene. The use of propylene and high concentrations of methyltrichlo-
rosilane �9 vol %� allowed the deposition of superhard SiC coatings (42 GPa). The
superhard SiC could result from the presence of a SiC–C solid solution, undetectable by
X-ray diffraction but visible by Raman spectroscopy. Another sample obtained by the use
of 50 vol % Argon, also showed the formation of SiC with good properties. The use of a
flat substrate together with the particles showed the importance of carrying out the
analysis on actual particles rather than in flat substrates. We show that it is possible to
characterize the anisotropy of pyrolytic carbon by Raman spectroscopy.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3095804�

1 Introduction
The ever increasing worries produced by climate change, po-

litical instabilities in important oil producing countries, and the
continuous increase in oil prices have sparked a long awaited
interest in nuclear energy. This interest in nuclear technology has
brought back the development of the high temperature reactor
�HTR�. The HTR is considered one of the most promising candi-
dates for the production of nuclear energy due to a series of fea-
tures, which include the enclosure of its fuel kernel with several
layers of ceramics �1�. This type of fuel, known as tristructural
isotropic �TRISO� coated fuel particle, is made of three layers of
pyrolytic carbon �PyC�—buffer, inner pyrolytic carbon, and outer
pyrolytic carbon—and one of silicon carbide.

The development of the HTR technology started with the cre-
ation of the Dragon project in the UK in 1959 �criticality achieved
in August 1963� �2�. Their results provided an invaluable amount
of data and experience that helped in the future development of
HTRs in other countries. Among other achievements, their experi-
mental work on the deposition of pyrolytic carbon and silicon
carbide helped to establish the basis for the creation of the bistruc-
tural isotropic �BISO� and TRISO fuel particles �3–6�.

Despite the considerable achievements made in the past, current
improvements in the understanding of the deposition of PyC and
SiC, together with the availability of new and better characteriza-
tion techniques, could lead to the production of SiC and PyC
coatings with tailored characteristics thus ensuring maximum per-
formance �7�.

In this paper we show some of the work currently done in the
development of TRISO fuel particles, especially on the deposition
of SiC coatings and the characterization of anisotropy of PyC by
Raman spectroscopy.

2 Experimental

2.1 Sample Preparation. PyC and SiC were deposited in a
fluidized bed chemical vapor deposition �CVD� coater as de-
scribed in Ref. �8�. A 30 g load of Al2O3 particles 500 �m in

diameter was initially fluidized by argon in spouted mode at at-
mospheric pressure. SiC was deposited on top of a high density
PyC coating produced at 1250°C with 25 vol % acetylene/
propylene. SiC was deposited at 1400°C with 1.3 vol % methyl-
trichlorosilane �MTS� and 50 vol % argon, and at 1300°C with
9 vol % MTS and 0.5 vol % propylene in a pure hydrogen envi-
ronment. Pieces of graphite 4�5�4 mm �length, width, and
height� were also introduced in some experiments. A more de-
tailed description of the deposition of PyC can be found elsewhere
�8�.

2.2 Sample Characterization. Samples were mounted in a
copper-loaded resin and ground with successive grades of SiC
paper to the cross section of the sample and were polished up to
1
4 �m diamond paste and silica solution. For the sample produced
at 1300°C it was not possible to use SiC paper due to the high
hardness of the SiC layer; instead diamond disks were used to
grind the samples. Coatings were characterized using Raman
spectroscopy �Renishaw 1000 Raman system with a 514 nm Ar-
ion laser source�. Raman analysis was performed by single spot
measurements, using a 50� objective lens.

Measurements were generally performed every 5 �m. PyC
samples were ground in a mortar and pestle. Texture was quanti-
fied by measuring the orientation angle �OA� obtained from azi-
muthal intensity scans of selected area electron diffraction
�SAED� patterns using a similar method to that of Refs. �9,10�.
SAED were recorded in the transmission electron microscope
�TEM, FEI Tecnai G2 F30� operating at 300 kV using a Gatan
digital camera. For the measurement of the orientation angle, the
smallest selected area aperture �SA1 diameter 200 nm� was em-
ployed. Other microstructural features were observed by analyz-
ing fractured particles with scanning electron microscopy �Philips
XL30 FEG-SEM�. X-ray microtomography was carried out using
a X-Tek HMX-225 instrument and a charge coupled device
�CCD� camera equipped with a beryllium detector. Young’s modu-
lus and the hardness of each layer were obtained by nanoindenta-
tion �Nanoindenter XP, MTS systems� using continuous stiffness
measurement �CSM� and a Berkovich indenter. A maximum pen-
etration depth of 500 nm was established and indentations within
each array were typically 10 �m apart from each other on pol-
ished cross sections.
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Superhard SiC Coating. The good quality of the SiC
coating produced by the addition of 0.5 vol % propylene was
evident even during sample preparation, since SiC paper was in-
capable of grinding the sample due to its high hardness. Young’s
modulus and the hardness of this sample are shown in Table 1.
The hardness of 42 GPa is higher than the hardness obtained by
nanoindentation on standard SiC of around 30 GPa. The value of
hardness obtained is similar to other superhard SiC previously
reported to be around 41 GPa �11�.

High concentrations of MTS, which could result in coating
rates above the usual 0.2 �m /min �12�, are desirable since they
could considerably reduce coating times. Figure 1 shows that de-
spite the SiC coating having a coating rate of 1.2 �m /min, it was
capable of penetrating the IPyC and forming the rough interface
necessary for a good bonding between layers. This rough interface
was also clearly identified by the use of X-ray microtomography.
Figure 2 shows the isosurface �3D contour or surface within a
volumetric data� of the SiC coating, in which the internal section
�Inner SiC�, corresponding to the IPyC/SiC interface, was consid-
erably rough compared with the outer shell �SiC/OPyC interface�.
which was relatively flat. No internal defects �soot inclusions or
fractures� were identified with X-ray microtomography on differ-

ent particles, suggesting that the coatings were of good quality.
Although not explored here, the use of tomography images could
be used not only for the identification of defects, coating thick-
ness, density, and sphericity, but also this type of images could be
useful for the modeling of the TRISO particles since it would
include features such as roughness and roundness, which are gen-
erally omitted.

Phase composition was carried out by X-ray diffraction �XRD�
and Raman spectroscopy �Fig. 3�. As it has been previously re-
ported �7�, Raman spectroscopy was capable of detecting small
amounts of carbon excesses across the coating, while XRD only
showed the formation of stoichiometric �-SiC �spectra not
shown�. The signals between 1200 cm−1 and 1700 cm−1, corre-
sponding to excess carbon, might suggest the presence of dia-
mondlike carbon, which could be partially responsible for the high
hardness and Young’s modulus shown in Table 1 �11�.

3.2 Deposition of SiC Coatings With the Addition of Argon
and on Flat Substrates. Another way to control the microstruc-
ture is by the use of argon in addition to hydrogen during the
deposition of SiC �13�. Furthermore, in order to facilitate the char-
acterization of the coatings, small flat pieces of graphite were also
added in addition to the alumina particles into the CVD machine,
similar to other experiments performed in the past �13� �Fig. 4�.

Figure 5 shows that the addition of 50% Ar was effective in the
formation of stoichiometric SiC coatings on the particles. How-
ever, there is a clear difference between the coatings produced on
the particles and the flat substrate. Figure 5 shows that contrary to
the coatings on the particles, the SiC produced on the flat substrate
contained considerably high concentrations of excess silicon in

Table 1 Young’s modulus and hardness of SiC coatings mea-
sured by nanoindentation

Sample
Young’s modulus

�GPa�
Hardness

�GPa�

SiC/propylene 448 42
SiC/argon 415 39
SiC/argon/flat 173 23

Fig. 1 SEM image of SiC produced at 1300°C and 9 vol %
MTS and 0.5 vol % propylene

Fig. 2 3D image obtained by X-ray microtomography showing
the isosurface of the IPyC/SiC interface and the SiC/OPyC in-
terface. PyC coatings are not shown.

Fig. 3 Phase composition obtained by Raman spectroscopy
of the SiC coating deposited at 1300°C

Fig. 4 Flat substrate and coated particles obtained during the
deposition of SiC at 1400°C
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amorphous and crystalline phases.
The mechanical properties between these two samples were

considerably different �Table 1�. The coated particles gave a
Young’s modulus and hardness of 415 GPa and 39 GPa, whereas
the flat substrate gave 173 GPa and 23 GPa, respectively. The
considerably low values of hardness and Young’s modulus were
due to the excess Si �14�.

The deposition of excess Si results from the differences in flu-
idization and the temperature gradient within the CVD coater. Due
to differences in weight and shape, flat substrates do not fluidize
as efficiently as particles do. This results in the flat substrate mov-
ing slowly and spending longer times at lower sections of the
crucible, where the temperature can be 200°C lower than that at
the hot zone. This deposition at lower temperatures �i.e., 1200°C�
produces the deposition of excess Si due to the low sticking co-
efficient of carbon intermediate molecules �7�.

3.3 Anisotropy Measured by Raman Spectroscopy. The an-
isotropy of PyC is one of the most important properties of this
material since it determines the probability of failure under irra-
diation. The current nomenclature for PyC divides this material
into four categories depending on its texture or anisotropy: high
texture �HT�, medium texture �MT�, low texture �LT�, and isotro-
pic �ISO� �15�. Texture was obtained by measuring the orientation
angle from SAED patterns �Fig. 6�. Using bespoke software, the
digital images were converted into plots of intensity versus angle
by considering the intensity within a ring enclosing the 002 dif-
fracted arcs �Fig. 6�. Following baseline correction, the two peaks

obtained were fitted to Gaussian curves of which the full width at
half maximum �FWHM� was determined. The orientation angle of
each pattern was taken as an average for the two peaks, and the
OA for each sample was obtained from an average of 10–25 ran-
dom diffraction patterns from across the specimen.

We have produced and analyzed a wide range of structures
from high to low texture carbons produced by fluidized bed CVD
�8,10�. Figure 7 shows that the intensities of the Raman signal
changed with deposition temperature and the level of tortuosity of
PyC �10�. In order to establish a fast and easy way to characterize
not only the microstructure but also the anisotropy of PyC, we
combined the measurements of texture by transmission electron
microscopy and the changes observed by Raman spectroscopy.
Figure 8 shows that Raman spectroscopy can provide the texture
of PyC for medium and low textured carbons. Further details on
the application of this technique for the characterization of PyC
can be found elsewhere �10,16�.

4 Conclusions
The microstructure and mechanical properties of the SiC coat-

ings can be controlled by the use of propylene and/or argon. Su-
perhard SiC coatings were obtained in coatings with small
amounts of excess carbon as detected by Raman spectroscopy.
The use of X-ray microtomography for the characterization of SiC
was also shown. It has also been observed that the deposition of
SiC flat pieces of graphite is not suitable since the coating pro-
duced was considerably different to that obtained in actual par-
ticles. The use of flat substrates could lead to erroneous interpre-
tations in the performance of coated particles, since the SiC
studied in the flat substrate would be different from that actually
used in coated fuel, thus giving the wrong impression that certain

Fig. 5 Differences in stoichiometry between SiC coatings pro-
duced on alumina particles and flat substrates

Fig. 6 Measurements of OA from FWHM of azimuthal intensity
scan of selected area electron diffraction pattern

Fig. 7 Changes in the Raman spectra of PyC depending on the
deposition conditions

Fig. 8 Texture obtained by TEM and its correlation to Raman
signals
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microstructures or compositions have better or worst properties.
Furthermore, we have established a way to measure the anisotropy
of PyC by Raman spectroscopy.
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Supplementary Backward
Equations v„p ,T… for the Critical
and Supercritical Regions
„Region 3… of the IAPWS
Industrial Formulation 1997 for
the Thermodynamic Properties of
Water and Steam1

When steam power cycles are modeled, thermodynamic properties as functions of pres-
sure and temperature are required in the critical and supercritical regions (region 3 of
IAPWS-IF97). With IAPWS-IF97, such calculations require cumbersome iterative calcu-
lations, because temperature and volume are the independent variables in the formula-
tion for this region. In order to reduce the computing time, the International Association
for the Properties of Water and Steam (IAPWS) adopted a set of backward equations for
volume as a function of pressure and temperature in region 3. The necessary numerical
consistency is achieved by dividing the region into 20 subregions, plus auxiliary subre-
gions near the critical point in which the consistency requirements are relaxed due to the
singular behavior at the critical point. In this work, we provide complete documentation
of these equations, along with a discussion of their numerical consistency and the savings
in computer time. The numerical consistency of these equations should be sufficient for
most applications in heat-cycle, boiler, and steam-turbine calculations; if even higher
consistency is required, the equations may be used to generate guesses for iterative
procedures. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3028630�

1 Introduction

The International Association for the Properties of Water and
Steam �IAPWS� adopted the IAPWS Industrial Formulation 1997
for the Thermodynamic Properties of Water and Steam �IAPWS-
IF97� �1–3� as the standard for calculation of thermodynamic

properties of water and steam in the power industry in 1997 and
extended it in 2007. It contains basic equations, saturation equa-
tions, and equations for the commonly used “backward” functions
T�p ,h� and T�p ,s� valid in the liquid region 1 and the vapor
region 2; see Fig. 1.

In 2001, IAPWS-IF97 was supplemented by “Backward Equa-
tions for Pressure as a Function of Enthalpy and Entropy p�h ,s� to
the IAPWS Industrial Formulation 1997 for the Thermodynamic
Properties of Water and Steam” �4,5�, referred to here as IAPWS-
IF97-S01. These equations are valid in regions 1 and 2.

An additional supplementary release “Backward Equations for

1Partial contribution of the National Institute of Standards and Technology, not
subject to copyright in the U.S.
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Manuscript received May 20, 2008; final manuscript received July 1, 2008; pub-
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the Functions T�p ,h�, v�p ,h� and T�p ,s�, v�p ,s� for Region 3 of
the IAPWS Industrial Formulation 1997 for the Thermodynamic
Properties of Water and Steam” �6,7�, referred to here as IAPWS-
IF97-S03rev, was adopted by IAPWS in 2003 and extended in
2004.

In 2004, IAPWS-IF97 was supplemented by “Supplementary
Release on Backward Equations p�h ,s� for Region 3, Equations as
a Function of h and s for the Region Boundaries, and an Equation
Tsat�h ,s� for Region 4 of the IAPWS Industrial Formulation 1997
for the Thermodynamic Properties of Water and Steam” �8,9�,
referred to here as IAPWS-IF97-S04.

The basic equation f3�� ,T� is used in region 3 of IAPWS-IF97.
This equation, along with the backward equations v�p ,h�, T�p ,h�,
v�p ,s�, T�p ,s�, and p�h ,s�, can be used to calculate all thermody-
namic properties as a function of �p ,h�, �p ,s�, and �h ,s� without
iteration. However, in modeling modern steam power cycles,
properties as a function of the variables �p ,T� are required for
region 3. Such calculations from the basic equation f3�� ,T� are
cumbersome, because they require iteration of v for given values
of p and T using the relation p�v ,T� with v=1 /� derived from
f3�� ,T�.

In order to avoid such iteration, this paper provides backward
equations v3�p ,T� for region 3 as shown in Fig. 1. With the spe-
cific volume v calculated from the backward equations v3�p ,T�,
all other properties in region 3 can be calculated without iteration
from the basic equation f3�� ,T� with �=1 /v3.

For process calculations, the numerical consistency require-
ments for the backward equations v3�p ,T� are very strict. Since
the specific volume on the v-p-T surface has a complicated struc-
ture including an infinite slope at the critical point, region 3 had to
be divided into 26 subregions. The first 20 subregions and their
associated backward equations, described in Sec. 4, cover nearly
all of region 3 and fully meet the consistency requirements given
in Sec. 2. For a small area very near the critical point, it was not
possible to meet the consistency requirements completely. This
near-critical region is covered with reasonable consistency by six
subregions with auxiliary equations that are described in Sec. 5.

This set of backward and auxiliary equations was adopted by
IAPWS in 2005, referred to here as IAPWS-IF97-S05 �10�. The
purpose of this paper is to fully document IAPWS-IF97-S05.

The entire system of supplementary backward equations
adopted by IAPWS is summarized in Ref. �11� and described in
detail in Ref. �12�.

2 Numerical Consistency Requirements
In region 3, any property calculation from the basic equation

f3�� ,T� for given values of p and T requires the determination of

the density by iteration. The permissible numerical consistency of
the equations for specific volume with the IAPWS-IF97 funda-
mental equation was determined based on the required accuracy
of the iteration otherwise used. The iteration accuracy depends on
thermodynamic process calculations. To obtain specific enthalpy
or entropy from pressure and temperature in region 3 with a maxi-
mum deviation of 0.001% from IAPWS-IF97, and isobaric heat
capacity or speed of sound with a maximum deviation of 0.01%,
the inconsistencies in v between the backward equations v3�p ,T�
and the basic equation f3�� ,T� had to be less than 0.001%, and for
some parts of region 3 even smaller. The consistency requirements
for all of these properties are summarized in Table 1.

In the near-critical region, there are no defined numerical con-
sistency requirements for the auxiliary equations, but the incon-
sistencies should be as small as possible.

3 Range of Validity of the Backward and Auxiliary
Equations

The range of validity of the entire set of backward equations
v3�p ,T� corresponds to region 3 of IAPWS-IF97, which is defined
by the following range of temperature and pressure:

623.15 K � T � 863.15 K and pB23�T� � p � 100 MPa

with pB23�T� defined by the B23-equation �1,2� as shown in Fig. 1.
The numerical consistency requirement of 0.001% for v3�p ,T�

proved to be infeasible to achieve with simple functional forms in
the region

psat�643.15 K� � p � 22.5 MPa, T3qu�p� � T � T3rx�p�

where psat�643.15 K�=21.03436732 MPa. This region is marked
in gray in Fig. 2, which also shows the temperature and pressure
range of the boundary equations T3qu�p� and T3rx�p�. The bound-
ary equations themselves are given in Sec. 4.2, and psat�643.15 K�
is calculated from the IAPWS-IF97 saturation-pressure equation.

Table 1 Permissible numerical inconsistencies in the proper-
ties v, h, s, cp, and w, when v is calculated first via iteration
with the basic equation f3„� ,T… for given inputs of p and T, and
second directly from the backward equation v3„� ,T…. Based on
these two „slightly different… v values, the properties h, s, cp,
and w are obtained from the basic equation f3„� ,T…. „The values
for v are calculated from the backward equations v3„� ,T….…

Permissible inconsistencies
��v /v�perm ��h /h�perm ��s /s�perm ��cp /cp�perm ��w /w�perm

0.001% 0.001% 0.001% 0.01% 0.01%

Fig. 1 Regions and equations of IAPWS-IF97, IAPWS-IF97-
S01, IAPWS-IF97-S03rev, IAPWS-IF97-S04, and the equations
v3„p ,T… of this work adopted as IAPWS-IF97-S05

Fig. 2 Range of validity of the backward and auxiliary equa-
tions. The area in gray is not to scale but is enlarged to make
the small area more visible.
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Fig. 3 Division of region 3 into subregions for the backward equations v3„p ,T…
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The reason for excluding the near-critical region �gray area in Fig.
2� from the range of validity of the backward equations v3�p ,T� is
based on the complex structure of this region on the v-p-T surface
with the infinite slope ��v /�p�T at the critical point. In order to not
exclude any region completely from the equations v�p ,T�, Sec. 5
contains equations for this small region very close to the critical
point. These equations exhibit larger inconsistencies with the ba-
sic equation f3�� ,T� and are called auxiliary equations in this
work.

4 Backward Equations v„p ,T… for Subregions 3a–3t

4.1 Development of the Equations v„p ,T…. A major motiva-
tion for the development of IAPWS-IF97 and its supplementary

backward equations was to reduce the time for computing ther-
modynamic properties. As shown previously �13�, the following
functional form is effective for this purpose:

Z�X,Y�
Z*

= �
i

ni� X

X*
+ a�Ii� Y

Y*
+ b�Ji

�1�

where the reducing parameters Z*, X*, and Y* are typically maxi-
mum values of the corresponding property within the range of
validity of the equation. The shifting parameters a and b were
determined by nonlinear optimization. The exponents Ii and Ji and
coefficients ni were determined from the structure optimization
method of Wagner �14� and Setzmann and Wagner �15�, which
chooses the optimal terms from a bank of terms with various

Table 2 Numerical values of the coefficients of the equations
for subregion boundaries „except T3ef„p……

Equation i Ii ni

T3ab�p� 1 0 0.154793642129415�104

2 1 −0.187661219490113�103

3 2 0.213144632222113�102

4 −1 −0.191887498864292�104

5 −2 0.918419702359447�103

T3cd�p� 1 0 0.585276966696349�103

2 1 0.278233532206915�101

3 2 −0.127283549295878�10−1

4 3 0.159090746562729�10−3

T3gh�p� 1 0 −0.249284240900418�105

2 1 0.428143584791546�104

3 2 −0.269029173140130�103

4 3 0.751608051114157�101

5 4 −0.787105249910383�10−1

T3ij�p� 1 0 0.584814781649163�103

2 1 −0.616179320924617
3 2 0.260763050899562
4 3 −0.587071076864459�10−2

5 4 0.515308185433082�10−4

T3jk�p� 1 0 0.617229772068439�103

2 1 −0.770600270141675�101

3 2 0.697072596851896
4 3 −0.157391839848015�10−1

5 4 0.137897492684194�10−3

T3mn�p� 1 0 0.535339483742384�103

2 1 0.761978122720128�101

3 2 −0.158365725441648
4 3 0.192871054508108�10−2

T3op�p� 1 0 0.969461372400213�103

2 1 −0.332 500170441278�103

3 2 0.642 859598466067�102

4 −1 0.773845935768222�103

5 −2 −0.152313732937084�104

T3qu�p� 1 0 0.565603648239126�103

2 1 0.529062258221222�101

3 2 −0.102020639611016
4 3 0.122240301070145�10−2

T3rx�p� 1 0 0.584561202520006�103

2 1 −0.102961025163669�101

3 2 0.243293362700452
4 3 −0.294905044740799�10−2

Table 3 Pressure ranges and corresponding subregion-
boundary equations for determining the correct subregion, 3a
to 3t, for the backward equations v3„p ,T…

Pressure range Subregion Temperature range

40 MPa� p�100 MPa 3a T�T3ab�p�
3b T�T3ab�p�

25 MPa� p�40 MPa 3c T�T3cd�p�
3d T3cd�p��T�T3ab�p�
3e T3ab�p��T�T3ef�p�
3f T�T3ef�p�

23.5 MPa� p�25 MPa 3c T�T3cd�p�
3g T3cd�p��T�T3gh�p�
3h T3gh�p��T�T3ef�p�
3i T3ef�p��T�T3ij�p�
3j T3ij�p��T�T3jk�p�
3k T�T3jk�p�

23 MPa� p�23.5 MPa 3c T�T3cd�p�
3l T3cd�p��T�T3gh�p�
3h T3gh�p��T�T3ef�p�
3i T3ef�p��T�T3ij�p�
3j T3ij�p��T�T3jk�p�
3k T�T3jk�p�

22.5 MPa� p�23 MPa 3c T�T3cd�p�
3l T3cd�p��T�T3gh�p�

3m T3gh�p��T�T3mm�p�
3n T3mm�p��T�T3ef�p�
3o T3ef�p��T�T3op�p�
3p T3op�p��T�T3ij�p�
3j T3ij�p��T�T3jk�p�
3k T�T3jk�p�

psat�643.15 K�a �p�22.5 MPa 3c T�T3cd�p�
3q T3cd�p��T�T3qu�p�
3r T3rx�p��T�T3jk�p�
3k T�T3jk�p�

20.5 MPa� p� psat�643.15 K�a 3c T�T3cd�p�
3s T3cd�p��T�Tsat�p�
3r Tsat�p��T�T3jk�p�
3k T�T3jk�p�

p3cd
b �p�20.5 MPa 3c T�T3cd�p�

3s T3cd�p��T�Tsat�p�
3t T�Tsat�p�

psat�623.15 K�c �p� p3cd
b 3c T�Tsat�p�

3t T�Tsat�p�

apsat�643.15 K�=21.04336732 MPa.
bp3cd=19.00881189 MPa.
cpsat�623.15 K�=16.52916425 MPa.
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values of Ii and Ji. The final equations were developed using the
approximation algorithm developed in previous work �16–19�.

In the approximation process, the backward equations were fit-
ted to v-p-T values, with p calculated from the IAPWS-IF97 basic
equation f3�� ,T� for values of �=1 /v and T distributed over the
range of validity. The computing time is considered in the optimi-
zation. Details of the fitting processes are given in Refs. �11,16�.

4.2 Division of Region 3 into Subregions and the
Subregion-Boundary Equations. Preliminary investigations
showed that it was not possible to meet the numerical consistency
requirements with only a few subregions. Therefore, the main part
of region 3 was divided into 20 subregions 3a–3t, as illustrated in
Figs. 3 and 4.

The following subscripts mark the boundaries that separate the
adjacent subregions:

3ab: boundary between subregions 3a/3b and 3d/3e
3cd: boundary between subregions 3c/3d, 3c/3g, and 3c/3l
3ef: boundary between subregions 3e/3f, 3h/3i, and 3n/3o

3gh: boundary between subregions 3g/3h and 3l/3m
3ij: boundary between subregions 3i/3j and 3p/3j
3jk: boundary between subregions 3j/3k and 3r/3k
3mn: boundary between subregions 3m/3n
3op: boundary between subregions 3o/3p
3qu: boundary between subregions 3q/3u
3rx: boundary between subregions 3r/3x
3uv: boundary between subregions 3u/3v
3wx: boundary between subregions 3w/3x
B23: boundary between regions 2 /3

These subregion boundaries are also shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
The subregion-boundary equations, except for the equations

T3ab�p�, T3ef�p�, and T3op�p�, have the dimensionless form

T�p�
T*

= ��	� = �
i=1

N

ni	
Ii �2�

where �=T /T* and 	= p / p* with T*=1 K and p*=1 MPa.
The equations T3ab�p� and T3op�p� have the form

Table 4 Temperature values calculated from the subregion-
boundary equations for selected pressures

Equation
p

�MPa�
T

�K�

T3ab�p� 40 6.930341408�102

T3cd�p� 25 6.493659208�102

T3ef�p� 40 7.139593992�102

T3gh�p� 23 6.498873759�102

T3ij�p� 23 6.515778091�102

T3jk�p� 23 6.558338344�102

T3mn�p� 22.8 6.496054133�102

T3op�p� 22.8 6.500106943�102

T3qu�p� 22 6.456355027�102

T3rx�p� 22 6.482622754�102

Table 5 Reducing quantities v*, p*, and T*, the number of co-
efficients N, the nonlinear parameters a and b, and exponents
c, d, and e of the backward equations v„p ,T… of subregions
3a–3t

Subregion
v*

�m3 kg−1�
p*

�MPa�
T*
�K� N a b c d e

3a 0.0024 100 760 30 0.085 0.817 1 1 1
3b 0.0041 100 860 32 0.280 0.779 1 1 1
3c 0.0022 40 690 35 0.259 0.903 1 1 1
3d 0.0029 40 690 38 0.559 0.939 1 1 4

3e 0.0032 40 710 29 0.587 0.918 1 1 1
3f 0.0064 40 730 42 0.587 0.891 0.5 1 4
3g 0.0027 25 660 38 0.872 0.971 1 1 4
3h 0.0032 25 660 29 0.898 0.983 1 1 4

3i 0.0041 25 660 42 0.910 0.984 0.5 1 4
3j 0.0054 25 670 29 0.875 0.964 0.5 1 4
3k 0.0077 25 680 34 0.802 0.935 1 1 1
3l 0.0026 24 650 43 0.908 0.989 1 1 4

3m 0.0028 23 650 40 1.000 0.997 1 0.25 1
3n 0.0031 23 650 39 0.976 0.997 — — —
3o 0.0034 23 650 24 0.974 0.996 0.5 1 1
3p 0.0041 23 650 27 0.972 0.997 0.5 1 1

3q 0.0022 23 650 24 0.848 0.983 1 1 4
3r 0.0054 23 650 27 0.874 0.982 1 1 1
3s 0.0022 21 640 29 0.886 0.990 1 1 4
3t 0.0088 20 650 33 0.803 1.020 1 1 1

Table 6 Values of the specific volume calculated from the
backward equations v„p ,T… of subregions 3a–3t for selected
values of pressure and temperature

Equation
p

�MPa�
T

�K�
v

�m3 kg−1�

v3a�p ,T� 50 630 1.470853100�10−3

80 670 1.503831359�10−3

v3b�p ,T� 50 710 2.204728587�10−3

80 750 1.973692940�10−3

v3c�p ,T� 20 630 1.761696406�10−3

30 650 1.819560617�10−3

v3d�p ,T� 26 656 2.245587720�10−3

30 670 2.506897702�10−3

v3e�p ,T� 26 661 2.970225962�10−3

30 675 3.004627086�10−3

v3f�p ,T� 26 671 5.019029401�10−3

30 690 4.656470142�10−3

v3g�p ,T� 23.6 649 2.163198378�10−3

24 650 2.166044161�10−3

v3h�p ,T� 23.6 652 2.651081407�10−3

24 654 2.967802335�10−3

v3i�p ,T� 23.6 653 3.273916816�10−3

24 655 3.550329864�10−3

v3j�p ,T� 23.5 655 4.545001142�10−3

24 660 5.100267704�10−3

v3k�p ,T� 23 660 6.109525997�10−3

24 670 6.427325645�10−3

v3l�p ,T� 22.6 646 2.117860851�10−3

23 646 2.062374674�10−3

v3m�p ,T� 22.6 648.6 2.533063780�10−3

22.8 649.3 2.572971781�10−3

v3n�p ,T� 22.6 649.0 2.923432711�10−3

22.8 649.7 2.913311494�10−3

v3o�p ,T� 22.6 649.1 3.131208996�10−3

22.8 649.9 3.221160278�10−3

v3p�p ,T� 22.6 649.4 3.715596186�10−3

22.8 650.2 3.664754790�10−3

v3q�p ,T� 21.1 640 1.970999272�10−3

21.8 643 2.043919161�10−3

v3r�p ,T� 21.1 644 5.251009921�10−3

21.8 648 5.256844741�10−3

v3s�p ,T� 19.1 635 1.932829079�10−3

20 638 1.985387227�10−3

v3t�p ,T� 17 626 8.483262001�10−3

20 640 6.227528101�10−3
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T�p�
T*

= ��	� = �
i=1

N

ni�ln 	�Ii �3�

and T3ef�p� has the form

T3ef�p�
T*

= ��	� =	 d�

d	
	

c

�	 − 22.064� + 647.096 �4�

where the derivative of the IAPWS-IF97 saturation-temperature
equation at the critical point is d� /�d	�c=3.727888004.

The coefficients ni and exponents Ii of these subregion-
boundary equations are listed in Table 2.

With the help of the ranges of pressure and temperature given
in Table 3, any �p ,T� point can be assigned to the corresponding
subregions 3a–3t as given in Figs. 3 and 4; the subregion-
boundary equations T3ab�p� to T3rx�p� are defined in Eqs. �2�–�4�
in combination with Table 2.

The information given above completely documents the equa-
tions for these subregion boundaries. Some of the equations are
designed to approximate specific physical relationships such as
isentropes. This is discussed in more detail elsewhere �10,11�.

To assist the user in computer-program verification of the equa-
tions for the subregion boundaries, Table 4 contains test values for
calculated temperatures.

4.3 Backward Equations v„p ,T…. The backward equations
v�p ,T� for subregions 3a–3t, except for 3n, have the dimension-
less form

v�p,T�
v*

= 
�	,�� = 
�
i=1

N

ni��	 − a�c�Ii��� − b�d�Ji�e

�5�

The equation for subregion 3n has the form

v3n�p,T�
v*

= 
�	,�� = exp
�
i=1

N

ni�	 − a�Ii�� − b�Ji� �6�

where 
=v /v*, 	= p / p*, and �=T /T*. The reducing quantities
v*, p*, and T*, the number of coefficients N, the nonlinear param-
eters a and b, and the exponents c, d, and e are listed in Table 5.
The coefficients ni and exponents Ii and Ji of these equations are
given in the Appendix.

To assist the user in computer-program verification of the back-
ward equations v�p ,T�, Eqs. �5� and �6�, for subregions 3a–3t,
Table 6 contains test values for calculated specific volumes.

4.4 Calculation of Properties Utilizing the Backward
Equations v„p ,T…. The backward equations v3a�p ,T�–v3t�p ,T�,
described in Sec. 4.3, along with the IAPWS-IF97 basic equation
f3�� ,T�, make it possible to determine all thermodynamic proper-
ties, e.g., specific enthalpy, specific entropy, specific isobaric heat
capacity, and speed of sound, for given values of pressure p and
temperature T in region 3 without iteration.

The following steps should be made.

• Identify the subregion �3a–3t� for the given values of the
pressure p and temperature T following the instructions in
Sec. 4.2 in conjunction with Table 3 and Figs. 3 and 4. Then,
calculate the specific volume v for the subregion with the
corresponding backward equation v�p ,T�, Eq. �5� or Eq. �6�.

• Calculate the desired property for the previously calculated
specific volume v and the given temperature T by use of the
relation of this property to the basic equation f3�� ,T�, where
�=1 /v is determined from the corresponding backward
equation, Eq. �5� or Eq. �6�.

Table 7 Maximum and root-mean-square inconsistencies in v, h, s, cp, and w, when these
properties are calculated from the basic equation f3„� ,T… after � is determined by iteration and
when � is calculated directly from the backward equations v„p ,T… of regions 3a–3t

Subregion

Inconsistencies in v, h, s, cp, and w �%�

��v /v� ��h /h� ��s /s� ��cp /cp� ��w /w�

max rms max rms max rms max rms max rms

3a 0.00061 0.00031 0.00018 0.00008 0.00026 0.00011 0.0016 0.0006 0.0015 0.0006
3b 0.00064 0.00035 0.00017 0.00008 0.00016 0.00008 0.0012 0.0003 0.0008 0.0003
3c 0.00080 0.00038 0.00026 0.00012 0.00025 0.00011 0.0059 0.0016 0.0023 0.0010
3d 0.00059 0.00025 0.00018 0.00008 0.00014 0.00006 0.0035 0.0010 0.0012 0.0004
3e 0.00072 0.00033 0.00018 0.00009 0.00014 0.00007 0.0017 0.0005 0.0006 0.0002

3f 0.00068 0.00020 0.00018 0.00005 0.00013 0.00004 0.0015 0.0003 0.0002 0.0001
3g 0.00047 0.00016 0.00014 0.00005 0.00011 0.00004 0.0032 0.0011 0.0010 0.0003
3h 0.00085 0.00044 0.00022 0.00012 0.00017 0.00009 0.0066 0.0018 0.0006 0.0002
3i 0.00067 0.00028 0.00018 0.00008 0.00013 0.00006 0.0019 0.0006 0.0002 0.0001
3j 0.00034 0.00019 0.00009 0.00005 0.00007 0.00004 0.0020 0.0006 0.0002 0.0001

3k 0.00034 0.00012 0.00008 0.00003 0.00007 0.00002 0.0018 0.0003 0.0002 0.0001
3l 0.00033 0.00019 0.00010 0.00006 0.00008 0.00005 0.0035 0.0015 0.0008 0.0004

3m 0.00057 0.00031 0.00015 0.00009 0.00011 0.00006 0.0062 0.0030 0.0006 0.0002
3n 0.00064 0.00029 0.00017 0.00008 0.00012 0.00006 0.0050 0.0013 0.0002 0.0001
3o 0.00031 0.00015 0.00008 0.00004 0.00006 0.00003 0.0007 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001

3p 0.00044 0.00022 0.00012 0.00006 0.00009 0.00005 0.0026 0.0010 0.0002 0.0001
3q 0.00036 0.00018 0.00012 0.00006 0.00009 0.00005 0.0040 0.0016 0.0010 0.0005
3r 0.00037 0.00007 0.00010 0.00002 0.00008 0.00002 0.0030 0.0004 0.0002 0.0001
3s 0.00030 0.00016 0.00010 0.00005 0.00007 0.00004 0.0033 0.0015 0.0009 0.0005
3t 0.00095 0.00045 0.00022 0.00010 0.00018 0.00008 0.0046 0.0015 0.0004 0.0002

Permissible
values

0.001 0.001 0.001 0.01 0.01
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4.5 Numerical Consistency. The numerical inconsistencies
between the backward equations v�p ,T�, Eqs. �5� and �6�, and the
basic equation f3�� ,T� in comparison with the permissible incon-
sistencies given in Table 1 are listed in Table 7. In addition to the
inconsistencies in specific volume v itself, the effects of these
inconsistencies with regard to the inconsistencies in specific en-
thalpy, specific entropy, specific isobaric heat capacity, and speed
of sound are also given; the calculation of these properties based
on the calculation of v from the backward equations v�p ,T�, Eqs.
�5� and �6�, is described in Sec. 4.4.

Table 7 shows that the inconsistencies in specific volume v,
specific enthalpy h, and specific entropy s are less than 0.001%
when v is calculated from the backward equations v�p ,T� given in
Sec. 4.3 and from the basic equation f3�� ,T�. The corresponding
inconsistencies in the specific isobaric heat capacity cp and in the
speed of sound w are less than 0.01%. Thus, all inconsistencies
are less than the permissible values. The values for v, h, and s
calculated only from the basic equation f3�� ,T� �with iteration of
�=1 /v� are represented to within five significant figures by values
determined from the basic equation f3�� ,T�, where �=1 /v is cal-
culated from the backward equations v�p ,T� �i.e., without itera-
tion�. The corresponding values of cp and w are represented to
within four significant figures.

Comprehensive tests �11� have shown that the maximum incon-
sistencies between the backward equations v�p ,T� of adjacent

subregions are less than 0.001%. Moreover, the inconsistencies in
h, s, cp, and w along subregion boundaries, when these properties
are calculated one time with the help of the backward equations
v�p ,T� and the other time with the basic equation f3�� ,T� alone,
are also less than the permissible values given in Table 1; this is
valid for subregion boundaries, isobars, and lines defined by the
subregion-boundary equations according to Eqs. �2�–�4�.

5 Auxiliary Equations v„p ,T… for the Near-Critical
Region

5.1 Range of Validity, Division Into Subregions, and
Subregion-Boundary Equations. The auxiliary equations v�p ,T�
for subregions 3u–3z are valid in the temperature and pressure
range given by

T3qu�p� � T � T3rx�p� and psat�643.15 K� � p � 22.5 MPa

where psat�643.15 K�=21.04336732 MPa is calculated from the
saturation-pressure equation of IAPWS-IF97.

The subregion-boundary equation T3uv�p� has the form of Eq.
�2�, and the equation T3wx�p� has the form of Eq. �3�. The coeffi-
cients ni and the exponents Ii of these two boundary equations are
listed in Table 8. The numerical information on the subregion-
boundary equation T3ef�p� is given in Sec. 4.2. The description of
the use of the subregion-boundary equations is summarized in
Table 9, where the subregion boundaries are shown in Fig. 5.

The information given above completely documents the equa-
tions for these subregion boundaries. Some of the equations are
designed to approximate specific physical relationships such as
isochores. This is discussed in more detail elsewhere �10,11�.

To assist the user in computer-program verification of the equa-
tions for the subregion boundaries, Table 10 contains test values
for calculated temperatures.

5.2 Auxiliary Equations v„p ,T… for Subregions 3u–3z. The
auxiliary equations v�p ,T� for subregions 3u–3z have the dimen-
sionless form of Eq. �5�. The reducing quantities v*, p*, and T*,
the number of coefficients N, the nonlinear parameters a and b,
and the exponents c, d, and e are listed in Table 11. The coeffi-
cients ni and exponents Ii and Ji are given in the Appendix.

Table 8 Numerical values of the coefficients of the equations
T3uv„p… and T3wx„p… for subregion boundaries

Equation i Ii ni

T3uv�p� 1 0 0.528199646263062�103

2 1 0.890579602135307�101

3 2 −0.222814134903755
4 3 0.286791682263697�10−2

T3wx�p� 1 0 0.728052609145380�101

2 1 0.973505869861952�102

3 2 0.147370491183191�102

4 −1 0.329196213998375�103

5 −2 0.873371668682417�103

Table 9 Pressure ranges and corresponding-subregion boundary equations for determining the correct subregion, 3u–3z, for the
auxiliary equations v„p ,T…

Subcritical pressure region �p� pc�
Temperature range Pressure range Subregion Temperature range

T�Tsat�p�
�liquid�

psat�0.00264 m3 kg−1�a �p�22.064 MPa 3u T3qu�p��T�T3uv�p�
3y T3uv�p��T

psat�643.15 K�� p� psat�0.00264 m3 kg−1�a 3u T3qu�p��T

T�Tsat�p�
�vapor�

psat�0.00385 m3 kg−1�b �p�22.064 MPa 3z T�T3wx�p�
3x T3wx�p��T�T3rx�p�

psat�643.15 K�� p� psat�0.00385 m3 kg−1�b 3x T�T3rx�p�

Supercritical pressure region �p� pc�
Pressure range Subregion Temperature range

22.064 MPa� p�22.11 MPa 3u T3qu�p��T�T3uv�p�
3z T3ef�p��T�T3wx�p�
3y T3uv�p��T�T3ef�p�
3x T3wx�p��T�T3rx�p�

22.11 MPa� p�22.5 MPa 3u T3qu�p��T�T3uv�p�
3w T3ef�p��T�T3wx�p�
3v T3uv�p��T�T3ef�p�
3x T3wx�p��T�T3rx�p�

apsat�0.002 64 m3 kg−1�=21.93161551 MPa.
bpsat�0.003 85 m3 kg−1�=21.90096265 MPa.
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To assist the user in computer-program verification of these
auxiliary equations, Table 12 contains test values for calculated
specific volumes.

5.3 Calculation of Properties Utilizing the Auxiliary Equa-
tions v„p ,T…. In order to calculate the thermodynamic properties
in the range very close to the critical point with the help of the
auxiliary equations v�p ,T� for regions 3u–3z, the description
given in Sec. 4.4 must be applied analogously to the auxiliary
equations v�p ,T�.

5.4 Numerical Consistency. The numerical inconsistencies
between the auxiliary equations v�p ,T� for subregions 3u–3z and
the basic equation f3�� ,T� are listed in Table 13. This table shows
that the maximum inconsistencies in specific volume between

these equations are less than 0.1%. Only in a small region at
pressures less than 22.11 MPa, see Fig. 5, the maximum inconsis-
tencies with the basic equation f3�� ,T� approach 2%.

The maximum inconsistencies in specific volume between the
auxiliary equations v�p ,T� of adjacent subregions along subregion

Table 10 Temperature values calculated from the subregion-
boundary equations T3uv„p… and T3wx„p… for selected pressures

Equation
p

�MPa�
T

�K�

T3uv�p� 22.3 6.477996121�102

T3wx�p� 22.3 6.482049480�102

Table 11 Reducing quantities v*, p*, and T*, number of coeffi-
cients N, nonlinear parameters a and b, and exponents c, d,
and e of the auxiliary equations v„p ,T…, Eq. „5…, of subregions
3u–3z

Subregion
v*

�m3 kg−1�
p*

�MPa�
T*
�K� N a b c d e

3u 0.0026 23 650 38 0.902 0.988 1 1 1
3v 0.0031 23 650 39 0.960 0.995 1 1 1
3w 0.0039 23 650 35 0.959 0.995 1 1 4
3x 0.0049 23 650 36 0.910 0.988 1 1 1
3y 0.0031 22 650 20 0.996 0.994 1 1 4
3z 0.0038 22 650 23 0.993 0.994 1 1 4

Table 12 Values of the specific volume calculated from the
auxiliary equations v„p ,T… for subregions 3u–3z

Equation
p

�MPa�
T

�K�
v

�m3 kg−1�

v3u�p ,T� 21.5 644.6 2.268366647�10−3

22.0 646.1 2.296350553�10−3

v3v�p ,T� 22.5 648.6 2.832373260�10−3

22.3 647.9 2.811424405�10−3

v3w�p ,T� 22.15 647.5 3.694032281�10−3

22.3 648.1 3.622226305�10−3

v3x�p ,T� 22.11 648.0 4.528072649�10−3

22.3 649.0 4.556905799�10−3

v3y�p ,T� 22.0 646.84 2.698354719�10−3

22.064 647.05 2.717655648�10−3

v3z�p ,T� 22.0 646.89 3.798732962�10−3

22.064 647.15 3.701940010�10−3

Table 13 Maximum and root-mean-square inconsistencies in
specific volume between the auxiliary equations v„p ,T… for
subregions 3u–3z and the basic equation f3„� ,T…

Subregion

��v /v�
�%�

max rms

3u 0.097 0.058
3v 0.082 0.040
3w 0.065 0.023
3x 0.090 0.050
3y 1.77 1.04
3z 1.80 0.921

Fig. 5 Division of region 3 into subregions 3u–3z for the auxiliary equations
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boundaries are as follows: Along subregion boundaries that are
isobars, the inconsistencies are less than 0.1% for all subregions
except for the boundaries between subregions 3v/3y and 3w/3z,
where the inconsistencies amount to 1.7%. Along boundaries de-
fined by the subregion-boundary equations given in Sec. 5.1, the
inconsistencies are also less than 0.1%, except for the boundaries
between subregions 3u/3v and 3u/3y �T3uv�p��, 3y/3z �T3ef�p��,
and 3z/3x �T3wx�p��, where the maximum inconsistencies are
0.14%, 1.8%, 3.5%, and 1.8%, respectively.

6 Computing Time Relative to IAPWS-IF97 Iteration
A very important motivation for the backward equations v�p ,T�

was reducing the computing time to obtain thermodynamic prop-
erties for the given variables �p ,T� in region 3. With the v�p ,T�
equations, time-consuming iteration of IAPWS-IF97 can be
avoided. The calculation speed is then about 17 times faster than
that using only the basic equation. In this comparison, the basic
equation is applied in combination with a one-dimensional New-
ton iteration with convergence tolerances corresponding to the
consistency requirements for the backward equations given in
Sec. 2.

7 Application of the Equations
The numerical consistency of the backward equations v�p ,T�

presented in Sec. 4 with the IAPWS-IF97 basic equation is suffi-
cient for most applications in heat-cycle and boiler calculations.
For applications where the demands on numerical consistency are
extremely high, iteration using the IAPWS-IF97 basic equation
f3�� ,T� may be necessary. In these cases, the backward and aux-
iliary equations v�p ,T� can be used to calculate very accurate
starting values to reduce the time required for convergence of an
iterative process.

In comparison with the backward equations v�p ,T�, the corre-
sponding numerical consistency of the auxiliary equations v�p ,T�
for the range very close to the critical point is clearly worse.
Nevertheless, for many applications, this consistency is satisfac-
tory.

The backward and auxiliary equations v�p ,T� should only be
used in their ranges of validity described in Sec. 4. They should
not be used for determining any thermodynamic derivatives. They
should also not be used together with the fundamental equation in
iterative calculations of other backward functions such as T�p ,h�
or T�p ,s�. Iteration of backward functions can only be performed
by using the fundamental equations.

8 Summary
Backward and auxiliary equations v�p ,T� for water in IAPWS-

IF97 region 3 have been developed. The numerical consistency of
specific volume calculated from the backward equations v�p ,T�
with the IAPWS-IF97 basic equation are sufficient for most ap-
plications in heat-cycle and boiler calculations. The new backward
equations are 17 times faster than iterative calculation from
IAPWS-IF97. For applications where the demands on numerical
consistency are extremely high, iteration using the IAPWS-IF97
equations may still be necessary. In these cases, the equations
presented here can be used for calculating very accurate starting
values.

Further details of the numerical consistency of all backward
and region-boundary equations are in the dissertation of Knobloch
�11� and the book of Wagner and Kretzschmar �12�. Computer
code for the equations presented in this paper may be obtained
from the corresponding author �H.-J.K.�.
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Nomenclature

Thermodynamic Quantities
a, b � shifting parameters

cp � specific isobaric heat capacity �kJ kg−1 K−1�
f � specific Helmholtz free energy �kJ kg−1�
h � specific enthalpy �kJ kg−1�

I, J � exponent
n � coefficient
p � pressure �MPa�
s � specific entropy �kJ kg−1 K−1�
T � absolute temperature �K� on the International

Temperature Scale of 1990 �ITS-90�
v � specific volume �m3 kg−1�
w � speed of sound �m s−1�
� � reduced temperature �=T /T*
	 � reduced pressure, 	= p / p*

 � reduced volume, 
=v /v*
� � difference in any quantity

Subscripts
1–5 � regions 1–5

3a–3z � subregion 3a–3z
3ab � boundary between subregions 3a, 3d and 3b,

3e
3cd � boundary between subregions 3c and 3d, 3g,

3l, 3q, 3s
3ef � boundary between subregions 3e, 3h, 3n and

3f, 3i, 3o
3gh � boundary between subregions 3g, 3l and 3h,

3m
3ij � boundary between subregions 3i, 3p and 3j
3jk � boundary between subregions 3j, 3r and 3k

3mn � boundary between subregions 3m and 3n
3op � boundary between subregions 3o and 3p
3qu � boundary between subregions 3q and 3u
3rx � boundary between subregions 3r and 3x
3uv � boundary between subregions 3u and 3v
3wx � boundary between subregions 3w and 3x
B23 � boundary between regions 2 and 3

c � critical point
max � maximum value of a quantity

perm � permissible inconsistency
rms � root-mean-square value of a quantity �see

below�
sat � saturation state

root-mean-
square value � �zrms=�1 /m�i=1

m ��zi�2, where �zi can be ei-
ther absolute or percentage differences of the
corresponding property z and m is the number
of �zi values �depending on the property, be-
tween 107 and 108 points uniformly distributed
over the range of validity�

Superscripts
97 � quantity or equation of IAPWS-IF97
01 � equation of IAPWS-IF97-S01
03 � equation of IAPWS-IF97-S03rev
04 � equation of IAPWS-IF97-S04
05 � equation of IAPWS-IF97-S05

* � reducing quantity
� � saturated liquid state
� � saturated vapor state
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Appendix
Coefficients for backward equations are shown in Tables

14–33. Coefficients for auxiliary equations are shown in Tables
34–39.

Table 14 Coefficients and exponents of the backward equa-
tion v3a„p ,T… for subregion 3a

i Ii Ji ni

1 −12 5 0.110879558823853�10−2

2 −12 10 0.572616740810616�103

3 −12 12 −0.767051948380852�105

4 −10 5 −0.253321069529674�10−1

5 −10 10 0.628008049345689�104

6 −10 12 0.234105654131876�106

7 −8 5 0.216867826045856
8 −8 8 −0.156237904341963�103

9 −8 10 −0.269893956176613�105

10 −6 1 −0.180407100085505�10−3

11 −5 1 0.116732227668261�10−2

12 −5 5 0.266987040856040�102

13 −5 10 0.282776617243286�105

14 −4 8 −0.242431520029523�104

15 −3 0 0.435217323022733�10−3

16 −3 1 −0.122494831387441�10−1

17 −3 3 0.179357604019989�101

18 −3 6 0.442729521058314�102

19 −2 0 −0.593223489018342�10−2

20 −2 2 0.453186261685774
21 −2 3 0.135825703129140�101

22 −1 0 0.408748415856745�10−1

23 −1 1 0.474686397863312
24 −1 2 0.118646814997915�101

25 0 0 0.546987265727549
26 0 1 0.195266770452643
27 1 0 −0.502268790869663�10−1

28 1 2 −0.369645308193377
29 2 0 0.633828037528420�10−2

30 2 2 0.797441793901017�10−1

Table 15 Coefficients and exponents of the backward equa-
tion v3b „p ,T… for subregion 3b

i Ii Ji ni

1 −12 10 −0.827670470003621�10−1

2 −12 12 0.416887126010565�102

3 −10 8 0.483651982197059�10−1

4 −10 14 −0.291032084950276�105

5 −8 8 −0.111422582236948�103

6 −6 5 −0.202300083904014�10−1

7 −6 6 0.294002509338515�103

8 −6 8 0.140244997609658�103

9 −5 5 −0.344384158811459�103

10 −5 8 0.361182452612149�103

11 −5 10 −0.140699677420738�104

12 −4 2 −0.202023902676481�10−2

13 −4 4 0.171346792457471�103

14 −4 5 −0.425597804058632�101

15 −3 0 0.691346085000334�10−5

16 −3 1 0.151140509678925�10−2

17 −3 2 −0.416375290166236�10−1

18 −3 3 −0.413754957011042�102

19 −3 5 −0.506673295721637�102

20 −2 0 −0.572212965569023�10−3

21 −2 2 0.608817368401785�101

22 −2 5 0.239600660256161�102

23 −1 0 0.122261479925384�10−1

24 −1 2 0.216356057692938�101

25 0 0 0.398198903368642
26 0 1 −0.116892827834085
27 1 0 −0.102845919373532
28 1 2 −0.492676637589284
29 2 0 0.655540456406790�10−1

30 3 2 −0.240462535078530
31 4 0 −0.269798180310075�10−1

32 4 1 0.128369435967012

Table 16 Coefficients and exponents of the backward equa-
tion v3c „p ,T… for subregion 3c

i Ii Ji ni

1 −12 6 0.311967788763030�101

2 −12 8 0.276713458847564�105

3 −12 10 0.322583103403269�108

4 −10 6 −0.342416065095363�103

5 −10 8 −0.899732529907377�106

6 −10 10 −0.793892049821251�108

7 −8 5 0.953193003217388�102

8 −8 6 0.229784742345072�104

9 −8 7 0.175336675322499�106

10 −6 8 0.791214365222792�107

11 −5 1 0.319933345844209�10−4

12 −5 4 −0.659508863555767�102

13 −5 7 −0.833426563212851�106

14 −4 2 0.645734680583292�10−1

15 −4 8 −0.382031020570813�107

16 −3 0 0.406398848470079�10−4

17 −3 3 0.310327498492008�102

18 −2 0 −0.892996718483724�10−3

19 −2 4 0.234604891591616�103

20 −2 5 0.377515668966951�104

21 −1 0 0.158646812591361�10−1

22 −1 1 0.707906336241843
23 −1 2 0.126016225146570�102

24 0 0 0.736143655772152
25 0 1 0.676544268999101
26 0 2 −0.178100588189137�102

27 1 0 −0.156531975531713
28 1 2 0.117707430048158�102

29 2 0 0.840143653860447�10−1

30 2 1 −0.186442467471949
31 2 3 −0.440170203949645�102

32 2 7 0.123290423502494�107

33 3 0 −0.240650039730845�10−1

34 3 7 −0.107077716660869�107

35 8 1 0.438319858566475�10−1

Table 17 Coefficients and exponents of the backward equa-
tion v3d „p ,T… for subregion 3d

i Ii Ji ni

1 −12 4 −0.452484847171645�10−9

2 −12 6 0.315210389538801�10−4

3 −12 7 −0.214991352047545�10−2

4 −12 10 0.508058874808345�103

5 −12 12 −0.127123036845932�108

6 −12 16 0.115371133120497�1013

7 −10 0 −0.197805728776273�10−15

8 −10 2 0.241554806033972�10−10

9 −10 4 −0.156481703640525�10−5

10 −10 6 0.277211346836625�10−2

11 −10 8 −0.203578994462286�102

12 −10 10 0.144369489909053�107

13 −10 14 −0.411254217946539�1011

14 −8 3 0.623449786243773�10−5

15 −8 7 −0.221774281146038�102

16 −8 8 −0.689315087933158�105

17 −8 10 −0.195419525060713�108

18 −6 6 0.316373510564015�104

19 −6 8 0.224040754426988�107

20 −5 1 −0.436701347922356�10−5

21 −5 2 −0.404213852833996�10−3

22 −5 5 −0.348153203414663�103

23 −5 7 −0.385294213555289�106

24 −4 0 0.135203700099403�10−6

25 −4 1 0.134648383271089�10−3

26 −4 7 0.125031835351736�106

27 −3 2 0.968123678455841�10−1

28 −3 4 0.225660517512438�103

29 −2 0 −0.190102435341872�10−3

30 −2 1 −0.299628410819229�10−1

31 −1 0 0.500833915372121�10−2

32 −1 1 0.387842482998411
33 −1 5 −0.138535367777182�104

34 0 0 0.870745245971773
35 0 2 0.171946252068742�101

36 1 0 −0.326650121426383�10−1

37 1 6 0.498044171727877�104

38 3 0 0.551478022765087�10−2
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Table 18 Coefficients and exponents of the backward equa-
tion v3e„p ,T… for subregion 3e

i Ii Ji ni

1 −12 14 0.715815808404721�109

2 −12 16 −0.114328360753449�1012

3 −10 3 0.376531002015720�10−11

4 −10 6 −0.903983668691157�10−4

5 −10 10 0.665695908836252�106

6 −10 14 0.535364174960127�1010

7 −10 16 0.794977402335603�1011

8 −8 7 0.922230563421437�102

9 −8 8 −0.142586073991215�106

10 −8 10 −0.111796381424162�107

11 −6 6 0.896121629640760�104

12 −5 6 −0.669989239070491�104

13 −4 2 0.451242538486834�10−2

14 −4 4 −0.339731325977713�102

15 −3 2 −0.120523111552278�101

16 −3 6 0.475992667717124�105

17 −3 7 −0.266627750390341�106

18 −2 0 −0.153314954386524�10−3

19 −2 1 0.305638404828265
20 −2 3 0.123654999499486�103

21 −2 4 −0.104390794213011�104

22 −1 0 −0.157496516174308�10−1

23 0 0 0.685331118940253
24 0 1 0.178373462873903�101

25 1 0 −0.544674124878910
26 1 4 0.204529931318843�104

27 1 6 −0.228342359328752�105

28 2 0 0.413197481515899
29 2 2 −0.341931835910405�102

Table 19 Coefficients and exponents of the backward equa-
tion v3f„p ,T… for subregion 3f

i Ii Ji ni

1 0 −3 −0.251756547792325�10−7

2 0 −2 0.601307193668763�10−5

3 0 −1 −0.100615977450049�10−2

4 0 0 0.999969140252192
5 0 1 0.214107759236486�101

6 0 2 −0.165175571959086�102

7 1 −1 −0.141987303638727�10−2

8 1 1 0.269251915156554�101

9 1 2 0.349741815858722�102

10 1 3 −0.300208695771783�102

11 2 0 −0.131546288252539�101

12 2 1 −0.839091277286169�101

13 3 −5 0.181545608337015�10−9

14 3 −2 −0.591099206478909�10−3

15 3 0 0.152115067087106�101

16 4 −3 0.252956470663225�10−4

17 5 −8 0.100726265203786�10−14

18 5 1 −0.149774533860650�101

19 6 −6 −0.793940970562969�10−9

20 7 −4 −0.150290891264717�10−3

21 7 1 0.151205531275133�101

22 10 −6 0.470942606221652�10−5

23 12 −10 0.195049710391712�10−12

24 12 −8 −0.911627886266077�10−8

25 12 −4 0.604374640201265�10−3

26 14 −12 −0.225132933900136�10−15

27 14 −10 0.610916973582981�10−11

28 14 −8 −0.303063908043404�10−6

29 14 −6 −0.137796070798409�10−4

30 14 −4 −0.919296736666106�10−3

31 16 −10 0.639288223132545�10−9

32 16 −8 0.753259479898699�10−6

33 18 −12 −0.400321478682929�10−12

34 18 −10 0.756140294351614�10−8

35 20 −12 −0.912082054034891�10−11

36 20 −10 −0.237612381140539�10−7

37 20 −6 0.269586010591874�10−4

38 22 −12 −0.732828135157839�10−10

39 24 −12 0.241995578306660�10−9

40 24 −4 −0.405735532730322�10−3

41 28 −12 0.189424143498011�10−9

42 32 −12 −0.486632965074563�10−9

Table 20 Coefficients and exponents of the backward equa-
tion v3g„p,T… for subregion 3g

i Ii Ji ni

1 −12 7 0.412209020652996�10−4

2 −12 12 −0.114987238280587�107

3 −12 14 0.948180885032080�1010

4 −12 18 −0.195788865718971�1018

5 −12 22 0.496250704871300�1025

6 −12 24 −0.105549884548496�1029

7 −10 14 −0.758642165988278�1012

8 −10 20 −0.922172769596101�1023

9 −10 24 0.725379072059348�1030

10 −8 7 −0.617718249205859�102

11 −8 8 0.107555033344858�105

12 −8 10 −0.379545802336487�108

13 −8 12 0.228646846221831�1012

14 −6 8 −0.499741093010619�107

15 −6 22 −0.280214310054101�1031

16 −5 7 0.104915406769586�107

17 −5 20 0.613754229168619�1028

18 −4 22 0.802056715528378�1032

19 −3 7 −0.298617819828065�108

20 −2 3 −0.910782540134681�102

21 −2 5 0.135033227281565�106

22 −2 14 −0.712949383408211�1019

23 −2 24 −0.104578785289542�1037

24 −1 2 0.304331584444093�102

25 −1 8 0.593250797959445�1010

26 −1 18 −0.364174062110798�1028

27 0 0 0.921791403532461
28 0 1 −0.337693609657471
29 0 2 −0.724644143758508�102

30 1 0 −0.110480239272601
31 1 1 0.536516031875059�101

32 1 3 −0.291441872156205�104

33 3 24 0.616338176535305�1040

34 5 22 −0.120889175861180�1039

35 6 12 0.818396024524612�1023

36 8 3 0.940781944835829�109

37 10 0 −0.367279669545448�105

38 10 6 −0.837513931798655�1016

Table 21 Coefficients and exponents of the backward equa-
tion v3h„p ,T… for subregion 3h

i Ii Ji ni

1 −12 8 0.561379678887577�10−1

2 −12 12 0.774135421587083�1010

3 −10 4 0.111482975877938�10−8

4 −10 6 −0.143987128208183�10−2

5 −10 8 0.193696558764920�104

6 −10 10 −0.605971823585005�109

7 −10 14 0.171951568124337�1014

8 −10 16 −0.185461154985145�1017

9 −8 0 0.387851168078010�10−16

10 −8 1 −0.395464327846105�10−13

11 −8 6 −0.170875935679023�103

12 −8 7 −0.212010620701220�104

13 −8 8 0.177683337348191�108

14 −6 4 0.110177443629575�102

15 −6 6 −0.234396091693313�106

16 −6 8 −0.656174421999594�107

17 −5 2 0.156362212977396�10−4

18 −5 3 −0.212946257021400�101

19 −5 4 0.135249306374858�102

20 −4 2 0.177189164145813
21 −4 4 0.139499167345464�104

22 −3 1 −0.703670932036388�10−2

23 −3 2 −0.152011044389648
24 −2 0 0.981916922991113�10−4

25 −1 0 0.147199658618076�10−2

26 −1 2 0.202618487025578�102

27 0 0 0.899345518944240
28 1 0 −0.211346402240858
29 1 2 0.249971752957491�102
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Table 22 Coefficients and exponents of the backward equa-
tion v3i„p ,T… for subregion 3i

i Ii Ji ni

1 0 0 0.106905684359136�101

2 0 1 −0.148620857922333�101

3 0 10 0.259862256980408�1015

4 1 −4 −0.446352055678749�10−11

5 1 −2 −0.566620757170032�10−6

6 1 −1 −0.235302885736849�10−2

7 1 0 −0.269226321968839
8 2 0 0.922024992944392�101

9 3 −5 0.357633505503772�10−11

10 3 0 −0.173942565562222�102

11 4 −3 0.700681785556229�10−5

12 4 −2 −0.267050351075768�10−3

13 4 −1 −0.231779669675624�101

14 5 −6 −0.753533046979752�10−12

15 5 −1 0.481337131452891�101

16 5 12 −0.223286270422356�1022

17 7 −4 −0.118746004987383�10−4

18 7 −3 0.646412934136496�10−2

19 8 −6 −0.410588536330937�10−9

20 8 10 0.422739537057241�1020

21 10 −8 0.313698180473812�10−12

22 12 −12 0.164395334345040�10−23

23 12 −6 −0.339823323754373�10−5

24 12 −4 −0.135268639905021�10−1

25 14 −10 −0.723252514211625�10−14

26 14 −8 0.184386437538366�10−8

27 14 −4 −0.463959533752385�10−1

28 14 5 −0.992263100376750�1014

29 18 −12 0.688169154439335�10−16

30 18 −10 −0.222620998452197�10−10

31 18 −8 −0.540843018624083�10−7

32 18 −6 0.345570606200257�10−2

33 18 2 0.422275800304086�1011

34 20 −12 −0.126974478770487�10−14

35 20 −10 0.927237985153679�10−9

36 22 −12 0.612670812016489�10−13

37 24 −12 −0.722693924063497�10−11

38 24 −8 −0.383669502636822�10−3

39 32 −10 0.374684572410204�10−3

40 32 −5 −0.931976897511086�105

41 36 −10 −0.247690616026922�10−1

42 36 −8 0.658110546759474�102

Table 23 Coefficients and exponents of the backward equa-
tion v3j „p ,T… for subregion 3j

i Ii Ji ni

1 0 −1 −0.111371317395540�10−3

2 0 0 0.100342892423685�101

3 0 1 0.530615581928979�101

4 1 −2 0.179058760078792�10−5

5 1 −1 −0.728541958464774�10−3

6 1 1 −0.187576133371704�102

7 2 −1 0.199060874071849�10−2

8 2 1 0.243574755377290�102

9 3 −2 −0.177040785499444�10−3

10 4 −2 −0.259680385227130�10−2

11 4 2 −0.198704578406823�103

12 5 −3 0.738627790224287�10−4

13 5 −2 −0.236264692844138�10−2

14 5 0 −0.161023121314333�101

15 6 3 0.622322971786473�104

16 10 −6 −0.960754116701669�10−8

17 12 −8 −0.510572269720488�10−10

18 12 −3 0.767373781404211�10−2

19 14 −10 0.663855469485254�10−14

20 14 −8 −0.717590735526745�10−9

21 14 −5 0.146564542926508�10−4

22 16 −10 0.309029474277013�10−11

23 18 −12 −0.464216300971708�10−15

24 20 −12 −0.390499637961161�10−13

25 20 −10 −0.236716126781431�10−9

26 24 −12 0.454652854268717�10−11

27 24 −6 −0.422271787482497�10−2

28 28 −12 0.283911742354706�10−10

29 28 −5 0.270929002720228�101

Table 24 Coefficients and exponents of the backward equa-
tion v3k „p ,T… for subregion 3k

i Ii Ji ni

1 −2 10 −0.401215699576099�109

2 −2 12 0.484501478318406�1011

3 −1 −5 0.394721471363678�10−14

4 −1 6 0.372629967374147�105

5 0 −12 −0.369794374168666�10−29

6 0 −6 −0.380436407012452�10−14

7 0 −2 0.475361629970233�10−6

8 0 −1 −0.879148916140706�10−3

9 0 0 0.844317863844331
10 0 1 0.122433162656600�102

11 0 2 −0.104529634830279�103

12 0 3 0.589702771277429�103

13 0 14 −0.291026851164444�1014

14 1 −3 0.170343072841850�10−5

15 1 −2 −0.277617606975748�10−3

16 1 0 −0.344709605486686�101

17 1 1 0.221333862447095�102

18 1 2 −0.194646110037079�103

19 2 −8 0.808354639772825�10−15

20 2 −6 −0.180845209145470�10−10

21 2 −3 −0.696664158132412�10−5

22 2 −2 −0.181057560300994�10−2

23 2 0 0.255830298579027�101

24 2 4 0.328913873658481�104

25 5 −12 −0.173270241249904�10−18

26 5 −6 −0.661876792558034�10−6

27 5 −3 −0.395688923421250�10−2

28 6 −12 0.604203299819132�10−17

29 6 −10 −0.400879935920517�10−13

30 6 −8 0.160751107464958�10−8

31 6 −5 0.383719409025556�10−4

32 8 −12 −0.649565446702457�10−14

33 10 −12 −0.149095328506000�10−11

34 12 −10 0.541449377329581�10−8

Table 25 Coefficients and exponents of the backward equa-
tion v3l „p ,T… for subregion 3l

i Ii Ji ni

1 −12 14 0.260702058647537�1010

2 −12 16 −0.188277213604704�1015

3 −12 18 0.554923870289667�1019

4 −12 20 −0.758966946387758�1023

5 −12 22 0.413865186848908�1027

6 −10 14 −0.815038000738060�1012

7 −10 24 −0.381458260489955�1033

8 −8 6 −0.123239564600519�10−1

9 −8 10 0.226095631437174�108

10 −8 12 −0.495017809506720�1012

11 −8 14 0.529482996422863�1016

12 −8 18 −0.444359478746295�1023

13 −8 24 0.521635864527315�1035

14 −8 36 −0.487095672740742�1055

15 −6 8 −0.714430209937547�106

16 −5 4 0.127868634615495
17 −5 5 −0.100752127917598�102

18 −4 7 0.777451437960990�107

19 −4 16 −0.108105480796471�1025

20 −3 1 −0.357578581169659�10−5

21 −3 3 −0.212857169423484�101

22 −3 18 0.270706111085238�1030

23 −3 20 −0.695953622348829�1033

24 −2 2 0.110609027472280
25 −2 3 0.721559163361354�102

26 −2 10 −0.306367307532219�1015

27 −1 0 0.265839618885530�10−4

28 −1 1 0.253392392889754�10−1

29 −1 3 −0.214443041836579�103

30 0 0 0.937846601489667
31 0 1 0.223184043101700�101

32 0 2 0.338401222509191�102

33 0 12 0.494237237179718�1021

34 1 0 −0.198068404154428
35 1 16 −0.141415349881140�1031

36 2 1 −0.993862421613651�102

37 4 0 0.125070534142731�103

38 5 0 −0.996473529004439�103

39 5 1 0.473137909872765�105

40 6 14 0.116662121219322�1033

41 10 4 −0.315874976271533�1016

42 10 12 −0.445703369196945�1033

43 14 10 0.642794932373694�1033
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Table 26 Coefficients and exponents of the backward equa-
tion v3m „p ,T… for subregion 3m

i Ii Ji ni

1 0 0 0.811384363481847
2 3 0 −0.568199310990094�104

3 8 0 −0.178657198172556�1011

4 20 2 0.795537657613427�1032

5 1 5 −0.814568209346872�105

6 3 5 −0.659774567602874�108

7 4 5 −0.152861148659302�1011

8 5 5 −0.560165667510446�1012

9 1 6 0.458384828593949�106

10 6 6 −0.385754000383848�1014

11 2 7 0.453735800004273�108

12 4 8 0.939454935735563�1012

13 14 8 0.266572856432938�1028

14 2 10 −0.547578313899097�1010

15 5 10 0.200725701112386�1015

16 3 12 0.185007245563239�1013

17 0 14 0.185135446828337�109

18 1 14 −0.170451090076385�1012

19 1 18 0.157890366037614�1015

20 1 20 −0.202530509748774�1016

21 28 20 0.368193926183570�1060

22 2 22 0.170215539458936�1018

23 16 22 0.639234909918741�1042

24 0 24 −0.821698160721956�1015

25 5 24 −0.795260241872306�1024

26 0 28 0.233415869478510�1018

27 3 28 −0.600079934586803�1023

28 4 28 0.594584382273384�1025

29 12 28 0.189461279349492�1040

30 16 28 −0.810093428842645�1046

31 1 32 0.188813911076809�1022

32 8 32 0.111052244098768�1036

33 14 32 0.291133958602503�1046

34 0 36 −0.329421923951460�1022

35 2 36 −0.137570282536696�1026

36 3 36 0.181508996303902�1028

37 4 36 −0.346865122768353�1030

38 8 36 −0.211961148774260�1038

39 14 36 −0.128617899887675�1049

40 24 36 0.479817895699239�1065

Table 27 Coefficients and exponents of the backward equa-
tion v3n „p ,T… for subregion 3n

i Ii Ji ni

1 0 −12 0.280967799943151�10−38

2 3 −12 0.614869006573609�10−30

3 4 −12 0.582238667048942�10−27

4 6 −12 0.390628369238462�10−22

5 7 −12 0.821445758255119�10−20

6 10 −12 0.402137961842776�10−14

7 12 −12 0.651718171878301�10−12

8 14 −12 −0.211773355803058�10−7

9 18 −12 0.264953354380072�10−2

10 0 −10 −0.135031446451331�10−31

11 3 −10 −0.607246643970893�10−23

12 5 −10 −0.402352115234494�10−18

13 6 −10 −0.744938506925544�10−16

14 8 −10 0.189917206526237�10−12

15 12 −10 0.364975183508473�10−5

16 0 −8 0.177274872361946�10−25

17 3 −8 −0.334952758812999�10−18

18 7 −8 −0.421537726098389�10−8

19 12 −8 −0.391048167929649�10−1

20 2 −6 0.541276911564176�10−13

21 3 −6 0.705412100773699�10−11

22 4 −6 0.258585887897486�10−8

23 2 −5 −0.493111362030162�10−10

24 4 −5 −0.158649699894543�10−5

25 7 −5 −0.525037427886100
26 4 −4 0.220019901729615�10−2

27 3 −3 −0.643064132636925�10−2

28 5 −3 0.629154149015048�102

29 6 −3 0.135147318617061�103

30 0 −2 0.240560808321713�10−6

31 0 −1 −0.890763306701305�10−3

32 3 −1 −0.440209599407714�104

33 1 0 −0.302807107747776�103

34 0 1 0.159158748314599�104

35 1 1 0.232534272709876�106

36 0 2 −0.792681207132600�106

37 1 4 −0.869871364662769�1011

38 0 5 0.354542769185671�1012

39 1 6 0.400849240129329�1015

Table 28 Coefficients and exponents of the backward equa-
tion v3o „p ,T… for subregion 3o

i Ii Ji ni

1 0 −12 0.128746023979718�10−34

2 0 −4 −0.735234770382342�10−11

3 0 −1 0.289078692149150�10−2

4 2 −1 0.244482731907223
5 3 −10 0.141733492030985�10−23

6 4 −12 −0.354533853059476�10−28

7 4 −8 −0.594539202901431�10−17

8 4 −5 −0.585188401782779�10−8

9 4 −4 0.201377325411803�10−5

10 4 −1 0.138647388209306�101

11 5 −4 −0.173959365084772�10−4

12 5 −3 0.137680878349369�10−2

13 6 −8 0.814897605805513�10−14

14 7 −12 0.425596631351839�10−25

15 8 −10 −0.387449113787755�10−17

16 8 −8 0.139814747930240�10−12

17 8 −4 −0.171849638951521�10−2

18 10 −12 0.641890529513296�10−21

19 10 −8 0.118960578072018�10−10

20 14 −12 −0.155282762571611�10−17

21 14 −8 0.233907907347507�10−7

22 20 −12 −0.174093247766213�10−12

23 20 −10 0.377682649089149�10−8

24 24 −12 −0.516720236575302�10−10

Table 29 Coefficients and exponents of the backward equa-
tion v3p „p ,T… for subregion 3p

i Ii Ji ni

1 0 −1 −0.982825342010366�10−4

2 0 0 0.105145700850612�101

3 0 1 0.116033094095084�103

4 0 2 0.324664750281543�104

5 1 1 −0.123592348610137�104

6 2 −1 −0.561403450013495�10−1

7 3 −3 0.856677401640869�10−7

8 3 0 0.236313425393924�103

9 4 −2 0.972503292350109�10−2

10 6 −2 −0.103001994531927�101

11 7 −5 −0.149653706199162�10−8

12 7 −4 −0.215743778861592�10−4

13 8 −2 −0.834452198291445�101

14 10 −3 0.586602660564988
15 12 −12 0.343480022104968�10−25

16 12 −6 0.816256095947021�10−5

17 12 −5 0.294985697916798�10−2

18 14 −10 0.711730466276584�10−16

19 14 −8 0.400954763806941�10−9

20 14 −3 0.107766027032853�102

21 16 −8 −0.409449599138182�10−6

22 18 −8 −0.729121307758902�10−5

23 20 −10 0.677107970938909�10−8

24 22 −10 0.602745973022975�10−7

25 24 −12 −0.382323011855257�10−10

26 24 −8 0.179946628317437�10−2

27 36 −12 −0.345042834640005�10−3
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Table 30 Coefficients and exponents of the backward equa-
tion v3q „p ,T… for subregion 3q

i Ii Ji ni

1 −12 10 −0.820433843259950�105

2 −12 12 0.473271518461586�1011

3 −10 6 −0.805950021005413�10−1

4 −10 7 0.328600025435980�102

5 −10 8 −0.356617029982490�104

6 −10 10 −0.172985781433335�1010

7 −8 8 0.351769232729192�108

8 −6 6 −0.775489259985144�106

9 −5 2 0.710346691966018�10−4

10 −5 5 0.993499883820274�105

11 −4 3 −0.642094171904570
12 −4 4 −0.612842816820083�104

13 −3 3 0.232808472983776�103

14 −2 0 −0.142808220416837�10−4

15 −2 1 −0.643596060678456�10−2

16 −2 2 −0.428577227475614�101

17 −2 4 0.225689939161918�104

18 −1 0 0.100355651721510�10−2

19 −1 1 0.333491455143516
20 −1 2 0.109697576888873�101

21 0 0 0.961917379376452
22 1 0 −0.838165632204598�10−1

23 1 1 0.247795908411492�101

24 1 3 −0.319114969006533�104

Table 31 Coefficients and exponents of the backward equa-
tion v3r„p ,T… for subregion 3r

i Ii Ji ni

1 −8 6 0.144165955660863�10−2

2 −8 14 −0.701438599628258�1013

3 −3 −3 −0.830946716459219�10−16

4 −3 3 0.261975135368109
5 −3 4 0.393097214706245�103

6 −3 5 −0.104334030654021�105

7 −3 8 0.490112654154211�109

8 0 −1 −0.147104222772069�10−3

9 0 0 0.103602748043408�101

10 0 1 0.305308890065089�101

11 0 5 −0.399745276971264�107

12 3 −6 0.569233719593750�10−11

13 3 −2 −0.464923504407778�10−1

14 8 −12 −0.535400396512906�10−17

15 8 −10 0.399988795693162�10−12

16 8 −8 −0.536479560201811�10−6

17 8 −5 0.159536722411202�10−1

18 10 −12 0.270303248860217�10−14

19 10 −10 0.244247453858506�10−7

20 10 −8 −0.983430636716454�10−5

21 10 −6 0.663513144224454�10−1

22 10 −5 −0.993456957845006�101

23 10 −4 0.546491323528491�103

24 10 −3 −0.143365406393758�105

25 10 −2 0.150764974125511�106

26 12 −12 −0.337209709340105�10−9

27 14 −12 0.377501980025469�10−8

Table 32 Coefficients and exponents of the backward equa-
tion v3s„p ,T… for subregion 3s

i Ii Ji ni

1 −12 20 −0.532466612140254�1023

2 −12 24 0.100415480000824�1032

3 −10 22 −0.191540001821367�1030

4 −8 14 0.105618377808847�1017

5 −6 36 0.202281884477061�1059

6 −5 8 0.884585472596134�108

7 −5 16 0.166540181638363�1023

8 −4 6 −0.313563197669111�106

9 −4 32 −0.185662327545324�1054

10 −3 3 −0.624942093918942�10−1

11 −3 8 −0.504160724132590�1010

12 −2 4 0.187514491833092�105

13 −1 1 0.121399979993217�10−2

14 −1 2 0.188317043049455�101

15 −1 3 −0.167073503962060�104

16 0 0 0.965961650599775
17 0 1 0.294885696802488�101

18 0 4 −0.653915627346115�105

19 0 28 0.604012200163444�1050

20 1 0 −0.198339358557937
21 1 32 −0.175984090163501�1058

22 3 0 0.356314881403987�101

23 3 1 −0.575991255144384�103

24 3 2 0.456213415338071�105

25 4 3 −0.109174044987829�108

26 4 18 0.437796099975134�1034

27 4 24 −0.616552611135792�1046

28 5 4 0.193568768917797�1010

29 14 24 0.950898170425042�1054

Table 33 Coefficients and exponents of the backward equa-
tion v3t„p ,T… for subregion 3t

i Ii Ji ni

1 0 0 0.155287249586268�101

2 0 1 0.664235115009031�101

3 0 4 −0.289366236727210�104

4 0 12 −0.385923202309848�1013

5 1 0 −0.291002915783761�101

6 1 10 −0.829088246858083�1012

7 2 0 0.176814899675218�101

8 2 6 −0.534686695713469�109

9 2 14 0.160464608687834�1018

10 3 3 0.196435366560186�106

11 3 8 0.156637427541729�1013

12 4 0 −0.178154560260006�101

13 4 10 −0.229746237623692�1016

14 7 3 0.385659001648006�108

15 7 4 0.110554446790543�1010

16 7 7 −0.677073830687349�1014

17 7 20 −0.327910592086523�1031

18 7 36 −0.341552040860644�1051

19 10 10 −0.527251339709047�1021

20 10 12 0.245375640937055�1024

21 10 14 −0.168776617209269�1027

22 10 16 0.358958955867578�1029

23 10 22 −0.656475280339411�1036

24 18 18 0.355286045512301�1039

25 20 32 0.569021454413270�1058

26 22 22 −0.700584546433113�1048

27 22 36 −0.705772623326374�1065

28 24 24 0.166861176200148�1053

29 28 28 −0.300475129680486�1061

30 32 22 −0.668481295196808�1051

31 32 32 0.428432338620678�1069

32 32 36 −0.444227367758304�1072

33 36 36 −0.281396013562745�1077
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Table 34 Coefficient and exponents of the auxiliary equation
v3u„p ,T… for subregion 3u

i Ii Ji ni

1 −12 14 0.122088349258355�1018

2 −10 10 0.104216468608488�1010

3 −10 12 −0.882666931564652�1016

4 −10 14 0.259929510849499�1020

5 −8 10 0.222612779142211�1015

6 −8 12 −0.878473585050085�1018

7 −8 14 −0.314432577551552�1022

8 −6 8 −0.216934916996285�1013

9 −6 12 0.159079648196849�1021

10 −5 4 −0.339567617303423�103

11 −5 8 0.884387651337836�1013

12 −5 12 −0.843405926846418�1021

13 −3 2 0.114178193518022�102

14 −1 −1 −0.122708229235641�10−3

15 −1 1 −0.106201671767107�103

16 −1 12 0.903443213959313�1025

17 −1 14 −0.693996270370852�1028

18 0 −3 0.648916718965575�10−8

19 0 1 0.718957567127851�104

20 1 −2 0.105581745346187�10−2

21 2 5 −0.651903203602581�1015

22 2 10 −0.160116813274676�1025

23 3 −5 −0.510254294237837�10−8

24 5 −4 −0.152355388953402
25 5 2 0.677143292290144�1012

26 5 3 0.276378438378930�1015

27 6 −5 0.116862983141686�10−1

28 6 2 −0.301426947980171�1014

29 8 −8 0.169719813884840�10−7

30 8 8 0.104674840020929�1027

31 10 −4 −0.108016904560140�105

32 12 −12 −0.990623601934295�10−12

33 12 −4 0.536116483602738�107

34 12 4 0.226145963747881�1022

35 14 −12 −0.488731565776210�10−9

36 14 −10 0.151001548880670�10−4

37 14 −6 −0.227700464643920�105

38 14 6 −0.781754507698846�1028

Table 35 Coefficient and exponents of the auxiliary equation
v3v„p ,T… for subregion 3v

i Ii Ji ni

1 −10 −8 −0.415652812061591�10−54

2 −8 −12 0.177441742924043�10−60

3 −6 −12 −0.357078668203377�10−54

4 −6 −3 0.359252213604114�10−25

5 −6 5 −0.259123736380269�102

6 −6 6 0.594619766193460�105

7 −6 8 −0.624184007103158�1011

8 −6 10 0.313080299915944�1017

9 −5 1 0.105006446192036�10−8

10 −5 2 −0.192824336984852�10−5

11 −5 6 0.654144373749937�106

12 −5 8 0.513117462865044�1013

13 −5 10 −0.697595750347391�1019

14 −5 14 −0.103977184454767�1029

15 −4 −12 0.119563135540666�10−47

16 −4 −10 −0.436677034051655�10−41

17 −4 −6 0.926990036530639�10−29

18 −4 10 0.587793105620748�1021

19 −3 −3 0.280375725094731�10−17

20 −3 10 −0.192359972440634�1023

21 −3 12 0.742705723302738�1027

22 −2 2 −0.517429682450605�102

23 −2 4 0.820612048645469�107

24 −1 −2 −0.188214882341448�10−8

25 −1 0 0.184587261114837�10−1

26 0 −2 −0.135830407782663�10−5

27 0 6 −0.723681885626348�1017

28 0 10 −0.223449194054124�1027

29 1 −12 −0.111526741826431�10−34

30 1 −10 0.276032601145151�10−28

31 3 3 0.134856491567853�1015

32 4 −6 0.652440293345860�10−9

33 4 3 0.510655119774360�1017

34 4 10 −0.468138358908732�1032

35 5 2 −0.760667491183279�1016

36 8 −12 −0.417247986986821�10−18

37 10 −2 0.312545677756104�1014

38 12 −3 −0.100375333864186�1015

39 14 1 0.247761392329058�1027

Table 36 Coefficients and exponents of the auxiliary equation
v3w„p ,T… for subregion 3w

i Ii Ji ni

1 −12 8 −0.586219133817016�10−7

2 −12 14 −0.894460355005526�1011

3 −10 −1 0.531168037519774�10−30

4 −10 8 0.109892402329239
5 −8 6 −0.575368389425212�10−1

6 −8 8 0.228276853990249�105

7 −8 14 −0.158548609655002�1019

8 −6 −4 0.329865748576503�10−27

9 −6 −3 −0.634987981190669�10−24

10 −6 2 0.615762068640611�10−8

11 −6 8 −0.961109240985747�108

12 −5 −10 −0.406274286652625�10−44

13 −4 −1 −0.471103725498077�10−12

14 −4 3 0.725937724828145
15 −3 −10 0.187768525763682�10−38

16 −3 3 −0.103308436323771�104

17 −2 1 −0.662552816342168�10−1

18 −2 2 0.579514041765710�103

19 −1 −8 0.237416732616644�10−26

20 −1 −4 0.271700235739893�10−14

21 −1 1 −0.907886213483600�102

22 0 −12 −0.171242509570207�10−36

23 0 1 0.156792067854621�103

24 1 −1 0.923261357901470
25 2 −1 −0.597865988422577�101

26 2 2 0.321988767636389�107

27 3 −12 −0.399441390042203�10−29

28 3 −5 0.493429086046981�10−7

29 5 −10 0.812036983370565�10−19

30 5 −8 −0.207610284654137�10−11

31 5 −6 −0.340821291419719�10−6

32 8 −12 0.542000573372233�10−17

33 8 −10 −0.856711586510214�10−12

34 10 −12 0.266170454405981�10−13

35 10 −8 0.858133791857099�10−5

Table 37 Coefficients and exponents of the auxiliary equation
v3x„p ,T… for subregion 3x

i Ii Ji ni

1 −8 14 0.377373741298151�1019

2 −6 10 −0.507100883722913�1013

3 −5 10 −0.103363225598860�1016

4 −4 1 0.184790814320773�10−5

5 −4 2 −0.924729378390945�10−3

6 −4 14 −0.425999562292738�1024

7 −3 −2 −0.462307771873973�10−12

8 −3 12 0.107319065855767�1022

9 −1 5 0.648662492280682�1011

10 0 0 0.244200600688281�101

11 0 4 −0.851535733484258�1010

12 0 10 0.169894481433592�1022

13 1 −10 0.215780222509020�10−26

14 1 −1 −0.320850551367334
15 2 6 −0.382642448458610�1017

16 3 −12 −0.275386077674421�10−28

17 3 0 −0.563199253391666�106

18 3 8 −0.326068646279314�1021

19 4 3 0.397949001553184�1014

20 5 −6 0.100824008584757�10−6

21 5 −2 0.162234569738433�105

22 5 1 −0.432355225319745�1011

23 6 1 −0.592874245598610�1012

24 8 −6 0.133061647281106�101

25 8 −3 0.157338197797544�107

26 8 1 0.258189614270853�1014

27 8 8 0.262413209706358�1025

28 10 −8 −0.920011937431142�10−1

29 12 −10 0.220213765905426�10−2

30 12 −8 −0.110433759109547�102

31 12 −5 0.847004870612087�107

32 12 −4 −0.592910695762536�109

33 14 −12 −0.183027173269660�10−4

34 14 −10 0.181339603516302
35 14 −8 −0.119228759669889�104

36 14 −6 0.430867658061468�107
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Table 38 Coefficients and exponents of the auxiliary equation
v3y„p ,T… for subregion 3y

i Ii Ji ni

1 0 −3 −0.525597995024633�10−9

2 0 1 0.583441305228407�104

3 0 5 −0.134778968457925�1017

4 0 8 0.118973500934212�1026

5 1 8 −0.159096490904708�1027

6 2 −4 −0.315839902302021�10−6

7 2 −1 0.496212197158239�103

8 2 4 0.327777227273171�1019

9 2 5 −0.527114657850696�1022

10 3 −8 0.210017506281863�10−16

11 3 4 0.705106224399834�1021

12 3 8 −0.266713136106469�1031

13 4 −6 −0.145370512554562�10−7

14 4 6 0.149333917053130�1028

15 5 −2 −0.149795620287641�108

16 5 1 −0.381881906271100�1016

17 8 −8 0.724660165585797�10−4

18 8 −2 −0.937808169550193�1014

19 10 −5 0.514411468376383�1010

20 12 −8 −0.828198594040141�105

Table 39 Coefficients and exponents of the auxiliary equation
v3z„p ,T… for subregion 3z

i Ii Ji ni

1 −8 3 0.244007892290650�10−10

2 −6 6 −0.463057430331242�107

3 −5 6 0.728803274777712�1010

4 −5 8 0.327776302858856�1016

5 −4 5 −0.110598170118409�1010

6 −4 6 −0.323899915729957�1013

7 −4 8 0.923814007023245�1016

8 −3 −2 0.842250080413712�10−12

9 −3 5 0.663221436245506�1012

10 −3 6 −0.167170186672139�1015

11 −2 2 0.253749358701391�104

12 −1 −6 −0.819731559610523�10−20

13 0 3 0.328380587890663�1012

14 1 1 −0.625004791171543�108

15 2 6 0.803197957462023�1021

16 3 −6 −0.204397011338353�10−10

17 3 −2 −0.378391047055938�104

18 6 −6 0.972876545938620�10−2

19 6 −5 0.154355721681459�102

20 6 −4 −0.373962862928643�104

21 6 −1 −0.682859011374572�1011

22 8 −8 −0.248488015614543�10−3

23 8 −4 0.394536049497068�107
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The Effects of Changing Fuels on Hot
Gas Path Conditions in Syngas
Turbines

Adrian S. Sabau

Ian G. Wright
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Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Oak Ridge, TN 37831

Gas turbines in integrated gasification combined cycle power
plants burn a fuel gas (syngas (SG)) in which the proportions of
hydrocarbons, H2, CO, water vapor, and minor impurity levels
may differ significantly from those in natural gas (NG). Such dif-
ferences can yield changes in the temperature, pressure, and cor-
rosive species that are experienced by critical components in the
hot gas path, with important implications for the design, opera-
tion, and reliability of the turbine. A new data structure and com-
putational methodology is presented for the numerical simulation
of a turbine thermodynamic cycle, with emphasis on the hot gas
path components. The approach used allows efficient handling of
turbine components and variable constraints due to fuel changes.
Examples are presented for a turbine with four stages, in which
the vanes and blades are cooled in an open circuit using air from
the appropriate compressor stages. For an imposed maximum
metal temperature, values were calculated for the fuel, air, and
coolant flow rates and through-wall temperature gradients for
cases where the turbine was fired with NG or SG. A NG case
conducted to assess the effect of coolant pressure matching be-
tween the compressor extraction points and corresponding turbine
injection points indicated that this is a feature that must be con-
sidered for high combustion temperatures. The first series of SG
simulations was conducted using the same inlet mass flow and
pressure ratios as those for the NG case. The results showed that
higher coolant flow rates and a larger number of cooled turbine
rows were needed for the SG case to comply with the imposed
temperature constraints. Thus, for that case, the turbine size
would be different for SG than for NG. A second series of simu-
lations examined scenarios for maintaining the original turbine
configuration (i.e., geometry, diameters, blade heights, angles,
and cooling circuit characteristics) used for the SG simulations.
In these, the inlet mass flow was varied while keeping constant the
pressure ratios and the amount of hot gas passing the first vane of
the turbine. The effects of turbine matching between the NG and
SG cases were increases—for the SG case of approximately 7%
and 13% for total cooling flows and cooling flows for the first-
stage vane, respectively. In particular, for the SG case, the vanes
in the last stage of the turbine experienced inner wall tempera-
tures that approached the maximum allowable limit.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3028566�

Keywords: syngas, turbine cooling, thermodynamics, simulation,
metal temperature, thermal barrier coatings

Introduction
Future developments in integrated gasification combined cycle

�IGCC� plants envision the use of syngas �SG�, hydrogen, and

oxygen in various proportions as an approach in minimizing CO2
and NOx emissions. For all fuel scenarios, the overall goal of
IGCC plants is to produce maximum power at maximum effi-
ciency, which typically translates to the use of the highest possible
rotor inlet temperature �RIT�. However, because advances in tur-
bine technology to maximize RIT when burning NG have required
that the advanced materials used for the critical hot section com-
ponents are operated near their limits, changes in fuel character-
istics that have the potential to modify the operating environment
experienced by those components must be better understood to
ensure that any possibly detrimental effects on the lifetime/
reliability of the turbine can be assessed. Historically, as the RIT
has been increased, the vane/blade temperatures have been main-
tained within acceptable limits through the use of various internal
convection and external film cooling techniques, and the applica-
tion of an external thermal barrier coating �TBC�. This paper in-
vestigates how changes in fuel from NG to SG would affect the
operation of a large, land-based gas turbine that was initially de-
signed to run on NG. The fuel change effects examined so far
include the variation in volume flow rates, the composition of the
hot gas, and its thermophysical properties. Compared to NG, com-
bustion of SG �or H2� leads to a higher mass flow rate for a given
turbine output and to changes in the composition of the product
gases. For example, an increase in the water vapor content of the
combustion gas influences the molecular weight and the specific
heat of the mixture �1�. Oluyede and Phillips �2� reported a sig-
nificant reduction in the lifetime of turbine hot section compo-
nents that was attributed to increased heat transfer with increasing
water vapor content of the combustion gas.

In most thermodynamic and aerodynamic models for the study
of turbine behavior, the cooling of turbine blades typically is un-
coupled from the turbine cycle �3–6�. In this study, vane and blade
cooling from an open-loop system, and the actual temperature-
dependent properties of the working fluid were considered. The
expansion in each cooled row �vane or blade� was considered to
involve three separate phenomena: cooling, mixing �with losses�,
and expansion. A computational methodology was developed for
solving in a coupled manner the equations for the thermodynamic
cycle and heat transfer through the airfoil due to cooling. The
adoption of a modular structure for this model allowed straight-
forward implementation of submodels for consideration of, for
instance, fuel composition, different combustion scenarios, and
airfoil cooling. Three different cases �RIT values of approximately
1370°C, 1470°C, and 1570°C� were chosen to study the effects
of fuel changes. No dilution was considered. The magnitudes of
coolant flows for the open-loop circuit were obtained for each
case. The temperatures of the surfaces and relevant interfaces of
the hot gas path component were calculated as a function of fuel
composition and combustion conditions. The effect of pressure
matching for the coolant between the extraction and mixing points
was studied by comparing the cooling flows obtained with and
without pressure matching. The SG fuel composition considered
in this study was from a Texaco gasifier �7�.

Turbine Configuration and Methodology
Rather than using a generic turbine model, in which the gas

generation �4� and power generation sections are considered as
separate entities, the approach taken here was to try to account for
all of the major features typical of a land-based turbine system �8�.
Thus, the approaches developed by various research groups were
reviewed and adapted. Young and Wilcock �9,10� indicated that to
accurately estimate the turbine performance requires consideration
of the detailed cooling of each row of airfoils. A review of the
advancement of methodologies for estimating cooling require-
ments, presented by Torbidoni and Horlock �11�, highlighted
semi-empirical methodologies, such as those in Refs. �12,13�, that
have been widely used for convectively-cooled vanes and blades,
and the work by Consonni �6� to extend previous work by Ainley
�14� by considering the vane/blade and coolant flow as a heat

Manuscript received May 13, 2008; final manuscript received May 14, 2008;
published online April 14, 2009. Review conducted by Dilip R. Ballal. Paper pre-
sented at the ASME Turbo Expo 2007: Land, Sea and Air �GT2007�, May 14–17,
2007, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
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exchanger. For film-cooled blades, the coolant is considered to
flow over the blade outer surface before mixing with the main-
stream gas flow. The effect of the thickness of the airfoil wall and
TBC typically has been considered through the use of two Biot
numbers �9,10�. Cooling losses in gas turbines were addressed by
Wilcock and co-workers �9,10,15�, based on thermodynamic con-
siderations.

The approach taken in this work first was to obtain results
�without considering turbine matching� between the SG and the
reference NG cases, by using the same airflow in the compressor
for both cases. Compressor-turbine matching between the SG and
NG cases was accomplished by estimating the SG airflow to the
compressor such that the volumetric flow rate past the first vane of
the turbine was the same for both NG and SG. The implementa-
tion was based on a turbine constant concept �8�, in which the
same value for the turbine constant for SG and NG cases ensures
the same volume flow rate. Results for the coolant flows are pre-
sented and compared to those for NG cases. It was found that
more coolant was required for the SG cases than for the NG cases.
The fuel composition and the ensuing hot gas properties for the
NG and SG cases were also compared. The intermediate results,
which were obtained without coolant pressure matching for NG
cases and without turbine-compressor matching between the SG
and NG cases, were used to assess the influence of these features.
Such data are useful for identifying the relevant features that must
be included in the further development of turbine models when
fuel change is considered.

Turbine Configuration. In this study, a four-stage turbine
�with open-loop cooling� was considered, as shown schematically
in Fig. 1. In open-loop cooling, coolant extracted from the com-
pressor is injected into the component to be cooled, where it ab-
sorbs heat before leaving the component and mixing with the hot
combustion gas flow. For modeling internal convective cooling,
the following assumptions were made �11�: one cooling channel
with three passes and a length equal to the height of the blade, and
cooling hole of a radius of 1.6 mm. Thus, a total internal cooling
area of 2262 mm2 per airfoil was used. The assumed turbine
dimensions were blade height �75 mm: in the absence of specific,
physical data, the blade height was considered to be constant for
all rows� �16�, turbine hub diameter �1000 mm�, chord
�60 /43 mm for vane/blade� �11�, blade solidity 1.1 �17�, and blade
perimeter 120 mm. The stagger angles �17� were 40 /15 deg and
25 /15 deg for the first and the next vane/blade, respectively. The
inlet and outlet flow angles for the vane/blade were 5 /71 deg and
71 /5 deg, respectively �11�.

In film-cooled rotor rows, the expansion was divided into two
equal parts, with cooling and mixing placed before the second
expansion �8,18�. The efficiency of each rotor expansion was con-
sidered to be 0.9. As seen in the schematic representation in Fig.
1, in convectively-cooled rotor rows �which are not film cooled�,
the cooling was still considered to take place between the expan-
sions, but with mixing taking place after the second expansion
�since the coolant is not ejected over the blade surface�. It was

assumed that Stages 1 and 2 were film cooled, Stage 3 was inter-
nally cooled, and Stage 4 was uncooled, and that TBCs were
present on the first two stages of vanes and blades, while the third
and fourth stages were uncoated. For the sake of simplicity, the
number of compressor stages was taken to be equal to the number
of cooled turbine stages. The total compressor ratio was held fixed
at 16.6 for all the simulations. The work extracted in each turbine
stage was equally divided among the four stages. The airflow rate
was chosen based on those used by Chiesa and Macchi �17�. The
thermodynamic property data �including specific heat, enthalpy,
and entropy� and the transport property data were those distrib-
uted with the CEA software �19,20�. The procedure for dealing
with cooling effects involved correlations of experimental results
and semitheoretical calculations �17�.

Availability of data led to the choice of Nimonic 105 �21,22�
for the airfoils, which were considered to have a wall thickness of
5 mm; the TBC was APS-YSZ. The ceramic layer of the TBC was
considered to be air plasma-sprayed, yttria-partially stabilized zir-
conia �APS-YSZ�. The thermal conductivity �kTBC� of an as-
deposited TBC can reach values of approximately 0.9 W /m K
�23�, increasing as the TBC degrades during service to, for ex-
ample, 3.5 W /m K after approximately 32,000 h of service �24�.
TBC thicknesses can vary from 0.15 mm to 0.6 mm, with the
thicker TBCs on vanes, which are not subject to centrifugal
forces. In order to ensure appropriate turbine function, the re-
quired cooling flow rates must be estimated for in-service condi-
tions. Thus, the current simulations were mainly performed for
conditions of kTBC=3.5 W /m K and tTBC=0.15 mm. The thermal
conductivity of Nimonic 105 was taken as 17.5 W /m K, and the
value of specific heat used for both metal and TBC was
1000 J /m K.

Computational Methodology. In order to develop thermody-
namic models to analyze modern gas turbines, it is necessary not
only to develop models for individual components but also to
have data structures that allow a flexible arrangement of compo-
nents. Torbidoni and Massardo �25� implemented a thermody-
namic model for blade cooling into a FORTRAN subroutine and
linked it with a commercial design software package �IPSEPRO�
and its database �26�. As indicated earlier, one of the complicating
factors in developing a model to describe the functioning of a gas
turbine is the routing of coolant from the one component to an-
other. Such intercomponent cooling affects the thermodynamic
state of the components and couples the coolant source with the
cooled component, which complicates the analysis of these sys-
tems. Thus, an implicit solver was considered in this study. Instead
of combining equations to obtain fewer relationships for a com-
ponent �as is usual for constant-temperature properties�, in this
study, the basic balance equations for energy, mass, and property
calculations were used locally, i.e., for each component. Essen-
tially, in the system of nonlinear equations in matrix notation,
f�x�=0, where x��x1 ,x2 , . . . ,xM�T and f ��f1 , f2 , . . . , fM�T are the
unknown and equation column vectors, respectively, can be

Fig. 1 Thermodynamic cycle for a four-stage turbine with open-loop cool-
ing; six-row internal cooling and four-row film cooling
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solved by the Newton–Raphson technique, i.e., J�xn+1=−f�xn�
and xn+1=xn+�xn+1, where Jk,j =�fk /�xj are the components of
the Jacobian matrix, J.

The construction of the component module consisted of setting
up the functions and appropriate Jacobian elements. Each compo-
nent was described by a series of equations as a function of vari-
ables such as enthalpy, entropy, pressures, temperatures, and flow
rates �coolant, excess air, and combustion products�. In order to
ensure module flexibility, indices were used for ordering the vari-
ables, Nv, and equations, Neq; Nv and Neq were incremented with
each introduction of a variable or equation, respectively. The Jaco-
bian matrix was simple to obtain since there is a limited number
of variables that contribute to each component. In order to account
efficiently for coolant extraction and mixing, the hot gas was as-
sumed to be a mixture of excess air and combustion products at
the appropriate stoichiometric composition. The equations for
each of the module variables depend on the set of local variables,
such as those at the inlet of the component, intermediate state
variables, and at the outlet from the component. Expressions for
the nonlinear system of equations, f =0, are illustrated in Table 1

for the cooling module, and were based on the approach of Young
and Wilcock �9,10�, and Table 2 lists the order of the variables x#
in the above equations. Also, �c=0.7, � f =0.3, A is the blade heat
transfer area, � is the external heat transfer cofficient �HTC�, and
Tcr is the maximum temperature for the metal. The equations for
variables x1 and x2 are in the expansion and compressor modules,
respectively. The average heat transfer coefficient ��� on the outer
side of the blade was evaluated based on a correlation developed
by Louis et al. �18� and illustrated by Torbidoni and Horlock �11�
for a given blade geometry.

The convergence criteria used to solve the linear system were
max��fk

n+1���0.1 and �x̄=max���xn+1 /xn���10−4. The small error
bounds used for the convergence criteria ensured a numerical ac-
curacy of approximately 0.01%. This worked well for problems
without interstage cooling when the Jacobian matrix was block
diagonal. When interstage cooling takes place, the coolant frac-
tions at different components are needed so that the Jacobian ma-
trix is not block diagonal and the convergence rate decreases. It
was found that when coolant fractions were very high �above 10%
of the compressor inlet�, the classical Newton–Raphson relation-
ship yielded values of approximately 0.1 for the criteria parameter
�x̄ and finally did not converge. This was due to the fact that the
combustion temperature depends strongly on the fuel to air ratio,
which in turn is greatly affected by the coolant flows. The advan-
tages of the methodology used here include the following: �a�
temperature-dependent properties of the working fluids are used,
�b� new constitutive equations can be inserted within existent
modules, and �c� introduction of new modules into comprehensive
thermodynamic cycles is straightforward.

Numerical Simulation Results
The types of simulations performed in this study, which is

aimed at the accurate prediction of the temperature of the compo-
nents as a function of fuel composition, combustion conditions,
and ensuing cooling effects, are shown in Table 3. In order to
study the effects of fuel change, three different cases were con-
sidered, with reference combustion temperatures spread approxi-
mately 100°C apart �1370°C, 1470°C, and 1570°C�. Of particu-
lar interest was the effect of coolant flows in the turbine since the
state properties of the turbine are influenced by the amount of
coolant required to keep the blades and vanes at a given tempera-
ture.

Results for Natural Gas Combustion. First, numerical simu-
lations were performed using only the compression and combus-
tion modules without cooling �cases referred to as NGc�. For an
inlet compressor air flow rate ma ,NG=440 kg /s, and NG as fuel,
the required fuel mass flow for the NGc cases required to attain
combustion temperatures �Tcomb� of 1362°C, 1451°C, and

Table 1 Expressions for the nonlinear system of equations

Function f i equations

Inlet coolant enthalpy x3−h��2�=0
Outlet coolant enthalpy x5−h�x4�=0
Internal flow cooling �c �x3−x6�=0
Film cooling x7−x1+� f �x1−x4�=0
Heat removed from the blade x9−� A �x7−x10�=0
Heat removed by coolant x9−x8 �x5−x3�=0
Heat through TBC x9−kTBC �x10−Tcr�=0
Heat through the metal x9−km �Tcr−x6�=0

Table 2 Notation for variables in the system of equations

No. Variable

1 Mainstream gas recovery temperature
2 Coolant temperature at the inlet
3 Specific coolant enthalpy at the inlet
4 Coolant temperature at the outlet
5 Specific coolant enthalpy at the outlet
6 Metal temperature at the inner blade surface
7 Mean adiabatic wall temperature
8 Coolant mass
9 Heat flux removed
10 TBC surface temperature

Table 3 Simulation cases performed

ID Simulation type Fixed parameters Data obtained

Natural gas cases
NGc Compression, combustion ma, Tcomb mf ,NG
NG1 Coolant pressure not matcheda ma, mf ,NG Minimum number of coolant rows,

coolant flows, mixing pressure
NG2 Matched coolant pressure ma, mf ,NG Coolant flows

Syngas cases
SGc Compression, combustion ma, Tcomb mf ,SGc
SG1 Matched coolant pressure,

compressor-turbine not matchedb
ma=ma,NG; mf ,SGc;
same compressorc

Minimum number of coolant rows,
coolant flows

SG2 matched coolant pressure,b

matched compressor-turbine
Tcomb, same compressor,
CT=CTNG

ma, mf, coolant flows

apcompr,extr�pturb, pressure between compressor extraction points and turbine.
bIncludes turbine fluid dynamics matching between reference case �NG2� and the SG case.
cIncludes the same pressure ratio for each stage and the same coolant extraction points.
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1537°C, was estimated to be 8.8 kg /s, 8.8 kg /s, and 10.8 kg /s,
respectively. Thus, the air-to-fuel ratios were 50:1, 45:1, and 41:1,
respectively. For the NGc and NG1 cases, the same compression
ratio was considered for all stages. For the NG1 cases, numerical
simulations for the entire turbine cycle were conducted using �a�
the NGc flow rates for the fuel and inlet air and �b� equal com-
pression ratios �thus, the pressures of the coolant at the extraction
points in the compressor were not matched to those of the turbine
mixing points�. For the lowest-temperature cases, the number of
compressor stages, Nc,st, was 2, and the compressor ratio per stage
�rc� for both cases was 4.1. For the other cases, Nc,st=3, and rc

=2.56.
The aim of the NG1 cases was to estimate the minimum num-

ber of cooled rows required to maintain a set value �Tcr� of
1000°C at the TBC-metal interface �TTBC,m� for each of the three
combustion temperatures considered. The number of cooled rows
was increased until an acceptable solution was attained �Table 4�.
For example, for Tcomb=1370°C, when only three rows were
cooled �Simulation NG1-1b� the solution was unacceptable since
the fourth row had a higher temperature than Tcr. When four rows
were considered to be cooled in NG1-1c, the problem converged
to an acceptable solution.

For the second case �NG1-2, Tcomb=1470°C�, no acceptable
solution was obtained with four cooled rows �Case NG1-2a�.
When three stages of cooling were considered �NG1-2b and NG1-
2c�, the results indicated that cooling of the sixth row was not
necessary, demonstrating that the model has the capability of turn-
ing off the cooling for rows in which cooling is not required. By
keeping the same number of cooled rows as for the NG1-2c case,
Case NG1-3a �Tcomb=1570°C� was not convergent, indicating
that more coolant would be required. Thus, for Tcomb=1570°C, it
was found necessary to increase the number of film-cooled rows
from two to four �NG1-3d� to obtain a satisfactory solution. The
calculated coolant flows �as percentage of total air flow� for the
vanes and blades for the NG1 simulations are summarized in
Table 5. It is interesting to observe that the values of air-fuel mass
ratio �AFR� for these cooling cases were larger than those for the
simulation without cooling.

The NG2 cases were conducted to study the effect of coolant
pressure matching. First, the compression ratios were obtained

such that the pressures of the coolant at the extraction points in the
compressor were equal to those of the turbine mixing points. The
desired pressure ratios for each compressor stage were estimated,
using the NG1 pressure values at the coolant mixing points in the
vanes. For the lowest-temperature case �NG2-1�, Nc,st=2 and rc
=9.47 and 1.76 for the first and second stages, respectively. For
the higher-temperature NG2 cases, Nc,st=3 and rc=4.977, 1.891,
and 1.764 for the first, second, and third stages, respectively. For
all the NG2 cases, the NGc flow rates and the new compression
ratios were used, such that the coolant pressures were matched to
those of the turbine. In fact, the values for AFR, Tcomb, and RIT
for the NG2 cases were very close to those for the NG1 cases. The
distribution of the coolant to each row is shown in Table 6. With
the exception of Case NG2-3 for Tcomb=1570°C, slightly higher
total cooling flow rates were required when coolant pressures
were matched than when they were not matched. The results for
Case NG1-3 �Tcomb=1570°C, six cooled rows� in Table 5 show
that where a high coolant fraction was needed, unrealistic results
were obtained when the coolant pressures were not matched, in-
dicating that pressure matching is a feature that must be consid-
ered for high Tcomb.

Figure 2 illustrates the temperature distributions along the tur-
bine for the case where Tcomb=1570°C �NG2-3�. The variation in
the metal temperature, Tm,int, mimicked that of the cooling frac-
tion, but in the opposite direction. When the interface temperature
between the metal and TBC �TTBC,m� was held constant at the

Table 4 Case NG1 simulation results for Tcomb and RIT to de-
termine the minimum number and type of cooling rows „no
pressure matching… „FC, film cooling: SC, solution conver-
gence: A, convergent, acceptable solution; F, temperature in
uncooled rows higher than acceptable limit; N, not convergent;
S, slow convergence…

ID

No. of cooled
rows

AFR

Tcomb �°C�
RIT
°C SCTotal FC TBC Aim Actual

1a 2 2 2 50:1 1370 1302 1300 F
1b 3 2 2 49:1 1374 1369 F
1c 4 2 2 49:1 1375 1371 A

2a 4 2 2 34:1 1470 1705 1478 F
2b 5 2 2 32:1 1927 1848 N
2c 5 2 3 43:1 1488 1476 A

3a 6 2 3 36:1 1570 1691 1617 N
3b 6 3 3 34:1 1704 2100 N
3c 6 3 4 38:1 1605 1566 S
3d 6 4 4 39:1 1589 1557 A

Table 5 NG1 coolant flows „as percentage of total air flow… for
vanes „V#… and blades „B#… „ID refers to target Tcomb: 1
=1370°C; 2=1470°C; 3=1570°C…

ID TC V1 B1 V2 B2 V3 B3

1 1.4 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.1
2 3.5 1.3 0.6 1.1 0.4 0.1 0
3 10.4 8.4 1.1 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.1

Table 6 NG2 coolant flows „as percentage of total air flow… for
vanes and blades „with pressure matching…; Case 3a is directly
equivalent to Case SG1-3 in Table 7 „ID refers to target Tcomb:
1=1370°C; 2=1470°C; 3, 3a=1570°C…

ID TC V1 B1 V2 B2 V3 B3

1 1.5 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.2
2 3.8 1.2 0.6 1.4 0.4 0.2
3 5.3 3.2 1.1 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.1
3a 4.0 2.1 0.9 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.1

Fig. 2 Temperature profiles through each airfoil for combus-
tion of NG at 1570°C, with pressure matching „Case NG2-3…
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maximum allowed value �1000°C�, the inner wall metal tempera-
ture �Tm,int� on the cooled rows increased with row number. For
Row 5, Tm,int had a local minimum of 680°C due to the fact that
the metal blade had only internal cooling, accomplished using
coolant with the lowest temperature, while Rows 1–4 were cooled
with a coolant at higher temperature. For the last two rows �which
were uncooled� the vane/blade temperature was that of the hot
gas. Interestingly, for the case considered, the vanes on the last
stage �Row 7� experienced the highest inner wall metal tempera-
ture.

Results for Syngas Combustion. Neglecting H2S, the SG
compositions used were 35.91 CO, 26.91 H2, 12.3 CO2, 18.05
H2O, and 6.83 N2 �vol %� �7�. For all the SG cases, the compres-
sor ratios were those determined for the NG2 cases. Similar to the
NGc cases, numerical simulations were first performed using only
the compression and combustion modules; cases referred to as
SGc in Table 1. For SGc, the required fuel mass was estimated,
such that the combustion temperature attained desired values at a
given air flow rate into the compressor, i.e., ma=ma,NG. The re-
quired fuel mass flow rates for the SGc cases in order to attain
combustion temperatures of 1362°C, 1451°C, and 1537°C were
estimated to be 80.2 kg /s, 91.3 kg /s, and 102.6 kg /s, respec-
tively, giving air-to-fuel ratios of 55:1, 48:1, and 43:1, respec-
tively. Due to the differences in the heating values of SG and NG,
the fuel mass flow rates �mf� required to obtain the desired com-
bustion temperature were higher for SG. The SGc and SG1 simu-
lations were conducted with the same inlet mass flow and pressure
ratios as those for NG, which is the first case that was considered
by Jordal �8�. For this case, the turbine size would be different for
SG than for NG, depending on how much of the compressor air
would pass through the combustion chamber. This is the simplest
case that can be analyzed when fuel composition is changed.

The results for Case SG1 �Table 7� illustrate that higher cooling
flow rates were needed than for the NG cases, and, in fact, five
instead of four rows �for NG� required cooling. For Case SG1-3
where Tcomb=1570°C, no acceptable solution was attained for
kTBC=3.5 W /m K and ZTBC=0.15 mm �as used for the NG2-3
and the other SG cases. This was because these TBC properties
yielded a relatively high metal temperature that could not be re-
duced with an appropriate amount of air from the compressor. In
order not to alter the main turbine cooling features between the
NG2-3 and SG1-3 cases, the thickness of the TBC was increased
slightly to 0.20 mm in the SG-3 cases. In order to provide a direct
comparison with these SG-3 cases, the results for NG firing using
a kTBC=3.5 and ZTBC=0.2 are presented in Table 6 as Case NG2-
3a. The air-to-fuel ratios for the two cases using a thicker TBC
were estimated to be 39:1 �NG� and 4:1 �SG� in order to attain
combustion temperatures of 1576°C and 1582°C, respectively,
while the RIT was 1555°C for both cases.

Syngas Combustion With Turbine Matching. In order to re-
tain most of the original turbine configuration �i.e., geometry, di-
ameters, blade heights, angles, and cooling circuit characteristics�
for the SG cases, it is usual to carry out a second series of simu-
lations by varying the inlet mass flow, while keeping constant the
pressure ratios and the turbine constant �8�. In practice, to attain
high efficiency as the flow rate is varied, the turbine inlet area is

changed by altering either the flow angle of the variable guide
vanes or by physically changing the number of first-stage vanes
�27,28�. Other modifications to handle multiple fuels involve
oversizing the cooling channels for the reference fuel in anticipa-
tion that more coolant will be required for the alternative fuels. In
this study, in order to illustrate major differences between the NG
and SC cases, the inlet area of the turbine was kept the same for
the SG and NG Cases.

A series of simulations for SG was carried out by varying the
inlet mass flow, while keeping constant the pressure ratios and the
turbine constant, which can be calculated from �m4

= p4 /�T4CT�NG �8�. In order to ensure the same turbine constant
for corresponding cases between the NG and SG simulations, i.e.,
Cases NG2-1 and SG2-1, the CT from the NG calculations was
used to formulate the following constraint on the mass flow rate of
the hot gas through the first vane for the SG cases:

m4 = � p4

�T4

�CT
Rref

R

k

kref
�

SG

�1�

where the subscript “ref” refers to properties of the hot gas from
the corresponding NG2 case, i.e., Cases NG2-2 for the SG2-2.
The ma and mf values were varied until the error between the
actual m4 and that given by the constraint was less than 1%. A
constant value of the turbine constant ensures a constant volume
flow past the first vane of the turbine for the NG and SG cases,
respectively. This type of flow matching among the NG cases at
the first vane was not conducted since little variation is expected
for the Rref and kref values among the NG cases. In order to ensure
similar Tcomb and RIT values for SG1 and SG2, respectively, the
ma and mf values were varied such that AFR would have approxi-
mately the same values for SG1 and SG2. Thus, for SG2, mf were
71 kg /s, 76.5 kg /s and 87.5 kg /s and ma were 383 kg /s,
370 kg /s, and 375 kg /s for the three temperature cases
considered.

The calculated cooling flow rates, shown in Table 8, indicate
that the cooling flow rates for Case SG2 �with turbine matching�
were slightly different than those for Case SG1, but were within
10% variation. A comparison of the cooling flow rates for the
SG2-3 and NG2-3a Cases shows that for Rows 1–4, which em-
ploy film cooling and TBC s, approximately 30–40% more cool-
ant would be required in the SG case than for the NG case. For
Rows 5 and 6, which were internally �but not film� cooled, the
coolant ratio increased; approximately 60% and 90% more cool-
ant would be required for the third vane and third blade in the SG
case than for the NG case. The temperature distributions for the
case where Tcomb=1570°C �SG2-3� are shown in Fig. 3. The
trend in temperature variation was essentially the same as that for
NG. The most important differences were observed for the last
two stages and, in particular, for the last-stage vane �Row 7�, the
temperature of which closely approached the set limit of 1000°C,
with the exception that the internal metal temperatures were
higher for Rows 1–4, 7, and 8 in the SG case.

Conclusions
A computational methodology is presented that allows an im-

plicit coupling among different components in a gas turbine, such
as between the compressor and turbine stages through the coolant

Table 7 SG1 coolant flows „as percentage of total air flow…;
with pressure matching „ID refers to target Tcomb: 1=1370°C;
2=1470°C; 3=1570°C…

ID TC V1 B1 V2 B2 V3 B3

1 1.9 0.6 0.3 0.7 0.2 0.04 0
2 5.8 1.6 0.8 2.5 0.6 0.3 0
3 5.9 3.3 1.1 0.4 0.2 0.8 0.2

Table 8 SG2 coolant flows „as percentage of total air flow… for
vanes and blade „with turbine matching… „ID refers to target
Tcomb: 1=1370°C; 2=1470°C; 3=1570°C…

ID TC V1 B1 V2 B2 V3 B3

1 2.2 0.7 0.4 0.8 0.3 0.06 0
2 5.1 1.5 0.8 2.0 0.6 0.3 0
3 5.5 2.8 1.2 0.4 0.2 0.7 0.2
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flows. Results are presented for several scenarios using a four-
stage turbine with open-circuit airfoil cooling. The coolant flows
required to maintain the temperature of the superalloy-bond coat-
ing interface below a preset value were calculated for conditions
where the same combustion temperature and total air flow rate
were maintained. Even for high combustion temperatures �for
which the coolant flows are high and affect the state parameters in
the compressor, combustion chamber, and turbine�, solutions were
found very efficiently �in approximately 10–20 iterations� due to
implicit problem discretization.

It was found that, at lower combustion temperatures, the effect
of considering coolant pressure matching could be neglected since
its effect was approximately of 5°C and 7% on the RIT and total
cooling flows, respectively. However, for high combustion tem-
peratures �where high coolant flow fractions are needed�, unreal-
istic results could be obtained when the coolant pressures were not
matched. The effects of turbine matching between the NG and SG
cases were approximately 7% and 13% for total cooling flows and
cooling flows for the first vane, respectively. These results indicate
that turbine-compressor matching, before and after fuel change,
must be included in turbine models.

A comparison of the vane and blade temperatures indicated that
higher metal temperatures were experienced on all rows for the
SG cases and, in particular, those on the last �uncooled� stage
approached the set limit. These findings suggest that this modeling
approach, when supplied with appropriate parameters, can provide
important insights for formulating materials requirements or tur-
bine operating limits for the various fuel scenarios considered for
turbines in integrated gasification combined cycle applications.
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Nomenclature
C � turbine constant
h � enthalpy
k � thermal conductivity, W/m K �also index�

m � mass flow rate, kg/s
p � pressure
R � specific gas constant
t � time, s �also thickness, m�

Tcomb � combustion temperature
Tg � hot gas temperature

Ttbc,ext � TBC surface temperature
Ttbc,m � TBC-metal interface temperature
Tm,int � metal temperature at the inner blade surface
Tc,in � coolant temperature at inlet

Tc,out � coolant temperature at outlet
TC � total coolant flows with respect to the total

inlet air flow

Subscripts
a � air
g � hot gas

ref � reference case �NG1�
T � turbine
4 � turbine inlet
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